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Ab ac
T e e ea c  e ed   e  c e   e de  a d a   e ab c
a a   c b a  a   ed e ab e d c  a  a e . I   a
c a e e  e c b  a d a   e d c  ca  a  a  e e c
d ca  a e   d e  e e e a  c ea e  c a a  e e ed 
d a ab e  d e  e e  e ace  e b e  a  a d.
De e  a e  a d e acc a e e   c c a   c a e  e ab c
e ee  b e .
B   a a e  a  a e  ad a a e  a c a a  de -d e  e d, I
a e e e a ed  c  ed e c be a ,  a
ea c e a e. T   ac e ed b  a a E c e c a c
e e- ca e e ab c de , e e a ed  a b a f b ca  c e  f
a a  e ed a  a a . D e  e e ab c e  c e e  e e  
e e de , a c a  a  a  e a ed  de   ed c  e e ec  
e e c d ca   e be   e a . T e a c a  e a
be ee  e e  a d eac  e e  e ac ed e b a   b ca
c e  a d e  e e e ed a  a Ge e P e Reac L c Ma . T e c
a  ac  a  a b e  e e ab c e a be ee  e e , e  a d
eac  e e   e b a   a a  e ed a  a a . U  e a ,
f  ba a ce a a : a ec e ed ca c a e e e ab c f  ca ab e
 c  c b a  a , a d a e a  a ec e,  e d 
ab e  c  e e a e  c   a a   add e  a de ed e c
be a . A e e a  e ba ed a da a ac  ed  a a e e
e e a ed  a d de  e a  e e c - / a e e .
T e e e    a ac   a   a  b ca  a  e  d e e
a   e a e ec e ,  be ade a a ab e d  a . T  c ea
e   e e c e c d e  b e. T e de  d ced a e a da ed
- c  a a  b ed da a.
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Ac ed e e
I d e  a  e e be   B e  U e a  a e e e  
e   c b   e ed e  C e Sc e ce a d S e c B . I
d e  e e d  a de  a  a  e be  e C e e  E ee ,
De  a d P ca  Sc e ce   P ad a e Re ea c , c d  e De  C e e
Ed ca  Ma a e ; J e B ad a a d PGR P a e Ad a ; V c
Ma ade ,  e  a e ce a d c e   ee e ed. I d e 
ec ca  a  e Se  PGR P a e  Ad a ; E a Hea e ,  e
b d e  a   a e ce e a ed e a d e e e ded ca   a a  ee
e  ac . I d e  a   e  d c a e ea c e   e  c e a ,
eedbac  a d   a  e  e d .
I d e    a de  a   e a e a d e  a  e ed
c ed b e a   a  da ce e e  e  e a . T a  , P e  N e
Sa de , D  A a  T c e  a d D  C a G a  a   c b .
I e ec a  a   e e d  dee e  a ec a  e e  a a ce e
b  P e  Da d G be  a d D  A e a d  Pa d . W  a d b , I d  a e
bee  ab e  c e e  e   e  a a ce. T e ea e  a e ce a d
ded ca  e   e e  a ed e    . I a  e e a
a e  a d ee  e e e  c   a e bee  e ed b  e .
La  b   e ea , I d e  a   a ;  e  a d a e , b e  a d
e    e ca , e a  a d a   e c e  
e  a d   e  e e a .
T a  , e e e.
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1 I d c .
L e  Ea  c e   a    a e  a d e . F  c e  -ce ed a  
c c c e-ce ed e , e e   a e  a e  a d d e . T e e
be  a  a c c c e e  e e bac e a  a a e e c    e ea c .
Bac e a a e e e-ce ed a  a  ab a  e e  e e   
a e , c d   a . T e  a e e e e e e  a d a  c  a e a a e  
be  ab e  e  ace   e  a ca . T e  e  a e c c a
c e  a  e d   e ce  c a . A  e  a e a c ce , e
ac  a c e  a d e b a e-b d a e e . D e  e  e-ce ed c a ,
e  a e a e  a d e  c e  a    e e  ce  e   e e ce. T  
a  beca e, a  e  ac   c e , e a   e c e c .
Bac e a  S a .
Le  a  b  de a d  a   ea  b  a bac e a ec e a d a bac e a a .
S ec e : - Bac e a  ec e  a e de ed b  e e c e e  a d e- e e
a e . F  bac e a  ce   be c de ed e be   e a e ec e , e  
e b  e a e e e c be a  a e  a  a e e a  70%  e
DNA be de ca   e a e  (Fe , 2008).
S a : - S a ,  e e  a d, a e c ea ed  e  e e c a a  a  e
 a e ec e . T e e a a  ca  ead  e e a  d e e  a   ceab
d e e  e c be a . T e d e e ce  be ee a  a e e ed  de a d
e e c e a   a  a .
T e bac e Escherichia coli (E. c )  ed a  c b a  da a  d e ,
a   e bac e a  de  a   c ce. T e e  d e  c d c ed  E.
c d e  a e ed    d e a d e c e . A  a e , e e  a
e de a ed ed e ba e ab   e e c c de, a c a  a  a d
e ca  ce , a  a  e  a   b . E. C '  a d  a e c ed
   e e   a a e c  (c a ed  e a ) a e ed   be
e  ed  e e e a  ab , a ace ca d c  a d e e c e ee
(B , 2015).
I  1973, He be  B e  a d S a e  C e   e  ea  e  e e c
e ee . B  cceed   c    ece  bac e a  DNA  a a d
ca e  a d e  e e e c a  E. c , e  beca e e b e  a
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e ece a  da   de b ec (C e  e  a ., 1973). Fa  a d 
da , a d ece  ad a ce   DNA e e c  a e e ab ed a d e e c ec   E. c
e e e e ce   be ade ead  a a ab e. A a  e e e e  a  ed e
  e d e  be ee  a . I  a  e E. C  e e,  20%   e e
a e  e E. C  c e c   c   a  E. c  a . T e e a  80%  e
e e  e b e  e d e  be ee  a (L a ce  e  a ., 2010).
Bac e a  Me ab c Ne  Rec c .
A a    a d e ab c c   bac e a a   a d  a . S c
e ea c   ade ea b e b  a - ec c e e- ca e b c e ca  ec c .
De e  e e c e e e e ab c e  ec c e ed e 
e :
a. A e   e ab c eac  a d e  a c a ed e e .
b. T e c e   e eac
c. T e c a e  a d c e ca  a   e e ab e a  a a e  e eac
d. T e e a  be ee  e ab c e e  a d e e e  e  e c de.
T e e ec c   e d   c ea c ab e, e e- ca e
e e e a  (Fe , 2008). T e  de a ed a d c e e e ab c
ec c   a  a   da e  e c ab a  a  E c e c a c  K-12
MG1655.
1.1 Re ea c  M a .
C a a  de   b ca  e   ece a    a e e e   a
a d e e -  ea   b ca  da a. T  e d  e ced b  a e c ea e 
decade a e  e be   b , a  a d a c e  a  c a a  a d
e  b  e a e  (C a a e  a ., 2013).
C a a  b c e ca  de  ac  a  e ab e b e a  ca  be a a ed 
c ed e e  e e a a e be   a -ba ed e e e  ca  be
c d c ed be e a  e b ca  e e a cc . T e , e e e , e a d
e ab e a e  c c  a e c b - e ca  be c ed a d ca
ed ced.
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T e e a e  e  a  ca  add e  a  e e  ba  e d  a  a ec  e
a ab , ea  a d ec   a a . E e   ad a ce   b ca
c e ce  a e a ed a c c a  e  eac  e eed ,  a  a a  da ce
e e ee   e c b - e   e a e ab e, e e e a d .
T e e  c a a  b - de  ca  e ab e e c a d c a a  b  
a e   e e ab   a , a d  a e  ed c   a  e
be a   a  a  a d de  e c a a  add e  e eed  ec c
de ed be a  a d a  ce a  e a ce. Acc d   e G ba  Ma e
I  2020 e , e ba e c b a e  a  a ed a  $11 b   2018
a d  ec ed  eac $55 b  b  2025 (K a A a a d A  Ra a , 2018). A a e
a   e e    e d e ec  c de ce   e a   e e e
e d .
1.2 Re ea c  A  a d Ob ec e .
Re ea c  Q e
Ca c a a  a e- ca e e e e ab c de  a a  e  a
a a , ac a e e a a  de  a d a da  e c b ca  e ?
Re ea c  A .
T  e a a e  e a a  de  a d a da  e c b ca  e  ca  be
ac a ed b   a e- ca e e ab c de  e e c a .
Ob ec e ?
1. T  de  a c a a e e ed de  d e e d  a  
e ab e e de ca   e e c a a a e e   de   b a
de ab e e e .
2. T  e e  a c a a  a  ba ed  e d  e de ed
e d ,  e e a e ed - c  de   e c bac e a
a  a  add e  a de ed e e.
3. Va da e e ed   b ed  e e a ed da a.
1
1.2.1 Me ab c C e  Me ab c Pa
Figure 1: The pan and core metabolic capabilities of E.coli K-12. Each strain shares sets of genes that are either
unique to the strain or shared bet een other strains. The intersection of all strainsindicatese the core set of
genes shared bet een. Several intersections can be observed. Some genes that are shared bet een strains can
have slight variations to their makeup that can result in a slightl  different behavioural pattern. These t pes of
genes are referred to as alleles.
A d   20 E.c  a  d a  a a e c  e a ed e c e e e  
 c   e a ed  e ab  (T c e  a ., 2009). A e   55 E.c
e e- ca e ec c  b  b  e De a e  Na E ee  a d
B e ee  a d P a   B a c  a  e U e   Ca a (M  e  a .,
2013) e e ed  de a d e e ab c a a a  a . T e Ge e- ca e
e ab c de   a  55 a  e e ed e B GG da aba e (Sc e e be e  e  a .,
2010) a  a ed e ba e  a e ca e e ab c ec c .
T e c e  a ed a  a  ec c  de e e e ab c c e, a d d ca e  e
e ab c a e  a ed be ee  a . T e c e e e e  e e ec  a
e ab c c e  a  a e c   a  55 a . F e 1 e  a a ca
e e e a   e e  e a  be ee a a d a ec e . T e e ab c
a , e e , de e  e c b ed  e   e ab c c e  a  a  a a ab e
1
ec c . T e a  ed  e   e e ab c ca ab   E. C  a  a
ec e . I  e e e  e  a  e ab c c e   a  55 a .
T e a   e   de , e e a d e a a e e ab c e ee
 a  e ab e e de ca   e e c a e e   e b ec e 
b a  de ab e e e .
1.3 N e  C b   Sc e c K ed e.
T e e ea c  e ed   e  a e  e 6 e  c b   c e c
ed e:
1.3.1 A S a  Va a  De  D e S e c B Me d
1.3.2 T e Ge e P e  Reac  L c Ma .
1.3.3 A Me d Ide f  Me ab c Reac a L   Me ab c Ge e .
1.3.4 A M SQL L b a  f B ca  C e E.C  S a  Va a .
1.3.5 A Me d De  M c b a  S e  a P a ba ed S a  Va a
A ac  O a  a Ge e c A .
1.3.6 A Me d  e Ge e a a  P e e P f e-ba ed Va da .
1.3.7 S a e c de a e e  a c a a a f ba ed  e d  
e ab e c b , a d acc a a da a.
1.3.1 A S a  Va a  De  D e  S e c B  Me d .
Me d : M   c b   a e e de  d e  e c b
e d . T  a ac  ac a e  e e ee  d ed bac e a  a  
ed e c be a  b  ea  e e- e e de  de ed b  e
a -ba ed e a  a  de ed e ab c be a . T e
a  c   e e- ca e e ab c de  bac e a  a  c c ed 
a b a   ec e - ec c e ab c c e , e e a ed  e b c e ca
e   e e a  a  a a . T  a ac a  f  e  b ca  a
e  d ffe e  a  f  e a e ec e  be ade a a ab e d
a ,  c ea  e  f e e c d e  b e. B  c c e
e d ca   e  e e ,  e d a d  a c , a a  a d
be a  a e  a c a ed e  f d . T  - e e ed a ac  
e c de  e ab e  e d c   a e ed e e c c a e  a  e ee  e
e ab c   a a   de  e a  b ec e  b a  
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 a de ed e e. T   ac e ed b  e e  c  , c   
e  e  e e  f  a b a  f ec e - ec f c e ab c c e . A e
de a ed e a a   e e    e d ca  be d  ec 1.4.1  
c a e .
1.3.2 Ge e P e  Reac  L c Ma .
M  ec d c b   a b a  ab e a a e e a  be ee  e ab c
e e , e e e  e  e c de  a d e eac e e e  ca a e. T e c
a  a  e e a ed b   e ac  a  e e a c a ed eac  b a ed  58
E c e c a c  e e ca e ec c  B GG da aba e (K  e  a ., 2016) a d
e  c e  e  e e eac  e   a Ma e e  e e e  a  eac  a d
c  e e e  a  e e . T e GPR L c Ma a  e e e- eac  c e
be ee  e e e a d e ab c eac e e e  e M SQL b a  
ec e - ec c e ab c c e . T e GPR c a   a  e ea  f e
e d a d  e a    e e a . I   e be ee  e e e a d
eac e e e   a e ab c ec c . T e a e ab e  e acc a e e ec
 eac , ba ed  a  e  e   e ab c e e  e e   e b a . T e a
b a  a e e a d   ab   a b ad a e  b e e e a  de 
 e . A e de a ed e a a    c b ca  be d  C a e  4: W
I e e ed .
1.3.3 A Me d  Ide  Me ab c Reac   a L  Me ab c
Ge e .
T e d c b   a Reac  Ide f ca P c  (RIP)  a a ca  de f
e ab c eac  a  b e   e ab c e e e e   e b a  
c e . T e c    e GPR L c Ma   acc a e  de  a  b e
e ab c eac  e c ded  e e  b e e e c b a   a e   
e e . M e    c b  ca  be d  e 4  c a e    e ; ed
W  I e e ed .
1.3.4 A M SQL L b a   B ca  c e   E.c a  a a .
M   c b   a b a   e ab c c e a  c e e c e 58
e E. C  e e- ca e e ab c ec c b a ed  e B GG da aba e.
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T e e ab c c e  e e e ac ed  e ec c  a d ed a  da a 
e e a e a M SQL b a   E c e c a c  ec c e ab c c e . T e b a
d e   c a  f  c c ed e e ca e e ab c de  e a
a a , b  a e  a c ec   a  ( .e., eac , e ab e , e e  a d e e eac
e ) a d  e  e a e a d a e a c a ed e a e . T e c e  e a
be ee  e e a  a e e ca a ed a d e e e ed e GPR L c Ma . I  e
d , e M SQL b a   a e  a  a  e ca a e  e e ab c
ca ab e  f E c e c a c  a  a ec e . A e de a ed de c   
c b  ca  be d  e C a e  4: W I e e ed .
1.3.5 A Me d  De  M c b a  S e  a a P a Ba ed S a
Va a  a ac   O a  a Ge e c A .
T e  c b   a e e c a e e a a  de   c  
 e d c   a a e  b c e ca  d c b a a   e e
ca e e ab c de   a  a a  a  a e e e e ed b  e b a
c e . T e b a  c e e e e  e e e c a e   e a  
e e e . I   a ed  a e    ec e ec c e ab c e e , e e e e
e e  a    e e e ed b  a b a  a e ( .e., e  e ) a  a  e e e ce
 ab e ce  a  e e. A e de a ed de c e a  e a ec  (e. ., F e
c e ca c a , e d c  e a , e e a c d  e c)   c b
ca  be d  C a e  3: Me d .
1.3.6 A Me d  e  Ge e a a  P e e P e-ba ed Va da .
T e a  c b   a a da  e d a de e e  e ece   e e e ce 
a e e b  a a  a  f e e c , be ee c e  de  ac
e e a . C e  a e e ab ed b  ca c a e d a ce be ee  e b a
c e  eac  de  a d  e  acc d . Eac  c e  e e e  a
e e c b e a  ac  a  a e e f e. P e  a  ee  e de ed
be a  e e e  a e e ec ed a e e  e e e e  e e a . T e   a
e e f e  e e  e e a , a e  a e e a  e . A a
e e e a  e e c e e c  ca  ed e   e e a   e e
 e e a  a  ce . Ra e a  c   a e e e a a
a , a e c e ba ed a da  e d a    e e c a e
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 e e e   e e a . I e ab a e e   c b   e 5  c a e
  e ; ed Te  a d Va da .
1.3.7 A a ab .
T e a da  da a a d f a e c de  a a ab e a  a PDF e  G e D e a
://d e. e.c / e/d/103O EK3c RY N CDGe8 9C5 IcIU/ e ? = a .
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1.4 C e    e
T e  O e e
B - de  e ee   e e  be ee  a e a c , c e  c e ce, a d b
a  de  a e a c a ac   ec c a a  b ca  e e  b
de , c c  a d a a  c a a de   b ca  e  (G be  e
a ., 2009).
I   e ,  c    c c  a - e e ed de -d e  e d  a
ac a e  e e ee   d ed bac e a a   ed e c be a .
T  e   a ed   a  d  e da a e a e ab  e b ec  a ea,
be e de   a  e e   a  e c b  c a a  c ce ,
e ed  be e  de a d e d e e  e e  c e  e e   e e d
ed. O ce e da   e , I de c be de a  e ece a  e e e   e
e d  a  e  a  d ca e  e  a d a . T e e d   e de
 be ee  c a a  c ce  a d e  e e a .
T e e  e  c e   e e e a   e e a e e e   e e d . I
de c be  de a  e e  a d  ed  d ce a e   b ca
c e , e e a e a a c ; a e e- ca e e ab c de   a  
e ab c e e  a d a  e a a  e ab c de   e a
a  ec e.
F a , I e  e a d   e e  e e a ed  a . T e de  d ced
a e e  a da ed - c  a a  b ed da a.
C a e  1: I d c
T  c a e  a   e e ea c  e  a d a a   e e  e
e ea c . I  add , e bac d  e e ed  d e e  a ac e  c e  ed
 de  e e- ca e e ab c de . T  c a e  e e   e
e d  a d c a e   a ac   a   e a  a ac e .
C a e  2: L e a e Re e
T  c a e  e e  a  a  e    e e e a  S e c B  a d B - de
e ee . I  a  c e   de a  e 5 e e a  a e  e e   e
e d , .e...
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. Da aba e De
. Ge e-ba ed M de  Rec c
. F  Ba a ce A a
. S a  O a
. E a  A
C a e  3: Me d
T  c a e  de c be  e e  a e   e e e d . T e da a c ec  a d
da a a a  ec e  a e e ab a ed  a d ed  de  e a  c ce
a  a e  e e d .
C a e  4: W  I e e ed
T  c a e  e   de a   e a  a d e e a   eac  e e   e
e d . T e e  c a e  (C a e  3) e e e de  b e   eac  e e
 e e d  e  c a e  e e  e . T e  ac e ed   c a e
 e e  ed da a a   e e a da   de   dec e .
C a e  5: Te  a d Va da
T  c a e  e ab a e   e e , a d e a a a a  c d c ed  e da a
e e a ed a  e e d  c a e  4. I  e a e e e ec e e   e e d  e
a ed  e a e a da ed e ca e .
C a e  6: S a  a d C c
T  a  c a e  de  a c c    e . I a e e a  c b
ade a d e a e e ca ce  e e e ea c .
A e d ce  a d Refe e ce .
T  ec  e e e ce  a  e a e  a d d a a ed d  e c e  e ea c
a d   e .
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2 L e a e Re e
T e d c  ded a b e  a   e e ea c bac d  e ec  a d
de c bed e e a  e ea c  a  a d e ea c  e . I   c a e , e e a e
e e   e  e ea c  c ce   be e a ed. I   c b e  e ab  e
ed e ea c  a  a d e ea c  e , c e  def e e c e a d f c
f  ec . T e e a e c a e e  a  a e e eed  de  a d a a e
b ca  e . A  a   e c e  a e  e a   e ed  de a d e
c e   ec . Le   be   a ba c de a d  b - de  e ee .
2.1 B - de  E ee
T   e c e ce  ec c  a a  b ca e e  b  de  a d a a
c a a  de   b ca  e . I  e e  be ee  a e a c ,
c e  c e ce, a d b , a d de  a e a c a ac   de ,
c c  a d a a  c a a  de  b ca  e  (G be  e  a ., 2009).
I  e  d , a b - de   e a d  c a a  a d ec e  de c be  e
a e  a d be a   a e  b ca  e e a  a c ed a .
B - de  e ee  a   a  a ea   a ca . T e  be  e  b ,
c  a   de  a d c c  de   e b ca  e . T e ec d a ea
 a ca    e c b , c   ed a  a   a e e a  a e   de
a d c c  b ca  e   ec c c a e . T e a    de  a d
c c  a a e de   e  b ca e (B e  e  a ., 2010).
2.2 C e  de  a ac  a d  S e c B
S e c b   a e d c a e d a  c b e  b   e c e  
e ee   ede , ada , a d c c  e c e ca  e   DNA  e
b ca  c e ,  a da d ed DNA e e ce a  ca  be a e b ed  e
e e . T e e d ed b ca  c e  a e ec c c  a d ca  be ed
 c ea e e ee ed b ca  e  a  e ec c a  (C e  e  a ., 2011).
O a c c e   e a  a e a a  c a e a c   a   c e
e . A  ad a a e de ed  c  a e  a  e d e  a d ec e
ed   c e  e  b e  ca  be ed a  ab e   de
a d a da  b ca  e  (C e  e  a ., 2011).
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F c a  e a c  c ce   e b  .
. P e  a d e e  e e a  c   a  e  ba c ca
c e   a c e  a d a e.
. B c e ca  eac  c d e e e  ca  a e  a e .
. Pa a  a d ce  ca  e e e  a d a e d e e a c ce  c , a d
e e a  a c e  e .
. F a ,  e c e  a e a a  c  a   a e   c e .
S c  c a  a e  a e ed  c ab a e e  a  c b e b   e
c e   e ee . T e d bec  c a  e c ec ed ace a  e a ded
e ab   e e a e, a e a d e e  da a  a ba  ca e. T  a  da e a
acce e a ed  ab   de a d  c e b ca  e . T e ce  
e c b  a  a d c e  a  d ca   e d.
De a ed a d c e  b ca  e ce  acc a ed  a de a e  
da aba e  a e ead  acce b e, e. . e B C c Da aba e C ec  (Ca  e  a ., 2012),
KEGG [19] a d e B GG (Sc e e be e  e  a ., 2010) da aba e  a e a e . Yea  
b ca  da a b a ed  a c ec e a e  a e e ed c ea e a  e c ec ed a d
c e e a  b ca  e e . T e da a a bee   a ed a d e a ed 
c a a  e  de . Me ab c de  e e c a d c a a
b  e e   e  e a  a d e e  ea   b ca  da a a a ab e
 e .
A ac  e c b   a de  d e a ac  e ed a e d
a    acc  b  e c a d e a c a . T e da a e ed a  e
da  eeded  ec c  a d de  c a e  e e ab   c a .
T ee a  c e  a e  e e d : -
I. M  S a  a a  ed eba e: Ge e a e a ec e ec c M SQL da aba e
 e ab c c e   a c ec   e e ca e e ab c ec c
 E c e c a c  a  a a  b a ed B GG da aba e.
Ge e P e  Reac  L c Ma : E ca a e e e a  be ee
e   e e ab c c e .
II. Ge e ca e e ab c ec c : A  a ec c, c a  ba ed
e e ca e e ab c ec c  de ed e e a a  a d 
e ab c eac  e e   a  a (Baa a d Ma e , 2012).
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F  ba a ce a a : A a e e e- ca e ec c    a d
e   e ab e  a .
III. O a : I e e a e -d e  d f ca  e de  
a  ec e  a  ed  c e  e  a  .e.
e a  a .
Ge e c a : T e a  ca  be ed a a e d   b
c a ed a d c a ed a  b e b  e ea ed  d  a
a   d d a  
2.2.1 M  S a  Va a  K ed eba e:  Ge e P e Reac
Da aba e.
Me ab   e   e c e ca  eac  a a e ace  eac  ce   a 
a  a  de  e e e  e ed  e e e  a c a e a   (K be ,
2016). E e  a e e b e  ca a  eac  a a e   b ca  ce e .
T e  a e e  e ec e ca a  e    acce e a eac  b  a  a  a  17
de   a de (Nee , 1998).
A  a  a a  de  d e  a ac   c c e ab c e  e e
de  a da aba e a  d c a  e e  e e a  e ab c a  a a
ec c  a d e e e  e  c e  a  a ed ec e  ec c ed e ba e.
T e ed e ba e e e e  e PAN a d CORE e  e ab c c e  be ee
a  a d c a ac e e  e e ab c e a  e ec e . T e ed eba e 
e ec ed   e  e a  e ed e  ea ab  e a .
T e E c e c a c  K-12 MG1655 a  a  e a   a e  e e c e e
e e ced (B a e , 1997). T e ea  a a ab  E.c  K-12 c e e e e ce
ac a ed e ec c     e e ca e e ab c de , c  a  bee  e a ed
a d e a ded  a  e a  ab   a a a d e e beca e
a a ab e. F  e e ea  a d e, E.c  K-12 a  bee  ed e e e  a  e
e e ed de   b c e ca  e e c , ec a b  a d b ec . T  a e  
a  dea  a   e e   e .
2.2.1.1 M  S a  Va a .
O e  e a  decade, a  e E. c  e e ce  a e bec e acce b e,  
a a e  a  E. C  K-12 a a  e e e  e E. c  ec e  a  a e (M
2
e  a ., 2013). T e a   e e c e a   a  c a ed  e e a  e  
e e , a  e a e a   d e be ee  a . T   a
beca e e d e  e ec  c a  d e e ce a d ed  e   
a  ada   d e e  a  e e . A  a  a e e e  a
a e e  e , e  a  e   d e e e e a a   a
a e e , a  e  a e a  eac  e .
T e De a e   Na  E ee  a d B e ee a d P a  
B a c  a  e U e   Ca a (M e  a ., 2013), c c ed 55 
e e ced e e ca e e ab c ec c  E c e c a c  a d S e a
a   de   c a ac e e e e ab c ca ab e  e E. c  ec e . T e
e e ca e e ab c de  e e e  ed  a a e e  ca ab e  
e a  650 d e e  -  e e .
T e 55 ec c  ade  a  dea  e   - a a a   c  
e e a e a  E c e c a c  ec c ed e. Me ab c c e  (e.  e e
eac  e , eac , e ab e , a, c a e e c)  a  55
ec c  e e a a ca  acce ed B GG (K  e  a ., 2016) a d
ed  a  SQL da aba e.
T e SQL da aba e d e   e e e  a e   ec c ed e e
ca e e ab c de  b a e  a  E.c  ec f c ( .e ec e  ec f c)  f
e ab c a  a   e a a  f c e   a e e
ca e e ab c f a e .
2.2.1.2 B GG: B c e ca  Ge e c a d Ge c K ed eba e  La e Sca e
Me ab c Rec c .
B GG (Sc e e be e  e  a ., 2010)  a ed e ba e  B c e ca , Ge e ca
a d Ge ca  c ed e e- ca e e ab c e  ec c . A  
e    e ,  c a e  e a 100 b ed e e- ca e
e ab c e   a e da aba e. E c e c a c  a  acc  58
 e b ed ec c . Ge e   e B GG de  a e a ed  NCBI
e e a a  e e ab e  a e a ed e e a  e e a  da aba e  .e.
KEGG a d P bC e   a e a e . A  e eac aced  a B GG ed e
ba e   a e e- ca e e  ec c . A  e  e e a a  a e
d a d e  e e e a  da a ,  d e  e B GG ed e  e a e
a .
2
Figure 2 : BiGG is hosted on a Simphen  server running an Oracle database. All entries sho n in gre
are used internall , hile entries sho n in black are directl  vie able b  the user. GPRXML is a function
that returns an XML formatted gene protein reaction string given a reaction ID (Schellenberger et al.,
2010).
2.2.2 Ge e-Sca e Me ab c Rec c .
Me ab c ec c  e   e a   e e a a   e a .
Ge e a a  a  ca  be d  a ec c da aba e  e. . Ec C c
(Ke e e  e  a ., 2013), KEGGS (Ka e a a d G , 2000) a d B GG (Sc e e be e  e  a .,
2010). T e e e a a  a   e e ab c eac   a  a ,
ca  be ed  e e a e a  a  ec c, c a -ba ed Ge e Sca e Me ab c
de (Baa  a d Ma e , 2012). I  e  d , a GEM a e a ca  de c be  e
e ab c a a  a  cc   a e   eac . T e de  a   ed c  e
e ab c be a   c a  a e  ca c a ed e ab c e .
T e  c e e e e ca e e ab c ec c  E. c  K-12  a ed
JO1366 (O  a d Pa , 2012, . 13). A  e e  ,  acc  1367 e e ,
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2583 eac  a d 1805 e ab e (K  e  a ., 2016). I  a  de e e e a
e a  a  e e e a  a  bec e a a ab e. GEM e ab e a e
ba ed e e e a   e ab c e . T  e e  e ab   be a a ed b  a
a e   c a a  . T e e , e constraint based anal sis, ca
e a a e e e e  a d c   e de de  e  c d . T e E.
coli e ab c GEM a  bee  e e e  ed  a de ec   a ca , c d
c ea ed d c   c e e, cc a e, ac a e, a a e, L- a e, L- e e, add a
a  ac d , e a , d e , a , a d 1,3- a ed (V e -A a  a d Sa a ,
2016).
Figure 3: A simplified representation of a genome-scale metabolic reconstruction. A GEM contains a list of
sometimes thousands of metabolic reactions in an organism, as ell as hat constitutes its biomass reaction.
GEMs also contains Gene-Protein-Reaction associations bet een reactions and genes (V e -A a  a d
Sa a , 2016).
2.2.2.1 T a c a  I a .
T e a c a  a e  e e   a e e ca e e ab c ec c
a c a e  e ab c eac   e e e  a e c de e . T e a e
e ca a e  e e a  be ee  e e , e a d eac   a e
e ab c e . T e a c a  a  e e e ed b  a
e e- e - eac e a , e e ed a  a B ea  L c e a .
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I. Ce a  D a f M ec a  B
Figure 4 :Central Dogma of Molecular Biolog  (DNA, mRNA, Protein)
P e  c e  a e ac ec e  c ed a ea  e e ce  a
ac d  ed e e  b  c e ca  b d  ca ed e de . T  ce  
e de ec e c  ca  c  e ee-d e a
c f a a  c ea e b a e ec c b d e , e ed  a e a
ca a c eac (G  e  a ., 2015). T e e a e 20 a  ac d  a  a e c
  a , e e , a e e de  ( .e, e ) ca  c   e
a  1000 a  ac d (G  e  a ., 2015).
P e  a e 4 e e  f c a  c e e b e  b  e  c e
a d c .
i. P a  S c e: A ea    a  ac d  a e de ec e
(G  e  a ., 2015).
ii. Sec da  S c e: T e a a  a a e e   a ac d  c e  e
a e   a e e a  e e ce ac a ed b  e ab   e de  
be d  e ea  c e .
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iii. Te a  S c e: A  e ed ea e , e de ec e  ca  d
bac   e e e   e e a e ee-d e a  a c ec e . T
ced e b  a  ac d  a  a e a  a a  e ea  e e ce c e
e e (G  e  a ., 2015).
iv. Q a e a  S c e: A e c c e c ed  e e a
e a a e e a  c e b d e e .
V a  a  e e  a e c ac  b a  ee-d e a e  c e .
Ta   acc  a  e c   a ee-d e a c e  a e
d ec  de e ed b  e e e a  c e a  ac d , a d a  e ac
a e e  e c de e DNA RNA a  a ec e  e de   c
a  ac d  a e a a ed a d ed  e a e ,  bec e  a a e  a
e e  ca  d ec  c  e a c f c  b e c d  e ea
e e ce f e de ec e , a  c f  a d de e e e
ee-d e a   c e f a e (G e  a ., 2015). A a
e e e a   e Ce a  D a ca  be b e ed f e 4 .
P e  M f d
M d ca   e  e e   a a d  a c d d  e a  ac d
c a   a e de, c  ca  d a ca  a e  a e '  a e a e a d
c a . M d  ca  ca e e  a e a d  de ead c d, c d
e e e e ce  a ec c eac . E e  e  c a  e a
c a ed, ded e  ca  c   a ab e a e  a  d   a
e   a c ded ce a  e e . I  e e a e  e e  a   a e
d   e de, e e  bec e  c a d  e  c  e e  
e  ded e  (Ke  Ge e , 2010). T e acc a   ded e
a  a de a a  e  e e a  d ea e  c d S c e Ce  A ae a.
II. Ge e-P e -Reac  a c a .
T e e a  be ee  e e , e  a d e ca a ed eac  ca  cc  
e e a  a ce . T   d e  e c e  e ac  be ee  b ca
c e . T e ce a  d a  ec a  b de c be  e   e e c
a   a b ca  e . Ge e  e c de e e ed a  a ,
ce a c bed a d a a ed, e e a e  e de . O e  e e de  c e
e e    a e  c  ca  b d  e e    c e
c e , e. ., e e . E e ,  , ca a e eac  c   e
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e ab c e   e Ge e-Sca e Me ab c e . D e  e  c e e ,
e  e ac   d e e  a . A e e ca  ca a e a e eac   a
e   eac . O  e e  a d, a eac  ca be ca a ed b  a e   e ,
.e., e e  (V e -A a  a d Sa a , 2016).
Figure 5: E amples of GPR association in Boolean format are sho n for Escherichia coli.
T e   a e ab c e   de e ed b  e e e c e e   
e a c eac . T e a c a  da a  ed  ac a e  deac a e e e
 a e ab c e . W  a e e ca e ec c , e a c
eac  a e a a ed b  ad  e  e a d e  b da e .
A d a  e  ec c  eed   be a a c a ed  de   de
c e c . T e a  e e   d e ab c a  e e  b  c ec e
 d ec  e de ce  e a a ab e e a e e a    c e e a e .
Ce a  eac  e e   a e ab c e  a e c de ed a e
beca e e  d   a e e e  a c a ed  e . Ide  e eac
e e  e e e e a e e a . Beca e e e   e ec e  ca  be
de ed a  be  e e   a e  ec e  e a e a , a  a a e
e e   c   e ed  acc a e  a  e e ab c a d e e c e
 a  a .
2.2.2.2 B a  Ob ec e F c
A b a  b ec e c   a eac  a  a e a e  ab   
 (Fe  a d Pa , 2010). I  ca  be ed a a   de e e  e
a   a e   a d a  a  a a   e a a e e e e  a ca  a
be ee  d c  a de ed e ab c c d a d ce   a d . T e
b a  eac   e e ed b  e ac ec a c   e ce  e. .,
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RNA, DNA, L d , Ca b d a e  a d P e . T e e ac ec e  a e ed
 ec  e ab e ,  e a e, N c e de , Fa  ac d  a d S a  (Baa
a d Ma e , 2012).
ATP ec e  a  a  a  a  e  de e b a  eac . T e  a e
e  e a ded a  e ec a    c e c  ace a  e e  a e
(K e , 1980), ade b  e ce  a d e ed e e   ac ec e .
T e e e  e e e  a  be ee  ac ec e . I   a  a  e
d e e ce  a e e e ed  e b a  b ec e c  beca e  d ca e  e
e ed b e c e e  a  e ce  a  e e a e,   e b e c
ce e  (Fe  a d Pa , 2010).
2.2.3 F  Ba a ce A a  (FBA)
I   ec ,  ba a ce a a   e a a ed   ab   ed c  e e ab c
be a   e e- ca e de  a d  e  ac ca e .
I  e d a a  be :
Figure 6: The flo  of flu  balance anal sis. The organism uses EXCHANGE REACTIONS (b1, b4, b5) to
introduce e ternal metabolites into its metabolic s stem. The desired product is catal sed b PRODUCT
REACTION (b2) and biomass is generated b  the BIOMASS REACTION (b3). The organism has INTERNAL
METABOLITES (A, B, C, D and E) that participate in INTERNAL METABOLIC REACTIONS (v1 and v2). The
stoichiometric matri  multiplied ith the flu  vectors in stead  state is al a s ZERO. The final result is a set of
feasible flu  solutions at stead  state ith REACTION (b2) as the objective function (Ra a , 2009).
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T e FBA e  d c ed   ec  a e:
- S e  de .
- S c e c Ma
- B c e ca  c a  
- O  a  b ec e c
FBA  a ec e ed  b ec  a d e b   a a e e c e e
e ab c e e  a c b a  a . I  a   e a e e ace a  e   
ce . I   ba ed  e da e a  a   a ac  a d  e ed de  ead  a e
c d .
W a   a ead  a e?
I  a c a , ead  a e  a d  a e bee ac e ed e  a  e ab e
c ce a  a e e a a . T e ce  a e e ab ca ac e a  e  c e a d
ec e e b a e  a d d c  e ec e  (O e  a ., 2010). W a   ea   a  
eac  e ab e e a e  d c   e a  e a e  c . I  e ab c
e , e ab e  a e d ced a d c ed b e e  a  e e   a
c e ca  eac . E e  a e e  a  a e e c ded  e e e. T  a e  
b e  ec c  a d a  e ab c e a e   e c  da a a e. T e
  e e ab c e  ca  be de c bed b  e c e   e e ab e
a  a c a e  e eac .
FBA c e  eac  e ab e  a e ab c e  a e a ca  c e c e  b
ea   ea  a . I  e  e a e  e e a  be ee  e ab e   a
e   de   d  a  a  e a  be a   e e ab c
e  a  ead  a e. T e c a  a e e e a a   b a  e d  a
a  a d b d    a e   eac . T a  a  a a ab e e  
e e a ed ed c   e   e a , e ab e c ce a  e e  a d
d c   de e ce  (O  e  a ., 2010).
2.2.3.1 S e  de .
T e e   de ed b  e d d a  eac  e e e ca e e ab c
de . T e c e  a  a e  a e ab c de a e ed be .
. T e e ab e  ed (I e a  a d e e a  e ab e ).
. Ge e eac  e a  e c de   e e .
. C e d  e e  a  a e e b e  ca a e eac .
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. C a e  a  e a a e e c , e a  a d e e a  a   e
ce .
. Re e b  a   eac .
. T e ec   c a   eac .
vii. S c e  Ma .
2.2.3.2 S c e c C e c e  a d Ba a c  Reac .
Figure 7: Stoichiometr  Matri  (Raman, 2009).
T e e  c e  a   ed  1792 b Je e a Be a  R c e  
b ca ; Mea  e C e ca  E e e (Je Be  R c e , 1793). T e d
 de ed  e G ee  d stoikhein c  ea e e e  a d metro c
ea  ea e . S c e c c e c e  e e e e   b a e
a d d c  a  a c a e  a eac  ( S c e a d Ba a c  Reac ,
2013). T  a  ca  be e e ed a e a ca a  a a S a  d ca e
e ea  e a  be ee  e  a e  e a c eac  a d e
ec a  c d .
I  a c e  a ,  e e e  e ab e a d c  e e e
eac . T e c e c e  a e e e  a  e e e e be   ec e   a
c e ca  e ab e a  e a e  a c e ca  eac . T e e c e c e  a e 
c d  de e de  a d a  a e  a e c a  ( S c e a d Ba a c
Reac ,  2013). I  a e ab e  d ced b a eac  e c e c e  a  a
e  e a e a e   e   e e ab e  c ed b  e
eac . A  e   a  d   a c a e e eac  a e e . F  2.3
a e   c ce  be .
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Ba a c  C e ca  Reac .
T e La   C e a   Ma  a e  a  d a  ca  a a  
c e ca  eac , a e   a  a ed e  e e  c ea ed  de ed.
Acc d   e a , e a  a   e d c  e a  e a   e a
a   e eac a . I  de   a  e a  be c de ed ba a ced,  eed  
a  2 a  c d :   a e e a e be E e e a d a  e a
C a e  b  de   e e a  ( S c e a d Ba a c  Reac ,
2013).     
E e e a  ba a ce: T e e e e a  ba a ce  c e ed  a b c e ca  eac .
A E e e  Ma  E  c e ca  e e e  a   a d c d  a  
c   e a a e  Ze  e  ed  e S c e c Ma  S.
e. . ES = 0  
C a e ba a ce: T e a  e ec c c a e  a c e ed  a b c e ca
eac . A  e ec c C a e Ma  C  e a c c a e  a    a d
c d  a   c   a  e a a e Ze  e  ed  e
S c e c Ma  S. e. . CS = 0
T ,  , a e  b  e e e e  a  E a d c a e a  C a  
e c e c a S. T e c e c a ca  a  c a e
e c a e eac  a  e .
2.2.3.3 B c e ca  C a .
D e  e c a  c ed  e ead  a e e , FBA d e   de a
e . A  da a a  ca  be c e ed a c a  ca  be e a ed
 a e e ca e e ab c de . T e e acc a e e ca
c a ac e c  a  a e e a ed a  c a  e de  a e, e e ec e
e ed c ed e e d be. A   e e  ba a c  e ab c e , FBA
d e   e c  e e e a c e c da a.
E a e   a ab e  a  ca  be e a ed a  c a a e:-
. B a  c .  
. I e e b e eac  de ed  e d a c a  a e
e e e ed b  e c e  e  e a e a e .
. Me ab c de a d  .e. b a e a e a e  a  e a  d c  ec e
a e .
3
. A e  a  ec c c a ac e c  .e.
P e  a d RNA da a (B a e  a d Pa , 2012).
Me ab c  da a (K e  e  a ., 2006).
2.2.3.4 O  a  b ec e c .
FBA a   e  a e a e  b ec e f c . I  e ca e 
ed c  , e b ec e  e d c b a . A b ca  b ec e
c   be de ed. Ma e a ca , e b ec e c   e e e ed b  e
a e a  c  e ab c c d  a e c e ed e e e a  
 (C ) e ab e ec (MI) a c b e  e b a
d c  c e , .e., e , d  a d c e c ac d  (O  e  a ., 2010). T
ca  be a  ea  c b a   e ,  e a  d ca e e a de
eac  eac  c b e   e b ec e c . T  b ec e c   e e ed
 a  e b a  eac .
T e S c e   e e  a   e b a eac  de e  a e
ea  e a . O a  c  a e ca  be ed  ea
a . C a a  a ac e  c  a  ba a ce a a  a e e c e
 a   ed c  e ab c eac  e a d a    
d e e  b a e .
N e: F  Ba a ce A a  a  a a  f  - b ec e
b e  a  a e  c de a  e c f c b ec e .
U e  f FBA
T e da e a    ba a ce a a  a e ba c, a d a  a e , ca  be ed 
d e e  a ec   e c b . T e e d a  d e e e   a - ,
e e- ca e e c b  a d ca  d e (Fe , 2008).
F  ba a ce a a  e  ca  a  be ed :
. De e e e a  a e  a b c e ca  e a  a e  a e
b ec e.
3
. L ca e a e a e a   e a e  a  a e   a e . T e be  
c  a e a e a  a  de e d  e e e e ab c e .
. C d c   a ab  a a  (FVA): FVA ( ee be , e  ec )
de e e  e  a e   a e   eac eac   a b c e ca
e  e a  a e  c a . I  ca a  be ed  d  e
e e a e  ac e ab e ce a  c   a e  (P ce e  a ., 2004).
. Ide  b ec e   a b c e ca  e   e e . T
e e e a  ea e e , e a  b ec e  ca be d a  d ead
e ce a  b c e ca  e  a d  a a c a e  a e (P ce e  a .,
2004).
. C d c  e ab c e  e e e  b  de ec e a  a .
. C d c  - b ec e a .
. A a e e e ab c ca ab e   b c e ca e .
2.2.3.5 F  Va ab  A a  (FVA).
FVA  a  a  e  e  b a ed b  F Ba a ce A a   de  e
a  a d  a e   a  e  a  a  e e d a c
c a   a e e ca e e ab c de (M e a d B c a , 2013). I
ac e e   b   de a  eac  eac , e a e  e e , a  e b ec e
c , a d e  a FBA, a e e a ed b ec e c   de e e
e a ab e a  a d  a e   a e b e.
A ca   FVA c de (G d d  a d T e e, 2010):-
. T e de ca   c d a  b c ed eac a  a e ca ab e 
ca   de  a  e   c d .
. E a   a e a e  b  e a e  e b  a d
e  ed da c .
. T e e- ce   a  a  a  a  ced e be e ea c   a
a  a  de .
2.3 O  Me ab c B ca  S e .
T  ec   c ed  a ca   a e a ca a   c a a
e  b . O a    a e  c ce  c a a  b . I  e
d  e be   a  e e a  c c de a d  de  ede ed c a .
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T e  a d ce a  be a   a  a  a e bee  a ed b  e a
ce   e (Ba a, 2008). M de -ba ed a  a  a  e d
 e  b . I  e   de , c c a d a a e b ca  e . E a e
 a   e  b  a e e   e ab e be .
2.3.1 O a
O a  b e  e   e e a  d c e a   e ee   ec c .
T e e  a eed  d e c e  a e e  a  de a a e a e e   c e
de  a d e  e e e   a a  e ed de  b  e . E e  
ca ed de , e ee  a e a  e  a  e  be   b e
b   e e a d e ce   c de  e a a a d     a b e .
T   e a  ece   a  e d .
O a is the process of s stematicall  locating the best available input values (i.e
solution) ithin a defined domain, in order to ma imise or minimise a mathematical objective
function or set of objective functions.
O a  F a e
Figure 8 : Flo chart of the optimal design procedure.
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Ma  e ee  de  b e  a e e a  e b ec e c  a  a   a
 be  c c   e a e . T  ca  be b e ed  a  e ee  a ca ,
 e a e, e  de  a  ca , e ee a e a  dec  a  e e
ade  be ee  a  eed, e a e  d e a ce. I  
a   c ea  d e e a e be ee  a e a d  b ec e a
a e .
S e- b ec e O a .
W  a e- b ec e a  a e , e b ec e  a e e e e ed a  a
weighted-sum singular objective, e e c b b ec e  a e a e a ed a d
a ed a a e e   e ec  e  e a e a ce a d e a  c b  
e b ec e c (Sa c, 2002). S e b ec e a  de e  a  a   a
e   a  a e a e  a  e  a de ed d a (Sa c, 2002).
Def : I   a  a e , a scalar function ( )  e e  ed 
a ed,  e ec   a vector  dec  a ab e = ( 1, , ) (Sa c, 2002).
M - b ec e O a .
A - b ec e a  a e  e e ,  a -c e a a  b e
a  e  e a  e b ec e c  be ed a e . C a  
e b ec e , - b ec e e e e  a  a  a   ade 
a  e b ec e c , e e a  e e  e  e b ec e  ca  ead
 e de ada   e  e  e e a b ec e (Sa c, 2002). T e e e  
 a e  a Pa e - a (Sa c, 2002).
Def : T e - b ec e a  a e a e   e  e c
e e   a  b ec e vector f( ) = [ 1( ), , ( )] a e ,  e ec   a
ec  dec  a ab e = ( 1, , ) (Sa c, 2002).
2.3.1.1 L ea  P a .
L ea  P a   a a e a ca de  a ec e a  
ed  de e e e  e ce a  a b e e  b ec ed 
a c a . T e b e   ed b  e e   a  e
a e  a ea  b ec e f c .
L ea  a  ca  be a ed  a b ad ec  a  b e .
S   a  a ac ca  b e  ca  be a ed a ea  a ,  ca  be
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ed  ea  a . T e  ea  a  de  a
e ed  e -d e a  b e   a de a e   e d  c d  b
 ed , a e a c , ec c , e ec ca a d e ee .
C e  f L ea  P a .
De  Va ab e
Ob ec e F c
C a
De  Va ab e : F a  a de  b e  a e  de  e e a
a a e e   a  de ee   e  e e . T e e a a e e  a e
e e ed  a  de  a ab e .
Ob ec e F c : T e b ec e c  d ca e  c  eac  de
a ab e c b e   e de ed c e. I  e  e e e ed a  a a e a ca
e a  a  de c be  e  a e .
W e e,
c = c eff c e c e d   e  a ab e  e b ec e c
X = dec  a ab e  e b ec e c .
T e e  c b   eac  dec  a ab e  e b ec e c  
e e e ed b   c e c e . I  a dec  a ab e d e   c b e  e a e 
e b ec e c , e a ab e  a ed a c e c e   e .
C a : T e c a  e a  be ee e de  a ab e   a e
a e a c a ed  a  a ce a  e e  e ce a . T
 e  e e e ed b  e  a d e a ab e b d a ed  e de
a ab e . C a  a e ece a  beca e e e  de e e ea b e a d
ea b e a  d a  e e ed  a  e b ec e ace.
N be   de  a ab e  a e c a ed  a be ee  e e  a d e
b d , a   be .
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2.3.2 P b e  Def .
T e b e   be add e ed  be c ea  a d a b  a e. T  ed
e a a   de    da e a  e .  
i. H  d  e e de  ded b  a e  be a ? G e  a e   e e
 a e e- ca e e ab c de , c  b e  d c b e e  
a a   a d a  a e  b ec e c ? T e a
a  d be ab e  e a e  a de a e  e e a  c d .
ii. W c  a  a  d be ed f e ab c be a
ed c ? A  a  a    de e  e d  a a e ce a  c
d e  a  a d e  de ec  ca ed b  e e c a a . T e e d be
a a   de  c  eac  a e a ec ed b e e c a a  a d 
e a a  a ec  e e  a e.
2.3.3 Ge e c A
Figure : The s stem diagram of a Simple Evolutionar Algorithm. A genome-scale metabolic model is
passed on to the GA here optimisation occurs.
Ge e c A  (GA)  a e c a ec e ed b  e c e  
e e c  a d C a e  Da  e   e (M c e , 1996) a   ed  ca e e
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a  ( )  a e  c a a  b e . GA  e e  de c bed b  J
H a d  e 1960  a d a e  de e ed  e 1970  a c ab a e e  be ee
J  H a d,  c ea e  ( ab  Da d E. G dbe ) a d  de , a  e U e
 M c a (M c e , 1996). H  1975 b Adaptation in Natural and Artificial S stems
(H a d, 1992) a e a e e ca  a e  a ada ed e e c a  a  a
ab ac   b ca  e (M c e , 1996). A  c e  ad bee  d
a c a  e e ce a d e a  c a a  a  bac  a  e 1950 , e  c  a
  e a  b e  b  a e   a c a e ca e e e a  ce
 e (Abeda a  Baba, 2013). GA a    da e  e a   C a e
Da  e   e  e e   e e c ed e a   c e , a
a d e ec (M c e , 1996). J  H a d  a a   d  ada a  a   e ed 
a e a d e ca e e ec a   a a  ada a  a c e  e . T , GA
c  e ce   a a  e ec  e e d d a  a a c e e ( a a
e  c ),  e  e d ce a d a   e  e e c c e   e
e e e a . U e ad a , de a e-ba ed a  a , e e c
a  a e d a c beca e e  e e a e - a  b  e  a  a
a   d d a  e  e.
2.3.3.1 S c e a d Te
GA ab ac  e  ace a  a ea  e  e ca  a a e e  a e
e ed c e , a d e b e  ace a  a a d d a . Eac
d d a  e e e  a b e   a b ec e c  a  e ec  
e  a e. Ge e c a  a e c a ac e ed b  e  ba c
c e :
I S  S ace
T e S  S ace e ca a e  e e   a ea b e  a  a  a
a c a  b e . Eac    e  ace e e e  e ea b e .
T e be   ea b e   a b e   e ec   e be  
a a e e   e e .
II C e
C e  a e a c ec   a a e e  a  e e e a e   a ab e   e
. H ca  c e  a e e c ded a a e e ce ( .e a a ),  b a
d . H e e , de  c e  e  e c  e a , ea
be  a d e e  b ec  a  b e c e a e (Abeda a  Baba, 2013).
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III P a
T e a   a a d  c ec   c e a  e e a  e 
e e a   b e   c  be e  a e e e a ed  a
e a e a  ce . T e e d e e e a  a  , e de  e
e   b e .
H  I d d a   a a  a e e c ded.
A b  a d e    e e e a   d d a  a a  ca  ead 
a   ace. T  ca   , ed ce e a  e. E e  
I d d a  e e e a   b e - ec c, e a e e c  ea e
(Gad, 2018). S c  a  be ...
a. B a   a e. Eac  b   e e e ed a  e e a e   a e.
b. Pe a a  d e . I d d a  a e ab e  e e e  d e   a
a a   b a  a e .
c. Va e e ed. A a e  a ed  eac  d d a a d de e e  
ace  e a .
IV F e  F c
T e e  c  de e e  e a e  a  c e c e   e e
e  e e a . T  a e   e d  ce  e e e c a . I
a ce ca  be de a ed. T e e  c  ed b  e a  
de e e  e c e a  cce  a  bee  e . C e  a e e a a ed b
e e  c   ca c a e e de ee  c d d a   e a
e e e  b e . T e e  c  de e e e d ec   c  e
a  e e  a d  a d ,   be e e e   d
be ee  a a a   a d a e c e e (S ec , 1999).
V Ge e c O e a
I d d a   de  c  a  d ce a a   e e  
e e a  e  . T e a  e e   ca e e e   e e
c a ce  d  e be  .
A. Pa e  Se ec  O e a
S   a a  c e e  e a e  e   a  
e  e e c a   e e  e e a . O   e c e
a a ab e  e a , e d d a  a e  e  a e  a e
a e  c a ce  be e ec ed  e d c .
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T e Se ec  O e a  ca  be e e ed b  e e a  e d . S e 
c  a e be .
. R e e W ee  Se ec
C de  a c c a  e e ee  d ded be   ce ,
e e de c  e be   d d a   a a . T e e
 eac  ce  a   e a de e d d a '
e  a e. T e e e ee   n e , e e n  e
a  e  e a . Eac  a  a  a a d  e e a ed
e ec   e e e ed b  a a e p, e e p
be ee e a d e c a e  e e  d d a ' e







n0 2 6.6 (0.0, 6.6)
n1 4 13.3 (6.6, 19.9)
n2 6 20 (19.9, 39.9)
n3 8 26.6 (39.9, 66.5)
n4 10 33.3 (66.5, 99.9)
Table 1 : Roulette heel selection e ample
Assume e have a population of 5 individuals (n0, n1, n2, n3, n4) and
thus a list of 5 fitness values (2, 4, 6, 8, 10). B  summing the fitness
values in the list, e can determine the apportion percentage of each
individual, i.e, (6.6, 13.3, 20, 26.6, 33.3).
Each individual is then assigned a range that outlines the boundaries of its
slice on the roulette heel. An individual is selected hen the position
value p falls bet een the fitness range of that individual.
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R e e W ee
Figure 10 Roulette heel selection e ample
D ad a a e  f R e e W ee  Se ec
D e  e c e  e e e ec , e d d a  a e a
a e  ce  e ee  a d  a e a ea e c a ce  be
e ec ed. T  e  a  e bab  a  d d a  e ec ed
de e d  d ec    e  a e. T  ca  ad e e be
de e a   e e a ce  e e c a .
T e de ee  c  e  d d a  a e a ed  e ec
 e   e e e  d d a   d a
a e . T  bea  e   c e  e a
a d  a b a  .
I  e e  e d e   a a , .e, d d a  a
c a ab e e  a e , e e  eac  ce  e ee
 be e a  a . T , a e , de ec a e e
e ec e e e  a  e  d d a .
. Ra  Ba ed Se ec
W  a a  e ec , e a    ed b  e  a e.
T e e  a  d d a  , e e   a . T  ea  d d a
4
a e e ec ed ba ed  e  a   e ed  a e  a  e
ac a  e  a e . T e a  d b  ca e e  be ea  
- ea    e e a .
a. L ea  Ba ed Ra : T  a  d b  a a
e ec  bab   eac  d d a   a a , a
c e a e   a  d d a '  a   a ed . T e
e ec  bab   d ec  a  e d d a
a .






Table 2: Linear based ranking e ample
b. N - ea  Ba ed Ra : S a   ea  a ,
- ea  a  d b  a  a  a e ec
bab   eac  d d a  a  c e a e  e d d a '
a . H e e , e e ec  bab  a ed  
d ec  a   a  d d a '  a .






Table 3: Non-linear based ranking
4
Ra  e ec  e d  d ce a a ed ca e ac  e
e e a  a d a a ee  a  a  d d a e ec e 
e  e  a e a e a c a ce  be e ec ed.
. S -Ba ed Se ec
W   e ec , d d a  a e e ed c e e
e a -ba ed  e e  e  e  a e  ec c c e a.
T  e d e e  a  d d a   e e e  a e
a e e a ed  e e a  e e a  e a a a
d e   a a . S  ba ed e ec ca  be
e e ed  e e a  a .
A e-Ba ed Se ec
T  e e a   e c e   e c c e . He e
d d a  a e a ed  e d ce  a e be  
e e a  be e e  a e e a e  e ed e
a . T  e d  e e   e d d a a  e
e  e  a e  e a .
I d d a F e A e Off F e I d d a F e A e
n0 8 10 c1 9 c1 9 0
n1 4 3 + = n1 4
4
n2 10 8 c2 1 c2 1 0
n3 8 7 n3 8 8
n4 9 5 n4 9 6
Generation N Generation N + 1
Table 4: Age-Based Selection
E ample
In the e ample above, n0 and n2 are the oldest individuals in the
population ith ages 10 and 8 respectivel  and thus are selected for
termination. The survivors then have their age incremented b  one to
denote the transition to a ne  generation. Mean hile, offsprings c1
and c2 are introduced into the population to replace the individuals
lost during the transition.
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E  Se ec
T  e d  e  a   e A e-Ba ed Se ec
d c ed ab e. H e e ,  e  e ec , e dec
 d  d d a   a a   de e ed b  e
e  a e a e  a  e  a e. I  e  e ec , e be
d d a   a e   be  d d a  a e e e ed a d
a a eed a a e  e e  e e a . T  e e e
c a ce   e be - d   a  e e a
a d  c ea e  e e a  e a ce  e e e c
a . I   a   e a  a  e e a ce  e e
d d a   de e e   a a ca  e
d e  a d ead  b a  . E a
e ec ed a  e  ba ed e ec  ec e  
e .
I d d a F e Off F e I d d a F e
n0 5 c1 7 c1 7
n1 6 + = n1 6
n2 2 c2 5 c2 5
n3 9 <--- E e P e e a  ---> n3 9
n4 10 <--- E e P e e a  ---> n4 10
Generation N Generation N + 1
Table 5: Elitism Selection
E ample
In the e ample above, n0 and n2 have the lo est fitness values and
thus are selected for termination and are replaced b  offspring c1
and c2. Both individuals n3 and n4 ith the highest fitness values of
9 and 10 respectivel , are considered part of the elite class and are
guaranteed access to the ne t generation.
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B. C e  e a
C e  e a   e  a  a e e e c a
beca e   e b e  e e a  a  a e e  added  e
a . I  ac e e   b  c  e ec ed b  e c e  
 d c  a e  a d e  a  a  e e a e 2 . T e
  e ec  c a e  de e d   e e c e  ec e
ed. T e e a e 3 a  e   c e  e e a .
S e-P  C e
W   e e a , a e c e   b  a e
c e    a d  e e a ed. B   a  e 
 e de a ed c e   a e a ed be ee e 
a c a  a e   c ea e  e  . T e d a a  be
a e   c ce .
Figure 11 : Single Point Crossover
T -P  C e
T  e e a  e e   c e   b  a e
c e  be a d  e e a ed a d ed  a a  e ed a e
e e   e  c e . T e e   b  be ee  e 
c e   a e a ed be ee  b  a e  c ea e  e
. T e d a a  be  a e   e e a .
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Figure 12 : T o point Crossover
U f  C e
I  a  c e  e e a , eac  b  e  a e
c e   a ed  a  e a  bab  be  e ec ed.
Se ec ed b  a e a ed be ee  e  a c a a e  
e e a e . T e d a a  be  a e  e e a .
Figure 13 : Uniform Crossover
C. M a  O e a
I   a e, d d a   e a  ca  a e e  e  e e
b ec ed  a d  a  ba ed  a  bab a e. A b   a
d d a '  c e  a ed b   e c e  a e  a  b  
 c e a , .e c a  0  1 a d ce e a.
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Figure 14 : Mutation Operation
T  c de a  a e ade d   e a . B  ac  a e
c ed b  a bab  a e.
W a  d d a  a e e ec ed  a ?
W e e  e c e d e a  cc ?
B  a e  a b   a  d d a '  c e, e a
e a  e ab e  e e e c a   ea c   a a
 a c e  ca  . T  a e e c a e
d e   e a  a d a a ee  a e e e c
a  d e   e  a ed  ca  a.
D. Ge e c A  F  C a
Figure 15 :Genetic Algorithm Workflo
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2.3.3.2 S e Ge e c A  A ca
Ge e c a  a e bee  ed  e a e a  b e . Be   a
  e a ca .
. O a : Ge e c A  a e ed  a de  a
b e  c d  e ca  a ; e e ce a  ec e  
Mac e Lea  a d c b a a  a ; e ce   ea c
 a a  a  a  b ec e c .
. Mac e Lea  a d Dee  Lea : Ge e c A a e ed 
e e a  ac e ea  e   e e  e a  e
a d e e a e c e  e ed  ea  c a e e (Abeda a
Baba, 2013). Mac e ea  e  e e e a e da a e  
c   ea   a d  Ge e c a  ed  ca  ed ce
e e ed a (M a a a d Se , 2012).
. I a e P ce : I a e e e a   a  a a d d c
ec e ed  a e ce . I   e ce b  c  a  a e 
a ed  e e a  e e  e   de   
e e e a  a  a  a e  a a  a   ea e  a a e. T e a e
e e a  b e  ca  be c a ac e ed b  e e a a a e e  a  ca
be d ed a a  ec e  e Ge e c A (M a a a d
Se , 2012). GA ca  a  be ed  de e e e a  be  
e   e a e e e a  e (M a a a d Se , 2012).
C c
Ge e c A  a e e  a d ada e a ec e  a  a   a b
ea c   a e a d c e   ace. T e e a e a e e  e  a  de ee
 e b  a  a e  e  a ac e  e   c e  a  b e . I
e  G dbe (1989) Na e  c ce ed  a c  . Na e a a e  a
c  e . S e a  e e  e d e c e a , a d e a e ed e   e
e ed e    be e e (D. G dbe , 1989).
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2.3.4 Ge e c d f ca  a Ge e c a .
Ge e c a  a e e e e  ad a a e  be  de e de   a  c  
ec e  a  a e a ed  ca c a  e e a e. T  e e   e b
c b e  a ab    e ec e e  a d e ab e e a  a  a a
e d   b e  . Ge e c a d ce a e ed e e c
d ca   e ee  e e ab   ce  e a  b ec e  b a  a
de ed e e. Ge e- ca e e ab c de  a e c a , a d c e c
c e  acc ed . B   e , e ca  e ab e e de ca   a  e e
c  a e e   b a  de ed e e . T e d c   ca  a  a  e e
c  a e  e   e e e a  c a a e c ea e  e e 
e b e  a  a d. T e de e e   e  a d a e a   c c a .
2.3.5 Ha  D a ce
I a  a e b  de e d   a e ab e ea e  e a  be ee  b ec .
Ha  d a ce ea e  e be   d a ee e be ee   ec  b  c
 c  e   c e d  d  a e d e e a d c  a e e a e. Ha
d a ce  a ed a e R c a d Ha . I  1950, e d ced e c ce    a e
Ha  c de ed Error detecting and error correcting codes a  a a  
a a ca  c ec  e  d ced b  c  ca d eade (Ha , 1950). Ha
c de    da  a e ed  e  e e c e e  e .
E c e OR O e a  (XOR)
T e XOR B ea  c e a  c a e   b   a e c e, 
de e e e c e d  e   a   b . F XOR, e  b    1  e
  b  a e d e e .





Table 6: E clusive OR operation e ample.
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Ha  D a ce E a e
A  e a e 2 c a ab e b a    e a e  e. , 1100 & 0001. U  e







Table 7: Hamming distance e ample
A ca  f Ha  D a ce.
Ha  d a ce  ed  e  d c e  c d b   ed ...
. He   de  e c  a  b  a a e ba a ce e e e  
c e  e , e e e be   1  b  eed  be e a   e be   0  b
(M c e  e  a ., 2008).
. U ed  E -c ec  c de e (ECC e ) ,  de ec  a d c ec  da a
c  a  ca  cc   a  e e da a c  ab e  ca  be
e a ed, e.  d a  c  a ca , a c a c  a ca , c ca
e e e (M c e  e  a ., 2008).
. U ed  e e c   de e e e be  f c e de d ffe e ce  be ee
 e e c e e ce (P c e  e  a ., 2008).
2.3.6 M d e a  Sca (MDS)
MDS  a ec e a  d a  e a a  a a e e  e   b ec  ba ed 
d a ce   d a e  be ee  e . Ob ec a  a e e  a  a e aced e
a a   e a e  e b ec  a  a e e a  a e c e  e e   e a .
D e   e a , MDS  e  a ed  a e e e ec c a b e  a
d  b ec   e a e  a   be de d. A  e  a  e e e
d a e  be ee  b ec  a  a a , d e a ca  ca  a  be ed a  a
d e  ed c  ec e   d e a da a (B a e  a ., 2008). J  ab  a
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e e a a  a ca  be a a ed b  MDS a d   ea ,    ed e  a
de a e   d c e , c d  a e  e ea c , c , c , a d e e
c  (R e , S e a d, a d Ne e, 1972; G ee a d W d, 1973; Sc a ,
Re d  a d Y , 1981; G ed e a d Ra e , 1982; R e be , 1982; Y  a d
Ha e , 1987).
M d e a  Sca e  a a e e ca a a  d ca e  a
e a  be ee  b ec   c ea e a c a    a ed  a  ab ac
ca e a  ace. A a e a   a d  be e ca   a e  e a  c a ed
a e    ed e  d a a , .e., e  e  a d c  d ce   e a  a e
c ed. T  a a   e c    e a  a e, .e., A = AT.
Figure 16: S mmetric matri
MDS e  a d a ce a  a    a ab e a d e e a e  a -d e a ( ca
2 d e a )  ca e   c d a e e e eac  b ec   e e e ed a  a .
E a e
S e e a e a d a ce a  a   e d a ce be ee   c a  c e .
C Me G a T e c a A a Ga e a
Me 0 122 210 94 160
G a 122 0 193 60 52
T e c a 210 193 0 272 280
A a 94 60 272 0 31
Ga e a 160 52 280 31 0
Table 8: Distance matri  for cities e ample.
5
MDS d  a e   -d e a  ec  c  a  e d a ce   e e c dea  a
c e  c e d  a c e  c  ca ed e . S e  e de ee  c
d a ce  ed c ed b  MDS c e d  d a ce  e  a  ded. T a
e a   e e  a   e e c . T e c   a  
(K a  a d W , 1978).
d = E c dea  d a ce be ee  c d a e   a d .
f( ) = A a a   e  da a e e e ed a  a c . U e e c ca
e e e  da a  c a ed d ec   e ed c ed d a ce ,  e c ca  
e e  a ea  c a a   e da a.
d 2 ( ca e) = Sca  f c  e  a e  be ee 0 a d 1. T e a e  e e
a e , e c e  e ed c ed d a ce  a e e  a  c e a .
T e e MDS e e a ed a 2 d e a  a  e e e a  e d a ce a  
c e .
Figure 17: MDS map representation.
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BASIC MDS OPTIMISATION STEPS
. A  -d e a  c d a e   eac  b ec  e d a ce a , .e.,  
e a e, eac  c .
. U  P a ea  e e (a2 = b2 + c2) , ca c a e e e c dea  d a ce  
a  a     e E c dea  ace.
. E a a e e e  c   ea e e d e e ce be ee  e a  d a ce
a   e ed c ed a  d a ce a .
. Ad  e c d a e   b ec   e e e  c .
. Re ea  e  2  4  a de ed  e a  b e  
b a ed.
2.3.6.1 I e e  a  MDS e e a ed a .
I  de   e  a e ad a a e  a M d e a ca  a ,   a
 de a d  a . B  e e ce ed e a  a d a e   e a  a e
a b a  a d d   ece a  e e e ;  e  e   c e  ded, e
e a c   e b ec . MDS  a  e de ee  
eac  b ec    a e (S e e  P. B a , 1997). T e e  e e  a e
, e e e ec  a d d ed e a  e e e a bec e . I  e e a ,
beca e e e  c  acce a e  d a e ,   e acc a e a
de  b ec  a  a e e  a a   e a e . T , e  c e
e a  a  a e b e ed  a c e  (e. ., b ec A   c e  
b ec C a    b ec B) a e e e   be d ed beca e a  e e  
  a  c e  a  e e ec  e e  c (S e e  P.
B a , 1997). H e e , a     d e b e e e a  a  ca
be de ed  a c e   b ec  beca e  a e  e e e ce  a
bd a   b ec   a  a b e . I  e d , e e e a   a
c e   e  a b a  a d de  e a  e e ac   be ee
 d d a  e be (K a  a d W , 1978).
2.3.7 Da a C e
C e   e  e  ed da a a a  ec e  e ac  a   ab  e
c e  da a ( K- ea  C e   P  Be  A e  Kee ,  .d.). I   de ed a  e
ce   a  da a   e e b ec  e a e  a e e a
a  b ec   e  . C e  a d   de e e e a ce a d f c a
 da a b  ca  e e  b   a da a ba ed  a d a ce a
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ea e (e. ., c e a  d a ce  e c dea  d a ce) (C a d a , 2020). I   a e 
ac e ea  a  e e ed ea ec e  de ec c a e
 a da a e    e-e  abe . T ,  ed  a  e d  c  a  a e
ec , b a c , e c  a d da a a a  a e a e .
T e  f C e  A .
T e e a e ee a  ca e e   c e  a .
2.3.7.1 H e a c ca  C e
T e e a  a e ba ed  e dea a  da a a  a e e  a a  
ace  eac  e  e b  e  a  c a ed  da a  a  a e c e
e e . T e e c ec  de  ca  be e e ed   d a ce
c  e d .
. A e a e e d
T   a b -  a ac  e e a  da a a e  c a ed 
de e de  e a a e c e  a d e  a e a ed a  e d a ce be ee
c e  ed ce .
. D e e d
T   e e  a d  a -d  a ac  e e a  da a  a e 
c a ed a  a e c e  a  e   a eac  e  a  e d a ce
be ee  c e  c ea e .
T e e e d  e e a e a ee e e a c  ca ed a de d a .
Figure 18 : A dendrogram ith 28 data points.
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De d a a e e  ea   e e  b  ac  ca ab   a d  a e
da a e . H e a c ca  c e  e e  e be  c e  ( d ca ed b
a ab e k )  be a a  e-de e ed. T e a e de e c  a e a d
, c e  d b   e a e da a, e a c a ed  a e  e be
 .
2.3.7.2 Pa a  C e
T e e c e  a  a e e a e  a e. T e  de e e e e a
be ee  da a  ba ed  e  ca  e a e  e ce d  e c e .
Da a  a e e e a ed  - e a  . T  a a ee  a  da a
 ca  be a e be    e c e  a d e e c e   a e a  ea  e
e be . T e e ce d de  a  e e e be  c e   be a a
ec ed. Pa a  c e  c a c a e a d  c d e a
e e a e d e e  c e  d b  e   e a e da a e e . A
e a e  a a  a a  a   e K-Mea  C e , c   be
e ab a ed   ea e  de a   e e  b ec .
2.3.7.3 De  C e .
C e  d b   de e ed b  e a ea  a ed de e   da a   a
e . C e  a e a ed b  de  de  da a  a  a e
e a a ed b   de  e . T e  de e  a e e  a ed a d
da a   e e  a e ed de e a e c e . T  de
de  a ac  d e   e e e be   c e  be a a
e- ec ed. A d a ce e d de e e  e a e e ed  da a  
be c de ed e be   a c e . E a e   de c e  a e DBSCAN
a d OPTICS.
K-Mea  C e
K- ea  c e   a  e a e e ed Mac e Lea  c e
ec e ed   da a  de   e  a e .
I e e a
T e e  be  e a  10 da a a e e a e c e ed a K- ea .
S ec  e be   k  c e   be ed. I  e a e,  = 3.
Eac  da a   a d  a ed  e  ee c e .
I e a e P ce :
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T e ea    a   .e ce d,  ca c a ed  eac  c e .
Eac  da a   ea ed  e c e  c e ce d.
I e a e ce  e ea   e e   e c   da a 
be ee  c e .
K- ea  d ce   b a  c e  a d a  a c a a  c  a  ca e
ea  .e O( ),  e be   da a . T  a e   e  ea e  
e e  a d e c e    e. H e e , a  ea  a  K- ea  e
 ca e c e  a  a e c ca ed  e ca e e c a e . K- ea
a  e e  e be   c e k  be ec ed a  e a   e a  
e c e   be e ec e.
O a  Va e f K
T e be   c e    e  a  e a a e e  K- ea
c e . I  e be   c e  e ed  e da a e   
be e a d, e   a a  d be e ed de e e e a  a e .
H e e ,    a   ac , e  e  e d a e e ed  ca e e
be  b e a e  . T e  a  e d  a a  ed  de e e e
a e   a e :
E b  Me d
S e e Me d
E b  Me d
I   e d, a a e  ca d da e a e  a e e ec ed a d ed  a
K-Mea  c e   e da a e . T e a e a e d a ce  eac  da a   a
c e    ce d  ca c a ed a d e e e ed a  a  e b  a ed  . I
a e a ca  e e e ed a
(Tibshirani et al., 2001).
Where k  is the number of clusters, nr is the number of data points in cluster r and Dr is the
sum of distances bet een all data points in the cluster.
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T e , b e ed  e e b  a ed , e e e a e a e d a ce e b  a
a  a d ee  a  d ca e  a b e a a e   be   c e .
Figure 19: Elbow plot diagram
A ee  a  ca  be b e ed e  = 2, 3, 4. T ea e    ee b e
a e   . I   a   e a  a  c ea e  e be   c e  ead
 a dec ea e  e e a  a e a e d a ce. T , be ee  e e ec ed , =
4  e a  a e beca e  d ce  e e a e a e d a ce  eac  da a
   ce d.
S e e Me d
S e e a a   ed  ca c a e e d a ce be ee  da a   a e e
 c e . T   e e e ed b  a  e a a e c  a  e e e
c e c e . T  a a  e d de  a a  a e   c ac  eac  da a
   e c e   be   a d a  a a     e b
c e . I  de  a a   de e e a  a  ( be   c e ) a e.
T e e a   ca c a  e e e c e c e  a da a X ca  be ee
be (Da e  a d B d , 1979).
D a ce Mea e : S e e C eff c e
( )  e e e c e c e   da a X.
a( )  de ed a  e a e a e d a ce  da a X,  a  e  da a
    c e (Wa  e  a ., 2017).
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b( )  de ed a  e a e a e d a ce  da a X,  a  da a
   c e  e b  c e (Wa  e a ., 2017).
T e a e  e c e c e  a e  e  c e ed bad  c e ed
d ca ed b  e e  a e [-1, 1]. W e  e d a ce  e da a X   
c e   a e  a  a   e  c e , .e a( ) < b( ),  e e
c e c e   c e  1. C e e , e a( ) > b( ), e e e c e c e
 da a X  c e  -1 (Wa  e  a ., 2017).
F  C e  S e e Va e
T e e e a e  a  c e   e a e a e  a  e e c e c e , .e,
( ), ac  a  da a ed. S a  e c e c e , e a e  e 
c e  e e a e  [-1, 1].
(Kelleher et al., 2015)
SILHOUETTE ANALYSIS
I  e e  be , e e e a a  a  a da a e   a  be  
c e  a   2  7. T e e  e e c e a  b a ed a  c e  4
 a a e  3.902. T e a a   e e  d ca e e e  eac  c e . I
 e a e, a  c e  a e a  e a   d d a .
Figure 20: Silhouette plot
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Figure 21: R - e e  a a . Lef  - V a a  f e c e ed da a.
C c
T e S e e a d E b  e d  a e e  a a ec e   de e e a
a  be   c e . D e  e a b  e E b  e d,   a
ed  e  a   ab  e c e  e da a e (C a d a , 2020). T
ca  bec e a  e  e e e a   e da a  e e  e a e  e
c e . S e e e d  e e  a d, d ce a e ec e  a e b
a a  e e a a  d a ce be ee  c e . S e e e d a  a  e
ab   ca e e  a  a  be e e  a c e . D e  e e add a
be e , e e e e d  e  c de ed e be e  e d  a a
c a ed  e e b  e d a d  a  e e ed d  e e a a
a e   e .
2.3.8 Rada  C a
Rada  C a  a e ed  c a e   e e e e  e e fea e .
Sca ed a e  (e. .,  0% - 100%) a e a ed  eac  ea e a d ad a e a d  
e   a ce a  b  e ed e   e ada . H e  a e  d ca e a e  ad
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a e  be e  e a ce. T e a e   eac  e ea e a e c ec ed e e  
 a de  eb a e . T e eb a e   e e  ca  e  be e a ed
 e a e   a  c a e e  c a ac e c .
E a e
T ee c a e A, B a d C a e a  ee  a e da ce e ce a e  ba ed  e
b ec . F  e a e da ce ab e,  ca  be b e ed a 60%  e e ed de  
C a A, 20%  C a B a d 40%  C a C a e ded e Ma c a  d  e ee . T e
ada  c a  a  ee eb a e  a  e e e e a e da ce a e  C a  A, B
a d C, e a ed  e a e . I  a  c e e e c a ac e c   eac
c a  a e .
Wee  C a  A e da ce
S b ec C a  A (%) C a  B (%) C a  C (%)
Ma 60 20 40
E 75 80 50
P c 50 10 30
C e 40 60 70
B 60 60 55
Ge a 30 50 90
Ec c 20 30 45
Figure 22 : Rada  c a  e a e
2.4 T e N e   e C e   Re a ed W
Ide  a e   e e a a  a  ca  e  e e a  a de ed a  a
 ed e c be a   a  b d  a ed c e c a a
e   ce a  e ab . W  a  a  a - ec c e e e e ce
da aba e a d b a c  ec e  a a ab e da , a a   c a  c a ac e e
e e ab c e a   a  a   e e a . U de a d  e e ab c ca ab e
 a  a  e e  e e a  be ee e e  a d e  c e d  eac .
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T  a  ca  be ed  ec c  a c e c Ge e-Sca e Me ab c
M de (GEM). T e e de  de e da  ece a  e de e e  
c a a  ced e  a  ca  be ed  de a ed e ab c a a . I   a  
  a  GEM  ca  ed c  d c  a e  e a  a  e a e
a e  b a e   ed. T   beca e a e a  e e ab c e   a
a  a  ca e c a e  a   e a e  ac e  a e a e (Pa  e  a .,
2005). A a   a d  b e    e a c  a  c e  b  e b a
e d  e d c  e d .e. [P d c  Y e d G ]. T  c   e e ed  a
B a  P d c  Y e d (BP) a d e e e  a  e a e  a - ea  b ec e c .
M c a  a e a d  a e e ed   e e d c   a ec c
c e ca  c d, b  a e    e  (C  e  a ., 2014). T e
e ab c be a   e ed b  e a  ce a b ec e  c  a e e   d ec
c e   c e ca  e d c . D e  e a e  e  e , a
e e c d ca   e e  a e c be a  bec e  e  c a e  
ed c . Se e a  a e e  a e bee  de e ed a a  e   add e  .
2.4.1 O K c  F a e .
O K c   a b - e e  ed e e  a  a e d ced  de  e e
c  a e e   c b a  a  a (B a d e  a ., 2003). I  acc e
 b  e  a  e d c   e de ed c e ca  c d  ed  ce a
. T , O K c  de e  a d e e  e ab c eac  a  a e ab e  e a a e
ce a    c e ca  d c . I  e a c  a e  a b - e e
a  a e  a  e   c e a  b ec e . O c  a
de e ed  a e ed a  a e . T e e  a e  e  a 
a ca   a ec c ce a  b ec e b  ca c a e   e ab e   a
e ab c e . T e e  a e  e  a e e e c be a  b
de  e e ab c e  acce   c e eac . T  ced e a  ed 
e e d c   ac a e, cc a e a d PDO  E. C  K-12.
Ma e a  a d Me d .
O K c  e  a b - e e  a  c e a e  e a a   
c e  a  a e e , .e., ce a  b ec e a d c e ca  d c (Ba d
1998).
6
T e e  b e , ( .e., ce a  b ec e),  a ed a  a  a e a e  eac  e
 a e e ca e e ab c de  (GEM) e ed e e a  b  c e a  ead  a e.
T e e ab c de  c e  a e   e ab c eac a d a e  e   e ab e
(A a d  e  a ., 2017). T e ce a  b ec e e a a   e b a  c  a
f  ba a ce a a  (FBA).
T e e  b e    a e e b -e ee b ec e, ( .e., d c  f a
de ed c d), b  c a  b a  a e FBA a  a ea   de  eac
e a  . W  e e b a  a e , 1 ac a e e eac  a d 0 deac a e
e eac (B a d e  a ., 2003).
Ad  e L ea  P a  D a  T e : e e  ea  a  b e
( a ), e e e  a e a  b e (d a ) e a  b ec e a e 
e a   a   e a  b e (B a d e  a ., 2003). T e  c a ac e ed b  b e
b  e  e  b ec e  e a   e a e  a d   e  e ec e c a .
T  e ab ed e   a  a b e e  a  a e M ed I e e  L ea
P a  (MILP).
Re
T e  c a a  e  e e  d a ee e  a  b ed  e e a e.
I  e d c  ac a e,  e a e, e e a e e c  a e e  e e de ed.
O e  a  e deac a    c e ca eac , .e. P a e F a e L a e
a d Lac a e De d e a e,  e e ab c e . T  e ed  e d c
a e  ac a e eac  63%   e e ca  a e  e a   e e ca
a  b a  e d. T  a e   a  e e e e ed b  S  a d
D e  (S  a d D e , 1997). T e O K c f a e  a  ed  de
 a  e   e e c  a e e .
2.4.2 O Ge e F a e .
T e a cab   e O K c a e  a  e e e ded b  e a
a a  a  a  a e   e c  de   e ab c e . T
de  a ac   e e ed  a O Ge e. E a a  a e bee  ed  e
a   e ee  e e ab   c b a  ce b  d c  a e ed e e c c a e .
T e  d e b  Pa  (Pa  e  a ., 2005) [ ] a  e a  a  e ab e
 a e e e c  b e   a e a e  a   e. O Ge e
e e e  e  e  a a  de   e e c -  a e e . I
ea c e   a e   e e de e b  ea  e a a , a  a e
6
e  a d  a de ed c e ca  d c . O Ge e, a  O K c , e  e  a
c  a e .
Ma e a  a d Me d
A a   d d a   a  c b a  b a  a e  a  de e e a
 eac  e e  e d d a . U FBA, d d a a e c ed ba ed  e  b ec e
c   a e. I d d a  de  c e  c ea e e   a d a  
e d e . T e e a  c c e e ea  a a  a   e de ed
e c be a   de ed. T e b e   de  e e   e e   be de e ed
 a  d d a  a   b a  e de ed e e (Pa  e  a ., 2005).
I a  e   e O Ge e a :
. M de  e- ce : T  e  ed ced e b e e b  e a  d ca e
 dead e d eac . I  e   ed ce e be   ca  a  
 e  ace (Pa  e  a ., 2005).
. C e e e e a : T e a   a e e e e e ed a  a b a
a ab e. T e e   b a  a ab e   e c e  a  d d a . T e
e e ( .e., b ec e c  a e),  eac d d a   ca c a ed a FBA.
. Ge e c A : A ede ed be   d d a a e  e a .
T e b a  a   eac  e e  a d  a ed  e e  d d a . T e
f e  c e  a  d d a   ca c a ed a FBA. T e be  d d a  a e
e ec ed c e  d ce . T e a  a ed ( .e., a e e
 a d  de e ed), a d a e  a   c ea ed. T e c c e  e ea ed  e
de ed e e  e e ed  a  d d a .
. BPCY:  de   c c e  e ac  a  e e ca e e ab c de  e e
e a   a ed a e a e, O Ge e e a - ea  b ec e c
e e ed  a  e B a -P d c  C ed Y e d (BPCY) (Pa  e  a ., 2005).
Re
T e a ca  O Ge e de ec ed e e c a e e   e e e d 
a  a  e  c e ca  c d . W  e ec e, e  e e ab e  e
e d c  e d  a   90%  e e e ca   e a a  a 
a e a  60% a   e e e e ce a  (Pa e  a ., 2005).
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2.4.3 O S a  F a e .
O S a  a e a c ca  a  c a a a e  a ed a  d
c e ca  ba a ced a a  d ca  e ec b a   - a e
c a e   a  a   c ea e e d c   a de ed c d
(P a a, 2004). O S a e e e  a  ad a ce e e  ea e  e  ( .e O K c
a d O Ge e) b  e a  a c a a  a e ca ab e  c c
c e ca  ba a ced a a ,  a d c  e d e e e  a d
e a a  d e e  c b a  (P a a, 2004).
Ma e a  a d Me d
O S a ced e:
. C a ed U e a  Da aba e: A a ed c a a d c a   a
c e e e da aba e  b a a  ( ade   > 5700 eac ),
c a ed  KEGG da aba e a d e  e c da aba e ,  e e
c e c ba a ce.
. Ma  T e e ca  P d c  Y e d: B  a  e  a  eac  e
a d ce e de ed e ab e a d b ac e a c e , e
a  e e ca  d c  e d a  b a ed. T e eac  e  a e e ed b
e c e c c e c e   e de ed e ab e  e . Ma a   
e d, b ec   a  c d  a d c e c c a ,  e e e ed a
a L ea  P a  b e .
. Ide f ca  f N -Na e Reac : I d c a   b a  a e  a
e e a  c e   ac a e (1)  deac a e (0) e a c a ed eac   de  
de e e a a M ed I e e  L ea  P a  de , e e  be  
- a e c a e   add  e e  e ec c  a
(P a a, 2004). T e e    e   a  e a e a e a a  a d
e  c e d  e e c e e .
. I c a  f N -Na e Reac : A  a - ec c c e c de
 a e ed b  e e   de ed - a e b a a . Ge e de e
a e e  e ed b  e O K c  b e e  c a a a e   e e e
a  d c  e d  e de ed d c  c ed  e ce a  e
b ec e ( .e., b a  c ).
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Re
O S a a  ab e  acc a e  e  a  c e a  e b a e a e, 
- a e c a e  a e e ed b  E.c  e d c  f d e (P a a,
2004). O c a e  (S e  4), a  ab e  de e e de e  a e e  a
c ed d e  d c  ce a   (b a ).
A  e a e  a a e  de ed a  e e a  b e a e eac a d
c e-6- a e de d e a e eac .
. T e e  d ec ed e c c   e e e b e  a a a
a c a e  e-ca b  e ab ( .e., a e e  b e c eac  a
a e e e a   a a  ce a  e a ),  
10-f e a d f a e, c  b ea  d  f a e a d e a d a e
(P a a, 2004). F a e  ca ab ed d e a d ca b  d de a
f a e d e  a e.
. T e a e  e e  e c e-6- a e  d e   e e e
a e a a c  e e  e a  ca b f  d ec ed a d
e d c  a e, c  c e  f a e a a e f a e
a e.
O S a add e e  c a e e  a c a ed  a ede  b  e e a  e
a e e  a  ca  e  be e e e a  e a a ed. I  e ab ed a  e a ed a e
e   e de  e e (P a a, 2004).
2.5 Me d ca  J ca : A S a  Va a  De -D e
A ac   S e c B .
T  a ac   e c b  e  a a  a e d  e O S a  a e
ab e  a   c e  e  e a c a a  added  de   e
a  a   E a  a a d -ba ed a . H e e ,
e e e a ed  e ed ab e, e de -d e e d  e e ed  
e  e  a ec e  ec c (e. . E c e c a c ) e ab c e  58 e
E c e c a c  a  a a  ec c  a a e ab c ce  e ded
a a   e c a  a e e c a a . T e e  e e e
e Pa  a d C e e ab c ca ab e   E c e c a c . A  a  ec c  a
c b e  e ed e ba e be   e a e ec e . T  e  a  e e
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b ca  ad a a e  be  ab e a  c e  be ee  a . S a  a e
 e e c a a  be ee  e  a  e  ceab  d e e  a b e  a  c d
be a ab e  de e a   ac e  a de ed e e. D  a  a ,
e  e e  a d eac   e  a  ca  be d ced a e a  e a  a d
ca  ad ca  c a e e e ab c   e c a . Ne  e e , eac  a d e e
a a  ca  be d ced d  a  a d  c ea e e  e   e
e e a   b e .
A a ca  a ac e   a  e F  Ba a ce A a  (FBA) a e ed a a e
e e ab c ca ab e   c b a  a . M e d c e  e  a de
a ac   a . B  e a  a a e  a c a  a   e
e e- ca e de , e ca  c   e e e  a a c be e eac   e
e ab c de  a e  a  e eac  e e e . B ca  e e e   e e  ab
a e c d c ed b  a a  e e e  a c b a a   de   ac e e a
ec c e e. I  de   de  a c a a a  a  ca  be e e e a
e ca ed  e ab,   a  a  d ca be ade a  e e e e e . W  a
 a  de  c a a  a ac , e d e  b e e e c
d ca  a e be d e e ab c e a  a e a . B d  e cab e
b ca  e  e e  a de a ac   e ee beca e e a e  




F  e c e   a e  b e   e d c   acc e  a d a
e c e ca , e c b   e  e a e   ab   add e  ba  b e . A
e e a e  e  a  ca  add e  a e e ba  e d  a  affec  a
a , c a a  de  ca  a e  de   a e  a  c d d e
e de   a  a ,  de   add e  e eed  a ec c . T e e de
ac  a  e ab e b e  a  c ea e c ed e e  e e a a e be  
a -ba ed e e e  ca  be c d c ed be e a  e b ca  e e a
cc .
Re ea c  P b e
T e a   e    e a e e e e a a de a d a da  
e c b ca  e  ca  be ac a ed b e c a   a e ca e e e
ca e e ab c de . Pa   e c a e e a d d c   ca  a  a  e e c
d ca  a e   d e  e e e a  c ea e  c a a  e e ed 
e e  e b e  a  a d. T e de e e  a e  a d e acc a e e
a  a c c a  e   c a e  e ab c e ee  b e .
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3.1 C a e  O a a .
Figure 23: Chapter organisation flo  diagram.
T  c a e  a  bee  b e  d   b ec a  e a d  a  c ce  a
a e  a ad a    e d . F e 23 a a ca  e e e a    
c a e  a  a ed. Be   a b e  e e    c a e   a ed.
. Me d  E e e : F ,   c a e , e e a  be ee  e e ca
da a a a ab e a d   e a e   e de  a d c c   e  b ca
c e   be e ed. T   a e  e e ea c  e   de d
a d  de e e  e ea c  a e  a  be ad ed.
. Me d ca  C ce (A ac ): Sec d , a  e ab a  e a a e e
a ac  ed  a e a de c   e e e e   be c d c ed. T e
a ac  ed  e ce e e  da a c ec ed a d a a  ec e ed.
. Re ea c  De : I   ec , e   e e a  Me d   be ed.
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Da a C ec  Me d : E e e e  a d ea e e   e da a
c ec  ec e  ed. S e  a e   be e de a ed  e I e e a
C a e .
Da a A a  Me d : A e    e da a c ec ed a  a ed 
e a a    a a .
. L a  a d S a :  Me  e a e e   e ec e  ed 
e e d .
3.2 Nece a  E e e   Me d .
T e e d  de c bed   e   be d ded  a  e e e  a   be
d d a  e a ed  de   a e  ea e  de a d. I  e a c e f c
ed c  a ac  e a   e d . Sc e f c ed c  a ac
e dea  d  e e  b  b ea  d c e  e ac   e  
e  c e  a ,  e e ec a  a  ce e e e  a e de d, e
be a   e e  ca  be ed c ed (Fe , 2007).
3.2.1 Re ea c  P   P
A  a e ea c  , ad e e   e e  a   e ca  a ab e
b e a  a e  (D d , 2019). I  a  ca  e   e d a
e  c ce  a d ca e e   a b ec  a ea a d c e e, e e e  a d e e a a
e ac   e a e   a  b e ab e a e (C , 2010). P   a a ad
a ef ec e f d e e  e ec a  c ce a  b  ab S e c B
(Frontiers of Engineering, 2006).
C ce  f S e c B .
. F , e c b   a c e c c ce a  c a   de a d  
c a  e  de e d    ab   ec e  ba c a (F e  
E ee , 2006). Sc e  ac e e  b  c c e  a  a e ba ed 
ed e ac e ed  ac ca  e   b e ab e b ca  e e a a d
ea  d e e ce   be a  be ee  e ec a a d b e a .
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. Sec d  e  a  a a   e  a  e ec a  e e  d be
a    ca ac   be e  de a d b ca c e  a d e  a  e
bec e e c e (Frontiers of Engineering, 2006).
. T d  e a  a  a a   e e ed  a e e
ab  a d   acc da e  e (Frontiers of Engineering, 2006).
T , e ee   e  e e  c de a  a  e d  a d
e ac   e .
. F   e e a   b  be  ed a  a ec . I  ede ed b ec
b  c d  e ee   e a ed b ca e   e e  
a  ce , e e  d c  a d c e ca a ac (Frontiers of
Engineering, 2006).
3.2.2 M e e De  D e  Me d .
T e de  d e  a ac  ed  c c  e d   e e ed  ca e.
Ac e  a  cc   e e e e e  a ec e c be a   e eac e e e .
. Ge e Le e
Ge e c a c  e c e   a a e ec   e a a
 d d a  e e e ed b  a b a  ec  (c e). T e e   e
c e a d e e ab c e e    ed , de e  e b da e   e
 ace.
. Reac e Le e
F  ba a ce a a a e   e  a e a e ec ed b ec e
f c b  ea   ea  a . T e b ec e c  ca  be e
b a  eac  a  ea  c b a   e a  a e   e
e d c   a ec c e ab e. C a ba ed ec c  de e a
a ab e  ace b   a  ba a ce a d eac  ca ac  c a
 e e ab c ec c . T  a ,  ba a ce a a  ca
de  a a c a  a   d b  a e   a e  e b ec e
c   e a ab e  ace.
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Me d  De c .
T e e e  de  e d   de c bed be .
. Me ab c C e :- T e e c e c e  e e e ac ed  58
E c e c a c  ec c e e- ca e e ab c de b a ed  e B GG
da aba e (K  e  a ., 2016).
. L b a  f ec e - ec f c b ca  a :- U e da a  e e ab c
c e , I c ea ed a e  a  d 3378 e eac , 3561 e
e e a d 1367 e e ab e .
. Ge e P e  Reac  L c Ma :- U c I e, e e  
a a  c a , I e ac ed e c e  e a be ee  e e ,
eac  a d e ab e  e e  a d ed a  a  a  
e e a e e GPR c a .
. A P a  f Ge e-Sca e Me ab c M de :- I de ed a d e e ed a
c a  e b e b a  f b ca a a d e GPR c a
de e e c  eac  a d e ab e  d be e e  e  a   E. C
ec c e ab c e e .
. Ge e c A  O a :- I de ed a d e e ed a e e c
a  c a c   e a a  b a  c e .
. A P a  f P e a  S :- A  e e d a  a  , a
c ec  f a eac  e e e  a e e a  e e a ed a  a  .
. Ge e a a  P e e P f e-ba ed Va da :- T e c e  a a   
e a  e e a a  , e e ed e be  e a  bec e. I
e e ed a a da  e  a  ac  e e c a e   a e e  
e e a , a e  a  c   a e e e a a a . T e de
d ced a e a da ed - c  a a  b ed da a.
. O a  S :- A e   b e , .e. de  e e a ed  add e
e eed   a de ed e c be a .
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3.2.3 C c  e Me d : Ob e a  a d e  Q a f ed
S f ca ce.
I e a  e ac ca   e e d  ed   e ,  e ed
de  b e ab e e e a a  c ce a ed a  a ec   e
e d . T  ca e  b e a , e e e e a e e dec e ed, ea ed
a d a ed  de   e e a e ea c a d e ab e e e   c  e e e
e e b  . A  e e e  e e c d c ed c .
3.2.3.1 GENOME LEVEL: Ge e-P e -Reac  Re a
I. Ob e a
Ce a  d a de c be  e ce  b  c  e a e c ded  
a d   DNA,  a a ed  a e c e  ec e ca ed e . P e
a e c - ec c, ee-d e a  c ed ac ec e , c ed 
c a   c e ca  b d  b c  ca ed a  ac d . T e c e a d c  
eac  e  a e de e ed b  e e e   e e e ce  a  ac d  a
a e   c .
A  a  ea  e a e   e e e ce a  d a , 1957, a Ge a
A e ca  e   b , Ve  I a , d ed e e  ae b : e
e e e b e  e a a   e  ed b d ce  (G  e  a .,
2015). He c a ed ae b A ae b S; a a  e b e 
c e-ce  a ae a  c  ed b d ce  e e  b a  a e a d a e  a
c e-ce  a e a e. I a  b e ed a  a  e ec a  e e , a e a
ac d d e ed  b  e  e  (G e  a ., 2015).
W   acc e , e ca  c c de a  b de e  e ec c a
e e ce  f a  ac d , e e  ca c  e e f c b  a a
e a  c e  e  (G  e  a ., 2015). T  ec a   a   e
ab   a . E e a  a a e e a e a a  c a  a d
 e ab   c  e a c c , a   be ab e  ada .
II. Q a  GPR Re a .
W  e c ea  a a ab   e c e e ce  E. c  a ,  a  bee
de a ed a  e e ce a e  e ab c e e c   a  E.c  a ,
c e   a ac   e e e E.c  ec e e e  (M  e  a ., 2013).
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T ,  , ea  a  a  a e e a e  ( .e., a c e e ab c
ca ab ) a  eac  e  b  a  e b  a a e a e   e e c d e
( .e., a a e ab c ca ab  ), a   e b e  e c a  d e e ce
be ee  e . Ta   a  ec e - e e  e a e e  e e ab c
c e   e E. c  a  a a .
T e GEM ec c  58 E c e c a c  a a a a  ed 
e e a e a ed e ba e f ec e - ec f c e ab c c e c
a  ed  a da aba e. F  a  c e  ed e ba e, e e- e - eac
e a  e e c e ed  a b ea  a a d ed a  a Ge e P e
Reac L c Ma (GPR-LM). T e GPR-LM e ca a e e e ab c
e a   E. c  a  a ec e . I   e be ee  e Ge e a d Reac e
e e    e ab c d e . A a e a ca e e a   e e c e
e a  a  e GPR c a   be ed  a de a e  c a a
. C ed  e Reac  Ide f ca  P c (RIP), e GPR c
a  e ab e  e acc a e e ec   e ab c eac  e  a  e   E. C
( ec e - ec c) e ab c e e . N e: A de a ed e a a   e RIP  
C a e 4: W  I e e ed.
3.2.3.2 REACTOME LEVEL: Re a  a d C  f Me ab
I. Ob e a
U de a d  e e ab   c b a  a e e  a ed c
a e . T e c e  e ac  b e ed e ab c a a eed  be
b e  d   d d a eac a d e  c a ac e ed  de  e
e e e b e  e  ca a , a d a e e e e b e 
e c d  e  (Fe , 2007). A  de a d   a e a e a d c e
  e ab e   a e ab c e  e e e a   a
de a d   e a a  e e  a d a  c d a e ed.
II. Ca ab e Re e
Bac e a ada   e e a  c a e  b  e e e e e   e e
ed  b ea  d  a e  e e ed ca b ce. T  ce   e e ed 
a ca ab e e e . I   ce , e e ab  e a  e e e
e e e  ed  e ab  a e  a  (A a e  a ., 2018). Bac e a 
e  c e e ca b  ce a a ab e   e e a . S a   e a
0
a  e d  e e   a e, e  e a   e e  e   a e,
e c (S e a d H e , 1999).
T  e e  ca  be b e ed  e d a c E c e c a c
de e  e      e   c e a d a e  a  e. , Lac e.
T e ce     c e a d a e   c , ed b  a  e d
  a a , e ce  c e  a d  ac e. T e a   
ec a    a e e  a e b  e e a  d ec  
ed e ab c e ce  a d  e e e ed ca b  ce (A a  e  a .,
2018).
I  E. c ,  ce   d a ed b  e a fe a e e  (PTS): a
c e  e  dee  e a ed  e ce '  a  e  e ab c
a d e a  c a . T e P a e a e S e  a  e ed a  a e
ca e  C a e  5: Te  a d Va da .
III. Q a  e ab
Ge e- ca e e ab c de (GEM) ac a e e e e   a e
a ac  a f e e ab c e a  a  a   a c ed
a . T e  a e e  ec c  a  c a a   e  e ab c
eac  e e   a c b a  a  a  e a  e e e  a  e c de e
(O  e  a ., 2010).  T e  a e b c e ca  a d e e ca c ed
ed eba e (O  e  a ., 2011).
GEM  e ca a e e e ab c b c e  a  b e e  a d ec a
e e . A  e e  e e , e  c a  a  b c e ca  e , e
a a  a d e a c a  be ee  e e , e a d eac .  A  e
ec a  e e , e  c a  de a ed a  e c e   eac ,
e c e ca  a  a d c a e   e ab e . T  a e  GEM  dea  
e a  e e ab c ca ab   a c b a a .
3.3 Me d ca  c ce: Q a a e S e  A ac .
A a a e e  a ac  e e  e a a ab  de a ed a   e
b e ab e c a ac e c   e e   de  b d a c a -ba ed, c ed,
a e a ca  de c    (Fe , 2007). T e e e e a  a b c e ca  e   a
a e a ca  a  e ab e  e e  a a e a e  c a a    e a a e e
e  e e  a d c  (Fe  e  a ., 2009). I  c ea e  a   a F
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Ba a ce A a ,  ed c  e ab c  d b , b a e a e a e , d c
ec e  a e  a d a b a  b ec e c  e ed  c e e ab   a e
  . W  a e   c a e a  de a ed de   a  e  
be a  a  e e  ec a  e e , Ge e- ca e Me ab c M de e ab  e
ec c  a  de c be e e  e e e a  a  ead  a e. T e
a a e a e a e   b e  de d e e ce  be ee  a  de  a d e
e e   c e c  e  a e  e e e a  b e a .
3.4 Re ea c  De
S e  D a a
Figure 24: A diagram of the entire s stem from the strain variant kno ledgebase to the genetic algorithm
optimisation.
I d c i
T e e ea c  de  a e a  bd ded  2 d c e  a   be e ab a ed 
de a  be .
Da a C ec
Da a Va da
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3.4.1 DATA COLLECTION STEPS
F e e  a e  e e a e a d e e  e e ed da a  a a  :-
. S a  a a  K ed eba e (Da aba e).
. E a  M de  (GPR L c Ma )
. Reac  Ide f ca  P c
. H -d e a  SNP Se ec  (P a -ba ed O a a GA).
. Da a C ec : Ge e a  f ed P a .
3.4.1.1 S a  a a  K ed eba e.
I  a d  ca ed  b  J a a  (M  e  a ., 2013), a e   55 E. c
e e- ca e e ab c ec c  a  b  a d ed  c a e e e,
eac  a d e ab e c e  be ee  a  a a . T e e ab c c e
be ee  e e   ec c  e ab ed a e a ac   de e e
c a  d e e ce  be ee  a  a d c a ac e e e PAN a d CORE
e ab c e a   E. c  a  a ec e  (M e  a ., 2013). T e  ac e ed  b
c   e e   eac  a  a a b  a ae b ca  a d
ae b ca   e a 650 d e e  e .
T e CORE e ab c c e  ca e e e e ec  e ab c
c e  (e. ., e e , eac  a d e ab e ) a ed b  a  GEM
ec c . T e c e c a ac e e  e e ab c f da  E. c  a  a
ec e  (M  e  a ., 2013).
T e PAN e ab c c e  e ca a e e  e ab c c e
(e.  e e , eac  a d e ab e )  e e GEM ec c . T e a
c a ac e e  e f e ab c e a   E. c a  a ec e .
Me ab c de   E. c  a  a e d ed b  e  ab   ca ab e
d e e  e . T e a a   a  a e  e c e a e  a d a
d e e ce  b e ed be ee  eac  a . T e c e Reac e  e b e 
36%  eac   ca b d a e e ab  a d e 80% 
ce - a / e b a e/e e e e ab . I  c a , e a  Reac e
acc   64%  e eac   ca b d a e e ab  a d  18% 
ce - a / e b a e/e e e e ab  (M  e  a ., 2013).
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A a e a   a  eac  be  e b e  e e ab   a e a e
ca b  ce  a e e ed  be e b e  e ada a  a  a  E.c
a   e  d e e  a  e e . T  b e a  a
ca a ed   e e a e a da aba e f d e e e ab c a .
3.4.1.2 GPR L c Ma .
A c ec   e ab ed b c e ca , e e c a d e c da a  58
e e- ca e e ab c ec c   E. c a  a a , b a ed  e
B GG da aba e, a  ed  a e a M SQL da aba e  E.c  ec c
e ab c c e . T e M SQL da aba e d  e a  a d c e e  
e ab c c e  a d  a c ea  e a  be ee e e , e  a d
eac . A  e a  e  GEM ec c a d e ed e 
c ed ab  e a , e ec e  ec c bec e  e d e e.
Figure 25: Gene Protein Reaction Logic Matri . The columns are gene names and the ro s are reaction ids. The "1"
indicates the presence of the corresponding gene hile ero indicates the absence of a gene.
T e ea   da a c ed  e M SQL da aba e  e ac ed a d e e e ed
a  a Ge e P e  Reac  L c Ma . T e a a e a ca  e e e
e c e  e a  be ee  e e  a d e eac e  e c de e e  
e e  a  a a . I  e a , c  e e e a e   e e  c ed
 e e  a  a a ab e  e da aba e e  e e e  a e  
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eac  ( .e e e ab c a ) acc a ed  eac  ec c ed a
e e   e da aba e. T e GPR c a   a ec e - e e  e ab c b e .
INDEXED GPR LOGIC MATRIX
A  e E.c  GEM a  a e c ded  e da aba e a d ec c
bec e e de a ed a d c e e, e e a e e  e c a  
b a a  c ea e. T e e e ed  e a e  e c a ,  ea c
 a  e e eac  e a ,  a  be b a a . T , de e c
a a  a ece . T e I de  L c Ma  (ILM)  ed  de e e e
c b a   e e  e ed  ac a e a  e eac . I   a   e e  a d
eac  a a ed  acc da ce  e   e c a . I  a
e e a ed  e ce  be .
i. A  eac  a d e  c e d    e ed e e  ( .e e e
eac  e) e e a ed a  de  ba ed  e   e c
a .
. Eac  e e  e c a  a  e  a ed a    a
  e de   e e  eac  e  a e ed .
iii. T , e e  a  a e a   e a e e e eac e ( .e e e  
AND e a  be ee  e ) a e a ed a  a  
a    e a e eac .
. S ce e e    e a e eac   e   eac e  ca a e, a
e e e  a   e ed e e   a  a  eeded  de  e
e    c e d  e be .
Table 9 Illustration of the gene and reaction Inde ed Logic Matri .
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3.4.1.3 Reac  Ide ca  P c .
RIP WORKFLOW
Figure 26: Reaction Identification Workflo  Process
T e Reac  Ide f ca  P c  (RIP):  a e  c  a  I e 
e P  a  a a e a  e  e GPR c a   de e e e
c ec  e   eac   ac a e, e  a  e  ec e - ec c e ab c
e e .  A e e   eac  ca  be a c a ed  e e a  e   e ab c
e e . RIP c ec   de e e  a e   e e  e e e a e bee  e  a d
 e ec  a e eac   a  e .
G e  a e   e ab c e e , RIP ca  eac  e e  e  a d c a e   
e e  e  e e e e   e a e ,  de e e a  e e c c b a
c e a a  bee  e , a d a  eac   e ec a  a e . T e e   a
e e- ca e e ab c de  ca  be ad ed  e ec e e e c a e   e
 e e . T   ac e ed b  d  e a a d  a e   e
de  eac   b d . Reac  a  a e e ec ed b RIP e  a ed a 
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b d ea e  a  e  ac a e e   eac . Reac  a  a e ab e
 e e ec ed e , a e a ed a  b d 0  deac a e e  
eac . T e GPR c a   c b a  e Reac  Ide ca
c , a e  e ea   e e d  a d a e e a   e e
a  e ; e a   a a  e e- ca e e ab c de .
RIP STEPS
T e e a e e e  a  a e  e eac  de ca ce  a  
e b e  ca  a  e    e ab c e e  a d e ec  e
c e d  e   eac  ba ed  e  e e c a a ab   e . T e
ce  e  e de ed c a   c  de e   e e  a d
e  c e d  eac .
i. I e a e  e e  e e , e e e a  a e.
ii. Sea c ILM a d ca e e eac de ed e e e.
iii. Re e e e eac a d   e ed e e ( .e e e eac
e).
. U e e   e ed e e  ( .e e e eac e)  de  a
e a  e be  ( e e ).
. Sea c  e e  e e  a d de e e  e e a e be   e
e ed   e e  a e e e .
. I  a  e ed e e  a e e e   e e  e e , e eac  
acce ed.
. H e e ,  e  e e ed e e  a e ab e  e e  e e
, e eac   e ec ed.
N e: I   a   e a  beca e e c de c bed ab e  a ed 
e e  e e  e ,   ead  e ad e  d ca e eac . T  a d ,
eac  a e  c ded  e e e a ed eac   e  a  a d ca
c ec .
3.4.1.4 S a  O a .
T  e  a   de  c b a  a  b  a ad a a e  a
ec e  a d e e ca e e ab c ec c  e ee   a
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e e  d c . T e ea c   a     de  e
a e  a  a b - e e  a  b e , e e e e  b e
a e  a de ed e ab c e e a d e e b e  a e  a
f e  c e b   a e ab c e  c e a e e a a .
A    e  d c   ed c  e e ec e e c a a  a e  a
de ed e e, e a e c ea c  ec e e E a  A
a d S a ed A ea a e e  e   de e e a a
a e e  a  e e e e a ce (R c a e  a ., 2008).
U H  C b G ad e  De ce e c ea c  ec e ,  e
b - e e  a  b e  c e   d ad a a e . O e  c   e
e de c   bec e a ed a  a ca  a e e a  a a ab e e  a ea
 a e  e. S c  d a bac  ca  be e e ace ba ed b  e c e
e a  e ab c e e  a e  eac , e e e e a  e e
c b a  ca  be e ed  ac a e a e eac . T  ca  a e e a
d e d c   c b e ec a   acce  c  a a e e e  a ec f c
a  e e ce  eac  ( .e e ec c e e   be ac a ed a  e a e
e). T e e c c  c d be e c ded a  a  add e e  e
e e e  e  e a  b e ed, b e ece a  a e a ca
a a  d  e  c ea e e c e  e b e  a
(A e  e  a ., 2018).
Ge e c A  (GA)
B  c a , GA ea c e  a a e   a a   a d  a  e ab
 a d be  a ed a  ca  a  e e e c ea c  e d  a
a   a e , e e e  e a ce  de e de   e a  a e  
e  de  a ab e .
B ad C a e  Da  e  f e (Pa e  a ., 2005) GA e ec
e a a  ce   e ec  e e e e d d a  a e e ec ed 
e d c   de   d ce   e e  e e a . I  ac e e   b
e  a a   b e   ee e de a d   a de ed
e ee  b ec e b  e a ca  a d e ea ed ca b a  d d a  a
e ec , c e a d a e a (Pa e  a ., 2005).
W  Ge e c A ?
T e c e  e a  e c a e  a    a e   e e a e 
 . I   de ca  a e  c e , e 
e e a ed  be de ca  e ec e  e c e e d ed. T  ea
a   e ab e ce  a , c e   a b ace, a d  a
a e c e ed  e a  c e ed. Off  e e a ed 
c e a e e e a  be ef  f e a c e  e e c c b a
ac ed f  a e  . T   a a  d c be ee GA a d e
e   e c ea c  e d , a  e   a ad a a e e   e
b e  a  a d. T , GA a  e ec ed a  e ea c e c a e   
e . T e  a e c a ac e ed b  ee a  ea e (Gad, 2018).
i. S : S  a e e e- ca e e ab c de  a b a
c e a d e  a e.
ii. P a : T e a   a e   a   c  be e  
a e e e a ed  a  a  ce . T e e d e e e a
a  , e de  e e   b e .
iii. F e  a e: S  c e e  e a e  de   e 
e e a . Eac  d d a    a c a ed  a ca c a ed e  a e
a  e e   e ec   e a ce.
iv. Ge e c A  O e a : I d d a  de  c  a
d ce a a   e e   e e a e  .
T ee a  e e c a  a ab e  :-
I. S  e c d .
S : A e d e a  ec  e e e  e a e  a c e.
T e ec   e e ed  a  a b a  c e a d  ade   a  
e e   a e a a e e   e   e . Eac  de   e b a
c e e e e  a e e  e e e- ca e e ab c de .
C a : D  a , a e e e- ca e e ab c de  ed
a  e f a e  c  a  -ba ed d ca a e e e ed
. T  a e   e e ed  a  a c a .
T e c a  e e e  e a  a a   be ed. U  a b a
c e, e eac  de ca  c  ca  de e e e a e  a
d d a '  e ab c e . I  ac e e   b e ec  e e ed e  
eac  ba ed  e c e a d a e  e a e  e a e
eac   e c a . O ce e e ab c  d ed, e c a  
e ed   de a  a e  e e   e.
Figure 27: Binar  Chromosome representation
II. P a  I a a .
T e e e c a   a ed  a ede ed be   d d a
(c e ). Eac  e e  e c e  a d a ed a b a
a e. Eac  d d a   e a   a b e   e b e . T e
e e ca  be ca c a ed  F  Ba a ce A a  a  a e
c e.
III. F e  Va e.
T e a   e a  a   e ed F  Ba a ce A a .
FBA e ea  a  de e e e d b   a
e e- ca e e ab c e   ead  a e b a  a  b ec e
c . T e   a e   e   a  eac c d  e b a
eac .
N a  FBA, e b a  eac  f c ; a e ed   a  e
e ab c c  a  de c be  e  e e e  e ce ,  
e ec ed a  e b ec e c   a e. H e e ,   ca e, e c
   a e e   e ce  b  a e a e e e d  a a e
d c . T  e b ec e c   e eac a  d ce  e a e
d c . S ce FBA  a e b ec e, ea  a e d,
a  e a e  d c  eac  ca  ad e e ca e e b a
0
c   be d a a ca  ed a  a e . Acc    e ed e
e  b d   e b a  eac  be e   a acce ab e  a e, 
c a  e  ace   acc   a  a e e
d c  e d a  e  a  a a  a  acce ab e a e.
Ca c a  e e  a e e e  c  e   b  e b a
eac  c  a d e a e  d c  eac . T  ea  e f e
f c  e b  a ea  e a .
F e  Va e = B a  * P d c  e d (Fe  e a ., 2010).
C  e b a   e d c  e d e e a  e ce   d ce
e a e  ec e a d e b a  c e  e ed    ac e e
 e  a e. S a  a  e e a e e  a e d c  e d a d e
b a  d c  a e  d a e  e  a e  e  a e
ca c a ed. O ed a   e e c a ac e c d e  e
ed a   e e e a  a e .
T  ac e e  e e   c , a  a e e e a a ed b   d e e
d c  e e .
a. P d c  e d.
b. B a
F e  Va e Ca c a  :-
A. P d c  e d
T   e a  a   d c  a  ca  be e e a ed. I   e
eac  f e e e  e   e a e e c e   e e
eac  a  d ce  e de ed d c . T e P d c e d  e   a
 a e  a  be   a e   eac  a a e e b e  e
d c   e de ed c d.
F a
W e e R(P d c  a e)   e   a eac a  d ce  e de ed
d c .
1
P d c  L c Ga e
Be e a eac   acce ed a  a   e d c ,  e   a
c e   de e e  e d c   e  be  c ed 
d ced b  a  eac . T e d c  c a e a e   acc  a
c b a   ac  e  eac .
T e  e e ec ed c d  e eac c e ca
a.
T e  a d d ec  e f a e  a  ba a ce a a .
Figure 28: Product Logic Gate
B. B a
B a  d c   e a e a  c  e ab c c d  a e c e ed
 b a  c e  ( .e, e , d  a d c e c ac d ). T  a e
b a  d c , e b a  eac  d a  ec e ab e  
e e  a  a a e a   e a e  e  c e e (O  e  a ., 2010).
B a  d c   ed  ed c   a e .
B a  (  DW-1 -1) = B a  c  a e
2
F e  F c
T e F e  F c   ca c a ed b  c  e   b  e b a
eac  c  a d e a e  d c  eac .
B a  P d c  (BP) = B a * P d c  e d
E a e
B a  Reac (  DW-1 -1) :R_B a _Ec _c e_ _GAM
Ta e  P d c  Reac  (  DW-1 -1) : R_ENO (E a e)
S b a e B a Ta e  P d c F e  Va e (B*P)
Ace a e 0.173 - 0.720 -0.1245
Ace a de de 0.284 - 1.18 -0.3351
2-O a a e 0.529 - 2.20 -1.1638
E a 0.330 - 1.37 -0.4521
D-F c e 0.874 14.7 12.8478
F a a e 0.371 - 1.54 0.5713
D-G c e 0.874 14.7 12.8478
Table 10: T e a   a e  e e_c _c e de   e K-12 b a  
E c e c a c ,  7 d e e  e e a  a c b a e . T e - e  a d + e   d ca e
e  d ec  e ab e   a d . A + e  ea  e eac  c b e
e   a e  e e b ec e c , e a - e   ea  e eac
c b e  e a e   a e  e e b ec e a e.
T e e_c _c e  de   e K-12 b a   E c e c a c , a  13
d e e  e e a  a c b a e . T e a  a e  7  e 13
a c b a e  ca  be ee   e ab e 10. Eac e e a  b a e 
c ed  ( .e, e b a e a e a e  e  10  DW-1 -1) a  e
 ac e e e a  a c b a e be e e  a e  c ed b
FBA.
I  e e a e ee  ab e 10, e de  ac e ed  e  e  a e
e  D-F c e  D-G c e .
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IV. Ge e c A  O e a .
T e a  de e  a a a  a e e   e a  
e e ec a  a  d d a  c e e a d a  a  . T e
a  a  ed   a e  a e e a a ba ed e e c
a e e a a e   e a  e ec ed eac  e e a  
de  e a  ce .
a. C e : T e  a  a e. I d d a  e a  a
 a d a e  c ea e .
b. M a : Ra d  e e  a e d ced  e a  a d
b- a   ea .
c. S a : I d d a  a d e    e e  a e , e
 e e  e e a . W e  e  d d a a e e ed  e
a .
T e ee e a   e e c a  :-
A. C e .
D   a e, d d a   e a  a e c ed  d ce e
. B a  a  be ee   d d a  d a ed  c ea e a
e  . T e e e c    e a   de e ed b  a c e
bab  a e. C e  a e  a e b e - ec c a d  a e a
de ed  a  a d e . I  e c e a e   , a
c e e ce c d cc   a d . T  c d ad e e de e
a   a b a  ea . O  e e  a d, a  c e  a e ca
ead  a  a a , ca ed b  a ac  da ce.
T e c e  e a   a e  e  ec a a  e ab e  e c e
e a   e  ace. T e e  a  d d a e  c e ,
e be e  c a ce  a   be  c ded  e c e  .
B. M a .
W e  e e  a e, e  ca  a e  e . E e   e e
e e a a  c de  e a e a  (e. ., e e c ), e  d e   
e  DNA e e ce. T  a a  e e e  e a  a d e e  e e
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(e. ., b e e e ). S  , a e e a e d e e  e   e a e e e,
a  a e e e ed a  d e e  e c a .
P e
A e e ca  be e a ded a  e c   a ec e a  e e c
a (S ea , 2010). T e e  a e e ca be c a ed acc d  
e e   a  a ec ed e. ...
M ec a  e : T e be   e ab c eac (ca a ed
b  e a e e e) a ec ed a  a c e e ce  e e e a
(A b  e  a ., 2018).
Se ec  e : T e be   e e a  b a c e
c ed b  a   e e e (A b  e  a ., 2018).
T e de ee  e  de e d   e e e  a e  a   a
e ab c e e ac  e  ac (A b  e a ., 2018). T e e e ce 
a de e e a e e c d c e a e ab c a a   a de ee a
d e e e e ce  be c a e ed  e a a  a  a ea  
c e a . T e c ea ed d a   e ce  c d c e e  a ec
e  a a  a  e . T  d ca e  a  e e ca  e a e a a
e e  d ec   e e a c a   d ec  e ab e
de e de c . P e   a c e  e e  a e  ead   d ec
c e e ce  a  a e  be ee  d e e  a e e  e a e e e.
T e ca  e ec  ca ed b f  e e c  e ab c e e
( .e., e e c d f ca )    ca e  d e  c e e
c a ed  e e  e ec  d ced b a e e ( .e., e e c
e a ) a  ca e  a a  a e a   e a c e e
(A b  e  a ., 2018). T  b    a a e  be a e  
acc .
M a  e
I  e a  a e, d d a  c e  a e a d  a ed ba ed
 a a  bab  a e. M a  a e  a e a  b e - ec c a d
e e a  a d e   de   b a  a a ac a e. I  e a e  
, a  bec e  a a  a d a ab e e e ca  be  a  a
e . I  e a e   , e a  e d  c   a b a
.
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T e a  e a  a e   b e e .
i. Ge e c E a : I d ce  a d e  a e  e e  a
e-ca c a ed e   e a ed e e   a  d d a c e.
ii. Ge e c M d f ca : M a e a e e  a  d d a
c e. I  e a d  e ec ed e e e   a e , e   
ed  a e a d ce e a.
Figure 29: A mutation Operation logic. It has a 50/50 chance to either insert a ne  gene
from a set of precalculated genes or alter the state of gene present in the chromosome.
. Ge e c E a
Ne  e e  e e   e e  ace, a e d ced  e
e e c a a e e ( f a a ab e)  eac a  a e  e 
ace. T e e a e e  c d be  e a e a  a c e e  d e e
e. T e e e  e e  a e e ed  e c a ( e e ca e
e ab c de ) b  a e e  b a  a e   a d d a
c e  e  0 ( .e., c ed ff). D e a  a e,  e
e a  e  e ec ed  a  d d a , e c e a e
be   a a d  e ec ed a e e  e  1 ( .e., c ed ).  S ce
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a  e e  a d eac   e GPR c a  a e  e a e ec e ,
e  e  e e c a e a   d e e  a a  a e  c a ce 
be  e ec ed  e ca ed  .
. Ge e c M d f ca
T e ec d e a  ca  be a e  d  e a a e 
a ,    a e  e a e  a e e a ead  e e   e
c e  a  d d a  .e, a 1   a 0  a d a 0   a 1 . S c  
0   1   a   a c - e e c e ee e d a  e  a e
 e e e c b   de   a  a c a . A e a e
c   a 1   a 0   a   a c - e e c e ee  e d
a  de e e  a   e DNA e e ce  d  e e e   a ec c
e e c c .
C. S a : Ne  P a .
T e e d c  e a , .e., C e  a d a e e  e
e be   e a . T e e  d d a  c ea e e a
a  c . A   a e, e e  a e  eac  e be   e
a   c ec ed, a d e d d a   e be  e  c e  e a
e e   e  c e  a e e a ed. Lac e I d d a  a e
e a ed  e a  e e   e a  ede ed be .
T e e  a   d a  a e   be a a  a e e e
e  e cce  d d a   e e e e a  a d e  e
e  e cce  e . A e  a  a e e d  e
e e a a   a d e be   a e .
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V. Da a C ec : Ge e a  f ed P a .
Figure 30: Best and Average Fitness scores through the generations. A flatline can be observed
from generation 160 to generation 270. Indicating the absence of fitness improvement for 110
generations in a ro .
T e da a  be a a ed  a a   b e   eac
e e a . T e  c e a  e a a e de e d  a
be a a  a e  b e ed be ee  a a e  a e e e a . A d
d ca  a  a a  a  c e ed a d a  a    e
 e e a  e e a   a , e a e a e  a e  c e   a
e e a  c e e  a d a e   e e c e  e be  e
d d a   e a e e e a .
S a  O a  S a
T e e a  a  c ec  b  e e e a d eac e e e  a   a
 e e ed a ac  a .
M  Le e ed O a  L :
. B a  c e de e e e e e acce b e  e I d d a
e  e e e .
. Ge e de e e e eac e e   a  d d a ' e ab c
e .
. Reac de e e e a ab e  ace acce b e f
ba a ce a a .
. F  ba a ce a a ee   a  a   d b a
a e  e b ec e f c .
. T e b ec e f c ,   ca e,  a ea c b a   e  a
a e  e d c   a ec c e ab e. T e b ec e c
c ed  e b a  eac   ed  c e e f e  c e
e d d a  e  e e e .
. T e f e  c e de e e  e e   d d a a   a   e
e e   e ff .
. Off e   a e  e e a   d d a  e b a
c e .
3.4.2 DATA ANALYSIS a d VALIDATION STEPS
T e da a e e ed   ec  a  bee  e e a ed  de a e e . I  a
bee  e ec ed  a d  e  de a  e e d  ed d  e a da  a e
  e d . I  e   de c e a  e ab a e   e ec e  ed
e e a e a d a da e ea  da a   b C a e 3: W  I e e ed a d C a e
4: Te  a d Va da .
Me d   da a a a  a d a da
. Ha  D a ce a d M d e a  Sca
. P a  C e
. Da a F a e
. Re
3.4.2.1 Ha  D a ce a d M d e a  Sca
Ha  d a ce (B c  Ke , 2020)  e e c  e e e  e be  
 a  c   c e d  b a  da a d e   e a e . I  
ca c a ed b  c  e e   c e d  d a  d e  a d e e  a  a e
de ca . M de  e e e  ed e e  ba ed  e  a  d a ce
e c  e a e . W  e Ha  d a ce ca c a ed, I c d de
de  a  a ed a  e  c e  a  e  a  a  e e e e  
e a  a d c e e  acc d .
Ha  D a ce E a e.
T e Ha  d a ce be ee  2  (e. M de _8 (M8) a d M de _30
(M30))  e b a  c e a e  1100001 a d 0100011 2 . T  
beca e e b a  be  a e d e e    ace . T  ec e a  ed 
ca c a e e d a ce be ee  de   a a  e  d d a  b a
c e . W  a a  d a ce  2, M8 a d M30 d e d   e
a e c e .
MDS: U  a d e a  ca  a , e a  d a ce a  a
a ed  a 2-d e a  ec   c d a e a  e e e  ab e  be
e e e ed  a ca e  .
3.4.2.2 P a  K-Mea  C e
T e be   c e  e  e e a  '  ed beca e   de e ed b  a
e e  a a . T e e e  ea e  c e eac    e
c e      e  e b  c e (Ped e a e  a ., 2011). C e
 K- ea  e e  a a   a  de e e e be   c e   a
a . Eac  c e  c e e   e e e  e e a .
3.4.2.3 Da a F a
T e da a c ec ed a   a c ec  f d d a   a a ,  a
c ec  f be - e f  c e  f  a e f e e a . Eac  c e
a  a e   e e e e  e ce a e  a  e e e e e e c  a  c  eac
e e  e     e c e .
. C e  F e
E e  c e  a  a e f e a   de e ed b  e f e e c
f e e   e ace  e e  de  e e  e c e . T e
e  e e e  e e e c c e a  be ee e be   a c e .
T e f e  eac  c e   ca c a ed a d e e   e be
e  c e   e ec ed  e e e  e e a e   
e e a .
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. C e  F e
a. S e C e
T e e de  a  a e  a c e , e e e a a  
e e c a a  b e ed. T , e e  c e  a c e  
de e ed b    e F e  Sc e  a
e e   a c e .
b. M e C e
I  e e a e e c e   e a e e c e, e  e
e e a   e e e ed b   e  e a d e ec ed
c e . F  e a e, a e a   a e Ge e a N,
C e 1,2 a d 3 a e e e  e  c e . I   ca e, 
e  e ee  a d  e ec ed  e e e  e e a .
Tab e 11  a  e a e   a c e  e  a ed a d
e e e ed.
Ge e a _70/C e _4 (ID: 70-4)
1 2 3 4 5 ... ( -1) B a P d c F e  Sc e
(BP)
M8 1 1 0 0 0 ... 1 0.102023061 1.6273189684 0.166024063045
M25 0 1 1 0 0 ... 1 0.102023061 1.6273189684 0.166024063045
M30 1 1 0 1 0 ... 1 0.102023061 1.6273189684 0.166024063045
M38 1 1 0 1 0 ... 1 0.102023061 1.6273189684 0.166024063045
AGP
(%) 75.0 100.0 25.0 50.0 0.0 ... 100.0
C e  T a  F e : 0.664096252
Table 11: Cluster 4 of Generation 70: The columns represented in this cluster are onl from
the first 6 genes in a set of genes. Models M8, M25, M30 and M38 belong in the same cluster.
Together their gene e pression frequenc  makes up the fingerprint of the cluster the  share.
C e  F e
Tab e 11 e e  ec c da a e e ed  e e d d a  a  a e  
e c e . .e...
1. T e B a  C e: De e e  a  e e  a e ac a ed
e d d a .
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2. B a Reac  F : T e a e a  c  e ab c c d  a e
c e ed  b a  c e  c  a  e , d  a d
c e c ac d . I  e  d , e  a e e d d a .
3. P d c Reac  F : T e a e  d c   e de ed d c
( .e., e ) e e e ed b  e   e eac .
4. T e F e  F c  BP: B a  Reac  F  P d c
Reac  F
T e Ac a ed Ge e Pe ce a e (AGP%): T e  d d a   e
c e  a  a e e ec c e e ac a ed. T e ad  e ce a e  e
c e e   e e  ac  a  a  f e  e c e .
. Ge e a  Pe f a ce.
E e  e e a   a ed a e   a e  a e e e  e e e c
e e c   e be  c e  e e e a  ad e .  T e c e  c ea e
a a   e be  e   e e c  c e ed  eac  e e a .
T  da a  e  ed  e e a e a ada  c a eac  e e a   de
 a  e e e  e e e c e e c e   e e e a . Tab e 12
e e e   e e a  a e a ed.
Ge e a  Pe f a ce Tab e.
Ge e a C e _ID 1 2 3 4 5 ...  ( -1)
Ge _1 1-3 67.5 42.5 51.67 40 52.5 ... 54.17
Ge _2 2-7 77.78 41.67 53.33 50 53.89 ... 60.56
Ge _3 3-9 63.89 47.22 48.15 52.78 59.26 ... 49.07
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ge _70 70-4 75.0 100.0 25.0 50.0 0.0 ... 100
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ge _ -1 -c 77.0 100 20.6 52.26 0.0 ... 100
Table 12: A ab e  e e   be  e c e   e e  e e a .
a. Ge e a  Rada  C a
E e  e e a   e e e ed a ca   a Rada  C a . Rada
C a  a  e e ed  a  a S de  C a ,  a a ca e d 
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d a  a a e da a  e   a -d e a  c a  
ee  e a a e a ab e  e e e ed a e  a  
e a e . (P e  a d N a , 2018). Eac a  a d e
b de   e c a  e e e  a e e a d e  e c a
d ca e e a  e e c e  (  0%  100%) ac e ab e. T e
d a a  be   a c a   e e   Ge e a _70. T e c a
d ca e   a ed a e , e e e  a  a e  c  
e be   c e 70-4.
Generation_70
Figure 31: This Radar Chart is a graphical representation of a generation, that
indicates the frequenc  at hich genes (from the genetic solution space) are
e pressed in the best cluster of a population.
3.4.2.4 Re
T e c a  be  e e e  e e  e ec ed be a a e   e e  ca
de  a  e  e  e e a . T e da a ca  e a   
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a  e e  c d be d ed ( .e e e ed  e e ed), a  e e a  bec e
e ed  a de ed .
Re  E ec a
A   e a e  e e c a , e e e a   a ed b  a d
e e a ed . T   e   a  a   e e a   
e e c c e a  a  a e  c e e a d  a a  a   a  e
a  a   e e e a   a e . I e ec  a  eac  e
e e a  e e  a d d d a   e a a ac  a  a  ,
e e  a  c b e e  a d  a  e  be a ed  e a
a   bec e  e  ed. I  e  e e a e e  a e a d
e e ed. Ne e  e  de   e  e e e ed. T   de c ed a  a a
c ac  ada  c a    a  e    b de . A  e e a   b  a d
e a   ed, e c a  d be  a e a e a  e e  a  a e
a e ac   e e  c e  a e de ed.
G a ca  Rada  C a  Re e e a  f F  a d Pe a e Ge e a
Generation_1 Generation_n-1
.
Figure 32: Radar Charts comparing the first generation ith the penultimate generation.
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3.5 S a  a d L a
Figure : From genome to reactome.
M c b a  ce  a e  e  a a  a  a ea   de  c a  c d . T e
ac e e  b  a ce  ca ed ca ab e e e . I  E.c ,  ec a  
e a ed b  a  e  a  e  a  e a e a e
e  (PTS). T e ab   e a e e e e e  de   c  eac   c a
e e a  c d , a e  c b a  ce  (e. , E.c ) e ca d da e  
b a fac .
T e e e c d e be ee a  e b e  e  c a  d e e ce . I
c a ac e e  e a a d c e e ab c e a  a ec e . T e e ab c c e
be ee  a c ec   a  c e  e c e e a  b e ed be ee  e
e e , eac  a d e ab e . T a  c e  e e e ed a  a Ge e P e
Reac  c a . T e c a , a  e e ab c da a a e   a a
a a  ed e ba e a  e ca a e  e e ab c e a   e ec e .
I  de   e ab e a e  a ac  a  de e e e c a  d e e ce  be ee
a  a a , Ge e Sca e Me ab c de  (GEM) e e c c ed  eac  a .
T  e ab ed,  F  Ba a ce A a  (FBA), e de  a d c c   a
e d  de  e c a e  be ee  e be  a ec e . A a a e
e  a ac  a  e ab e  e e  e c a  ec e  (e. Ge e c
a ) c  ed  e e d  c e c e ce,  e e a e  a
  a  b e .
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T   a - e e ed b e a  a  b  e e e a d eac e e e  e
a . T e e e a e c e  a e   b a c e , a  e e e  e
e e c d ca  a ed  e GEM  e ab c e e  . T e e ab c eac e
a e e e ,  a   ac e e ab c eac e e   e GEM. T e a e  e
e e a e  de e e  e   e eac e a e   e GEM.
Eac  a e  e  a d e e a a ac . O  e e e a e  e ed
e e  a e e c a , e e e be   e a a e GEM  e e e ed b
e  e b a  c e. Eac  de  a  a e e ab c  a  e ec
e a e   b a  c e.
T e eac e a e  e e ,  a ed a F Ba a ce A a ,  de   a e a
e ec ed b ec e f c ; c    ca e d be a ec ed c d d ced
b  e a . T e  a e   b  e b ec e a d b a  f c a  e
eac e a e  a e ed e e  a d ed a e f e  a e a  d e  e e e c
a   e e e a e .
T e - e e ed a  ce  e e a e a   a , eac  e e
ed a   edece , c a  a c ec  b e . A  e e
 e  a d d d a   e a a ac  a  a  , e e  a
c b e e  a d  a  e   be a ed. Va a  be ee  e e
a  d e  a d a e  a  a b e ed d  a , a  a e
e  de  a  e e  a d  c e e .
3.5.1 S d  L a
i. I   a   e a   a  a  a e a b a a  e ec
 e  b a e a e a e . I   d c  ed c  c  c a e . A  a e ,
c e c de  ca  ed c  a e  a  a   a ed b a e
a e a e. O e  e a   b a   b e   c e b  e P d c
Y e d  e B a  G (Pa  e  a ., 2005).
. F  Ba a ce A a  d e   e e c a a e e , a d  ca  ed c
e ab e c ce a . I  ca   de e e e   e ab e , e e e ed
a  e  a  ead  a e. FBA ed c  a  a a  be acc a e beca e e
d   acc   e a  e ec  ( .e., e a e ac a   e e ) (O
e  a ., 2010).
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iii. A e  a  a   e FBA a ac   a  e  ca c a ed a e e a
 a    a e a c a e e. I  a e  a  e a
a  d a  a  a  e ab c a e. H e e a  e e a ed a c a  
e ab a  a e e e a   b ec ed  e a e e a  e e  a
a ed e d e. A  c , e e ca c a ed, c , e  a e  ece a
e a e a  e ac a ,  , e   e a . T   e ec a  , 
e e ca  d bed e , e e c  d  e   a ec a  
ed a e e a   e  a d e a  c a  (A e  e  a .,
2005). T   a  beca e e e ca  d bed e  .e. e  
e e c   e -e e , are similar to the ones found in the
population of models during optimisation.
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4 W  I e e ed
I   c a e , I    de a   e a a d e e a   eac  e e   e
e d .
i. Da aba e: A M SQL b a   E c e c a c  e ab c c e .
ii. GPR L c Ma : A a e a ca  e ca a  e e a  be ee  e
e ab c c e   e M SQL b a .
iii. De  d e  I e e a : Me d  e e a a ac  a  e  a
c ec   a  a a  e ab c a   de e a e   e ab c
c e   e c a  a ,  e e  e e a   
e ab c d c  c a e e .
I  Da a
S  S ace
S a  O a
O
4.1 Da aba e: S a  a a  K ed eba e.
T e c    e   e ed e  ec c  a  E c e c a c  a
a a ab e  e B GG ed eba e. W  B GG da aba e eb API , I a a ca
acce ed a ec f c b e  f e B GG da aba e a d ed e a   e e a e
 da aba e  M SQL a  a a e . T e da a e ac ed e e e ab c
c e  ( .e, e e , eac , e ab e  a d e e e  eac  e a ) 
58 E c e c a c  a . Ra e  a  d ad e e e da aba e d ec , I e ed 
 acce  e c e  e ed  e e a e a  E.c  ec c Ge e P e
Reac  L c Ma . T  a e e c  e e e e  c d   e  I
da ed  e ac  B GG.
4.1.1 B GG Web API
T e B GG da aba e ca  be acce ed b  eb API . T e API  e acce   eac ,
e ab e , e e  a d Ge e Sca e Me ab c M de (GEM) b ed  e da aba e.
A  e e  be  e e  e 2  e   e API a d a  e da a acc a ed e e
10
 e da aba e a  da ed  2019-10-31 . T e a e  be   e a e   b
a de , eac  a d e ab e GET e e  a d e c .
I. MODEL
Re   acce  a   de  a  e ed .e., b  d, a , e ab e
c , e e c  a d eac  c .
Figure 34:  BiGG API to programmaticall  access information on a model.
II. GENES a d REACTIONS
a. Re   acce  a   a eac  a de .
Figure 35: BiGG API to programmaticall  access all reactions in a model.
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b. Re   acce  de a ed a  ab  a eac  e. . a  e e ab e
a d e e a c a ed  .
Figure 36: BiGG API to programmaticall  access information on a reaction.
III. METABOLITES
a. Re   acce  a  e ab e  e e   a de .
Figure 37: BiGG API to programmaticall  access all metabolites in a  model.
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b. Acce   de a ed a  ab  a e ab e e.  F a, c a e ,
a e..e c
Figure 38: BiGG API to programmaticall  access information on a metabolite.
4.1.2 M SQL Da aba e
I de e ed e e a  c   e  e B GG da aba e   API a d e ac ed eac
da a a  e ed. O e a  ad a a e   B GG  a  eac  a d e ab e  e
a da d ed de e  a  a e c a  c e ac  de   e da aba e
(K  e  a ., 2016). B GG da aba e  a e ce c a ed, acce b e Ge e ca e
e ab c de , e e a ed  a a da d ed a a   c a a  a a
e F  Ba a ce A a  a d F  Va ab  A a . M SQL da aba e a  ab e  
a a e a a e a e   e a . T e e a e e ab e  be .
I. M de : - T  ab e d  a   a 58 e de  ed  a e e
da aba e.
C :
a. N be   e ab e  e e
b. Ge e
c. N be   e e  e e
d. M de  B GG d
e. O a
. N be   eac  e e
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II. M de  Ge e: - T  ab e d  e e e  a  a e e e   eac  de   e
da aba e.
C :
a. M de  B GG d
b. Ge e B GG d
c. Ge e e a  a e 
III. M de  Reac : - T  ab e d  e e   eac a  a e  e de .
T e b d  a d e e eac  e  a e ed  ab e.
C :
a. M de  B GG d
b. Reac  B GG d
c. F  e  b d
d. F  e  b d
e. Ge e eac  e a c a .
IV. M de  Me ab e: - T e c a e  e e eac  e ab e  ca ed  
eac  de   ed   ab e.
C :
a. M de  B GG d
b. Me ab e B GG d
c. Me ab e c a e  ca  ( .e c a , e a , e e a )
V. Reac : - T   e e e " a " e  e eac  a e ed. T e a
e e e  e e ab c c e   a  a a ab e E c e c a c  a  e e
 e da aba e. T e eac  ab e   e e a  e e ab c a
ab  e a   ac ed.
C :
a. Reac  B GG d
b. Reac  e a  a e
c. Ge e eac  e a c a
d. Pa a  ca ed (S b e ) 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VI. Reac  Me ab e: - T  ab e d  e e ab e  a  a e  eac
eac   e PAN. T e c e c c e c e  eac  e ab e  ed  
ab e.
C :
a. Reac  B GG d
b. Me ab e B GG d
c. Me ab e c e
d. Me ab e c a e  ca  ( .e c a , e a , e e a )
VII. Me ab e : - A e e ab e  a c a ed e e  e ab c eac  
a  a a ab e a   e a e  a , a e ed   ab e.
C :
a. Me ab e e a  a e
b. Me ab e B GG d
c. Me ab e c e ca  a
VIII. Ge e : - A e e ab c e e  ( .e,  d ca e ) a c a ed  e e
a a ab e a   e a e  a  a e ed   ab e.
C :
a. Ge e e a  a e.
IX. Ge e Reac : - T e e a  be ee  a  e e e   e Ge e
Tab e  a d a  e eac   e "Reac Tab e". T  ab e  e
a  beca e  d  e da a e ed  e e a e T e
Ge e-P e -Reac  L c Ma  e e e ec e  e a e  a .
C :
a. Reac  B GG d
b. Ge e e a  a e.
X. Ge e Reac  R e: - T e e a  be ee  a e de   e
M de  Tab e  a d eac  e eac   e Reac Tab e  a e ed e e.
C :
a. M de  B GG d
b. Reac  B GG d
c. Ge e eac  e a c a
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M SQL da aba e  a e   E c e c a c  ec c e ab c c e  e ac ed
 58 a a  a . U e e B GG da aba e, M SQL da aba e d e   c a  
c c ed GEM  beca e    a e ce  c a ed e ab c de . T e
da a ed  M SQL da aba e e e e  e e ab c e a   E c e c a c  a  a
ec e . T a  e a  a  e ca a ed a d e e ed  e   a c a  a ed
T e GPR L c Ma . T e M SQL da aba e de  a d e ec c da a e ac ed 
e B GG da aba e e e a   a   a  acc a e ec e  e ab c e e e a .
T e GPR L c Ma   e e   e e d de c bed   e . I  c ec ed
 e  a  e e  e e  ( .e, Ge e e e a d Reac e Le e ) a d c ed e
ac ca   e e ba ed a   a a  a  a a .
Figure 39: Entit  Relation Diagram of the current build of the database. It contains the name of the table, their
relationships and the t pe of data stored in each table.
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Da aba e S a
T a  N be   Tab e : 10
N be   Re a  Tab e : 6
N be   U e Tab e : 4
N be   M de : 47
N be   e Ge e : 2118
N be   e Reac  (PAN): 2914
N be   e Me ab e : 1299
4.2 Ge e P e  Reac  L c Ma
T e e  e  a   ca e e c e  e a be ee  e ab c c e  
e da aba e a d e e  a  a  a e a ca . G e   b  a  
ec e  ec c e ab c e e , ca  e acc a e e ec  a  b e c e d
eac . T e c a e e a   a e a ca  e ca a e e  be ee  e e ,
eac  a d e ab e .
Table 13: E amples of genes and their model specific locus identifiers.
T e e a e c e 58 e e e ca e e ab c (GEM) E c e c a c
ec c   e da aba e, eac   e  e  e e  a d eac .
4.2.1 GENOME: GENETIC DIVERSITY
W  e e e  e e a a d a e eac , eac  GEM eac  
e ed b  a e e- eac  e a  d ca e  e c b a   e e  e ed  e
eac   be ac a ed. T e e e  e e   e de  a e e e e ed b  e c
de f e a e  a  e e a a e . F e ab e e e ed ab e, ENO , a
e ab c eac  a   e c  b e e b e  e a  
c e, a a ed  a e e a ed e . H e e e   e e e ed d e e  
eac GEM ec c . I  de   a a ee e a , e e   c  de e  
eac  de   e da aba e, ad  be a a ca e ac ed a d c e ed  e
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e a  c e a . O ce c ed, d ca e e e  e e de e ed  e e a e a  
2118  e e e . T e  e e e  e ec e ' e e c d e .
4.2.2 REACTOME: METABOLIC POTENTIAL
Reac  a e e a e de e  be ee GEM ec c . Ge e   e e
a d  a e e a e de e   e  b a e be  (e. , E c e c a c  .
K-12 b . MG1655) beca e e  c  e e e a e c a  add e  a
de e  e   a e e  a  e be   e a e b a (Ma  e  a ., 2013).
S e e e  ca  a e e a e de c e a e e  e be   a ec e . O ce
e e GEM eac  a  e ac ed  a  58 a , d ca e  e e ce a a  de e ed 
e e a e a   2914  e e ab c eac e e ed  a  e e ab c a  e
ec e . C e e , eac   e a a a e a  c   a 58
ec c  a e  e e ab c c e  e ec e . T e e ab c c e  e
a  beca e  e ea  e ab c d e  be ee a  e a e ec e . T
  e  de  e e  a  a e e b e  e c d e e ce  be ee  a
(M  e  a ., 2013). T e e , b  e a a d c e eac  e  d ca e a ec e
e ab c e a .
4.2.3 GENE PROTEIN REACTION LOGIC MATRIX
Figure 40: Gene Protein Reaction Logic Matri . The columns are gene names and the ro s are reaction ids. The
"1" indicates the presence of the corresponding gene hile space ( ero) indicates the absence of a gene.
I  e GPR L c Ma , e e e  a e  e e  c ed  e e  a
a a ab e  e da aba e e c e e e a e   eac  ( .e e
e ab c a ) acc a ed  eac  ec c ed a  e e   e da aba e.
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OPERATORS
Eac  e   e a  ca  e e  be a 1   a 0 . T e b a  e e e a  d ca e  e
e e ce  ab e ce  a e e  a e  eac . Ge e eac  e  a e a  e e
 c e   e  e e . Ge e c e a a e e e ed b ea
e a (AND & OR).
. AND: A  AND  e a  d ca e  e ece  a  e e   a e  be e e
be e e c e d  eac   ac a ed. T  e e e ed  e   e
c a  a  a e a ce  e eac   a a e e e c b a
e e .
E ample
. OR:  I  a  OR  e e c e a , a eac  e e  e e e ce  a e
e e  a e   de   be ac a ed. T  e e e ed  e   e c
a  a  e a ce   e eac , eac  e  c e d  e e c
b a  e e .
E ample
W  e e  e d , a de a a   e a ca  be e e ed ca . T e GPR
c a   e e  ed  de e e a  eac a  e e e c d   a
e   e ab c e e  e .
4.3 De  d e  I e e a
T e de  d e   e e  a  e d a  e e ed a d e ed 
a  e   . T e e a e ee a ec   e c e   a .
1. I  Da a
2. S  S ace
3. S a  O a
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4.3.1 ALGORITHM: I  Da a
Ge e ca e e ab c ec c  (GEM) : E c e c a c  -12 MG1655  e
 de a ed e ab c ec c   a  a  da e. T  e e e e ea c ,
I  a  de e e  da e  a  e a ded e c e   e . I  c e
e a , a ed JO1366, acc  1366 e e , 2251 e ab c eac a d 1136
e e ab e (O  e  a ., 2011). F   ea , e GEM a  e ec ed a  e
c a  a .
I. S  S ace: T a c c da a  a  a  ed  e e a e e e e
e  eac  a c a  e e   e e ca e e ab c de . T e
e ab c eac  a c a ed  e e e  a e  e e ab c e   e
GEM. T e  ace  a e  f e e  a  ce dec ded, e e e  a
c ec  f e ab c eac  a d e  a ab e f  a e  a  d ca e
e e c e a  f e a (Te e , N 2010). T e  ace
c d be e e e e   a GEM ec c  b e   .
II. S  S ace Ge e  L : T e e e  a  a e e a e  ace
e a e   e  a e a   e P -T a fe a e S e (PTS). PTS a
bee  a a e   d ca  beca e e e   e  e e ab c
c a  a  ca  de  a  d c (G e , 2005). T e e  be e
a    e   C a e  5: Te a d Va da .
III. S  S ace Reac  L : U  e GPR c a , a d e  a e  f
e e  (e. , S  S ace Ge e  L ) , e eac de f ca  ce ca
de e e  e eac  ca  cc  a d e e  acce  de  ca d da e eac  
be  c ded  a de . A  e E.c GEM a a e c ded  e da aba e
a d ec c  bec e e de a ed a d c e e, e e a e e  e c
a   b a a  c ea e. T e e e ed  e a e  e c a ,
 ea c   a  e e eac  e a , a  be b a a . T , de
e c a a  a ece . P ea e e e  C a e  3: Me d  e
a   e I de  L c Ma .
T e c a   a  e ea   e e d . I   e b e  b d  e e e
e e   e eac e e e  e e   e e ca e e ab c de . T e c a
e ca a e  e e ab c c e   e e a  a  E.c   a e   da a.
T  ea  a  e eac  de ca  ce ec  e e ab c c e   
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 e a  ed a  e c a  ( .e JO1366), b   e e  a a ab e a  e e   e
c a . T e  a  e ab c ed e-ba e a  a e   e GPR L c Ma
c ea e  a e   d ce a d e e e   e ab c c e   e
 ace. Reac  a  a e e  ce a a  ca  be d ced  e
c a  a  e  e e c c e a a  bee  e . W  e  ace e e   a d
e GPR L c Ma , e Reac  Ide ca P ce   ab e  de  a  eac  a
a e  e  ace.
4.3.2 ALGORITHM: S  S ace
Ge e c A  (GA) a e a c a   e c a a  a e e  d a  
b e  a  a e a a e e   ca d da e . GA  a e    c  
d c e  a ac    a de a e  b e . De e d   e e e  
c e , a e e ca e ec c  a  e a e a e  a e  ace. I  
a   e a  e a e  e  ace, e e e  a e  e GA  ea c
  a .
4.3.2.1 S l i  S ace E a i
Ge e
U  e GPR c a , e e  e e  e c e  e a a ed e a e
e e ,  de e eac   e  f eac e  e c de. T e eac  a e
a e ed  de e e  e  a e a  e c ded b a a e e. I  a  a e e  a a ab e,
  c a ed  e e e c  a d e a e ed eac   e c de , e ed
 e c a ( e e ca e e ab c de ), a be  a deac a ed a e ( .e
U e  a d L e  B d  e   0 ). A e e eac a e f c a e e e ed a
a c   a eac  e e   e c a   d e e e  a d e  b d
a e . T e e ec    ca  ca e a eac  e e  a   e a
e d a c e e b  c a .
Reac
W  e GPR c a ,  a  e e a c a ca  be ed  de
eac  a  a ec e  e e . RIP e  e e   e ab c e e   e ec  e
c e d  e   eac   e  a e ab c ed eba e.
S e  e eac  e ec ed ca  be e  ce a a  a d  ab e  
e c a  (a ec c a  e. ., IJO1366) ed. A  e  eac  de ed a
a e   e c a  a e e  e ed.
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Ne  eac  a e de ed a d ed  e a d e  ace b   e d .
A e e  e c ded eac
Reac  e  ce a  a   e ed eba e.
4.3.2.2 S l i  S ace P e ce i g
Be e a , e GEM a   e- ce ed. T e a  be d  
 ed ce e be   eac  a d e e  a  a e  e  ace. T e
 ace  a b e   a de  c e e e ab c e  a  e e e
e   a d a e  a   de  e e a . T  c d be a ec c
a a  a   ece a   e d c   a  a e  c d,  e e
e a a  a  eed  e a e . O e a a  e e a e
f e  ace a e e  a beca e e ac  e  e
e a ce  GA a d   ed ce  e be  e e a  eeded  eac  a
de ed   a ea c e a e.
T ee a  e- ce  e a  e e e e ed  e  e 
ace.
I. Reac :- Reac  a  d   e b   de e ed c d
ca  be b ec   e a . S e eac  ca  bec e ca ab e  ca
 ac  de  ce a  c c a ce . S c  eac a e e c ded 
e  ace ba ed ec ca   e e  c d  a  ca ed .
B c ed eac  c d d ca e   e GEM ec c  
b ca   e e e ce  a  c e e a a  a  a  e ed a e
a e  e . T e  e e e a ca  de ed  a ce
ca ed F  Va ab  A a (FVA) (B a d, 2004). P ea e e e  
C a e  2: S e  f e S a e f e A   a b ade  e a a   e
ec e.
Reac  ac  ca  be e ed e e c d a c d a .
I ac  e ed b  e e  ca e  ca  be e e ed de  ce a
c c a ce . H e e , ac  ca ed b  e a e ca e  e a
e e b e.
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a. C d a  Reac  I ac
I e e b  ec a
I e e b e eac  ca  bec e ac e  e be   a e
e c e  a a e  a a  c e a   c e ca ed da .
I  e e e ce  a e a e a a , c e ca eff c e
a a  ca  ead  a e a e a  e
c e ca e  eff c e a a  ca  bec e ac e
(Ma ade a  a d Sc , 2003).
Ca cad  ec a
Reac  ac  ca ed a  a e   e e e b ec a
 ce a  a a  ca  e  b  a a d bac a d ca cad
e ec . I  a e ab e a   be d ced d e eac  ac ,
a  eac  a  de e d   e c   a e ab e, 
a  bec e ac e. T e ca e  a  e  e e e. I  a e ab e
a   be c ed d e  eac  ac , de   a d
e ab e acc a  a d a a  ead  a e, a  eac  a
d ce e e ab e  a  bec e ac e (Ma ade a a d
Sc , 2003).
D  a , a a  a e a a ed  a a  a e  e
e c e c e . T  ca  de e  eeded  e e e eac
ac  b  a e  e   e e ab c e  a d  e ce ,
d  a  ca cad  e ec . A  a e , eac  ac ca ed b  b
e e b  a d ca cad  ec a  a e e a  a e a d ,
a e NOT e ed f  e  ace d e- ce .
b. U c d a  Reac  I ac
E e a  ec a
Reac  ac  ca  be e ed b  e e a c d . I  a
e ab e ca  be d ced e a , eac a  de e d  
a a ab   bec e ac e  e c e d e ab e  a
ab e   e  ed . T e a e  e eac  ed
 ae b c . T e   bec e ac e  aced de  a ae b c
c d  (Ma ade a  a d Sc , 2003).
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I c e e e ab c e
GEM ec c   e  e  d ed de  a c a
a  a d b e e  (O  a d Pa , 2012). F  e a e,
JO1366 GEM ec c   e e ab c e  E c e c a
c  a  e  208 b c ed e ab e  (Ma ade a  a d Sc ,
2003). E.c  a  e e a  e e    c a  c ea e
a    e ab c GEM ec c . T e a c d e  
eac     ac  a  ca  e ab e a  ca  e e  be
d ced  c ed (O  a d Pa , 2012).
Reac  ac  e ed b  e e  e e a c d   a
c e e e ab c e , a e  e e b e de a   c d .
Beca e e e e   eac  e e e e de e a
e e , e  a e dea  ca d da e  f  e a  e  ace
d  e- ce .
Note: It is important to note reactions that satisf the criteria for removal are
onl  taken out of the list of reactions that make up the solution space. The
are not removed from the genome scale metabolic model.
E a e  f b e  eac   -c e ab e .
B e  eac  e T a e a e e ( d: THZPSN) a d
5'-de ade e c da e ( d: 5DOAN) d ce e ab e  a
a e  c ed. I  de   a  e ead  a e a , e
b c ed e ab e  a e acc a ed b e d  eac a  a e c ea ed
 a  e e ab e  ea e e e  (O  a d Pa , 2012).
II. E e a  Ge e :- E e a  e e  a d eac  a ce deac a ed
 e de  d ead  a b a   a e e ( ea  e dea
 e a ), e e e    e   ace (J ce, 2008). E e a
e e   e e ec ed GEM ec c  ace e e ed c ed
b  c a a   FBA a d e e e a a e Ke
c ec  a (Baba e  a ., 2006) e ce.
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a. C a a : FBA
E e  e e  e GEM   ace d be c ed  e a
a e a d a ed   a  ba a ce a a . Ge e
e e a  ed  a  a e  e  d be c de ed
e e a  a d  bec e ca d da e   be e ed  e
 ace (O  a d Pa , 2012).
b. E e e a : Ke  c ec  a  e ce
T e Ke  c ec   a e ce  e e e a e c da a
b a ed  d ca e   E. c  K-12 a  a (BW25113)
  e c a d c  ed a a d d d a de e ed  a
e e a  E.c  K-12 e e . T e c ec  c 3985 O e
Read  F a e (ORF) e- e e de e  b a ed 4288
a e ed e e (Baba e  a ., 2006).
T e  d e b  O  e  a . (2011) d ca ed a e e   ed c e
acc ac  b e  e GEM ec c JO1366. I  e  e ea c ,
c a a  c  c ee   GEM ec c JO1366 e e
c a ed  e e e a  e e a  da a  e e e Ke  C ec . T e
d c e ed a    e GEM ed c    c e a
ed a ad a 91% a c   e e e e a  da a (O a d Pa , 2012).
T e  (O  e  a . 2011)  de ed 168 e e a e e a  a c ed 
e e e a  da a. T e e e  ade  e a   e e a  e e
ed   e . E a e   e  e e e e a  e e  e ed 
  c e ca  be ee  ab e 14.
GLUCOSE MINIMAL MEDIA
B e D G F
C e C C G
bF e B c aE E
da B aY a D F
d A D a C
Table 14: Genes that encode the en mes that are responsible for introducing the compounds
that make up the Glucose minimal gro th media.
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III. O a  Reac :- O a  eac    e e eac  e
a c a ed  e  (e. ., a e  eac ), e e e c ded 
c de a  beca e e  a e b ca  b e  c . W  e
B GG de  da aba e, e e e eac  e   a e eac  a e
e e e ed b  e e d e e 0001 . A d  e e e  
eac  a e a   c d a a  a d . T a
eac  a e a  beca e e  a e e b e   c d
 e c a e   a e .
E a e  f a e  a  eac  a d ff .
H2 : H d e  a  ( e a ).
ETOH : E a  e e b e a  ( e a ).
MEOH : Me a  e e b e a  ( e a ).
ACALD : Ace a de de e e b e a  ( e a ).
CO2 : CO2 a e  ( e a ).
O2 : O2 a  ( e a ).
P e- ce   ece a   de   de ec  a d e a e a ed eac
 e GEM ec c   ace,  e e a  a   ed c
c a a  e.
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4.3.2.3 GEM Pa ame e  e
E.c  ca  e a be   ca b  ce   , e. ., c e, c e,
ce , ace ace a e, e b e, e c. T e b da eac  a e e b e 
d c    c d   e e ab c e  ec c .
A c e ae b c   ed  a  ed e bac e a  c e. T e
c    ed   de  ed e e e a . Tab e 15  e 
 c d  a  ade  e ed .
P e d eac Na e
EX_c ba 2_e C 2+ e c a e
EX_ 4_e A a e c a e
EX_ca2_e Ca c  e c a e
EX_c _e C de e c a e
EX_c 2 C 2 + (C e ) e c a e
EX_ e2_e Fe2+ ( c d a) e c a e
EX_ e3_e Fe3+ (I ) e c a e
EX_ _e K+ (P a ) e c a e
EX_ 2_e Ma e  e c a e
EX_ 2_e M 2+ (Ma a e e) e c a e
EX_ bd_e M bda e e c a e
EX_ a1_e S d  e c a e
EX_ 2_e N 2+ (N c e ) e c a e
EX_ _e P a e e c a e
EX_ e _e Se e a e e c a e
EX_ _e Se e e e c a e
EX_ 4_e S a e e c a e
EX_ _e T a e e c a e
EX_ 2_e Z c e c a e
EX_c 2_e CO2 e c a e
EX_ 2 _e H2O e c a e
EX_ _e H+ e c a e
Table 15: E ternal reactions introduce gro th supporting compounds.
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T e c d , a  e  a  c e a  e ca b  ce, eed  be d ced
 e e e ca e de  a e c a e eac . T   ac e ed b  e  e
e  b d  e e c a e eac  a  a ed   -1000
/ DW  a d e ca b  ce  a e  b da  -10 / DW . We
ca  a  de e e  e a  d a e ace ae b ca   a ae b ca  b
e e  ac a   deac a  e e  b d . O a  ca  be c d c ed
 d e e  e e a  c d  a d  d e e ca b  ce . W e  e
ed  e c a e eac , e ca b  ce a d e a e a e bee
ac a ed, e de   ead   be ed.
4.4 GENETIC ALGORITHM: S a  O a  L
Figure 41: A detailed look at the orkflo  of Genetic algorithm and ho  Flu  Balance Anal sis is implemented to
evaluate the fitness of individuals in a population during the optimisation stage.
O a  P b e
U  E c e c a c  a  e c a , de e e e be  c b a   e e  ( .e.,
c e)  a e  e ab c a a , a  a e e d c   a ec c
e ab e, e a a  e   e a .
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O a  S  (De ed a  a )
T e  a de ed a  a .e. a d f ed c e  a  d d a
 e a , a  ce a a ed b  e a , a e   e ab c a a  
de   a e e d c   e de ed e ab e a  ead  a e.
T e E a  a  a  e    e e F  Ba a ce A a  a
e ed  e  e   e COBRA T b ; c b a (Eb a  e  a ., 2013).
O  a e  e  ace  e- ce ed a d e GEM a a e e  e , ca  e a
a  be . GEM J01366 (O  a d Pa , 2012)  e c a  c  a
-ba ed d ca  a e e ed .
O a  Se
P a  S e: 70
Ge e a : 150
M a  Ra e: 0.04
C e  Ra e: 0.5
4.4.1 Ge e c A  Pa a e e  Se  A a
T e a   a   de e ed b  e e a be ee  e d e e  a a e e
 Ge e c A . Ma a  a ba a ce  a a e e a e  ca  e e a  
 b a ed.
T e a  a a e e  ed b  Ge e c A c de:
Ge e a  C c e
P a  S e
C e  Ra e
M a  Ra e
T e e e a  c c e , c e  a e a d a e e e de e ed b  Ge e c
A  a  e e e  I c d c ed a a e  c a  ( .e., e.c _c e
e e ca e e ab c de ). T e ec _c e  a ed ced de  ba ed  e E.c
e ab c ec c  JO1366. I  c a  e ce a  ca b  a a  a d e
ed a e a a   e e e c e c   e e e e e a , d c  e d ,
eac  f a d b a (A a a  e  a ., 2017). I ca e  e  e e  JO1366 a d
 e e  ed  de a d e e ab  e a  a  e  a  de da ce
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 e ab c e ee  e (A a a  e  a ., 2017). T e a  a e a
de e ed b  c  ed a  de ed  e e a e ce .
Figure 42: GA anal sis ith variable crossover rates and population si e. Average fitness sensitivit anal sis.
Ge e c A  a a e e :
I. Ge e a  C c e : 150
T e a  be   c c e  e Ge e c A   be e  e a e . T e
be   e e a  de e d   e b e  e a d  c e . I  e
e a   e Ge e c A  e   a ec c c e a e  e a a e e
a e   ec ed.
Te
T e c e a ed   e   de e e a e a , a  e e e a a
c c e e e e a e a e a  f e a  e a e be  a a ab e
d d a  f e . I  de   GA  e c e a e a  ca  a
c e e ce, I a ed e a  c c e a a  150 e e a . A e
c ,  e a e .
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II. P a  S e: 70
T e a  be   a ed d d a   a a . T  ca  a  be de ed a
e a  b e  ea c  ace. I  e e  e ea c  ace   a e,
e c a a  ad bec e  e . T , e a e  be
ea ab e.
Te
I e e e ed  a a e  a e  50 80  a  c e e  10. T e
e  c c ded a  e c e  a e a ec ed e a  e e ed 
e c e e a  ca  a . C e e , a a  e e  a
50, e GA c d  ca e a c e  ba  a de  a  c e  a e
e e e ed . Ge e a  c e   a a ced c a ac e c  e e  a
c e  a  e. T , e e   a a  50 (  a c e
a e  0.6) c d a e ed  a c  a e  c e e ce , a a  e 
70 (  a c e  a e f 0.5) a  e ec ed ead.
III. C e  Ra e: 0.5
Figure 43: GA sensitivit  anal sis ith crossover as 0.5
T e be   e  c e  e c a e e a  e  e e c a e  
a e e a . L e a  a e,  a a e e  a  a a   be  
e a e 0 a d 1 . I  e c e  a e  , e   a e e
 c e e  a ba  a. H e e , e ce e c e  a e  ca  ed ce e
12
a   a e   c de  e  a d ead  e d c   e
.
Te
I e e e ed  a a e  a e  0.3 0.6  a ead  c e e  0.1.
T e e  e e a ed ed a  a c e  a e a  a  e  a 0.5 ed  
c e e ce e a d e   e e  e a e e e ed . E e  
a c e  a e  0.6 e ed  a a e  c e e ce , a c e  a e f
0.5 a  e ec ed beca e  a ed  e d d a  e a .
IV. M a  Ra e: 0.04
T e be   c e   de  a   a e e a . T  a a e e  
a  a f a   be  e a e 0 a d 1 . I  e  
e e  e Ge e c A   e a e  c e a d  a ca  a.
H e e ,  a  cc   e e , de ab e e e  c d e   a d
de c  a  c a ce  eac  a  a  c e e ce. A  a  , Ge e c
A  (GA) d e ec e  be a e a d ea c  a .
Re a ed W
T e e Me a-GA  e a a e e   e GA  a   ed b
G e e e e  1986 (G e e e e, 1986). He c c ded a  a  a e ab e
0.05 e e e e a  de e a  ac e  a GA e a ce. He ed
a a  a  e e e a  c e  a e a d
a  a e . Sc e a -V e (M e be  a d Sc e a -V e , 1993)
a ed a  a a  c c  e  e e a ed e e ac  be ee
a  a d c e  a e  e a d b a  f c . I  ed a  e
a  a e e e a  c ea ed  e e e a  a d a  e
a  a e c d be e c e  de e ed b  e f a
M a  Ra e = 1 / (M e be  a d Sc e a -V e , 1993)
W e e  e e f e b e ,   e ca e   e , e e  f e
c e. T e c e a  a e   25 e e a d  e M a  a e
ed   e  
M a  Ra e = 0.04
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4.4.2 SUMMARY
Figure 44: GA anal sis ith variable crossover rates and population si e. Best fitness sensitivit  anal sis
I   a   e a  e GA c e e ce be a  e f e  d d a   a
a e b ed a  d d e e ce   e c e e ec e  e a
e  c e  a e e ec ed. A  ca  d e e ce  e c e e ce be a
a  b e ed  e a e a e a  f e a d ca ed F e 44.
E : I  d a  be ed a  e e e e e a    e R e e
W ee  e ec  ce  a  a  a e a e  E . T e e  b a ed ed 
a  d ffe e ce  c e e ce e. C e  a e  ad e a e  ac
e a   e c e e ce be a .
T e be  a  e  de e  e be a  e e e   eac  e e a  e e
a e a e a  e  de c be  e c e e ce be a   e a  a  a
e. T e e e  e ea ed a  e c e e ce be a  e e e   a a  
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 a d e e e a   e e a  e a ce  e a . Ide  d c
be a a  a e  be ee  c e   a e e a , e e  a  ac e a  a d
, e a e a e a  e   a e acc a e e ec   e e  ac
ece a   e a da  a e.
4.4.3 GENETIC ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
Be  a e e e  e c  a e   e e e e e c a (GA) a  a
e d  e e e  b e .
4.4.3.1 INITIAL POPULATION:
A ed   a a   b a  e e  be  a d  e e a ed. T  
a e   e a  c e a e f d d a  e a . T e
be   d d a   a a  a e  de e d  e e  e 
ace. Be   e GA a   a  a e  a  a a .
4.4.3.2 GENETIC OPERATIONS:
T e a a de e e e c e a . C e  a d M a .
I. C e  (U f  C e )
C e   e a   c a ca  e e a e e   a e-e
a . T e a  e e   c ea e e  d d a b  c  e  b a
a    a e   c ea e a  . T e  a  a c a
a   b   a e  a d add   e a  be   d d a  a
a e  e a . T e a   e e c a d a ed b  eac  a e
 e    de e ed b  a c e  a e. T  a  e  e f
c e ec e e e  e e  e e  e c e, a   a  a
50% c a ce e e e  e ed e e   a e e  a e  .
II. M a
A e  e c e  e a , e be   d d a  e a  c ea e .
T  e e  d ca e  a d a a ee a  d d a d   a e de ca  b a
c e , a a  c a ce  a   a ed. T e b a  c e , 
e e  d d a   e a ,  ca ed. Eac  d   e  a   
  a e   e ( .e 1  0). M a  a  a ed a ed bab
a e. M a   a   e  e e c d e  a a . B  d c
c a c , a  e a  a d   e c ca  .
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4.4.3.3 POPULATION EVALUATION:
Eac  d d a  a   a c a  a ead a d e  e a a
e a ed.
I. Reac  Ide f ca  P ce
T e eac  de ca  c  (RIP) e  e b a  c e e 
e e  d d a   de e e e a e ( .e ac a ed  deac a ed)  eac  e e
e e   e  ace. RIP e  e  e a c a f a
e e   e GEM  de  e   ac a ed eac  a d a e  e e ab c
e  c e acc d .
II. F  Ba a ce A a
Reac  a  a e   e  a e deac a ed b  e  e  e  a d e
b d   e . T  e e  e eac  ca  a   d
a . F  Ba a ce A a   e    e GEM  e b a  a  e
b ec e c . T e f  f e de ed d c a d e b a  b ec e
f a e  e e  eeded  ca c a e e f e f e d d a . T e
e   ca c a ed  e B a  P d c e a (Pa  e  a ., 2005) a d
ed  e e  e .
III. F e  E a a
T e ca c a ed e  c e  eac  d d a  ed a  a . T e a
de e  a f e  e a a a d a  eac  d d a b  e  e  c e 
de ce d  de . I  e e a e e d d a  e  a  e a  a
c , e be   d d a  a e ed ced  e ec e ed be e   e
a  a  c . A e  e e  e a a ,  e be  a  a e e .
4.4.3.4 SURVIVAL:
Ne  P a
S a   e a  e a  a d  e e  a  e  e b
e a  d d a   e e  e  c e  e a . T e
c e  e a  c ea e  add a  d d a a . T e   
e a    e  e a  be   d d a  e a  bac   
a  c  b     a  d  ee  e a  e a
a  c  eac ed.
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4.4.3.5 NEW GENERATION:
I  e ede e ed be   e e a  a ' bee  e a ed, e e
a   bac   c e e a ce  a  e  a a .
4.4.4 O  Re
Figure 45: Input requirements and output results.
4.4.4.1 Re e e  a d Re
I. I  Re e e : T e  a e e de e de  e eeded  e
e e a   c e ce.
A e e ca e e ab c de  c a   c  e a
ca  be e e ed a d e a a ed .
Me ab c Ge e  a  a e  e a ab e ace. T
c d be e e e GEM  a b e   .
Ge e ca e e ab c ec c  e   a ab e , e. ., Ca b
ce ed  eed , M   ed  c ( .e.,
E e a  Reac   GEMS) a d ae b c/a ae b c e a .
II. O a : T e c a  e  de e  a  ea c   a
  a de ed e c be a . T e e e c a  e a e
 e a  e e  be  f e e a   e a ed. T  d ce
a   da a a   c ed a d e e ed a  a O  Re .
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III. O  Re : T e e ec ed  c  ...
A   ed a   e b a  c e  e
d d a  a  b e .
A F e  G a  e e a ed  e be  d d a  a a  a d
e a e a e e   a  d d a  a  a e e a .
Rada  C a  a  d ca e  e e e c e e e ce a e  a
de   a c e .
Ge e  L   de ed e e c d ca  a  c b e
e   e d c   a de ed e ab c c d.
4.4.4.2 F e  G a
I  e e  e e a , e d d a   e be e  a   c e a ed 
e e e  a  be  a  e e a  ad  e . A , e a e a e e  c e 
a  d d a   ca c a ed a d a ed a  e . T e a  a e a e e  c e
e d   a  be d e d d a  e  c e. T    be e ec ed beca e e
a e a e e  c e e e e  a a  ba ed c e e ce a d  a
a  ea . I  d ca e   a  d d a c e   e a  a e
 e be  e  d d a . T e a e  e c e a  c  a   a
ca bac e a   c e  e dea  a e. A bac e a   c e
 a  a a  a e, ed b  a  a e e a a a  a e be e a
e e  a dea  a e ( c   ab e   e e c e). B  e
a  e  c e a d bac e a   c e  a e a  a e  
e , b  e  d    c e e  d e e  ea , a  d ca ed ab e 16.
M c b a  G  C e  F e  C e
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P a e Bac e a  G  C e F e  C e
La  P a e
T   e e  a e e e
bac e a e a e e ab ca   a e
ad a a e  e e  d
e . I   a e, e   c ea e
 e a d   be .
I  e  a e, a
ca e b a  c e  a e
a d  a ed. Ge e
a ca   ,  
d d a  a e c e e
a a   a   b a
d c  a d e   e
c e .
L  P a e
I   a e, Bac e a a d  d de
 e e  e e  a e e a ed
 a e d c  a e  e e e
a d bec e c  e .
A e  a e  e e a  
c e  a d a , e
a  bec e  e ab ca
ac e a  d d a  c e e
a d  a  a  ea .
S a a  P a e
A   a e a e  e  a e bee
e a ed e bac e a bec e
d a  a d  .
I   a  a e, a e  a  a
ea   d c e ed a d e
a e a e a  e  c e
a c e  a   e be
d d a  e  c e, e a
a  e  a   a  ea .
Dea  P a e
I   a  a e  e e a
I e e  e acc a   a e
e e  e e e  
 bec e  c a d e bac e a
be   d e.
Table 16: Similarities bet een a bacterial gro th curve and an optimisation fitness curve.
SUMMARY
T e  a  e e d  e e e a  , a   ed a , eac  
"50" d d a  e e e ed b  e a e  e b a  c e . T e a  be  
d d a   e a   d  c e e a  b   e e , b  bac
d    de a  a  d  e a  e a . T e be   a  a
a a ab e  de e de   e be   e e a e a  a  . Eac  c ec e
a   e ed a   edece . A  e  a   da a 
e e a ed a  e e d   e e a . U de a d a  da a e ed a a ca
a ac . T e e  c a e  d c e  e ec e ed  e  a d de a d
e da a e e a ed.
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5 Te  a d Va da .
T  c a e  c e   de  a e ca e  e e  a d a da e e e
c ea ed.
5.1 M de  Va da .
A  I b d  e  d c ? T e e e ce    e , a  e e ed  e
e e e ,   e a e   a  a d eed  e  aced   e
e e . D e  e e d  a e  e e e  a d a . A  a e de ,
e e  a d a  a e a  .
i. Q e : Ca c a a  a e- ca e e e e ab c de   a a
e  a  a a , ac a e e a a de   e c b ca  e .
ii. G a : T e a    c c  a de  d e  e d e e a e a d
e e e- ca e e ab c de   a a e  a  a a  
d e e  a  e e .
T e e ea c e  be a e ed a  e e d   c a e . E a a  e
e ea c  a  e ed I e a a e    c ea ec .
. Reac  Ide ca  Va da .
. Va da   O a  ec e.
5.1.1 Reac  Ide ca  Va da .
T e e   a da  ce    de e e  acc a e e Reac
Ide f ca  P ce  (RIP)  a  e ec  e e ed e ab c eac   a e
  e ab c e e . T e Reac  Ide f ca P ce  (RIP)  a de   e GPR
L c Ma , ca  acc a e  de e e,  e b da e   e da a e e   e
da aba e, a  e ab c eac  d be e ec ed, e  a e   E.c  ec c
e ab c e e .
I  de   e  e a d   e RIP, I e ec ed a e ab c a a . I dec ded 
e e a a a  a   a  a d e  de ed   e a  a d eac
c . I ed e K eb  C c e a  a e ca e. A  e e e , eac  a d
e ab e  e e    E.C  ec c da aba e  e B GG Da aba e a
c e .
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USE CASE: K eb  C c e
27 e ab c e e a  e c de e a  e e e b e  ca a 16
c e ca  eac a  cc   e K eb C c e. T e ab e 17 be  a e B GG
e e e a   e eac .
# R_ d R_Na e R_E a Ge e
1 FUM F a a e _c + 2 _c ⇌ a __L_c f A,
f B,
f C
2 ME1 Ma c e e (NAD) a __L_c + ad_c  c 2_c + ad _c +
_c
aeA
3 MDH Ma a e de d e a e a __L_c + ad_c ⇌ _c + ad _c + aa_c d
4 MDH2 Ma a e de d e a e
(UBIQUINONE 8 a
acce )
a __L_c + 8_c  aa_c + 8 2_c
5 MDH3 Ma a e de d e a e
(MENAQUINONE 8 a
acce )
a __L_c + 8_c  8_c + aa_c
6 CS C a e a e acc a_c + 2 _c + aa_c  c _c + c a_c +
_c
A
7 CITL C a e a e c _c  ac_c + aa_c c DEF
X
8 ACONTa Ac a e ( a - eac
A, C a e d - a e)
c _c ⇌ ac _C_c + 2 _c ac A,
ac B
9 ACONTb Ac a e ( a - eac
B, I c a e d - a e)
ac _C_c + 2 _c ⇌ c _c
10 ICDH I c a e
de d e a e (NADP)
c _c + ad _c ⇌ a _c + c 2_c + ad _c cd
11 AKGDH 2-O a a e
de d e a e




12 SUCOAS S cc -C A
e a e
(ADP- )
a _c + c a_c + cc_c ⇌ ad _c + _c +
cc a_c
cCD
13 SUCD S cc a e
de d e a e
( e e b e)
8_c + cc_c  _c + 8 2_c
d AB
CD
14 SUCD1 S cc a e
de d e a e
ad_c + cc_c ⇌ ad 2_c + _c
15 FRD2
F a a e ed c a e
_c + 8_c  8_c + cc_c
f dABC
D16 FRD3 2d 8_c + _c  2d 8_c + cc_c
Table 17: A Table of the genes and reactions that make up the Kreb C cle path a . Both Reaction name and id
ere retrieved from BiGG Models
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K eb  c c e, a   a  e T Ca b c Ac d c c e,  a e e   c e ca  eac
ed  d e ace  C A ( d ced  e b ea d  ca b d a e , a  a d
e ),  Ca b  D de (CO2) a d Wa e  (H2O). I  e   e ea e ed
c e ca  e e   e   ade e a e (ATP) (A a , 2018). I ed e
Ec C c da aba e  de  e e e  e b e  e eac   e K eb  C c e,
a d e  c  e e e ced e eac   d e  c e a   e B GG da aba e.
i. B GG Da aba e: B GG  a B c e ca , Ge e ca a d Ge ca  c ed
da aba e  e e- ca e e ab c e  ec c (K  e  a ., 2016).
. Ec C c Da aba e: Ec C c  a c e c da aba e e bac e Escherichia coli
K-12 MG1655 (Ka  e  a ., 1996).
Te
G e  a  27 E.c  ec f c e ab c e e , ca  e Reac  Ide f ca
P ce  (RIP) dec de a d e ec  a 16 e ab c eac a  d be ac a ed 
e e e  e e a a ab e. T e eac   de a d e e e   be dec ded a e
e e ed ab e 17.
Re
W  e 27 e ab c e e , RIP a  a  b e e e c c b a   de e e a
eac  e  e c ded. RIP a  ab e    acc a e e ec  a 16 c e ca
eac , b  de ed a  add a 8 c e ca eac .
FUM ME1 MDH MDH2 MDH3
CS CITL ACONT ACONTa ACONTb
ICDH AKGDH SUCOAS SUCD SUCD1
FRD2 FRD3 FRD7 NMNHYD SUCD4
GLCOAS NICRNS DMALRED DTARTD MICITD
Table 18: A Table of the reactions that RIP decoded from the 27 metabolic genes given as its input.
T e e add a  eac  e e c ed  b  RIP beca e e c ed ed e ba e 
ea c e   d  e ab c a   e a   E.c . T  ea  a
b  eac  a  a e  d e e  a a , a d eac  a  a e e  ec c
E.c  a ,   d  e ea c   a  e  e e c c   e . T e
c b a   a ec e  e e  ed e ba e a d a eac  de ca  c , ca
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ead  a e d e e e ec   a  ( .e eac  a d e ab e ), e  e a d  e
 ace  a e   e ab c e e . Be a e e 8 add a  c e ca  eac
e ec ed  e b e  e  be  .
Add a  Reac
FRD7: (O da e P a )
SUCD4: (O da e P a )
GLCOAS:  (L e Me ab )
DTARTD: (A e a e Ca b  Me ab )
MICITD :  (A e a e Ca b  Me ab )
NMNHYD: (N  A a ab e)
NICRNS: (NAD Me ab )
DMALRED: (N  A a ab e)
5.1.2 Va da   O a  Tec e.
T e a  ead   e de ca   e a e e de e   e e  a
a ec  e d c    e b a   a e  e a  de  d e e
b a e e e . A e  ca d da e e e  / eac a e bee  ed c ed, e  a d  eed
 be e e ed b  c  e e e c   da a  e c e d  c e
e e e   e a e.
Ge e Ma a  A a .
A   a d   e a  e  a   cce  ed c  e e  a
e ce e d c   a e  b a e. T e e  be  e ab a e e ce
e ed.
. Ide  e a  a a  e b e  e d c  e de ed b a e a
e  a  a  e  ec da  a a  a  d ec  d ec  a ec  (e.  a
e ab e de e de c ) e d c   e a a a .
. Ide   e   e e .
- Pa a  Ge e : T e e e  a  e c de e a  a d ec da  a a
e ec ed.
- I f e a  Ge e : Ge e  de ed  e e a e a  e b
c de ab e e   e d c  f e e ec ed a a .
T e e e e  a e e e ed  a  I f e a  e e d e  e  ab  
ca  ac  e d c   e de ed b a e.
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I e a  e e  ed   e  e e de ed  a 2005 b ca  b
G e  G e  e e e a e ed e a e a e e  (PTS)
 d ca   e e   a d c  (G e ,
2005). PTS f e a  e e a e e e ed  e de a   e 
ec  5.2.1 USE CASE: P e  a e: a
a fe a e e  (PTS) .
T e eac  e c ded  b  e Pa a  a d I e a e e  a e  e
 ace. B    c   a a e e a d f e a  e e ,
e ca  ee  e e  e  ace a  a a  b e a d eed 
a  e.
iii. A  e be   e a  a e, a  e e  e  ace  be
c ed ,   a ba e e c be a a  ac  a  e de a  e e e ce
.
. T e e    a da e  e e  d be ab e  e e ba e de
e c be a  b  e e  d c   e ec e c e d  e e a
 de e a  e e  e ec e .
. A cce   d e e a e e  a  d e b  a e c be a
be e  a  e b e ed  e ba e de .
T e a  e   b ca  e a d e e c a e  a  e d c
e d a  ed  de  a U e Ca e .
5.2 De  a e ca e.
A e ca e c de  a c ea  de c   a  e e  d e   e e  eac  e
ac . I  e e e   a e  e ac   e e  b  a  e ac e
a  a e e ed b  e e  a d e e  e e (L , 2016). I e   e e a
b ca   ea c   e  a e e e e .
T  e e  e ca  e c   e e c e   e e e e . E a e  
c  c e  a e:
i. O a  c d : T e e ab c   e a  .e. e e , eac ,
e ab e  a d b a   be e ca ed.
ii. Med  c d : T e c   e e c ed  ed  e
e-c e  e a   be e a e.
iii. C e c d : Ae b c  A ae b c c d .
iv. S  c d : T e  Ca b  ce  ed d e e e .
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5.2.1 USE CASE: Me ab c Pa a  f P e  a e: a
a fe a e e  (PTS).
Figure : Central path a s related to PTS glucose transport and metabolism generated from BiGG using Escher
path a  visualisation tool (K  e  a ., 2015).
I  a 2005 b ca  b G e  G e ,  a  a  e e e   e
e a e: a  a e a e e ; PTS  , ed e ab c
a d e a  c a  a  c d de  a d c . A  a e , PTS a  a e ed
 d ca   e e   a d c  a  e  a  a e e  
e c e c a ac e c  a   a  d c (G e , 2005).
5.2.2 PTS T a a  a d P a  S e
I  E. c , e PTS  ed  e a e-de e de a  a . I   a
c e  e  dee  e a ed  e ce '  . PTS ac  a  a  a
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ac   ca b   d b   e e a e a d a e de (G e ,
2005).
I  a  bee  de e ed a  ca b   a a  e PEP de  e a
de e a   e d  a a c c d  e ed  c e E. coli.
S c e c a a e   e e ab c e  ed  e e   a a c
d ca e  a  e a  e e ca  a  e d f  c e c d d b e  a
a  a  a  c e  c  ce   PEP a
(G e , 2005).
5.2.2.1 Red c  PEP U a
PEP  a  be ee  e EMP c c a a  a d PTS, e e   a
a  c c . I   a ec   e e a b e c a a  a d a
a c a e  d ec   e e - e e a  eac c  a  b a e- e e
a   ADP (PYK:P a e K a e)  d ec a  a ec  
ace -C A ( a PYK, PYR 2 , PDH ). W e E. coli  a a  ed
c a  c e a  e ca b  ce PEP (P e a e) c
a e  be ee  eac  (G e , 2005).
i. PTS c e  50%  a a ab e PEP
ii. Reac  ca a ed b  PEP ca b a e (PPC, PPCK): 16%
iii. P a e a e  (PYK): 15%
iv. UDP-N-ace c a e e  a e a e (UAGCVT): 16%
v. 3-de -D-arabino- e a e 7- a e a e (DDPA): 3%.
5.2.2.2 W a  a e   e PTS?
PTS  a c a ed  e a a d a a  e e a  a .
PTS  e c ded b  e e  ptsHI.
a. P a   PEP : T  e e c e ca a e  a
PEP-de e de  a  c e.
E e I (EI) : S b e a d  a  ec c e c e .
HP : P d e ca e  e .
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b. T a : T e e a e 21 d e e  de ed E e  II c e e e c ded
 e E. c  c e, a  a e ed  e a  ab 20
d e e ca b d a e .
T e E e II c e a  a c e e IIG c c e .
IIG c c e = IIAG c (e c ded c e ) + IICBG c
(e c ded b  e e G )
c. I  add   a a e, e IIMa  c e ca  a  a
 a  e c e c c e, f c e, Nace c a e a d
c a e.
IIMa  c e  = IIABMa  + IICDMa (e c ded b manXYZ
e )
5.2.3 B a  PTS: A e a e G c e T a a  a d
P a  S e .
G c e ca  be a ed  e c a  b  e a  a e a  ed 
a ac e e a a . T e e e  a  a e e b e  e c d  e a e a d
a ac e e ab  e e , a e e e ed b  e e e ce f a ac e. H e e ,
a a   a    c e- ed c d e ea ed a  d c   e e
e e  ca  a  be ca ed b  e ace a  e f a ac e a  c  a  a
a - d ce  e e (G e , 2005).
I. P  S e  T a  S e
Faced  c e a , E.c  d ce  a a  a ac e:H+ e
e c ded b  e e a .
II. MGL T a  S e
T e  MGL e   ed  b a ac e a d c e e a a  a
e a c b d  e , e c ded b  e e ABC .
III. P a   ATP
G c e a ed a e  e  a e  e MGL
a  e ,   be a ed e e  e c c a a . T  
ac e ed b  e c a e e e a  ca a e a ATP-de e da
a  f c e. T  e e  e c ded b  e e e .
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Glucose concentration levels.
T e ATP- de e de  a  f c e bec e e e a d
 c e c ce a  e e . H e e , d  c e c ce a
e e , PTS  e  eff c e  e  a a d a
c e  e c a . A  a c e e ce  , a  a de d 
PTS a d e c a e e e, d  c d  c e a , a e
e e e  d ed  e  ab   . A e a   c e   e e  
c e c ce a ,  b  c  e MGL a a e ( ABC)
 e e  e b a e c  a a e e c ded b  e e
a B . T  e ab e  a -aff  c e a e (G e ,
2005).
5.2.4 S a
T e e e  ab e 19 be  a e e a  e e a  a e a ec ed (  E. c )  e
e e ce e e e c e a .
T e e e e e ec ed   a  a a .
. P a fe a e S e (PTS+): I a   e a  a d
a   ab  20 d e e  ca b d a e  e a  
P e  a e (PEP). PTS c e  e a  PEP a a ab e 
e e . I  e e e ce  e e e c e a , a a  ee  e PTS
ac a ed e b  d c d e  e c ce a  PEP a  d
be a a ab e.
. A e a e G c e T a a  a d P a S e  (GLC+): I
e ab e ce  PTS, a e a e ea  a  d  de e d PEP  e
a a  a d a   c e, eed  be ac a ed  c e a e.
S a  a  a e a e a e a  e ac a ed d  e e e
c e a , e b e  d c  c a ed  e PTS ac a ed
c e a .
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PTS a c a e   e a  a d a  ab  20
d e e  ca b d a e .
C e ca  T a  Reac : GLC  ( c e ec f c




C e ca  T a  Reac : GLC  ( c e ec f c
a a ), ACGA .
GLC +
a B
T  e e d e  e e a  ca b d a e  c d a e,
a de a d c e.
U de  e e e c e a , La B c b e ab 70%
e a  c e  ca ac   e ce .
C e ca  Reac : 14GLUCAN e , GLC e , MALTH e ,
MALTP e , MALTTR e , MALTTTR e , MALT e
a P
Ga  c e  a  e e a  e b a e e  be  e
Ma  Fac a  S e fa  (MFS)  e e ec c e ca
e a -d e  c a   a e .
C e ca  Reac : GAL 2  a d GLC 2
ABC
T e MGL S e  be   e ATP-B d  Ca e e (ABC)
e a   e a  ac e c a   a e (G e , 2005).
T e e   c a ac e ed b ...
ATP-b d  e .
A  a ac e a d c e e a c b d  e .
A e b a e a e  e .
C e ca  Reac : GALabc  a d GLCabc
T e e e c a e ca a e  e ATP-de e de
a  f c e  e c a .
C e ca  Reac : HEX1
a B +
ABC
H -a  c e a  e  d ced e c e
c ce a   e  (G e , 2005).
Table 19: A list of influential genes and their purpose (G e , 2005).
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5.2.5 S a  a d e  Effec   PEP U a
Se e a  e ea c   a e e ed a e e  de e E. coli a  a  ca
a e c e  c   ce   PEP-de e de a . T e
c  a a c a a   a  e a e a a  a ce  c e c a
c d  c  a e a a e, a a c a  ac d a , a d e.
G e  G e  de e ed a   d b a  e PEP de  e a  de e a
ac   e e   c e c a  a e c d  c e  E. c  (G e ,
2005).
i. PTS- GLC- S a : I ac a   e ptsHI-crr e  e  c  a ac
 e e a  PTS- a . S a    e e c d ca  ac  e e e a  PTS
e  ed  e a e  e a  a   e PTS c e e . T e e e
e e  PTS- a   e b  a e  ed ca ac   a  a d
a e c e (PTS-G c- e e), ed a  b  e Ga P, M a d
c a e e  ( ). T e e e e  ed ced ca ac  a  c e d
be a e  d a bac , e de  a PTS- Glc- strain unsuitable for production
purposes a   d d a  e   ec c a e a d d c .
ii. PTS- GLC+ S a : E. c  a ac  a f c a PTS (PTS-) b  ca ab e 
e a  c e a  a a e a   a  a PTS+ a . C a ac e a   e e
a  a  e ea ed a  c e  a ed a d a ed b  a  a e a e
a  e : a ac e e ea e (Ga P) a d c a e (G ), a  e  ATP a
a e d  ead  PEP. T e e d e  ed a  e e d  c e 
e e   DAHP a d e a a e c ea ed b 65% a d 57%, e ec e ,
e  c a ed  e c PTS+ a  (G e , 2005). T ,  e de  PTS-
GLC+ a  ab e f  d c  e .
5.2.6 S a  Va da
Va da  e e a  e ed a  I e ed e  e c be a  a  d ca ed b
e b ca  (G e , 2005). T  ea  a  e e  a ca  c e a
be ee :
. T e e e  a  a ec PEP e d,
. Le e   c e c ce a   e e ,
. B a   ,
. T e eac  a  a e ca ed  e a e a a .
. PEP d c  eac .
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U  e GPR L c a , I a  ab e  de e e a  eac  e e e c ded 
e   e a  e e . T e eac  a e  a  e  a a  a  a e a ec ed b
e e a  e e  e ded  a  e ace d  a . A  a
e de , e L c Tab e  a  a a ca  e e a ed e e- eac  ab e a  d ca e
e ca  e a  be ee  e c a e e e a  a e e e   e e a  E. c
a  a d e eac  e  e c de.
T e da a  e ab e be  a  e e a ed b  F  Ba a ce A a   e e e
ca e e ab c de   E c e c a c  K-12 MG1655 I.e. IJO1366. T e  b d  
eac  a  e e deac a ed a  a e   e e e  ab e ce e e e   e  be e
FBA c e ced. A  d  FBA, b  e  a d e ce a e ac   e eac
a  a e d c  a d c PEP a e ed a d d a ed ab e 20 be .
PEP a a ab  ab e f  e d c .
S a B a
(1/ )
P d c _Reac
(PEP)
F










GLC- 1.3467e-1 ENO 3.1064991e-16 100 PYK 98
PTS-






ENO 100DDPA -2.3112789e-18 1
PSCVT -2.3112789e-18 1
Table 20: Model performance through gene availabilit . Red highlights undesirable flu  values and green
highlights favourable flu  values.
F  e e  ab e, a  a  a e ac  a c a  PTS .e. (PTS- GLC+) a e 
ca ab e  e a  c e a  a a  a e c a ab e  a   PTS+ a .  PTS-
a  a e a ab e d e  e  ca ac   a d   c e a  e e ca b
ce. T e  ac e e  b  ATP a  a a e d   e ace  PEP. T   




. O a  R
. Ha  D a ce Be ee  M de
. M de  P a  C e
. Da a F a e
5.2.7.1 O a  R
T e e e c a  a   e    a G be  f e e a ,
a e  c F e 47  e e a ed ce e a c e e   . D  e
a  , e a  ee  ac   a be  da a . S c  a :
1. T e e   e be  e  de   eac  e e a .
2. T e e  a  a e a e  eac  e e a .
Eac  Ge e a  d  a N be  f de  a a  e e  a e  a
a . A de  c   a f e  c e a d a b a  c e a
e a e e ab c . O ce de e ed, e be   de   a
e  a  e a  ed a  e e d  e e e e a . T e c e
e a  c a ca  e e a e  e  . A  ff  e e a ed
 a e  de . T  a a  ead   a c ea e  a  e.
H e e  e e a  a  b  bac  d  e de a  N  be  
de  d  e a  e a . T , e a be   de  a a ab e
a e  a cce  [ a    G X N.
Figure 47: Average and Best fitness through 150 generations.
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5.2.7.2 Ha  D a ce a d M d e a  Sca  Be ee  M de .
T e Ha  D a ce be ee   b a  ec  e be    b
ec  d e . I   ca c a ed b   de e be   b  a  d e  be ee
b  ec  a d e   e be   e  cc . T e e a e be  
e a e a  d a ce a  f e e a 149. He e, e c e
 eac  d d a   e a , ( .e., M0, M1, M2, e c)  ed  ca c a e e
d a ce a   a  e e a . I ...
M0 = [1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]
M1 = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1]
T e Ha  d a ce be ee  d d a M0 a d M1 8 a  d ca ed  e a
be .
I. Ha  D a ce
M0 M1 M2 M3 ... M69*
M0 0 10 9 4 ... 15
M1 10 0 7 12 ... 15
M2 9 7 0 7 ... 14
M3 4 12 7 0 ... 13
... ... ... ... ... 0 ...
M69* 15 15 14 13 ... 0
Table 21: A table from a snippet of the hamming distances bet een models in a single generation, i.e.,
generation 150.
U  a M d e a  Sca (MDS) a  P , e a
d a ce a a  c e ed  a 2 d e a e e e a c  e e
e  ed a    a ca e  .
150
II. M d e a  Sca









Table 22: A table ith X and Y coordinates generated via MDS for generation 150
5.2.7.3 M de  P a  C e
W  e Ha  d a ce, de  a e e  ed e e  a K-Mea   
e e a  c e . T e be   c e   a e e a '  ed b  a e
de e ed b  a ca c a ed e e a e. A a e  ede ed c e  ( .e., 2,
3, 4, 5, 6 a d 7), a e e ed  eac  e e a ' da a . T e c e   e
e  e e c e  e ec ed a  a  e e a ' c e  a a e e . Tab e 23
 e e   e e e e a a  e e a   e e e c a
a  .
I. S e e E a a .









Table 23: The calculated best silhouette value for generations in a GA run.
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Eac  c e   de ed b   e ce d a d a  e ca a e a e c
be a a   c    e be . I d d a a e a ed c e  ba ed
 e  d a ce e a e  e c e  ce d. H e e , a da a  ca
e e  be  e e ed d a ce  e a  e c e ,  e
e   a  e a . I  e c  a , e da a   
a ed  e c e  c e  a d   e.
Figure 48: A graph indicating the number of model clusters generated in a generation using the
Hamming Distance bet een models.
O  e  e 3 c e   be ed  e e e e be    d d a  
a  e e a . T e be  c e   d d a  a e e a   de e ed b
  e f e  c e  f a  e be  f a c e . I  e e a e
be , c e  3 a  e ec ed  e e e  e e a 150.
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II. DATA FRAME: C e  Da a f  Ge e a  150.
GENERATION 150: CLUSTER_1 (15 M de ) DENIED CLUSTER
M de c a a a ... e B a P d c F e
M4 0 0 1 0 1 0 ... 1 0.0643077 3.895223 0.25049018
M11 0 0 1 0 0 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
M15 0 0 1 0 0 1 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
M59 1 0 1 1 1 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
AGP 53.3 13 93 13.3 46.67 26.6 ... 100 TOTAL FITNESS: 3.75735271
GENERATION 150: CLUSTER_2 (14 M de ) DENIED CLUSTER
M6 1 1 0 1 1 1 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
M10 1 1 0 0 0 1 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
M13 1 1 0 0 1 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
M62 0 1 0 1 0 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
AGP 78.5 92 0 50 42.86 42.8 ... 100 TOTAL FITNESS: 3.50686253
GENERATION 150: CLUSTER_3 (19 M de ) ACCEPTED CLUSTER
M3 1 0 0 0 0 1 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
M5 1 0 0 1 1 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
M7 1 0 1 1 0 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
M61 1 0 0 1 1 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
AGP 89.4 0 10 57 47.37 36.8 ... 100 TOTAL FITNESS: 4.75931343
GENERATION 150: CLUSTER_4 (17 M de ) DENIED CLUSTER
M0 0 1 1 0 0 1 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
M1 0 1 0 0 1 0 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
M2 1 1 1 0 1 1 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
M64 1 1 1 0 0 1 ... 1 0.0643070 3.895223 0.25049018
AGP 58.8 100 94 11.7 64.71 41.1 ... 100 TOTAL FITNESS: 4.25833307
Table 24: Data Frame: Generation 150
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Tab e 24 e e  ec c da a e e ed  e e  d d a  a  a e   e
c e . .e...
. T e B a  C e: De e e  a  e e  a e ac a ed  e
d d a .
. B a Reac  F : T e a e a  c  e ab c c d  a e
c e ed  b a  c e  c  a  e , d  a d c e c
ac d . I  e  d , e  a e  e d d a .
. P d c Reac  F : T e a e  d c   e de ed d c  ( .e.,
e ) e e e ed b  e   e eac .
. T e F e  F c  BP: B a  Reac  F  P d c  Reac  F .
T e Ac a ed Ge e Pe ce a e (AGP%): T e  d d a   e c e
a  a e e ec c e e ac a ed. T e ad e ce a e  e c e e 
 e e  ac  a  a  f e  e c e .
S a
E e  e e a  a  a a   d d a  e c e  a  de e e
 e e c a e  a d  ,  e c be a . I d d a  a  a e a  e e c
a e  a e c e ed e e . T e e e c e e  a c e   e e ed a e
Ac a ed Ge e Pe ce a e (AGP)  a  ca  be a ed a  a e  e  a
c e . T e be  e  c e   de ed a d AGP  ed  e e e  e e e c
e e   e e e   a  e e a . T e a e   be a ab e AGP eac
e e e  e e e c e e   e be  a e e a  ad  e .
5.2.8 RESULTS
PTS GLC
GENERATIONS H I c a X a Y a B a f ... e
Ge e a _1 63.64 36.36 54.55 81.82 72.73 63.6 72.7 36.3 36.3 ... 45.45
Ge e a _2 54.17 58.33 33.33 79.17 50 45.8 41.6 54.1 70.8 ... 58.33
Ge e a _3 62.5 25 33.33 79.17 79.17 79.1 62.5 54.1 29.1 ... 37.5
Ge e a _4 40 40 20 70 90 80 30 60 40 ... 80
Ge e a _5 38.1 23.81 28.57 76.19 71.43 100 57.1 80.9 42.8 ... 47.62
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ge e a _150 89.47 0 10.53 57.89 47.37 100 0 78.9 100 ... 100
Table 25: Generations are represented b  the genetic frequenc  of their best cluster.
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E e  e e a  ab e 25  a ed a e   a e  a  e e e  e ac a ed e e
e ce a e   be  c e . T e c e  e e e a a   e be  e   e e c
  eac  e e a . T e a  a a   150 c ec e
e e a . Eac  e e a  e e e  a  ab e 25. A  a  e a e,  ca  be
b e ed a   Ge e a  150 , 4.17%  e de a  ade  e e ec ed c e
e e ed e e c . O  e e  a d, e e a B a  a 100% e e  e e c ,
d ca   a ce a d  a e d c .
F e e, e e  b e ed a  ce a  e e ad a ed ced e e  e ce a e
e e  ad a  c ea ed e e  e ce a e e c e  a e e a  a   e e d
 e a  . Tab e 25 ed  e  e be a   eac  e e d
e a  ce . D e  e a e  e e c a , ea  e e a  e b
a d  e e c e e . E e a  e e a c e e a d  a  a  ea  a d
 e ea  e a  a e . A  d ca ed ab e 25 , e e  e e e a
be   ( .e e c e  a e e a    e e d  e a  ), e e
ed e a  bec e  a  d c  e de ed PEP d c .
T e   a a  e e c d c ed:-
I. PTS Ge e  E e   Ge e a
II. GLC Ge e  E e   Ge e a
RADAR CHART: COMPARISON BETWEEN GENERATION 10 AND 149.
Figure 49 : Comparison Radar Chart comparing the 10th generation ith the last generation (generation 149)
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5.2.9 Ge e E e  E a a .
I   a   e, d  e a a  ec , a  e a c eac  a  a e e c ded
b  e e e  a  a e a  AND e a  e a e , a e  ac a ed e
a  e ed e e  a e e e . T  ea  a  e (a c e   c a  e a ed
e e )   a  ac a ed  a   ea e  e . A  a eac  e e  
e  e eABC , a d ed e e   e  e e  e de  e e e  
e e  e e ; e a d e     e  e e e e c  , e e a .
5.2.9.1 PTS- Ge e  E e   Ge e a
PTS  I a   e a a  a d a  ab  20 d e e
ca b d a e   e a  P e a e (PEP). PTS
c e  e  a  PEP a a ab e  e e . I  e e e ce 
e e e c e a , a a  ee  e PTS ac a ed e b
d c d e  e  c ce a  PEP a d be a a ab e. I  ca  be
b e ed  e e  a  de   c e c ce a e e , e e  a
e c de e de e de  a , ( .e., HI) a d e a a
 c e ( .e c a d a XYZ), d   e e e  e e c   e a
e e a  (GEN 149) e  c a ed  ea e  e e a (GEN 10).
I. PEP-De e de  P a  f G c e.
E e I c e  (EI): HI
Figure 50 : Generation adoption frequenc  of operon ptsHI-crr
PTS e e  a  ee e e   be e e    be ac a ed. I  ca  be
b e ed  e f e 50 ab e, a H c ea ed  a  a ead
 a  e e  e e  78% e e a 10 89%
e e a  149. I  e e ce a d c ea e  e e c a  c e e a
beca e I e e e  e e   c e e e E e I (EI) c e
a  d ca a e e a  f c e, ad  e e
e e  b   ea e  e e a  (GEN 10), a d e a  e e a a  
(GEN 149).
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II. PTS-De e de  T a a  f G c e.
E e II c e  (IIG c): c
W E e I c e e ed ab e, e a a  e
a ed c e a e E e II c e e c ded b  e e c ,
bec e  a ed a d   d e   e e e e . T  ca  be
b e ed f e 49 e e e e e  e e  e e c dec ea ed
 43%   e a   ea e  e e a ,  a e e 10%   e a
e e a .
IIMa  c e  (IIMa ): a XYZ
Figure 51 : Generation adoption frequenc  of operon manXYZ
C e e , a a  a e   be a  ca  be b e ed  e
a XYZ . I  e c de   e a a e e IIMa  c e  a
a  e e  E e I c e . I  e ec  ca  be b e ed f e 51
e e e e e ce  a  ee e e  ( a X, a Ya d a Z) e e
d ed  (91%, 65% a d 60%)  ea e  e e a  (57%, 47%
a d 36%) e ec e ,  a e  e e a .
5.2.9.2 GLC+ Ge e  E e   Ge e a
I  e ab e ce f PTS, a e a e ea  a d  de e d PEP  e
a a  a d a   c e, eed  be ac a ed  c e a e.
S a  a  a e a e a e a  e ac a ed d  e e e
c e a , e b e  d c  c a ed  e PTS ac a ed
c e a .
F e 49 d ca e  e e  a  ca a e e ATP-de e de a  f
c e ( ), a d e e  a  c b e ab 70%  e a  c e 
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ca ac   e ce  ( a B), a e e e ed a  e  be   a e  e e a
c a ed  ea e  e .
I. P a  a ATP: 
Figure 52 : Generation adoption frequenc of gene glk
T e a   c e a a  ATP-de e de ce   ca a ed
b  e c a e e e . T  e e  e c ded b  e e e . I
f e 52,  ca  be b e ed a  e e e e ed  e a
e e a   a  e e  e ce a e 100% e c a ed  ea e
e e a . I e e a  10, ad a  e e e ce a e 26%.
II. MGL G c e T a  S e : ABC
Figure 53 : Generation adoption frequenc of operon mglABC
T e MGL a  e  ed  b a ac e a d c e
e a a  a e a c b d  e , e c ded b  e
ABC . F  a  de ca  a e   e ad  a e  e e ,
e  ABC   e e e e ed a  a  e e a e  e ed 
a e e d c   e   e e . Ob e ed f e 53 , e
e e  e ce a e  a  ee e e  ( A, B a d C) c ea ed
 (65%, 8% a d 82%)  ea e  e e a   (100%, 100% a d 100%)
e ec e , b  e a  e e a .
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III. H  Aff : G c e T a  S e : ABC + a B
Figure 54 : Generation adoption frequenc for gene lamB
A e  a   c e   e e   c e c ce a ,  b  c
e MGL a a  e  ( ABC)  e e  e b a e
c  a a  e  e c ded b  e e a B . T  e ab e  a
-a  c e a  e . I  ca  be b e ed f e 54, a
 e  e ABC , e e a B a  a 100% e e  ad
a e. U de  e e e c e a , a B c b e ab 70%  e
a  c e  ca ac   e ce . T , e e a  ea  a  e 10
e e a  c c e, a b a  a  a 100% ad  a e.
IV. L  Aff : P  S e  T a  S e : a
Figure 55 : Generation adoption frequenc  for gene galp.
Faced  c e a , E.c  d ce  a aff  a ac e:H+
e  e c ded b  e e a . H e e ,  e e e ce  a 
a  a  e , e e e e ed ab e ( .e ABC + a B),
e e  a  e   deac a ed a  a e   e c e c . T
a e   be a   b e ed f e 55 e e a  a   a
e e  e ce a e 69% b  e d  a 0% e  a e  a  a
e   d.
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5.3 Ge e c A  E e e  C a
Figure 56 : Average Fitness graph for 4 Genetic Algorithm runs ith optimal settings.
I  de   e a a e e c e c   e e e e a ed, e e e c a
a  a  c d c ed e e . T e e ed a c e c  a  b  e
f e  c e e ce be a  e a  e e e ed b  e a  f e 56
a d e a  e e c ad  a e e e e ed b  e ada  c a  f e 57.
S e a a  e e b e ed  e ad  a e  e  e e a  e e , e e  e
e e e a  e  e a ed c e   e e a  . T  d ca e  e
c e c   e e d   de  e e e a e e  e ed  b a  a de ed
e c be a .
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M e Ge e c A  R
T e ada  c a  be  a e e e e c e e  e a  e e a  f
de e de  e e c a  a  . I  ca  be b e ed f e 57, 
e e  ca e, e e e  e b e  e e  e e GLC + e a ed c e
 a   de e de  GA . C e e , e e e  e b e  a e
e e PTS - e e b  c e  a d d ed  e  e e .
Figure 57 : Final generation radar chart for of all four genetic algorithm runs. Indicates consistenc in results
obtained.
T e a  a   e e c a  a e a d e e a ed a d , e
e e a  be e a  c e e ce e d be   e  e e c e e .
Ge e c c e   a  b e ed a  e a e e d  e a  . W e  e
c a e e a e   e e e c ada  c a  be ee ea e  e e a , e e e c
e e   e e e a   a e  bea  a  a e  be ee  e
a e . T   a  e ac  e GA a .
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H e e , e  e a e   e e e c ada  c a  be ee  a e  e e a  a e
c a ed be ee  e a e , e e c e e  c e c  b e ed. T   a
e ac  e GA a   a  d ca ed f e 57 ab e.
5.4 C c
I  E.c , e e e   e e a e: a a e a e e
(PTS) e e ab c a d e a  c a a  ca  a ec  e d c   a a .
P e a e (PEP)  a ec   e e a b e c a a  c d  e
c  a a c a a ; a ce  c d  c e c a  a ca  (G e
2005). Faced  a ae c e e   c e c ce a , PTS c e 50%  a a ab e
PEP a d , dec ea e  acce b   e a a . PTS a  a a  e 
e ab  c - a  e ab   c  ada  a e e ed ca b  ce ( .e
ca ab e e e ) a d , a  bee  a a e  d ca   e e 
 a  d c . F   ea , a  e ec ed a  a e e ca e 
a da e e c a a  de  e d  ed   e .
P b e
C a a , e d ca   e PTS, a e e ed a  a PEP a a
b e   e PTS e ab c e e  a  e ace. T e de  e d
e e ed   e  a  a ed  e e a ed - c   a
a ed PEP d c .
S
M a  a  c a ac e ed  c ea ed a a ab PEP ac e ed  b e e
PTS e c d  e e  ( e e PTS- ),  e de  ac e a d e e e e
e b e  b   c e d  a e a d PEP de e de  c e
a a  e  ( e e GLC+ ).
A  d ca ed ea e   e c a e   d e  c d c ed  2005 b  G e  G e ,
de  c d   c e a , e e e b a e c  (e c ded b a B)
c b e  ab 70%  e a  c e ca ac . T   a e  a  a e
ce  e ed  c e e a a  e e a . C  e e  e b a e
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c  a a  e   e MGL a a  e  ( ABC) e ab e
a -a  c e a  e
F e e, E.c  a  a  e aced PEP de e de a  a d a  
c e,  a e a e ATP de e de a e : a ac e e ea e (e c ded
b a P) a d c a e (e c ded b ), c ea ed PEP a a ab  a d a
d c .
T e e  e   b e a  c a ac e ed e e  a  a  (PTS- GLC+) a
d c e a e a   e PEP a a b e .
Re
S  e e a ed a e c a a  d e  a ac e e ed   e ,
e e ed e de ed (PTS- GLC+) e e ece a  a e e d c  
PEP. T e e e  c a ac e ed  e :
. T e I ac a   e HI e   ed ce PEP c  b  e PTS. T
 e de  a  a  e a ed e e II c e e : c e IIG c (e c ded b
c ) a d a e IIMa (e c ded b a XYZ), d c e (G e  2005).
T   b e ed f e 49 , e e e e ce a e  d d a  a  e e ed
e e e  ( .e HI-c a d a XYZ) d ed ca   e
e e a .
. T e ac a   e e  a  a e d ced de  c d  c e a  a d
d de e d PEP  e a a  a d a  c e (e. .,
a ac e e ea e e (e c ded b a P), c a e e (e c ded b
) a d MGL a  e  ( ABC) c ed e e  e b a e
c  a  e .
T   b e ed f e 49 , e e e e ce a e  d d a  a  e e ed
e ece a  e e  ( .e., a a d ) c ea ed  e e e a .
U  a c a a  de  d e  e d , a  b e  e e a e - c
 a  c ea ed e d c   a de ed d c . T e e e c d ca  ade
a a  ed e a e e  e e ed   (G e  2005).
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6 S a ,C c  a d F e W
I  e   ec a  b   a  de, e c b  e ea c   e e a e a
a  a   e  a  ab  e ce e   e e  ec c e e   e
e ab   e a .  (T c e , 2016).
6.1 S a
I   e , I a e e a ed e e a c a a  a e- ca e e e e ab c
de   a a  e  a  a a  a e  ac a  e a a  de  a d
a da   e c b ca  e ?
I a e de c bed a e  e e  de -d e  e d a ac a e  e e ee
 d ed bac e a  a   ed e c be a . T   ac e ed b  ea
e e- e e  de  de ed b  e a -ba ed e a  a  
de ed e ab c be a . A e e- ca e e ab c de  ca  a e a ca
e ca a e e be a   a  a , a d a  e   d c e  ab e
eac  e ed  a e c d d c  a  a dab e a d a
e e . U  e b c e ca  e ab c da a 58 e E. C  e e- ca e
e ab c de , I c ed a b a   E. C ec c e ab c c e . T e b a
 a e  a  a   e ca a e e e ab c ca ab e   E c e c a c  a  a
ec e . T e e a  be ee  e e , e a d eac   e M SQL b a ,
e e ed  e e a e a b a -ba ed e e e eac  c a . T e a  e ab e
e acc a e e ec  eac , ba ed  a e  e   e ab c e e  e e  
e e . I   e be ee  e Ge e a d Reac e e e   e e ab c
de .
U  a  a  a  c  a  e e c a  a  e   a c a
a ,  e  e e a e  e ac ca  a  ca  be b  b ca
ea b e a d e e ab e  e ab. C b  e c a   e b a  
e ab c c e  e ab ed e e e a   e e e e  de  e ab c de
a e a  a -ba ed a . T e  a   b ca  a
e  d e e  a   e a e ec e ,  be ade a a ab e d  a ,
 c ea  e   e e c d e  b e. I ed a a d  e   b a
c e  a  e a  a  a d ed e   a ed be  
e e a . Eac  b a  c e e e e  e e e c a e  a e e- ca e
e ab c de .
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T e c a  e e a e  a c ec   a   a  e e a  c  de e
a da  b  a e  a  ac  e e c a e  a e e   e e a , a e
a  a e e e a a  a . F  e e a e , e e- e e  de  a e
e ac ed a d ed a  b e  a d  a de ed e ab c be a .
6.2 C c
B ad C a e  Da  e  f e , Ge e c a  e ec  e a a
ce   e ec  e e e e  d d a a e e ec ed  e d c   de  
d ce   e e  e e a . T e c e e a  e c a e  e e e c
a e a    a e    de   e e a e   . I   de ca
a e   c e , e  e e a ed  be de ca  e ec e  e
c e  e d ed. C e e ,  ea  a  e ab e ce  a ,
c e    a b ace, a d  a a e c e ed  e a  c e ed.
Off  e e a ed c e a e e e a  be ef  f e a
c e  e e c c b a  ac ed f  a e . A ea e a  e d
e  e   e c a e e    a a  a  a  ec c .
T e - e e ed a  ce  ed  e  e e a e  a   a  a
a e de e e e a a  ba ed Ge e c A a . Eac  b e e
a  c a  d d a  a  a e c e ed c e   a de ed ba  a a
a e  e a a e e   e b ec e c . A  e a  a  a e e  c e
 a ba  a, e e  a  c b e e a d  a  e   be a ed a d
a ed a  d d a . Ge e c A e d  ca e e a  e   a
a  b e . T   beca e  ea c e a a e  f  a a  f ,
, e  e e e ce  e e a a a   a  e c
be a . C e   d d a   e e e a   a e  a d e e e  e e c
a e  a  acc a  eac  e a  e a a a  ca  be c  e e e ced 
de  c a e  be ee  e  a d d c e  e e e a  e e  a  a e a da
 ac e  e de ed e e. T e e a a  e  b e ed be ee  e
e e c d e   e  a  a d e e e c e e   a e  a
d  e a  ce , a  a e  e  de  e a  e   e e
e ed  b a  a de ed e c be a a d  ead  e e e a   e
c e e  .
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6.3 F e W
6.3.1 Ad a ced O a  Tec e .
A e a e O a  Tec e
I. I c a  S a  T a d c  a Q  Se .
S a  a d c   e ab   a ce   a e  be a   e e  a
ece  e ac  a  ead   a a a e ca cade  ce a  c a .
Bac e a c ca e  e a e  b  e ea a  c ce a  e e  
c e ca  a d ce   e e e . H  c ce a e e  d ca e e
e e ce  a  e  ce  a d ce a e d  eac ed,  e  a 
e e  be a  b   b d   a ece  e a  e c  a  a e a   e
e e   e e  e b e  e ab  be a (Pa e  e  a .,
2017). I c a  a a  a d c  ce  e a  a e c d
e  e a e e ce   d c  e  e e  e ea c  ace a d
e a ca  e a d e b da e   e a .
II. S a ed A ea  (SA): SA  a a ec  ba ed, a d  ea c  a
ec e de ed a e  e a ea  ce   ea a d c  a a e a  
a e   ca  e e . T e a  e e ca e  c   a
e e a e a ab e  a e e ea  a d c ce  a  a ea  
c  e e e c   acce   a a e   d  
e e a e , a d a  e a   ad a c   a ea c  ace d
 e e a e (Ya , 2014). S a ed a ea a  a e e ec e a  b
a d  ca  a a  a d a  d  a  a e c e  e ba
a. SA  a c e e  e d   c a ed a d c a ed
a  b e . SA e e a  d e e e a da  e d 
 a   a a  ba ed e a a  ce  a a e ba ed e a a
ce .
III. T ee a e  c e : T  ec e  e c ca ed beca e e e e
e  c e  a a , e c d  de ed ee a d  c e  a e
d d a . Eac  b   e  a e   c a ed  e a e b   e ec d
a e , a d  e b  a e e a e,   d a ed  e . H e e ,   '
e a e b   e d a e  d d a   d a ed ead.
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6.3.2 A e a e O a  a Reac  F .
B   a F  Va ab  A a , e ca  de a  e  a d e     a
eac   a e e ca e de . O ce e a e bee  de ed,   a
a   b d  a  e e a e ed eac e a ce. I d e  c  
 a  a e   c e  e  a d a da  a e c e e.
6.3.3 A d e e  a ac : M a   e ab c ad e (MOMA).
T e M a Me ab c Ad e  (MOMA) a -ba ed ec e a  e e
e a e c e c c a  a  F  Ba a ce A a . A  a ea   e e
b e   a  a  a d d e  e a a  d e e   d b  
a  , MOMA e a e  e a   f a e f  a a d ee  a
a a    a b- a   a  ea e    d b   e d
e a e  (Ra a , 2009). T e a   a a a  a   e   a  d a
a b a   d b  a   e  e ed a e be ee  e d- e 
a d e a  . MOMA de  a a e a ca ac ab e a a   
e ed a e b a  a e, ba ed  e c ec e a  e a  e a  a  a
c e a  b e  e d- e   e   a e . MOMA ca  e e a  a
e ec e e d  ed c  e e ab c e e  e e c  bac e a .
6.4 C  Re a
S  b a ed  eac  de e  a ca  bec e b e a c
beca e e  ab e e a  e  e   e e c a a . A  e e  ea ,
ed  c   c d  b  e  d ec  b  e a  e
a a  a d  e a  e a d  e . T  d  c d ed ce e a  
c ca  eeded be ee  e e - ab c e a d c a a  a a  a d a
c , b  e c e c  a d c ea  b  e c a - a .
A  e c b  a e acc ed a ea  dea   a  a   e,
e e a e b ac e  a   c e  e ac ca  a ca . E ee ed
c a  a e e - e ca  a d ca ab e e ; e  ca  a e a d  a d
be a e  e  ed c ab e a . M e ca  e   a  a e  acc de a
e ea e  ad e e e e a  de e ec  d b e ed a . T e eed  ed c
 ea ab e ce a  be e a c e e a , bec e  a a e  e  e e
e   ce a . A e d  a  e e ea   b ca  da a a a ab e 
c ea e ed c e de  a d e  e   e b ec e  b a  de ab e
e e  c d be e e ed   a d d a e a ca  c b   e
e c e c  a d e ab   e S e c B ec e .
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Da a G a d A d A a d
1.1. P a  C
1.2. S a
2. APPENDIX B
A  I a
2.1. G c A
2.2. R  G c A
2.3. G c A  F c
2.4. G  Pa a
2.5. G  F c
2.6. P a  A a
2.7. P a  A a  F c
2.8. G a  O a  G a
2.9. D a  Rada  C a
DATA GENERATED AND
ANALYSED
1. P a  C
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1.42E-15 0.876 1.24E-15
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 9.94E-15 1.48E-14 1.47E-28
Cluster_0 M32 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0.257142857 0
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1.07E-30 0 0
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 -1.37E-15 0 0
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.052083915 0 0
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 66.67 22.22 100 33.33 88.89 66.67 55.56 77.78 55.56 0 55.56 33.33 33.33 55.56 11.11 88.89 33.33 0 33.33 77.78 66.67 55.56 33.33 55.56 44.44 1.24E-15
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.56E-16 0.076363636 1.19E-17
Cluster_1 M24 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.23E-16 7.47E-16 9.22E-32
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1.25E-16 2.75E-16 3.43E-32
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.237735849 0
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.22E-17 0
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 66.67 77.78 22.22 33.33 33.33 66.67 11.11 77.78 44.44 100 66.67 77.78 100 66.67 33.33 22.22 44.44 88.89 44.44 55.56 33.33 33.33 55.56 0 44.44 1.19E-17
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2.90E-15 0.15453125 4.48E-16
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 2.56E-15 0.061124845 1.56E-16
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1.73E-16 3.79E-16 6.56E-32
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.257142857 0
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2.48E-16 0
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 71.43 14.29 57.14 71.43 71.43 28.57 42.86 71.43 28.57 28.57 71.43 100 57.14 57.14 42.86 42.86 100 71.43 57.14 71.43 28.57 85.71 28.57 14.29 14.29 0.000917442
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.060992798 1.103748141 0.067320688
Cluster_3 M6 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_3 M8 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_3 M9 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.077484965 0.061668579 0.004778388
Cluster_3 M18 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 7.17E-16 0.152675815 1.09E-16
Cluster_3 M29 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.153658537 0
Cluster_3 M30 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_3 M31 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_3 M36 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.051978891 0 0
Cluster_3 M39 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_3 M43 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.237735849 0
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 27.27 63.64 18.18 100 81.82 72.73 63.64 72.73 36.36 100 18.18 54.55 45.45 27.27 45.45 72.73 54.55 81.82 36.36 72.73 72.73 72.73 81.82 36.36 45.45 0.105723892
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_4 M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_4 M2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_4 M10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_4 M11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.053771664 0.042795684 0.002301195
Cluster_4 M20 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1.24E-17 0.15453125 1.92E-18
Cluster_4 M27 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4.71E-18 1.18E-20 5.56E-38
Cluster_4 M28 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_4 M45 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.231192661 0
Cluster_4 M49 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Cluster_4 M59 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 63.64 36.36 54.55 81.82 72.73 27.27 63.64 72.73 18.18 36.36 72.73 36.36 36.36 45.45 36.36 72.73 54.55 90.91 0 27.27 45.45 100 18.18 81.82 45.45 0.223886217
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M13 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_5 M35 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.265263158 0
Cluster_5 M38 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 8.40E-18 0
Cluster_5 M51 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 9.32E-16 0 0
Cluster_5 M53 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5.22E-17 0
Cluster_5 M54 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.310472279 0
Cluster_5 M56 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.10E-18 0
Cluster_5 M60 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_5 M61 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_5 M63 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 70 70 50 30 50 70 20 10 40 10 80 100 50 40 90 50 40 40 80 30 0 20 80 40 50 1.40E-15
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M4 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_6 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_6 M7 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_6 M15 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 7.64E-16 1.135555556 8.67E-16
Cluster_6 M22 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.00E-15 1.81E-14 1.82E-29
Cluster_6 M23 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.00E-15 1.81E-14 1.82E-29
Cluster_6 M42 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_6 M57 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 50 62.5 50 37.5 0 50 75 50 62.5 0 50 87.5 50 62.5 62.5 50 37.5 0 87.5 62.5 87.5 62.5 0 12.5 62.5 0.075192095
Cluster_6
GEN_1 GEN_1 63.64 36.36 54.55 81.82 72.73 27.27 63.64 72.73 18.18 36.36 72.73 36.36 36.36 45.45 36.36 72.73 54.55 90.91 0 27.27 45.45 100 18.18 81.82 45.45 0.223886217
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_0 M11 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.077484965 0.061668579 0.004778388
Cluster_0 M12 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.050361941 0.002559824
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_0 M25 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.25E-15 0.153658537 1.92E-16
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.56E-16 0.076363636 1.19E-17
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1.73E-16 3.79E-16 6.56E-32
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1.73E-16 3.79E-16 6.56E-32
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1.25E-16 2.75E-16 3.43E-32
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.34E-16 3.96E-17 5.31E-33
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.237735849 0
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.265263158 0
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.257142857 0
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.237735849 0
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.257142857 0
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 54.17 58.33 33.33 79.17 50 62.5 45.83 83.33 45.83 83.33 41.67 54.17 70.83 50 33.33 75 66.67 95.83 33.33 58.33 29.17 75 66.67 25 58.33 0.192487518
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.075609084 0.107937336 0.008161043
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.053683996 0.042725911 0.002293698
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2.26E-14 0.153658537 3.48E-15
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.39E-14 0.190909091 2.65E-15
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1.42E-15 0.876 1.24E-15
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 7.64E-16 1.135555556 8.67E-16
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.92E-15 0.15453125 2.97E-16
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.15E-15 0.057604167 1.81E-16
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 2.56E-15 0.061124845 1.56E-16
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1.24E-17 0.15453125 1.92E-18
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.00E-15 1.81E-14 1.82E-29
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4.71E-18 1.18E-20 5.56E-38
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.153658537 0
Cluster_1 M42 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.231192661 0
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1.07E-30 0 0
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 76.19 28.57 38.1 66.67 57.14 61.9 80.95 57.14 28.57 23.81 76.19 66.67 19.05 66.67 47.62 47.62 42.86 28.57 19.05 47.62 61.9 71.43 28.57 38.1 28.57 0.157740199
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_2 M8 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.017445152 0.052367556 0.00091356
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3.78E-16 1.135555556 4.29E-16
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 9.94E-15 1.48E-14 1.47E-28
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_2 M46 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.22E-17 0
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 8.40E-18 0
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.53E-16 0
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2.48E-16 0
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0.257142857 0
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 9.32E-16 0 0
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 8.40E-18 0
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.310472279 0
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 60 45 75 35 60 50 45 50 55 20 55 80 75 30 65 40 40 40 90 65 30 35 30 25 50 0.100799765
Cluster_2
GEN_2 GEN_2 54.17 58.33 33.33 79.17 50 62.5 45.83 83.33 45.83 83.33 41.67 54.17 70.83 50 33.33 75 66.67 95.83 33.33 58.33 29.17 75 66.67 25 58.33 0.192487518
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_0 M3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.075609084 0.107937336 0.008161043
Cluster_0 M13 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.099893363 0.07950293 0.007941815
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.077484965 0.061668579 0.004778388
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.050361941 0.002559824
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.053683996 0.042725911 0.002293698
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 5.79E-15 0.876 5.07E-15
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.39E-14 0.190909091 2.65E-15
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1.42E-15 0.876 1.24E-15
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.12E-15 1.75E-15 1.95E-30
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1.73E-16 3.79E-16 6.56E-32
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.34E-16 3.96E-17 5.31E-33
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.048460974 0 0
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2.91E-15 0 0
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 62.5 25 33.33 79.17 79.17 62.5 79.17 75 54.17 54.17 62.5 54.17 29.17 45.83 29.17 79.17 58.33 70.83 16.67 45.83 16.67 79.17 29.17 45.83 37.5 0.274267126
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_1 M10 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_1 M20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.017445152 0.052367556 0.00091356
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.68E-14 0.061124845 1.03E-15
Cluster_1 M35 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.15E-15 0.057604167 1.81E-16
Cluster_1 M37 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.56E-16 0.076363636 1.19E-17
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1.73E-16 3.79E-16 6.56E-32
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1.25E-16 2.75E-16 3.43E-32
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.57E-16 0
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.265263158 0
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.22E-17 0
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.257142857 0
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.53E-16 0
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 61.9 57.14 52.38 38.1 38.1 61.9 42.86 66.67 33.33 47.62 66.67 66.67 100 28.57 57.14 66.67 42.86 52.38 61.9 47.62 14.29 14.29 57.14 14.29 52.38 0.050301781
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_2 M22 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2.26E-14 0.153658537 3.48E-15
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3.56E-15 0.911107544 3.24E-15
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 7.64E-16 1.135555556 8.67E-16
Cluster_2 M31 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3.78E-16 1.135555556 4.29E-16
Cluster_2 M32 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 4.05E-16 0.854479167 3.46E-16
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.92E-15 0.15453125 2.97E-16
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.25E-15 0.153658537 1.92E-16
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 2.56E-15 0.061124845 1.56E-16
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 9.94E-15 1.48E-14 1.47E-28
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.017772198 0 0
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.153658537 0
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.237735849 0
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.237735849 0
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 55 55 45 70 40 55 85 75 45 40 35 75 50 75 65 25 55 35 65 80 90 95 40 0 50 0.238969215
Cluster_2
GEN_3 GEN_3 62.5 25 33.33 79.17 79.17 62.5 79.17 75 54.17 54.17 62.5 54.17 29.17 45.83 29.17 79.17 58.33 70.83 16.67 45.83 16.67 79.17 29.17 45.83 37.5 0.274267126
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.020545488 1.202872946 0.024713612
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.050424695 0.040131905 0.002023639
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.017445152 0.052367556 0.00091356
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.017445152 0.052367556 0.00091356
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.39E-14 0.190909091 2.65E-15
Cluster_0 M48 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.15E-15 0.057604167 1.81E-16
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3.90E-16 0.076363636 2.98E-17
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 9.94E-15 1.48E-14 1.47E-28
Cluster_0 M54 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 2.62E-15 0 0
Cluster_0 M55 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0.054970341 0 0
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 50 50 50 41.67 58.33 50 100 50 33.33 0 75 75 91.67 33.33 83.33 41.67 66.67 16.67 83.33 66.67 33.33 16.67 41.67 8.33 25 0.077952592
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 5.79E-15 0.876 5.07E-15
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2.26E-14 0.153658537 3.48E-15
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3.56E-15 0.911107544 3.24E-15
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3.56E-15 0.911107544 3.24E-15
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1.42E-15 0.876 1.24E-15
Cluster_1 M43 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 7.64E-16 1.135555556 8.67E-16
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.92E-15 0.15453125 2.97E-16
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.12E-15 1.75E-15 1.95E-30
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.153658537 0
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 90 30 30 70 80 50 100 60 40 20 40 70 30 80 30 70 30 10 10 80 80 100 20 0 60 0.076307484
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_2 M28 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 80 20 60 80 80 60 100 60 40 60 60 100 0 0 40 40 80 80 100 100 0 100 20 20 40 0.110249079
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_3 M7 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M10 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M36 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2.58E-15 0.96504717 2.49E-15
Cluster_3 M44 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3.78E-16 1.135555556 4.29E-16
Cluster_3 M45 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 4.05E-16 0.854479167 3.46E-16
Cluster_3 M47 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.25E-15 0.153658537 1.92E-16
Cluster_3 M53 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.231192661 0
Cluster_3 M58 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.017772198 0 0
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 36.36 54.55 54.55 72.73 9.09 72.73 90.91 63.64 45.45 27.27 18.18 63.64 63.64 100 81.82 18.18 54.55 36.36 90.91 90.91 81.82 90.91 27.27 0 63.64 0.176496351
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_4 M4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_4 M5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_4 M11 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_4 M22 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.050361941 0.002559824
Cluster_4 M23 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.050361941 0.002559824
Cluster_4 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_4 M40 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_4 M62 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.24950495 0
Cluster_4 M64 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.268085106 0
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 40 40 20 70 90 50 80 80 60 70 30 60 40 60 20 70 60 100 0 40 10 90 30 50 80 0.248601584
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M17 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.075609084 0.107937336 0.008161043
Cluster_5 M18 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.099893363 0.07950293 0.007941815
Cluster_5 M20 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.077484965 0.061668579 0.004778388
Cluster_5 M21 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_5 M25 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.05148343 0.040974529 0.002109509
Cluster_5 M52 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1.73E-16 3.79E-16 6.56E-32
Cluster_5 M56 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2.79E-17 0
Cluster_5 M57 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.35E-16 0 0
Cluster_5 M59 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.048460974 0 0
Cluster_5 M60 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2.91E-15 0 0
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 50 20 30 90 50 70 70 100 70 100 90 80 30 20 30 90 60 80 30 30 10 60 60 70 10 0.026206293
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M6 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.058870663 1.112832133 0.065513166
Cluster_6 M19 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.077485064 0.061668658 0.0047784
Cluster_6 M24 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.053683996 0.042725911 0.002293698
Cluster_6 M37 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_6 M38 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_6 M42 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.68E-14 0.061124845 1.03E-15
Cluster_6 M61 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.57E-16 0
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 85.71 57.14 85.71 28.57 28.57 28.57 85.71 57.14 42.86 57.14 100 14.29 71.43 42.86 42.86 85.71 14.29 71.43 71.43 28.57 0 14.29 71.43 42.86 42.86 0.072585263
Cluster_6
GEN_4 GEN_4 40 40 20 70 90 50 80 80 60 70 30 60 40 60 20 70 60 100 0 40 10 90 30 50 80 0.248601584
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.058870663 1.112832133 0.065513166
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.101641367 0.080894127 0.00822219
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.099893363 0.07950293 0.007941815
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.099893363 0.07950293 0.007941815
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.077485064 0.061668658 0.0047784
Cluster_0 M23 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.077484965 0.061668579 0.004778388
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.09398898 0.004777323
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.050928096 0.050460576 0.002569861
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.050361941 0.002559824
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.053790897 0.042810992 0.002302842
Cluster_0 M31 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.05148343 0.040974529 0.002109509
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3.08E-15 0.876 2.70E-15
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 38.1 23.81 28.57 76.19 71.43 52.38 100 85.71 76.19 80.95 57.14 80.95 42.86 38.1 33.33 80.95 42.86 90.48 33.33 47.62 4.76 66.67 47.62 71.43 47.62 0.500845704
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.020545488 1.202872946 0.024713612
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.050690731 0.040343638 0.002045048
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_1 M37 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.017445152 0.052367556 0.00091356
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.017445152 0.052367556 0.00091356
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2.54E-14 0.919259259 2.34E-14
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 5.79E-15 0.876 5.07E-15
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2.26E-14 0.153658537 3.48E-15
Cluster_1 M45 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.39E-14 0.190909091 2.65E-15
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.68E-14 0.061124845 1.03E-15
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 7.64E-16 1.135555556 8.67E-16
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 4.05E-16 0.854479167 3.46E-16
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 4.05E-16 0.854479167 3.46E-16
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.94E-15 0.15453125 3.00E-16
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1.92E-15 0.15453125 2.97E-16
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.15E-15 0.057604167 1.81E-16
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 8.66E-15 1.83E-14 1.59E-28
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 73.91 30.43 21.74 43.48 47.83 60.87 100 52.17 34.78 21.74 65.22 69.57 30.43 52.17 78.26 30.43 56.52 30.43 47.83 69.57 30.43 60.87 21.74 13.04 26.09 0.150855424
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059770072 1.239381671 0.074077932
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M12 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.01739484 0.13449163 0.00233946
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.050424695 0.040131905 0.002023639
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3.56E-15 0.911107544 3.24E-15
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3.56E-15 0.911107544 3.24E-15
Cluster_2 M46 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1.42E-15 0.876 1.24E-15
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 8.11E-16 1.264054983 1.03E-15
Cluster_2 M54 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3.78E-16 1.135555556 4.29E-16
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 3.78E-16 1.135555556 4.29E-16
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 8.26E-16 0.153658537 1.27E-16
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3.90E-16 0.076363636 2.98E-17
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 9.94E-15 1.48E-14 1.47E-28
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 52.38 66.67 85.71 66.67 38.1 57.14 100 76.19 42.86 23.81 33.33 52.38 85.71 71.43 52.38 57.14 47.62 42.86 66.67 85.71 61.9 66.67 33.33 0 71.43 0.282463111
Cluster_2
GEN_5 GEN_5 38.1 23.81 28.57 76.19 71.43 52.38 100 85.71 76.19 80.95 57.14 80.95 42.86 38.1 33.33 80.95 42.86 90.48 33.33 47.62 4.76 66.67 47.62 71.43 47.62 0.500845704
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.062311897 1.096041194 0.068296406
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.01739484 0.13449163 0.00233946
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.050949845 0.040549861 0.002066009
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.017445152 0.052367556 0.00091356
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2.54E-14 0.919259259 2.34E-14
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3.08E-15 0.876 2.70E-15
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 78.95 15.79 47.37 78.95 47.37 47.37 100 73.68 52.63 42.11 63.16 73.68 42.11 0 47.37 31.58 94.74 52.63 68.42 84.21 5.26 78.95 26.32 21.05 52.63 0.41663551
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059770072 1.239381671 0.074077932
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059131243 1.241738512 0.073425541
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.060992798 1.103748141 0.067320688
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.057166269 1.16202151 0.066428434
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017555655 0.592901162 0.010408768
Cluster_1 M34 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.09398898 0.004777323
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.050690731 0.040343638 0.002045048
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 5.79E-15 0.876 5.07E-15
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 38.46 76.92 69.23 53.85 53.85 100 100 76.92 46.15 53.85 38.46 61.54 61.54 84.62 61.54 100 38.46 92.31 23.08 53.85 30.77 69.23 53.85 38.46 76.92 0.520614819
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059376464 1.109851587 0.065899063
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.058870663 1.112832133 0.065513166
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.051539541 0.649864031 0.033493694
Cluster_2 M18 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.024739915 1.151770942 0.028494715
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.101641367 0.080894127 0.00822219
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.09398898 0.004777323
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.047330368 0.067567319 0.003197986
Cluster_2 M39 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.050928096 0.050460576 0.002569861
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.053799963 0.042818207 0.002303618
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.053790897 0.042810992 0.002302842
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.05148343 0.040974529 0.002109509
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2.09E-15 0.876 1.83E-15
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.18E-15 1.192200691 1.40E-15
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 53.33 20 33.33 93.33 60 33.33 100 53.33 66.67 100 73.33 80 66.67 46.67 26.67 80 13.33 86.67 40 46.67 13.33 60 60 66.67 40 0.295659438
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_3 M4 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059595338 1.240025471 0.073899738
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_3 M19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_3 M20 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_3 M22 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M23 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M25 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M43 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.053489042 0.042570752 0.002277069
Cluster_3 M47 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.050424695 0.040131905 0.002023639
Cluster_3 M48 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.018295698 0.054920757 0.001004814
Cluster_3 M51 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017482179 0.052478705 0.000917442
Cluster_3 M53 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2.54E-14 0.919259259 2.34E-14
Cluster_3 M56 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2.26E-14 0.153658537 3.48E-15
Cluster_3 M57 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3.56E-15 0.911107544 3.24E-15
Cluster_3 M58 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3.56E-15 0.911107544 3.24E-15
Cluster_3 M60 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3.08E-15 0.876 2.70E-15
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 50 44.44 44.44 50 27.78 55.56 100 61.11 33.33 5.56 44.44 77.78 77.78 72.22 72.22 66.67 83.33 22.22 72.22 94.44 61.11 77.78 22.22 5.56 72.22 0.380303259
Cluster_3
GEN_6 GEN_6 38.46 76.92 69.23 53.85 53.85 100 100 76.92 46.15 53.85 38.46 61.54 61.54 84.62 61.54 100 38.46 92.31 23.08 53.85 30.77 69.23 53.85 38.46 76.92 0.520614819
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.055195525 1.169189543 0.064534031
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_0 M55 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.01739484 0.13449163 0.00233946
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.051033475 0.04061642 0.002072797
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 70 30 20 60 10 20 100 60 40 20 40 70 60 0 60 40 100 10 100 70 0 60 20 40 60 0.292097845
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.062311897 1.096041194 0.068296406
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.024739915 1.151770942 0.028494715
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.101641367 0.080894127 0.00822219
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.050949845 0.040549861 0.002066009
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 80 10 90 90 60 60 100 100 60 40 70 80 90 10 30 40 90 100 40 90 0 90 30 20 80 0.34955969
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059770072 1.239381671 0.074077932
Cluster_2 M10 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059131243 1.241738512 0.073425541
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.060992798 1.103748141 0.067320688
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.057166269 1.16202151 0.066428434
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059376464 1.109851587 0.065899063
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.058870663 1.112832133 0.065513166
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_2 M37 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.053093961 0.364282755 0.019341215
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017555655 0.592901162 0.010408768
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 7.69 69.23 84.62 76.92 53.85 84.62 100 46.15 53.85 76.92 30.77 84.62 69.23 53.85 76.92 84.62 30.77 100 61.54 92.31 53.85 61.54 53.85 15.38 84.62 0.619308638
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.063639641 1.168477941 0.074361517
Cluster_3 M7 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_3 M8 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_3 M17 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_3 M50 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.09398898 0.004777323
Cluster_3 M51 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.047460027 0.067752558 0.003215538
Cluster_3 M53 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.047330368 0.067567319 0.003197986
Cluster_3 M54 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.050928029 0.050460509 0.002569854
Cluster_3 M57 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.053771664 0.042795684 0.002301195
Cluster_3 M61 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.050983706 0.04057681 0.002068756
Cluster_3 M64 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.050690731 0.040343638 0.002045048
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 81.82 45.45 72.73 90.91 63.64 81.82 100 45.45 27.27 72.73 63.64 54.55 45.45 90.91 27.27 90.91 36.36 90.91 27.27 36.36 9.09 81.82 45.45 100 36.36 0.308045203
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 M9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_4 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_4 M22 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.051539541 0.649864031 0.033493694
Cluster_4 M42 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.020423826 1.204395558 0.024598365
Cluster_4 M45 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_4 M49 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.050828547 0.09398898 0.004777323
Cluster_4 M56 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.053790897 0.042810992 0.002302842
Cluster_4 M59 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.05148343 0.040974529 0.002109509
Cluster_4 M63 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.050883517 0.040497072 0.002060633
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 60 10 0 80 40 30 100 60 20 80 50 50 50 20 40 50 40 90 40 70 20 50 60 80 40 0.297263305
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_5 M6 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059595338 1.240025471 0.073899738
Cluster_5 M24 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_5 M25 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_5 M26 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_5 M30 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_5 M31 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_5 M32 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_5 M33 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_5 M47 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_5 M58 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.053489042 0.042570752 0.002277069
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 27.27 63.64 54.55 63.64 18.18 72.73 100 72.73 54.55 9.09 45.45 72.73 90.91 81.82 81.82 72.73 81.82 9.09 100 100 72.73 90.91 36.36 0 81.82 0.339719387
Cluster_5
GEN_7 GEN_7 7.69 69.23 84.62 76.92 53.85 84.62 100 46.15 53.85 76.92 30.77 84.62 69.23 53.85 76.92 84.62 30.77 100 61.54 92.31 53.85 61.54 53.85 15.38 84.62 0.619308638
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.062311897 1.096041194 0.068296406
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.055195525 1.169189543 0.064534031
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.055195525 1.169189543 0.064534031
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02052486 1.203131763 0.02469411
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.020382548 1.204912783 0.024559193
Cluster_0 M61 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 57.14 7.14 42.86 50 28.57 21.43 100 50 28.57 21.43 50 78.57 64.29 7.14 50 42.86 92.86 28.57 92.86 78.57 14.29 57.14 28.57 35.71 85.71 0.61990751
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059770072 1.239381671 0.074077932
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.062311897 1.096041194 0.068296406
Cluster_1 M22 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.059098873 1.151947832 0.068078819
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059671379 1.132066964 0.067551996
Cluster_1 M24 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.060992798 1.103748141 0.067320688
Cluster_1 M25 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.051539541 0.649864031 0.033493694
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_1 M50 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.053093961 0.364282755 0.019341215
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.101641367 0.080894127 0.00822219
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 50 56.25 75 93.75 68.75 87.5 100 68.75 68.75 93.75 31.25 93.75 75 43.75 93.75 75 37.5 100 31.25 81.25 37.5 81.25 62.5 43.75 81.25 0.828400962
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.063639641 1.168477941 0.074361517
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059376464 1.109851587 0.065899063
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.024739915 1.151770942 0.028494715
Cluster_2 M40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.020423826 1.204395558 0.024598365
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.020382548 1.204912783 0.024559193
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 58.82 41.18 47.06 100 76.47 29.41 100 64.71 17.65 70.59 88.24 41.18 47.06 5.88 23.53 70.59 52.94 100 41.18 76.47 41.18 70.59 35.29 70.59 100 1.046571719
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_3 M2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_3 M10 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059595338 1.240025471 0.073899738
Cluster_3 M26 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.057166269 1.16202151 0.066428434
Cluster_3 M38 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_3 M39 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_3 M42 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M43 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M44 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M45 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_3 M51 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_3 M52 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_3 M56 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.020382548 1.204912783 0.024559193
Cluster_3 M60 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.017555655 0.592901162 0.010408768
Cluster_3 M63 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.050637115 0.168105245 0.008512365
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 27.78 50 72.22 72.22 33.33 88.89 100 66.67 55.56 0 27.78 55.56 66.67 83.33 55.56 55.56 77.78 50 88.89 94.44 50 88.89 27.78 5.56 88.89 0.658593054
Cluster_3
GEN_8 GEN_8 58.82 41.18 47.06 100 76.47 29.41 100 64.71 17.65 70.59 88.24 41.18 47.06 5.88 23.53 70.59 52.94 100 41.18 76.47 41.18 70.59 35.29 70.59 100 1.046571719
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059770924 1.195425967 0.071451715
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.059574914 1.183750826 0.070521854
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.062311897 1.096041194 0.068296406
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.059098873 1.151947832 0.068078819
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_0 M37 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059376464 1.109851587 0.065899063
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.024739915 1.151770942 0.028494715
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_0 M50 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 63.64 36.36 54.55 90.91 59.09 31.82 100 72.73 27.27 45.45 90.91 40.91 54.55 4.55 13.64 63.64 54.55 90.91 40.91 77.27 36.36 77.27 36.36 77.27 100 1.445908623
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059131243 1.241738512 0.073425541
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.057166269 1.16202151 0.066428434
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.055195525 1.169189543 0.064534031
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_1 M52 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.021684663 1.189835644 0.025801185
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_1 M59 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021089059 1.197255501 0.025248992
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 34.78 39.13 65.22 56.52 47.83 78.26 100 43.48 52.17 17.39 39.13 65.22 73.91 52.17 52.17 60.87 73.91 43.48 100 91.3 69.57 91.3 26.09 13.04 100 0.993048619
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059770072 1.239381671 0.074077932
Cluster_2 M16 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 M17 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 M19 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_2 M22 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060964975 1.170381651 0.071352288
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.059098873 1.151947832 0.068078819
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059671379 1.132066964 0.067551996
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.060992798 1.103748141 0.067320688
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_2 M41 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.092182223 0.451666469 0.041635619
Cluster_2 M62 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_2 M63 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.02094322 1.199073114 0.025112452
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 45 65 65 85 70 70 100 80 50 100 30 100 75 35 95 80 35 100 40 65 35 80 45 65 95 1.238933624
Cluster_2
GEN_9 GEN_9 63.64 36.36 54.55 90.91 59.09 31.82 100 72.73 27.27 45.45 90.91 40.91 54.55 4.55 13.64 63.64 54.55 90.91 40.91 77.27 36.36 77.27 36.36 77.27 100 1.445908623
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059131243 1.241738512 0.073425541
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_0 M39 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_0 M40 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_0 M46 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.060992798 1.103748141 0.067320688
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059376464 1.109851587 0.065899063
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_0 M63 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.021802011 1.188372969 0.025908921
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 28.57 57.14 52.38 61.9 52.38 61.9 100 38.1 28.57 52.38 80.95 80.95 61.9 47.62 61.9 85.71 57.14 42.86 90.48 100 90.48 80.95 57.14 23.81 100 1.350953181
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060964975 1.170381651 0.071352288
Cluster_1 M43 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.057166269 1.16202151 0.066428434
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.05553092 1.167422439 0.064828042
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.024739915 1.151770942 0.028494715
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 42.86 47.62 57.14 76.19 66.67 28.57 100 85.71 71.43 52.38 33.33 57.14 90.48 9.52 47.62 61.9 57.14 85.71 71.43 52.38 4.76 95.24 19.05 80.95 100 1.411323329
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.092182223 1.029880449 0.09493667
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M18 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M26 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_2 M34 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.059574914 1.183750826 0.070521854
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.059574914 1.183750826 0.070521854
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.059574914 1.183750826 0.070521854
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059763886 1.172726654 0.070086702
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.059098873 1.151947832 0.068078819
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059671379 1.132066964 0.067551996
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.056515384 1.165412203 0.065863718
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.092182223 0.451666469 0.041635619
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 78.26 30.43 43.48 91.3 65.22 60.87 100 65.22 8.7 82.61 69.57 73.91 26.09 34.78 60.87 60.87 43.48 100 21.74 60.87 65.22 65.22 60.87 100 95.65 1.640951232
Cluster_2
GEN_10 GEN_10 78.26 30.43 43.48 91.3 65.22 60.87 100 65.22 8.7 82.61 69.57 73.91 26.09 34.78 60.87 60.87 43.48 100 21.74 60.87 65.22 65.22 60.87 100 95.65 1.640951232
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059480464 1.240450647 0.07378258
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059131243 1.241738512 0.073425541
Cluster_0 M36 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.059574914 1.183750826 0.070521854
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_0 M54 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.059098873 1.151947832 0.068078819
Cluster_0 M60 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.060992798 1.103748141 0.067320688
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 45 65 80 80 70 90 100 70 10 60 70 75 40 70 85 85 35 70 60 90 90 75 80 50 100 1.641941301
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M17 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M37 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059770924 1.195425967 0.071451715
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060964975 1.170381651 0.071352288
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063054765 1.091704431 0.068837167
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 21.74 60.87 8.7 86.96 56.52 8.7 100 69.57 34.78 60.87 65.22 73.91 43.48 8.7 34.78 82.61 39.13 78.26 56.52 91.3 43.48 82.61 30.43 91.3 100 1.689388954
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.063026541 1.171286446 0.073822133
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.059574914 1.183750826 0.070521854
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.059224586 1.185373612 0.070203261
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059464143 1.174169154 0.069820963
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.058516171 1.154983052 0.067585186
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_2 M63 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060181326 1.108485687 0.066710139
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.057166269 1.16202151 0.066428434
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 72.73 4.55 68.18 77.27 54.55 72.73 100 59.09 36.36 63.64 45.45 50 59.09 22.73 45.45 27.27 95.45 100 68.18 63.64 40.91 72.73 59.09 90.91 100 1.566231916
Cluster_2
GEN_11 GEN_11 21.74 60.87 8.7 86.96 56.52 8.7 100 69.57 34.78 60.87 65.22 73.91 43.48 8.7 34.78 82.61 39.13 78.26 56.52 91.3 43.48 82.61 30.43 91.3 100 1.689388954
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_0 M61 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 80 0 60 100 60 30 100 30 20 40 50 10 30 30 30 30 100 100 60 100 30 60 20 100 100 0.730568491
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_1 M4 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 11.11 66.67 77.78 66.67 66.67 88.89 100 100 22.22 77.78 55.56 66.67 77.78 88.89 100 100 33.33 55.56 77.78 100 77.78 88.89 77.78 44.44 100 0.858358486
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M19 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 62.5 25 62.5 100 75 100 100 75 12.5 87.5 75 87.5 25 0 50 87.5 50 100 100 100 87.5 87.5 50 100 100 0.59447933
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_3 M10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M24 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M25 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M31 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_3 M37 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_3 M44 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_3 M55 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_3 M59 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_3 M63 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 30.77 7.69 15.38 92.31 53.85 0 100 92.31 46.15 53.85 69.23 69.23 23.08 0 23.08 84.62 76.92 92.31 53.85 100 46.15 76.92 15.38 100 100 0.973209804
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M11 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_4 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_4 M21 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_4 M26 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 M36 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_4 M39 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_4 M41 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_4 M42 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_4 M49 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_4 M50 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_4 M56 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060964975 1.170381651 0.071352288
Cluster_4 M57 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060964975 1.170381651 0.071352288
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 25 83.33 0 100 41.67 25 100 41.67 33.33 66.67 41.67 100 83.33 33.33 50 75 25 83.33 58.33 83.33 50 91.67 50 100 100 0.879024351
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M5 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_5 M9 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_5 M30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059480464 1.240450647 0.07378258
Cluster_5 M38 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059131243 1.241738512 0.073425541
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 75 75 50 50 25 100 100 25 0 25 75 25 0 75 100 50 100 25 100 100 75 50 75 25 100 0.298879796
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M18 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_6 M35 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_6 M45 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_6 M47 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_6 M48 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_6 M52 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_6 M53 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.059701979 1.195732674 0.071387607
Cluster_6 M60 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.059350161 1.197288463 0.071059263
Cluster_6 M64 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.059574914 1.183750826 0.070521854
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 77.78 0 77.78 77.78 55.56 100 100 33.33 11.11 77.78 22.22 88.89 44.44 33.33 55.56 44.44 88.89 88.89 66.67 66.67 55.56 55.56 88.89 100 100 0.649994226
Cluster_6
GEN_12 GEN_12 30.77 7.69 15.38 92.31 53.85 0 100 92.31 46.15 53.85 69.23 69.23 23.08 0 23.08 84.62 76.92 92.31 53.85 100 46.15 76.92 15.38 100 100 0.973209804
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M12 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 70 20 50 80 50 50 100 40 0 20 90 20 10 20 30 60 70 70 80 100 40 100 20 100 100 0.74640748
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M35 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.059946689 1.194649478 0.071615281
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 42.86 21.43 28.57 100 35.71 0 100 50 71.43 35.71 57.14 85.71 28.57 7.14 21.43 92.86 78.57 71.43 78.57 100 57.14 92.86 21.43 100 100 1.036332282
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M3 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 36.36 72.73 81.82 72.73 72.73 90.91 100 81.82 9.09 81.82 54.55 72.73 90.91 81.82 90.91 90.91 45.45 90.91 45.45 100 72.73 100 100 54.55 100 1.35650111
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M6 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_3 M37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059480464 1.240450647 0.07378258
Cluster_3 M47 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.059131243 1.241738512 0.073425541
Cluster_3 M58 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_3 M61 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 80 40 80 60 60 100 100 40 0 40 40 60 40 80 80 20 100 60 60 80 40 60 100 40 100 0.368325156
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M13 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_4 M15 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_4 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_4 M18 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_4 M21 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 M22 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 M23 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 M30 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 M33 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 M43 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 50 10 80 100 80 80 100 70 0 80 90 80 20 0 60 70 50 80 90 100 50 100 60 100 100 0.748866341
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M20 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_5 M36 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_5 M39 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_5 M40 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_5 M44 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_5 M48 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_5 M50 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_5 M51 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_5 M52 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_5 M55 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_5 M57 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_5 M59 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_5 M60 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.061669728 1.177503434 0.072616316
Cluster_5 M62 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.060985261 1.180637191 0.072001467
Cluster_5 M63 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061629763 1.167221861 0.071935607
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 20 60 6.67 93.33 26.67 33.33 100 60 60 73.33 13.33 100 93.33 26.67 66.67 73.33 60 93.33 73.33 86.67 40 93.33 46.67 100 100 1.096751606
Cluster_5
GEN_13 GEN_13 36.36 72.73 81.82 72.73 72.73 90.91 100 81.82 9.09 81.82 54.55 72.73 90.91 81.82 90.91 90.91 45.45 90.91 45.45 100 72.73 100 100 54.55 100 1.35650111
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M31 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059480464 1.240450647 0.07378258
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059480464 1.240450647 0.07378258
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.062911059 1.161136643 0.073048336
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 36.84 68.42 73.68 73.68 68.42 94.74 100 84.21 21.05 78.95 52.63 73.68 78.95 68.42 100 84.21 52.63 84.21 52.63 94.74 73.68 84.21 89.47 52.63 100 1.953500345
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M25 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M42 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06350645 1.158306479 0.073559933
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 73.91 21.74 43.48 95.65 34.78 60.87 100 34.78 8.7 56.52 73.91 47.83 4.35 4.35 47.83 56.52 78.26 78.26 86.96 100 56.52 100 43.48 95.65 100 1.717179989
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M22 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M26 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M27 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M34 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010712 1.193368871 0.072808285
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.061010591 1.193367934 0.072808083
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 17.39 26.09 34.78 78.26 56.52 8.7 100 56.52 56.52 47.83 73.91 86.96 56.52 39.13 52.17 95.65 34.78 65.22 78.26 100 60.87 100 34.78 100 100 1.906181706
Cluster_2
GEN_14 GEN_14 36.84 68.42 73.68 73.68 68.42 94.74 100 84.21 21.05 78.95 52.63 73.68 78.95 68.42 100 84.21 52.63 84.21 52.63 94.74 73.68 84.21 89.47 52.63 100 1.953500345
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 15.38 69.23 84.62 38.46 53.85 84.62 100 76.92 15.38 84.62 61.54 53.85 84.62 92.31 92.31 100 23.08 76.92 38.46 100 76.92 100 100 53.85 100 1.864363581
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 61.11 22.22 88.89 83.33 72.22 66.67 100 72.22 5.56 61.11 88.89 77.78 5.56 22.22 72.22 72.22 55.56 66.67 72.22 100 55.56 100 72.22 88.89 100 1.370447697
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 43.75 25 37.5 87.5 37.5 37.5 100 25 31.25 50 100 31.25 0 0 31.25 62.5 93.75 75 93.75 100 50 100 31.25 100 100 1.217832729
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M16 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M22 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M24 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M26 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M29 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M34 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M35 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M36 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M37 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M40 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M42 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M43 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M49 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M63 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M64 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 22.22 55.56 22.22 88.89 55.56 16.67 100 27.78 50 38.89 100 88.89 72.22 44.44 55.56 100 27.78 83.33 83.33 100 77.78 100 38.89 100 100 1.527199036
Cluster_3
GEN_15 GEN_15 15.38 69.23 84.62 38.46 53.85 84.62 100 76.92 15.38 84.62 61.54 53.85 84.62 92.31 92.31 100 23.08 76.92 38.46 100 76.92 100 100 53.85 100 1.864363581
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M31 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M36 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M64 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 27.78 61.11 11.11 88.89 55.56 11.11 100 27.78 44.44 66.67 100 77.78 55.56 33.33 72.22 94.44 50 72.22 88.89 100 88.89 100 27.78 100 100 1.52834866
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 43.75 6.25 56.25 81.25 56.25 25 100 31.25 37.5 43.75 100 31.25 12.5 18.75 12.5 62.5 87.5 87.5 93.75 100 43.75 100 18.75 100 100 1.217257917
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M8 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M9 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_2 M10 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 28.57 35.71 64.29 71.43 42.86 85.71 100 50 7.14 78.57 71.43 71.43 64.29 78.57 71.43 100 28.57 92.86 35.71 100 78.57 100 85.71 71.43 100 1.757093082
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_3 M11 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_3 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M18 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M20 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M27 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M43 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M44 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M46 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M47 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M48 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M52 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M56 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M59 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 M61 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 58.82 5.88 76.47 82.35 47.06 82.35 100 64.71 11.76 41.18 88.24 82.35 5.88 11.76 64.71 70.59 64.71 70.59 82.35 100 35.29 100 88.24 94.12 100 1.467309477
Cluster_3
GEN_16 GEN_16 28.57 35.71 64.29 71.43 42.86 85.71 100 50 7.14 78.57 71.43 71.43 64.29 78.57 71.43 100 28.57 92.86 35.71 100 78.57 100 85.71 71.43 100 1.757093082
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M27 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M32 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M37 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M46 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 23.53 29.41 23.53 94.12 29.41 41.18 100 29.41 29.41 70.59 100 41.18 23.53 11.76 17.65 58.82 88.24 82.35 94.12 100 100 100 23.53 100 100 1.297795416
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M10 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_1 M18 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M24 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 28.57 35.71 71.43 85.71 64.29 78.57 100 50 7.14 64.29 85.71 100 71.43 71.43 78.57 92.86 42.86 64.29 85.71 100 92.86 100 92.86 92.86 100 2.09958546
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M9 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_2 M14 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 64.29 28.57 50 85.71 28.57 78.57 100 35.71 14.29 57.14 92.86 42.86 14.29 14.29 85.71 78.57 85.71 78.57 71.43 100 42.86 100 85.71 85.71 100 1.070704014
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_3 M21 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M23 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M25 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M30 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M31 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M33 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M36 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M39 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M41 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M43 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M47 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M53 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M61 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 28.57 35.71 14.29 92.86 85.71 21.43 100 42.86 57.14 28.57 100 100 71.43 35.71 71.43 100 28.57 64.29 92.86 100 92.86 100 35.71 100 100 1.071128032
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M11 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_4 M13 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_4 M15 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_4 M16 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_4 M63 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 16.67 50 66.67 16.67 33.33 83.33 100 50 16.67 100 33.33 50 50 100 83.33 100 33.33 100 16.67 100 33.33 100 100 33.33 100 0.630265847
Cluster_4
GEN_17 GEN_17 28.57 35.71 71.43 85.71 64.29 78.57 100 50 7.14 64.29 85.71 100 71.43 71.43 78.57 92.86 42.86 64.29 85.71 100 92.86 100 92.86 92.86 100 2.09958546
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M39 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M60 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M63 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.06317052 1.183928487 0.074789378
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 19.05 47.62 76.19 71.43 52.38 80.95 100 19.05 9.52 57.14 76.19 85.71 57.14 85.71 90.48 100 33.33 85.71 71.43 100 66.67 100 100 71.43 100 3.329160776
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M24 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M25 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M35 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M42 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M45 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 47.83 56.52 26.09 86.96 65.22 65.22 100 34.78 4.35 73.91 100 56.52 30.43 4.35 47.83 82.61 56.52 82.61 78.26 100 100 100 17.39 100 100 1.73337638
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M11 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M32 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 9.52 9.52 42.86 100 28.57 28.57 100 57.14 76.19 47.62 100 80.95 52.38 38.1 42.86 61.9 100 80.95 95.24 100 100 100 57.14 100 100 1.838611748
Cluster_2
GEN_18 GEN_18 19.05 47.62 76.19 71.43 52.38 80.95 100 19.05 9.52 57.14 76.19 85.71 57.14 85.71 90.48 100 33.33 85.71 71.43 100 66.67 100 100 71.43 100 3.329160776
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M25 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 5 55 75 65 60 85 100 10 10 70 65 90 65 95 100 100 40 85 80 100 75 100 100 70 100 3.778141047
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M20 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M37 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M59 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 9.09 13.64 36.36 100 31.82 36.36 100 72.73 68.18 50 100 72.73 63.64 27.27 54.55 59.09 95.45 63.64 86.36 100 100 100 54.55 100 100 2.086918795
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M31 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 52.17 60.87 34.78 86.96 78.26 65.22 100 34.78 8.7 78.26 100 65.22 21.74 26.09 52.17 91.3 43.48 91.3 78.26 100 100 100 13.04 100 100 1.749980558
Cluster_2
GEN_19 GEN_19 5 55 75 65 60 85 100 10 10 70 65 90 65 95 100 100 40 85 80 100 75 100 100 70 100 3.778141047
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M11 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.10164135 0.778328327 0.079110342
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 27.27 63.64 86.36 63.64 63.64 90.91 100 9.09 4.55 72.73 77.27 81.82 54.55 100 100 100 45.45 95.45 63.64 100 77.27 100 86.36 68.18 100 3.754598503
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M18 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M48 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M59 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 4.76 38.1 42.86 90.48 47.62 19.05 100 61.9 76.19 47.62 95.24 100 42.86 47.62 57.14 80.95 66.67 71.43 90.48 100 100 100 33.33 100 100 2.37622763
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_2 M32 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 59.09 45.45 22.73 95.45 50 86.36 100 50 9.09 68.18 100 59.09 45.45 0 50 77.27 59.09 81.82 81.82 100 100 100 40.91 100 100 1.688714779
Cluster_2
GEN_20 GEN_20 27.27 63.64 86.36 63.64 63.64 90.91 100 9.09 4.55 72.73 77.27 81.82 54.55 100 100 100 45.45 95.45 63.64 100 77.27 100 86.36 68.18 100 3.754598503
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 37.5 62.5 93.75 62.5 81.25 93.75 100 18.75 0 68.75 87.5 87.5 56.25 93.75 100 100 25 87.5 62.5 100 87.5 100 81.25 81.25 100 2.765623338
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M52 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M61 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 18.75 43.75 37.5 100 37.5 50 100 56.25 62.5 56.25 100 75 43.75 12.5 31.25 68.75 100 87.5 75 100 100 100 43.75 100 100 1.272243761
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M63 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 62.5 43.75 25 81.25 56.25 75 100 50 6.25 75 100 68.75 50 0 68.75 93.75 12.5 81.25 87.5 100 100 100 18.75 100 100 1.236529637
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M11 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M13 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M14 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M16 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M18 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_3 M23 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_3 M25 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_3 M26 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_3 M31 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M32 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M33 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M50 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 17.65 35.29 58.82 82.35 35.29 47.06 100 23.53 58.82 41.18 82.35 94.12 23.53 100 88.24 88.24 76.47 58.82 94.12 100 94.12 100 70.59 82.35 100 2.696277918
Cluster_3
GEN_21 GEN_21 37.5 62.5 93.75 62.5 81.25 93.75 100 18.75 0 68.75 87.5 87.5 56.25 93.75 100 100 25 87.5 62.5 100 87.5 100 81.25 81.25 100 2.765623338
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M13 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M16 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M23 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 31.82 36.36 77.27 68.18 31.82 90.91 100 9.09 13.64 63.64 77.27 86.36 50 100 100 86.36 68.18 72.73 81.82 100 81.82 100 95.45 63.64 100 3.929871606
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M14 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M30 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M62 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 23.81 52.38 76.19 85.71 66.67 28.57 100 57.14 71.43 33.33 90.48 95.24 14.29 52.38 66.67 66.67 61.9 76.19 90.48 100 100 100 52.38 100 100 2.515639496
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M50 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 59.09 50 31.82 90.91 45.45 77.27 100 36.36 9.09 77.27 100 59.09 54.55 9.09 59.09 95.45 40.91 81.82 68.18 100 100 100 22.73 100 100 1.674616368
Cluster_2
GEN_22 GEN_22 31.82 36.36 77.27 68.18 31.82 90.91 100 9.09 13.64 63.64 77.27 86.36 50 100 100 86.36 68.18 72.73 81.82 100 81.82 100 95.45 63.64 100 3.929871606
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M37 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 22.73 45.45 68.18 59.09 50 90.91 100 0 0 50 81.82 81.82 54.55 100 100 100 54.55 100 81.82 100 77.27 100 100 72.73 100 4.439716295
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_1 M25 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 25 41.67 75 83.33 50 25 100 75 100 58.33 100 100 25 50 25 66.67 83.33 75 83.33 100 100 100 25 100 100 1.001489589
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M32 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M43 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 31.25 31.25 68.75 81.25 25 56.25 100 31.25 37.5 62.5 75 100 18.75 87.5 100 43.75 87.5 37.5 100 100 93.75 100 87.5 75 100 2.609530882
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M42 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M48 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M49 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M51 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M52 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M53 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M55 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M56 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M58 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M60 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M61 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M63 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 M64 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 53.33 53.33 33.33 86.67 53.33 73.33 100 33.33 13.33 80 100 53.33 40 13.33 53.33 100 33.33 93.33 73.33 100 100 100 20 100 100 1.130462857
Cluster_3
GEN_23 GEN_23 22.73 45.45 68.18 59.09 50 90.91 100 0 0 50 81.82 81.82 54.55 100 100 100 54.55 100 81.82 100 77.27 100 100 72.73 100 4.439716295
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M10 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M39 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M41 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M43 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M44 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M46 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M49 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 6.67 40 73.33 53.33 43.33 83.33 100 3.33 13.33 50 76.67 93.33 43.33 100 100 76.67 70 96.67 80 100 73.33 100 100 56.67 100 5.241216424
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 47.06 11.76 70.59 76.47 29.41 47.06 100 70.59 58.82 76.47 94.12 94.12 35.29 70.59 76.47 64.71 88.24 52.94 88.24 100 100 100 58.82 94.12 100 2.421189013
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M29 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M54 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.063805614 1.18115296 0.07536419
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 72.22 94.44 38.89 88.89 50 72.22 100 11.11 38.89 83.33 83.33 50 16.67 77.78 77.78 100 50 72.22 88.89 100 100 100 50 94.44 100 2.749685881
Cluster_2
GEN_24 GEN_24 6.67 40 73.33 53.33 43.33 83.33 100 3.33 13.33 50 76.67 93.33 43.33 100 100 76.67 70 96.67 80 100 73.33 100 100 56.67 100 5.241216424
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M46 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M55 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_0 M63 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.060966463 1.238392029 0.075500382
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 13.79 24.14 58.62 55.17 27.59 75.86 100 6.9 10.34 27.59 79.31 93.1 48.28 100 100 72.41 93.1 93.1 96.55 100 82.76 100 100 44.83 100 4.478907277
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 46.67 20 80 73.33 40 40 100 86.67 60 80 73.33 93.33 33.33 73.33 73.33 73.33 80 60 80 100 100 100 86.67 100 100 2.965743261
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M18 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M24 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M37 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M39 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M50 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 28.57 85.71 71.43 85.71 71.43 80.95 100 0 33.33 90.48 80.95 76.19 42.86 100 100 95.24 33.33 80.95 71.43 100 85.71 100 100 80.95 100 4.541388847
Cluster_2
GEN_25 GEN_25 28.57 85.71 71.43 85.71 71.43 80.95 100 0 33.33 90.48 80.95 76.19 42.86 100 100 95.24 33.33 80.95 71.43 100 85.71 100 100 80.95 100 4.541388847
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M27 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M57 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M60 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 0 0 66.67 50 66.67 58.33 100 8.33 0 16.67 100 83.33 58.33 100 100 75 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 25 100 1.450542646
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 37.5 75 87.5 87.5 87.5 100 100 37.5 87.5 75 87.5 87.5 12.5 87.5 100 87.5 37.5 37.5 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.846399243
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.092182223 1.029880449 0.09493667
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 50 25 50 75 25 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 75 25 0 100 50 75 25 75 100 100 50 100 100 0.370841776
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M21 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M24 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M35 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M51 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_3 M52 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_3 M55 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_3 M56 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_3 M61 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 35.71 35.71 28.57 64.29 0 100 100 0 21.43 21.43 71.43 92.86 28.57 100 100 57.14 100 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 64.29 100 2.635507906
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M12 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M17 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M18 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M31 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M33 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M40 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M41 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M64 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.063124829 1.230546547 0.077678041
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 0 37.5 50 62.5 62.5 12.5 100 50 25 87.5 100 100 87.5 100 100 62.5 87.5 75 87.5 100 87.5 100 100 87.5 100 1.81582737
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M6 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M9 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M15 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M26 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M54 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 87.5 50 75 75 12.5 87.5 100 25 50 100 37.5 75 0 100 100 100 37.5 75 75 100 100 100 100 87.5 100 1.827467388
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M10 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M13 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M16 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M19 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M20 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M23 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M29 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M34 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M38 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M39 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M42 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 0 45.45 90.91 81.82 63.64 90.91 100 0 0 63.64 100 90.91 36.36 100 100 100 45.45 90.91 81.82 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.731377517
Cluster_6
GEN_26 GEN_26 0 45.45 90.91 81.82 63.64 90.91 100 0 0 63.64 100 90.91 36.36 100 100 100 45.45 90.91 81.82 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.731377517
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M31 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M36 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M37 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M44 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M46 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M48 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 24 76 76 64 60 76 100 0 36 84 72 72 24 100 100 100 16 80 68 100 100 100 100 96 100 6.053053455
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M34 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.100313312 1.057354978 0.10606678
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.101641367 0.904832078 0.091968369
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 52.94 17.65 94.12 64.71 47.06 64.71 100 64.71 64.71 70.59 70.59 94.12 23.53 82.35 82.35 82.35 82.35 64.71 94.12 100 100 100 94.12 88.24 100 3.281069852
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M21 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M32 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M41 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 M64 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.063850347 1.227908585 0.078402389
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 13.04 26.09 39.13 69.57 26.09 82.61 100 4.35 17.39 21.74 91.3 95.65 56.52 100 100 60.87 91.3 91.3 95.65 100 100 100 100 78.26 100 4.865905061
Cluster_2
GEN_27 GEN_27 24 76 76 64 60 76 100 0 36 84 72 72 24 100 100 100 16 80 68 100 100 100 100 96 100 6.053053455
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 62.5 31.25 100 62.5 43.75 87.5 100 37.5 68.75 68.75 31.25 87.5 6.25 100 100 100 75 81.25 87.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.996927224
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M34 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 17.39 73.91 69.57 60.87 73.91 65.22 100 0 26.09 69.57 91.3 78.26 47.83 100 100 95.65 21.74 82.61 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.715428349
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M21 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 11.54 11.54 50 76.92 11.54 84.62 100 15.38 15.38 26.92 96.15 92.31 50 100 100 61.54 88.46 84.62 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.458166356
Cluster_2
GEN_28 GEN_28 11.54 11.54 50 76.92 11.54 84.62 100 15.38 15.38 26.92 96.15 92.31 50 100 100 61.54 88.46 84.62 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.458166356
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 0 27.27 63.64 81.82 27.27 90.91 100 0 18.18 54.55 72.73 90.91 0 100 100 90.91 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.737926919
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 40 70 70 60 70 100 100 0 70 90 40 80 0 100 100 100 10 70 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.496169273
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M54 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 16.67 100 66.67 66.67 83.33 50 100 0 50 83.33 100 100 83.33 100 100 83.33 16.67 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.489842282
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M25 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M27 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M31 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M40 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M42 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M55 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M59 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M60 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M61 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M64 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 0 23.08 76.92 76.92 69.23 69.23 100 0 0 0 100 76.92 61.54 100 100 100 23.08 92.31 76.92 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.227991611
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M7 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M13 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M14 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M62 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 75 37.5 87.5 87.5 62.5 87.5 100 75 50 75 25 62.5 12.5 100 100 87.5 100 62.5 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.999555179
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M17 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M26 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M29 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M35 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M36 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M38 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M44 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M47 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M51 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M58 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 0 10 50 60 10 70 100 30 10 40 100 90 90 100 100 50 100 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.48307047
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M15 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M21 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M23 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M32 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M43 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M50 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 M53 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 57.14 14.29 42.86 71.43 14.29 57.14 100 71.43 28.57 42.86 85.71 71.43 14.29 100 100 57.14 100 100 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.740332463
Cluster_6
GEN_29 GEN_29 0 23.08 76.92 76.92 69.23 69.23 100 0 0 0 100 76.92 61.54 100 100 100 23.08 92.31 76.92 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.227991611
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M63 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M64 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 9.09 54.55 68.18 40.91 63.64 63.64 100 4.55 40.91 95.45 59.09 81.82 9.09 100 100 86.36 59.09 90.91 59.09 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.482403239
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M42 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M52 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M59 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 9.52 28.57 61.9 80.95 33.33 71.43 100 19.05 4.76 14.29 100 80.95 71.43 100 100 80.95 47.62 71.43 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.214447987
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M32 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 59.09 27.27 59.09 90.91 31.82 86.36 100 59.09 45.45 45.45 40.91 77.27 4.55 100 100 72.73 95.45 86.36 95.45 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.491135774
Cluster_2
GEN_30 GEN_30 59.09 27.27 59.09 90.91 31.82 86.36 100 59.09 45.45 45.45 40.91 77.27 4.55 100 100 72.73 95.45 86.36 95.45 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.491135774
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M34 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 50 100 100 50 100 50 100 33.33 83.33 66.67 100 100 16.67 100 100 83.33 50 33.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.489842282
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M52 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 12.5 12.5 37.5 75 0 62.5 100 12.5 12.5 0 100 62.5 75 100 100 75 62.5 62.5 87.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.986456376
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 63.64 9.09 81.82 81.82 18.18 72.73 100 81.82 27.27 81.82 9.09 45.45 0 100 100 90.91 100 90.91 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.753208855
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M20 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M33 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M36 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M40 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M43 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M55 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M58 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M61 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 25 50 58.33 83.33 66.67 91.67 100 8.33 0 25 75 91.67 66.67 100 100 100 8.33 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.986233966
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M4 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M11 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M13 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M38 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 M56 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 11.11 44.44 88.89 77.78 55.56 88.89 100 0 44.44 77.78 33.33 88.89 11.11 100 100 88.89 100 100 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.247862226
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M7 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M17 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M18 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M22 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M39 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M48 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M49 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M50 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M51 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M53 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M63 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 16.67 25 41.67 100 0 83.33 100 50 33.33 25 58.33 83.33 16.67 100 100 50 91.67 91.67 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.990600233
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M5 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M15 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M19 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M59 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 28.57 28.57 71.43 28.57 85.71 57.14 100 14.29 57.14 85.71 14.29 71.43 0 100 100 85.71 71.43 100 57.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.751248132
Cluster_6
GEN_31 GEN_31 16.67 25 41.67 100 0 83.33 100 50 33.33 25 58.33 83.33 16.67 100 100 50 91.67 91.67 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.990600233
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 21.74 13.04 56.52 65.22 43.48 73.91 100 52.17 8.7 60.87 8.7 39.13 8.7 100 100 95.65 78.26 95.65 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.756907892
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M42 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 34.78 60.87 86.96 69.57 39.13 82.61 100 34.78 82.61 60.87 26.09 86.96 4.35 100 100 73.91 91.3 78.26 91.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.748175356
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 31.58 42.11 57.89 94.74 47.37 84.21 100 21.05 15.79 36.84 89.47 100 68.42 100 100 78.95 42.11 84.21 89.47 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.722200161
Cluster_2
GEN_32 GEN_32 21.74 13.04 56.52 65.22 43.48 73.91 100 52.17 8.7 60.87 8.7 39.13 8.7 100 100 95.65 78.26 95.65 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.756907892
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M55 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 44.44 88.89 77.78 77.78 33.33 100 100 33.33 55.56 88.89 66.67 100 0 100 100 77.78 55.56 55.56 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.241312825
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 0 50 62.5 62.5 62.5 100 100 0 50 0 12.5 0 12.5 100 100 100 75 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.001738313
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M3 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 72.73 45.45 63.64 72.73 72.73 72.73 100 54.55 63.64 90.91 18.18 100 9.09 100 100 63.64 100 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.751025722
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 8.33 41.67 83.33 100 16.67 100 100 41.67 41.67 8.33 0 100 0 100 100 66.67 91.67 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M7 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M13 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M17 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M19 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M20 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M26 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M31 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M32 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M46 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 26.67 20 66.67 60 46.67 73.33 100 66.67 20 93.33 0 40 6.67 100 100 100 86.67 100 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M37 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M58 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M60 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M61 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 M63 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 40 60 60 100 0 100 100 40 60 0 80 100 60 100 100 60 60 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.243718369
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M30 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M62 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.066260844 3.74741751 0.248307047
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 40 60 60 100 40 100 100 60 20 0 20 100 100 100 100 100 20 100 40 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.25026777
Cluster_6
GEN_33 GEN_33 26.67 20 66.67 60 46.67 73.33 100 66.67 20 93.33 0 40 6.67 100 100 100 86.67 100 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 13.64 40.91 45.45 90.91 4.55 72.73 100 100 31.82 50 0 81.82 18.18 100 100 68.18 81.82 77.27 86.36 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 33.33 62.5 70.83 83.33 58.33 100 100 4.17 45.83 8.33 0 58.33 12.5 100 100 100 70.83 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 52.63 42.11 84.21 57.89 68.42 89.47 100 31.58 42.11 100 0 73.68 10.53 100 100 73.68 73.68 94.74 84.21 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_34 GEN_34 33.33 62.5 70.83 83.33 58.33 100 100 4.17 45.83 8.33 0 58.33 12.5 100 100 100 70.83 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 33.33 16.67 66.67 75 33.33 50 100 91.67 8.33 91.67 0 75 8.33 100 100 83.33 75 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 25 62.5 100 87.5 100 87.5 100 0 25 12.5 0 62.5 75 100 100 100 37.5 100 25 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 0 69.23 46.15 61.54 23.08 100 100 84.62 46.15 23.08 0 84.62 23.08 100 100 61.54 84.62 92.31 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M13 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 50 10 60 100 70 90 100 0 30 30 0 100 0 100 100 100 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M15 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M22 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M45 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M48 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M53 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M59 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M60 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 27.27 72.73 36.36 72.73 18.18 100 100 9.09 90.91 9.09 0 45.45 18.18 100 100 100 72.73 100 54.55 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M7 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M29 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M35 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M38 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M41 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M46 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M47 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M58 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 72.73 45.45 81.82 72.73 63.64 81.82 100 9.09 27.27 100 0 72.73 0 100 100 63.64 81.82 100 72.73 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_5
GEN_35 GEN_35 0 69.23 46.15 61.54 23.08 100 100 84.62 46.15 23.08 0 84.62 23.08 100 100 61.54 84.62 92.31 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 8.33 66.67 25 58.33 16.67 75 100 58.33 33.33 16.67 0 58.33 25 100 100 83.33 100 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 20 50 90 95 95 90 100 20 5 40 0 80 50 100 100 90 45 95 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 66.67 66.67 73.33 80 33.33 100 100 6.67 93.33 6.67 0 73.33 6.67 100 100 86.67 80 100 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M13 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 16.67 11.11 44.44 94.44 27.78 50 100 77.78 5.56 83.33 0 83.33 0 100 100 77.78 88.89 94.44 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_3
GEN_36 GEN_36 20 50 90 95 95 90 100 20 5 40 0 80 50 100 100 90 45 95 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 52.17 39.13 65.22 65.22 34.78 91.3 100 4.35 60.87 4.35 0 56.52 13.04 100 100 100 86.96 100 65.22 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 23.53 76.47 70.59 100 76.47 94.12 100 47.06 23.53 47.06 0 94.12 70.59 100 100 76.47 35.29 94.12 41.18 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 20 20 40 92 36 44 100 76 16 68 0 92 0 100 100 80 92 96 92 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_2
GEN_37 GEN_37 20 20 40 92 36 44 100 76 16 68 0 92 0 100 100 80 92 96 92 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 58.33 50 62.5 70.83 16.67 83.33 100 8.33 58.33 20.83 0 62.5 0 100 100 95.83 87.5 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 15.79 47.37 89.47 94.74 89.47 84.21 100 42.11 26.32 21.05 0 78.95 68.42 100 100 89.47 63.16 94.74 47.37 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 22.73 18.18 22.73 81.82 50 59.09 100 77.27 31.82 77.27 0 90.91 13.64 100 100 77.27 81.82 95.45 95.45 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_2
GEN_38 GEN_38 58.33 50 62.5 70.83 16.67 83.33 100 8.33 58.33 20.83 0 62.5 0 100 100 95.83 87.5 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 45.83 62.5 62.5 83.33 29.17 95.83 100 20.83 83.33 25 0 83.33 8.33 100 100 91.67 83.33 100 87.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 39.13 17.39 39.13 78.26 52.17 60.87 100 78.26 21.74 95.65 0 82.61 17.39 100 100 78.26 82.61 82.61 86.96 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 27.78 22.22 83.33 94.44 66.67 50 100 27.78 11.11 11.11 0 50 50 100 100 94.44 61.11 94.44 61.11 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_2
GEN_39 GEN_39 45.83 62.5 62.5 83.33 29.17 95.83 100 20.83 83.33 25 0 83.33 8.33 100 100 91.67 83.33 100 87.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 15.38 84.62 38.46 76.92 38.46 61.54 100 69.23 46.15 61.54 0 100 7.69 100 100 76.92 76.92 84.62 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 50 10 100 80 60 90 100 20 40 0 0 50 50 100 100 90 80 100 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 76.92 84.62 69.23 76.92 15.38 100 100 7.69 92.31 7.69 0 76.92 7.69 100 100 92.31 76.92 92.31 84.62 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 16.67 0 41.67 100 58.33 91.67 100 25 33.33 58.33 0 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M4 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M13 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M30 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M31 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M32 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M47 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M48 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M49 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M58 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 22.22 0 55.56 88.89 44.44 0 100 100 33.33 88.89 0 100 0 100 100 77.78 66.67 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M22 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M25 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M36 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M37 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M39 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M43 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M45 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 25 0 37.5 75 50 50 100 37.5 37.5 75 0 50 37.5 100 100 87.5 62.5 100 62.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_5
GEN_40 GEN_40 15.38 84.62 38.46 76.92 38.46 61.54 100 69.23 46.15 61.54 0 100 7.69 100 100 76.92 76.92 84.62 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 50 40 60 60 40 50 100 100 50 90 0 70 10 100 100 50 100 90 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 80 53.33 80 93.33 20 100 100 6.67 80 0 0 93.33 20 100 100 100 73.33 93.33 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 33.33 44.44 44.44 100 55.56 33.33 100 100 55.56 88.89 0 100 11.11 100 100 88.89 44.44 44.44 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M13 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M17 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 14.29 14.29 42.86 100 50 100 100 28.57 35.71 64.29 0 100 0 100 100 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M7 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M51 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 33.33 16.67 100 50 66.67 100 100 33.33 33.33 16.67 0 0 33.33 100 100 66.67 100 83.33 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M19 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M22 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M24 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M32 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M39 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M40 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M47 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M53 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M57 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M59 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 0 45.45 9.09 72.73 27.27 45.45 100 0 27.27 45.45 0 100 18.18 100 100 100 54.55 90.91 81.82 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_5
GEN_41 GEN_41 80 53.33 80 93.33 20 100 100 6.67 80 0 0 93.33 20 100 100 100 73.33 93.33 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 44.44 44.44 44.44 77.78 38.89 55.56 100 88.89 66.67 100 0 83.33 16.67 100 100 66.67 88.89 77.78 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 4.17 4.17 45.83 87.5 41.67 87.5 100 8.33 29.17 50 0 87.5 12.5 100 100 91.67 62.5 95.83 79.17 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 82.61 52.17 78.26 73.91 26.09 91.3 100 30.43 65.22 4.35 0 78.26 26.09 100 100 95.65 86.96 91.3 86.96 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_2
GEN_42 GEN_42 4.17 4.17 45.83 87.5 41.67 87.5 100 8.33 29.17 50 0 87.5 12.5 100 100 91.67 62.5 95.83 79.17 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 37.5 0 37.5 75 37.5 87.5 100 12.5 0 50 0 100 25 100 100 100 12.5 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 66.67 83.33 66.67 100 16.67 100 100 16.67 100 0 0 83.33 16.67 100 100 100 75 91.67 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 37.5 12.5 37.5 87.5 37.5 25 100 100 75 100 0 87.5 0 100 100 75 87.5 62.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M9 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 14.29 21.43 64.29 92.86 50 100 100 35.71 57.14 71.43 0 100 0 100 100 100 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M10 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M41 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M47 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M48 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M61 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 60 0 80 60 80 100 100 10 30 0 0 50 60 100 100 90 90 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M20 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M28 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M42 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M44 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M53 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M56 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 28.57 0 42.86 71.43 14.29 42.86 100 57.14 0 42.86 0 85.71 0 100 100 85.71 85.71 85.71 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M13 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M37 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M55 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 66.67 100 33.33 50 16.67 100 100 50 66.67 100 0 83.33 16.67 100 100 83.33 83.33 66.67 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_6
GEN_43 GEN_43 14.29 21.43 64.29 92.86 50 100 100 35.71 57.14 71.43 0 100 0 100 100 100 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 13.04 26.09 39.13 91.3 52.17 73.91 100 60.87 78.26 100 0 91.3 8.7 100 100 95.65 86.96 82.61 95.65 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 63.16 10.53 57.89 42.11 42.11 84.21 100 52.63 0 52.63 0 78.95 31.58 100 100 89.47 78.95 94.74 84.21 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 43.48 47.83 78.26 95.65 17.39 95.65 100 13.04 73.91 0 0 69.57 21.74 100 100 91.3 69.57 86.96 86.96 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_2
GEN_44 GEN_44 13.04 26.09 39.13 91.3 52.17 73.91 100 60.87 78.26 100 0 91.3 8.7 100 100 95.65 86.96 82.61 95.65 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 48 52 60 92 36 100 100 16 100 32 0 72 16 100 100 92 80 88 76 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 64.71 11.76 76.47 52.94 58.82 94.12 100 17.65 0 47.06 0 76.47 47.06 100 100 100 58.82 100 76.47 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 21.74 26.09 52.17 82.61 39.13 47.83 100 86.96 47.83 78.26 0 86.96 4.35 100 100 91.3 73.91 73.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_2
GEN_45 GEN_45 48 52 60 92 36 100 100 16 100 32 0 72 16 100 100 92 80 88 76 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 6.67 13.33 53.33 86.67 53.33 60 100 100 80 86.67 0 80 0 100 100 86.67 66.67 66.67 93.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 25 50 25 90 35 100 100 10 85 45 0 80 20 100 100 90 70 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 82.35 52.94 100 82.35 23.53 100 100 5.88 35.29 17.65 0 58.82 17.65 100 100 100 58.82 94.12 64.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M13 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 69.23 15.38 100 53.85 23.08 61.54 100 76.92 15.38 46.15 0 92.31 15.38 100 100 100 76.92 76.92 84.62 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_3
GEN_46 GEN_46 25 50 25 90 35 100 100 10 85 45 0 80 20 100 100 90 70 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 40 65 30 95 30 100 100 10 85 25 0 65 20 100 100 90 75 100 95 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 10 30 65 85 40 65 100 90 80 75 0 70 10 100 100 90 70 65 85 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 80 20 100 68 44 76 100 36 16 32 0 88 20 100 100 100 72 96 72 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_2
GEN_47 GEN_47 80 20 100 68 44 76 100 36 16 32 0 88 20 100 100 100 72 96 72 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 71.43 21.43 100 78.57 28.57 42.86 100 78.57 35.71 35.71 0 85.71 7.14 100 100 100 50 85.71 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 29.41 47.06 11.76 94.12 29.41 100 100 17.65 76.47 23.53 0 64.71 17.65 100 100 94.12 70.59 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 5.88 41.18 70.59 76.47 47.06 64.71 100 76.47 94.12 100 0 70.59 11.76 100 100 88.24 70.59 52.94 94.12 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M17 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 94.12 47.06 94.12 70.59 41.18 88.24 100 5.88 29.41 11.76 0 82.35 35.29 100 100 100 88.24 100 94.12 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_3
GEN_48 GEN_48 5.88 41.18 70.59 76.47 47.06 64.71 100 76.47 94.12 100 0 70.59 11.76 100 100 88.24 70.59 52.94 94.12 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 91.3 26.09 95.65 56.52 34.78 73.91 100 39.13 8.7 13.04 0 91.3 26.09 100 100 100 86.96 95.65 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 57.14 76.19 52.38 95.24 42.86 80.95 100 14.29 90.48 28.57 0 66.67 19.05 100 100 90.48 66.67 95.24 90.48 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 14.29 23.81 61.9 76.19 38.1 66.67 100 76.19 66.67 95.24 0 66.67 19.05 100 100 90.48 76.19 57.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_49 GEN_49 91.3 26.09 95.65 56.52 34.78 73.91 100 39.13 8.7 13.04 0 91.3 26.09 100 100 100 86.96 95.65 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 89.66 41.38 89.66 55.17 34.48 79.31 100 31.03 31.03 10.34 0 86.21 31.03 100 100 96.55 86.21 96.55 79.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 7.264215244
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 33.33 66.67 40 66.67 20 80 100 100 80 73.33 0 60 33.33 100 100 80 66.67 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 4.76 42.86 57.14 90.48 52.38 71.43 100 14.29 66.67 71.43 0 61.9 9.52 100 100 95.24 76.19 85.71 95.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_50 GEN_50 89.66 41.38 89.66 55.17 34.48 79.31 100 31.03 31.03 10.34 0 86.21 31.03 100 100 96.55 86.21 96.55 79.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 7.264215244
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 82.86 45.71 82.86 51.43 34.29 80 100 28.57 28.57 11.43 0 85.71 28.57 100 100 94.29 82.86 94.29 77.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 8.767156329
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 10 53.33 60 73.33 43.33 80 100 60 76.67 83.33 0 63.33 16.67 100 100 90 76.67 60 96.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 7.514705425
Cluster_1
GEN_51 GEN_51 82.86 45.71 82.86 51.43 34.29 80 100 28.57 28.57 11.43 0 85.71 28.57 100 100 94.29 82.86 94.29 77.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 8.767156329
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 38.1 80.95 61.9 52.38 90.48 100 4.76 42.86 33.33 0 76.19 14.29 100 100 90.48 66.67 90.48 71.43 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 0 39.13 47.83 73.91 39.13 82.61 100 56.52 78.26 100 0 60.87 17.39 100 100 86.96 73.91 65.22 91.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 47.62 61.9 80.95 47.62 23.81 61.9 100 71.43 14.29 4.76 0 95.24 38.1 100 100 100 95.24 85.71 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_52 GEN_52 0 39.13 47.83 73.91 39.13 82.61 100 56.52 78.26 100 0 60.87 17.39 100 100 86.96 73.91 65.22 91.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 84.21 78.95 89.47 73.68 31.58 84.21 100 15.79 78.95 31.58 0 57.89 10.53 100 100 89.47 63.16 89.47 73.68 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 10 30 30 75 30 80 100 60 65 85 0 65 10 100 100 95 55 70 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 53.85 46.15 80.77 53.85 46.15 69.23 100 38.46 3.85 15.38 0 96.15 30.77 100 100 96.15 100 84.62 73.08 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_2
GEN_53 GEN_53 53.85 46.15 80.77 53.85 46.15 69.23 100 38.46 3.85 15.38 0 96.15 30.77 100 100 96.15 100 84.62 73.08 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 10.53 63.16 47.37 84.21 0 68.42 100 36.84 68.42 89.47 0 36.84 10.53 100 100 84.21 68.42 89.47 73.68 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M12 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 61.11 22.22 94.44 55.56 61.11 88.89 100 27.78 16.67 5.56 0 100 38.89 100 100 94.44 94.44 72.22 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 81.25 87.5 93.75 50 18.75 81.25 100 31.25 43.75 25 0 75 31.25 100 100 87.5 81.25 93.75 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M13 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 16.67 41.67 0 75 83.33 41.67 100 50 25 41.67 0 91.67 0 100 100 100 50 83.33 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_3
GEN_54 GEN_54 10.53 63.16 47.37 84.21 0 68.42 100 36.84 68.42 89.47 0 36.84 10.53 100 100 84.21 68.42 89.47 73.68 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 76 44 96 56 52 92 100 20 24 20 0 68 16 100 100 92 88 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 30 95 65 75 20 45 100 55 40 25 0 90 40 100 100 75 70 90 65 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 20 35 5 80 45 70 100 45 70 90 0 60 5 100 100 90 45 90 85 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_2
GEN_55 GEN_55 76 44 96 56 52 92 100 20 24 20 0 68 16 100 100 92 88 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 21.43 100 85.71 85.71 28.57 71.43 100 42.86 14.29 21.43 0 85.71 42.86 100 100 64.29 100 85.71 57.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 16.67 83.33 33.33 100 16.67 55.56 100 55.56 66.67 77.78 0 66.67 16.67 100 100 94.44 55.56 77.78 77.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 50 7.14 7.14 57.14 71.43 71.43 100 28.57 92.86 57.14 0 78.57 14.29 100 100 92.86 28.57 85.71 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M5 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M9 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M16 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 89.47 36.84 100 36.84 42.11 94.74 100 26.32 26.32 26.32 0 63.16 26.32 100 100 89.47 89.47 94.74 78.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_3
GEN_56 GEN_56 89.47 36.84 100 36.84 42.11 94.74 100 26.32 26.32 26.32 0 63.16 26.32 100 100 89.47 89.47 94.74 78.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 68.42 52.63 84.21 15.79 57.89 89.47 100 36.84 26.32 26.32 0 73.68 36.84 100 100 89.47 94.74 89.47 84.21 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 40.91 31.82 22.73 81.82 54.55 45.45 100 63.64 81.82 59.09 0 72.73 27.27 100 100 100 22.73 86.36 95.45 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 16.67 95.83 66.67 100 12.5 70.83 100 29.17 45.83 54.17 0 50 16.67 100 100 70.83 95.83 87.5 70.83 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_2
GEN_57 GEN_57 16.67 95.83 66.67 100 12.5 70.83 100 29.17 45.83 54.17 0 50 16.67 100 100 70.83 95.83 87.5 70.83 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 37.5 75 100 54.17 41.67 87.5 100 29.17 12.5 37.5 0 54.17 37.5 100 100 79.17 91.67 95.83 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 90 60 70 80 30 35 100 60 85 10 0 90 30 100 100 95 55 90 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 4.76 47.62 4.76 76.19 61.9 61.9 100 47.62 61.9 71.43 0 61.9 9.52 100 100 90.48 61.9 85.71 90.48 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_58 GEN_58 37.5 75 100 54.17 41.67 87.5 100 29.17 12.5 37.5 0 54.17 37.5 100 100 79.17 91.67 95.83 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 91.3 56.52 78.26 69.57 30.43 47.83 100 56.52 73.91 0 0 91.3 17.39 100 100 95.65 65.22 91.3 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 19.05 47.62 4.76 85.71 52.38 52.38 100 42.86 76.19 76.19 0 66.67 23.81 100 100 90.48 57.14 80.95 90.48 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 33.33 71.43 85.71 42.86 47.62 95.24 100 23.81 9.52 47.62 0 47.62 42.86 100 100 66.67 95.24 95.24 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_59 GEN_59 91.3 56.52 78.26 69.57 30.43 47.83 100 56.52 73.91 0 0 91.3 17.39 100 100 95.65 65.22 91.3 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 71.43 66.67 80.95 19.05 38.1 85.71 100 38.1 28.57 23.81 0 85.71 38.1 100 100 61.9 100 100 90.48 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 8.33 33.33 0 100 66.67 58.33 100 41.67 75 58.33 0 83.33 8.33 100 100 91.67 41.67 75 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 11.76 58.82 52.94 76.47 41.18 47.06 100 17.65 5.88 41.18 0 5.88 17.65 100 100 94.12 82.35 88.24 88.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 73.33 73.33 53.33 86.67 26.67 40 100 73.33 100 13.33 0 100 26.67 100 100 93.33 46.67 80 73.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_3
GEN_60 GEN_60 71.43 66.67 80.95 19.05 38.1 85.71 100 38.1 28.57 23.81 0 85.71 38.1 100 100 61.9 100 100 90.48 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 58.82 70.59 88.24 11.76 29.41 88.24 100 35.29 11.76 35.29 0 76.47 58.82 100 100 58.82 100 94.12 88.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 5.88 29.41 23.53 88.24 70.59 70.59 100 35.29 82.35 35.29 0 88.24 0 100 100 94.12 23.53 88.24 82.35 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 87.5 81.25 50 81.25 31.25 62.5 100 68.75 93.75 31.25 0 100 25 100 100 87.5 75 87.5 81.25 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 6.67 60 40 73.33 40 46.67 100 26.67 6.67 40 0 6.67 20 100 100 93.33 80 80 93.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_3
GEN_61 GEN_61 58.82 70.59 88.24 11.76 29.41 88.24 100 35.29 11.76 35.29 0 76.47 58.82 100 100 58.82 100 94.12 88.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 17.65 41.18 64.71 64.71 41.18 35.29 100 29.41 0 35.29 0 23.53 29.41 100 100 76.47 76.47 100 94.12 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 77.78 77.78 33.33 83.33 33.33 72.22 100 66.67 83.33 27.78 0 94.44 33.33 100 100 94.44 72.22 77.78 77.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 6.67 20 20 100 86.67 66.67 100 40 73.33 46.67 0 73.33 0 100 100 100 20 93.33 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M9 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 60 73.33 86.67 0 33.33 100 100 40 13.33 40 0 66.67 80 100 100 53.33 100 86.67 93.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_3
GEN_62 GEN_62 77.78 77.78 33.33 83.33 33.33 72.22 100 66.67 83.33 27.78 0 94.44 33.33 100 100 94.44 72.22 77.78 77.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 47.37 78.95 78.95 10.53 42.11 94.74 100 47.37 10.53 47.37 0 31.58 57.89 100 100 68.42 94.74 89.47 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 21.43 0 71.43 50 64.29 28.57 100 21.43 35.71 21.43 0 57.14 35.71 100 100 64.29 78.57 100 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M8 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 27.78 27.78 16.67 94.44 72.22 61.11 100 38.89 72.22 33.33 0 77.78 0 100 100 100 27.78 88.89 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 78.57 92.86 35.71 85.71 28.57 78.57 100 71.43 64.29 28.57 0 85.71 50 100 100 100 71.43 71.43 71.43 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_3
GEN_63 GEN_63 47.37 78.95 78.95 10.53 42.11 94.74 100 47.37 10.53 47.37 0 31.58 57.89 100 100 68.42 94.74 89.47 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 68.75 43.75 56.25 81.25 31.25 81.25 100 75 68.75 25 0 93.75 50 100 100 62.5 68.75 68.75 93.75 100 100 93.75 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 12.5 62.5 18.75 37.5 43.75 50 100 12.5 25 31.25 0 25 25 100 100 93.75 87.5 93.75 81.25 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 66.67 86.67 80 13.33 40 86.67 100 73.33 6.67 60 0 53.33 60 100 100 60 93.33 93.33 93.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M11 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M16 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 16.67 22.22 44.44 88.89 83.33 55.56 100 16.67 72.22 22.22 0 88.89 5.56 100 100 88.89 33.33 94.44 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_3
GEN_64 GEN_64 16.67 22.22 44.44 88.89 83.33 55.56 100 16.67 72.22 22.22 0 88.89 5.56 100 100 88.89 33.33 94.44 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 0 76.92 69.23 61.54 7.69 69.23 100 69.23 23.08 23.08 0 53.85 15.38 100 100 53.85 100 100 84.62 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 91.67 75 41.67 75 66.67 91.67 100 66.67 58.33 25 0 75 58.33 100 100 100 41.67 50 100 100 100 91.67 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 8.33 41.67 25 75 50 33.33 100 0 50 58.33 0 50 0 100 100 75 100 91.67 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M7 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 25 12.5 25 62.5 87.5 50 100 12.5 68.75 12.5 0 81.25 25 100 100 93.75 25 100 93.75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M4 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M5 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M32 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M33 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M34 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M47 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M61 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 75 66.67 100 16.67 33.33 91.67 100 75 8.33 33.33 0 58.33 75 100 100 58.33 91.67 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_4
GEN_65 GEN_65 25 12.5 25 62.5 87.5 50 100 12.5 68.75 12.5 0 81.25 25 100 100 93.75 25 100 93.75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 12.5 25 100 62.5 62.5 0 100 50 62.5 0 0 62.5 0 100 100 75 50 87.5 62.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 53.33 86.67 80 0 46.67 100 100 73.33 0 26.67 0 53.33 60 100 100 60 86.67 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M10 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 44.44 44.44 0 88.89 55.56 66.67 100 0 55.56 77.78 0 44.44 0 100 100 88.89 77.78 100 77.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M13 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 60 100 0 70 40 80 100 50 40 60 0 70 60 100 100 100 40 50 90 100 100 90 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M30 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M34 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M42 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M48 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M50 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 55.56 22.22 100 88.89 22.22 77.78 100 100 55.56 0 0 88.89 44.44 100 100 22.22 88.89 88.89 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M8 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M16 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M19 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M20 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M21 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M23 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M51 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 0 25 12.5 62.5 62.5 37.5 100 0 62.5 25 0 75 12.5 100 100 100 75 100 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M39 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M41 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M58 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M60 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 0 50 83.33 83.33 33.33 83.33 100 16.67 0 0 0 66.67 16.67 100 100 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_6
GEN_66 GEN_66 53.33 86.67 80 0 46.67 100 100 73.33 0 26.67 0 53.33 60 100 100 60 86.67 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 58.33 91.67 66.67 16.67 83.33 100 100 50 0 16.67 0 50 58.33 100 100 83.33 100 58.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 0 50 62.5 75 12.5 75 100 50 0 12.5 0 100 25 100 100 62.5 75 100 87.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 55.56 77.78 55.56 100 33.33 88.89 100 100 88.89 44.44 0 77.78 66.67 100 100 88.89 33.33 66.67 100 100 100 88.89 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M20 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 0 66.67 55.56 33.33 33.33 0 100 44.44 100 0 0 77.78 0 100 100 100 44.44 100 77.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M19 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M22 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M48 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M53 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 30 30 20 100 80 60 100 0 70 50 0 70 0 100 100 100 70 100 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M4 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M7 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M29 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M30 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M47 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M50 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M52 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M63 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 77.78 55.56 88.89 44.44 0 88.89 100 77.78 11.11 55.56 0 77.78 66.67 100 100 33.33 100 77.78 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M8 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M18 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M23 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M26 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M42 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M43 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M55 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M60 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 25 12.5 37.5 75 87.5 75 100 12.5 0 37.5 0 12.5 12.5 100 100 62.5 75 87.5 62.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_6
GEN_67 GEN_67 58.33 91.67 66.67 16.67 83.33 100 100 50 0 16.67 0 50 58.33 100 100 83.33 100 58.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 52.63 57.89 15.79 89.47 47.37 94.74 100 31.58 42.11 42.11 0 21.05 15.79 100 100 84.21 84.21 52.63 78.95 100 100 94.74 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 8 48 60 56 52 28 100 36 56 4 0 88 8 100 100 92 56 92 84 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 42.86 57.14 85.71 57.14 33.33 90.48 100 76.19 33.33 42.86 0 61.9 85.71 100 100 61.9 76.19 90.48 95.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_68 GEN_68 8 48 60 56 52 28 100 36 56 4 0 88 8 100 100 92 56 92 84 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 25 90 30 65 10 65 100 25 70 20 0 50 0 100 100 75 90 90 65 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 47.83 60.87 82.61 69.57 21.74 86.96 100 60.87 34.78 56.52 0 47.83 86.96 100 100 73.91 73.91 82.61 95.65 100 100 95.65 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M8 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 22.73 18.18 63.64 72.73 81.82 36.36 100 40.91 54.55 13.64 0 86.36 13.64 100 100 95.45 45.45 81.82 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_2
GEN_69 GEN_69 47.83 60.87 82.61 69.57 21.74 86.96 100 60.87 34.78 56.52 0 47.83 86.96 100 100 73.91 73.91 82.61 95.65 100 100 95.65 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 19.05 14.29 66.67 61.9 85.71 42.86 100 42.86 61.9 9.52 0 85.71 19.05 100 100 95.24 42.86 85.71 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 20.83 87.5 33.33 79.17 8.33 66.67 100 20.83 54.17 29.17 0 58.33 8.33 100 100 66.67 91.67 79.17 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 60 55 85 80 25 90 100 80 50 70 0 45 90 100 100 80 70 80 95 100 100 95 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_2
GEN_70 GEN_70 20.83 87.5 33.33 79.17 8.33 66.67 100 20.83 54.17 29.17 0 58.33 8.33 100 100 66.67 91.67 79.17 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 10.53 26.32 73.68 63.16 78.95 47.37 100 47.37 57.89 15.79 0 84.21 21.05 100 100 100 47.37 84.21 89.47 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 80 45 80 80 35 80 100 80 40 50 0 40 90 100 100 80 70 85 80 100 100 95 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 26.92 84.62 26.92 84.62 11.54 57.69 100 19.23 61.54 30.77 0 53.85 3.85 100 100 65.38 88.46 80.77 73.08 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_2
GEN_71 GEN_71 26.92 84.62 26.92 84.62 11.54 57.69 100 19.23 61.54 30.77 0 53.85 3.85 100 100 65.38 88.46 80.77 73.08 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 25 37.5 81.25 56.25 93.75 62.5 100 87.5 31.25 37.5 0 75 56.25 100 100 93.75 56.25 75 81.25 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 15.38 61.54 30.77 76.92 46.15 46.15 100 7.69 53.85 26.92 0 73.08 3.85 100 100 84.62 84.62 69.23 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 91.3 65.22 69.57 86.96 17.39 86.96 100 69.57 69.57 26.09 0 30.43 65.22 100 100 78.26 86.96 95.65 60.87 100 100 95.65 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_2
GEN_72 GEN_72 15.38 61.54 30.77 76.92 46.15 46.15 100 7.69 53.85 26.92 0 73.08 3.85 100 100 84.62 84.62 69.23 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 95 45 85 90 25 80 100 80 60 15 0 40 75 100 100 70 90 100 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 12.5 37.5 12.5 56.25 56.25 31.25 100 6.25 62.5 18.75 0 93.75 0 100 100 87.5 87.5 81.25 93.75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M9 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 7.14 28.57 92.86 71.43 85.71 57.14 100 78.57 14.29 7.14 0 64.29 14.29 100 100 92.86 57.14 57.14 71.43 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 53.33 93.33 13.33 66.67 46.67 100 100 60 73.33 73.33 0 40 53.33 100 100 100 80 60 86.67 100 100 93.33 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_3
GEN_73 GEN_73 95 45 85 90 25 80 100 80 60 15 0 40 75 100 100 70 90 100 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 95.45 45.45 68.18 86.36 31.82 81.82 100 90.91 68.18 22.73 0 36.36 68.18 100 100 72.73 90.91 95.45 59.09 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 33.33 66.67 16.67 72.22 44.44 83.33 100 33.33 55.56 72.22 0 50 27.78 100 100 94.44 72.22 33.33 100 100 100 94.44 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 4 32 64 52 80 40 100 48 40 16 0 88 12 100 100 96 72 76 84 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_2
GEN_74 GEN_74 4 32 64 52 80 40 100 48 40 16 0 88 12 100 100 96 72 76 84 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 73.91 65.22 52.17 82.61 26.09 86.96 100 86.96 86.96 47.83 0 30.43 60.87 100 100 78.26 82.61 86.96 73.91 100 100 95.65 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 4.17 54.17 25 66.67 66.67 50 100 16.67 58.33 20.83 0 87.5 4.17 100 100 87.5 87.5 79.17 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 44.44 16.67 66.67 44.44 77.78 61.11 100 72.22 33.33 44.44 0 66.67 50 100 100 100 44.44 33.33 94.44 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_2
GEN_75 GEN_75 4.17 54.17 25 66.67 66.67 50 100 16.67 58.33 20.83 0 87.5 4.17 100 100 87.5 87.5 79.17 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 58.33 62.5 50 83.33 41.67 75 100 100 83.33 37.5 0 25 50 100 100 79.17 87.5 87.5 62.5 100 100 95.83 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 13.04 60.87 17.39 56.52 52.17 56.52 100 4.35 69.57 43.48 0 86.96 8.7 100 100 91.3 82.61 73.91 91.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 50 11.11 61.11 50 72.22 66.67 100 77.78 22.22 33.33 0 77.78 66.67 100 100 88.89 61.11 38.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_2
GEN_76 GEN_76 58.33 62.5 50 83.33 41.67 75 100 100 83.33 37.5 0 25 50 100 100 79.17 87.5 87.5 62.5 100 100 95.83 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 40.91 86.36 50 86.36 31.82 90.91 100 81.82 72.73 45.45 0 22.73 50 100 100 86.36 86.36 77.27 68.18 100 100 95.45 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 21.74 60.87 39.13 43.48 73.91 34.78 100 21.74 73.91 34.78 0 100 17.39 100 100 95.65 73.91 78.26 86.96 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 65 5 50 55 55 95 100 70 30 40 0 70 70 100 100 70 80 65 95 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_2
GEN_77 GEN_77 21.74 60.87 39.13 43.48 73.91 34.78 100 21.74 73.91 34.78 0 100 17.39 100 100 95.65 73.91 78.26 86.96 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 52.38 23.81 76.19 71.43 66.67 95.24 100 71.43 28.57 28.57 0 61.9 66.67 100 100 57.14 90.48 71.43 80.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 42.86 90.48 66.67 80.95 28.57 66.67 100 90.48 85.71 52.38 0 19.05 76.19 100 100 100 80.95 66.67 76.19 100 100 95.24 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M12 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 26.09 60.87 21.74 39.13 56.52 47.83 100 21.74 69.57 21.74 0 95.65 13.04 100 100 91.3 69.57 91.3 82.61 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_2
GEN_78 GEN_78 26.09 60.87 21.74 39.13 56.52 47.83 100 21.74 69.57 21.74 0 95.65 13.04 100 100 91.3 69.57 91.3 82.61 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 60 72 72 68 48 88 100 92 60 60 0 24 84 100 100 92 80 68 92 100 100 96 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 23.81 90.48 38.1 33.33 71.43 38.1 100 38.1 80.95 23.81 0 85.71 23.81 100 100 95.24 52.38 76.19 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 42.11 10.53 47.37 78.95 31.58 84.21 100 42.11 36.84 15.79 0 78.95 31.58 100 100 52.63 94.74 89.47 78.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_79 GEN_79 60 72 72 68 48 88 100 92 60 60 0 24 84 100 100 92 80 68 92 100 100 96 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 57.14 71.43 71.43 14.29 78.57 50 100 78.57 57.14 35.71 0 64.29 64.29 100 100 100 57.14 42.86 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 46.15 23.08 61.54 100 23.08 84.62 100 30.77 38.46 30.77 0 69.23 53.85 100 100 30.77 92.31 92.31 61.54 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 11.76 64.71 17.65 41.18 64.71 58.82 100 23.53 64.71 11.76 0 88.24 17.65 100 100 94.12 76.47 88.24 82.35 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M17 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 61.9 71.43 66.67 95.24 28.57 90.48 100 85.71 76.19 66.67 0 28.57 85.71 100 100 95.24 85.71 80.95 80.95 100 100 95.24 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_3
GEN_80 GEN_80 61.9 71.43 66.67 95.24 28.57 90.48 100 85.71 76.19 66.67 0 28.57 85.71 100 100 95.24 85.71 80.95 80.95 100 100 95.24 100 100 100 5.260293798
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 54.17 75 70.83 91.67 33.33 75 100 79.17 83.33 58.33 0 20.83 91.67 100 100 95.83 75 79.17 83.33 100 100 95.83 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 33.33 66.67 33.33 9.52 61.9 33.33 100 61.9 80.95 38.1 0 90.48 47.62 100 100 85.71 76.19 52.38 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M14 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 30 35 45 70 55 95 100 30 35 10 0 70 30 100 100 70 85 90 65 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_2
GEN_81 GEN_81 54.17 75 70.83 91.67 33.33 75 100 79.17 83.33 58.33 0 20.83 91.67 100 100 95.83 75 79.17 83.33 100 100 95.83 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 36 56 32 8 76 48 100 56 76 44 0 100 44 100 100 92 76 64 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 47.62 52.38 61.9 95.24 57.14 80.95 100 61.9 42.86 4.76 0 33.33 47.62 100 100 76.19 85.71 90.48 57.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 42.11 78.95 73.68 84.21 15.79 78.95 100 57.89 94.74 78.95 0 31.58 100 100 100 89.47 68.42 73.68 84.21 100 100 94.74 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_82 GEN_82 36 56 32 8 76 48 100 56 76 44 0 100 44 100 100 92 76 64 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M19 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 20 70 20 80 50 100 100 30 50 0 0 60 10 100 100 70 70 100 40 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 47.06 70.59 70.59 29.41 64.71 58.82 100 70.59 82.35 82.35 0 94.12 94.12 100 100 100 76.47 47.06 100 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 91.67 66.67 91.67 83.33 41.67 58.33 100 75 66.67 0 0 16.67 83.33 100 100 75 75 100 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M15 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 7.14 50 14.29 7.14 78.57 57.14 100 35.71 71.43 28.57 0 100 28.57 100 100 85.71 78.57 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M11 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M13 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M20 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M31 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M43 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M54 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M58 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M59 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 25 58.33 75 83.33 16.67 75 100 41.67 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 83.33 66.67 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_4
GEN_83 GEN_83 47.06 70.59 70.59 29.41 64.71 58.82 100 70.59 82.35 82.35 0 94.12 94.12 100 100 100 76.47 47.06 100 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 10 60 15 30 75 75 100 40 65 25 0 90 35 100 100 80 70 95 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 83.33 75 91.67 66.67 54.17 70.83 100 79.17 75 33.33 0 41.67 87.5 100 100 83.33 62.5 75 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 19.05 52.38 52.38 61.9 19.05 28.57 100 28.57 95.24 90.48 0 38.1 76.19 100 100 85.71 95.24 80.95 95.24 100 100 95.24 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_84 GEN_84 83.33 75 91.67 66.67 54.17 70.83 100 79.17 75 33.33 0 41.67 87.5 100 100 83.33 62.5 75 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 37.5 70.83 70.83 75 87.5 66.67 100 87.5 66.67 83.33 0 54.17 79.17 100 100 95.83 62.5 62.5 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 66.67 52.38 80.95 71.43 14.29 47.62 100 57.14 76.19 28.57 0 9.52 80.95 100 100 66.67 100 95.24 71.43 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 25 65 30 20 55 50 100 30 90 50 0 90 35 100 100 95 60 95 85 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_2
GEN_85 GEN_85 37.5 70.83 70.83 75 87.5 66.67 100 87.5 66.67 83.33 0 54.17 79.17 100 100 95.83 62.5 62.5 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 71.43 85.71 100 100 42.86 57.14 100 100 28.57 28.57 0 0 71.43 100 100 71.43 42.86 71.43 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 0 83.33 0 75 83.33 83.33 100 50 66.67 50 0 66.67 75 100 100 91.67 66.67 58.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 60 20 90 50 10 10 100 0 90 60 0 40 90 100 100 90 100 100 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 83.33 66.67 100 50 33.33 16.67 100 83.33 83.33 16.67 0 16.67 83.33 100 100 33.33 100 100 33.33 100 100 83.33 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M4 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M8 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M34 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M50 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M62 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M63 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 63.64 81.82 72.73 36.36 81.82 100 100 100 45.45 72.73 0 90.91 63.64 100 100 90.91 54.55 63.64 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M10 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M16 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M21 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M23 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M30 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M31 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M38 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M44 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M58 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M61 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 18.18 18.18 36.36 36.36 81.82 36.36 100 18.18 100 72.73 0 72.73 27.27 100 100 100 45.45 100 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M5 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M7 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M11 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M48 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M52 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M55 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 37.5 75 50 62.5 50 37.5 100 100 75 87.5 0 37.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_6
GEN_86 GEN_86 0 83.33 0 75 83.33 83.33 100 50 66.67 50 0 66.67 75 100 100 91.67 66.67 58.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 25 45 70 30 40 10 100 5 80 70 0 70 60 100 100 85 85 95 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 68.18 86.36 50 63.64 18.18 72.73 100 77.27 81.82 40.91 0 22.73 72.73 100 100 77.27 77.27 90.91 77.27 100 100 95.45 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 34.78 39.13 39.13 65.22 100 60.87 100 82.61 47.83 91.3 0 65.22 82.61 100 100 95.65 69.57 82.61 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_2
GEN_87 GEN_87 34.78 39.13 39.13 65.22 100 60.87 100 82.61 47.83 91.3 0 65.22 82.61 100 100 95.65 69.57 82.61 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 45 50 80 70 25 15 100 35 85 65 0 30 100 100 100 85 95 95 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 9.52 33.33 19.05 52.38 80.95 47.62 100 33.33 71.43 76.19 0 66.67 52.38 100 100 100 57.14 100 85.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 79.17 87.5 45.83 37.5 62.5 87.5 100 100 70.83 62.5 0 50 75 100 100 83.33 70.83 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_2
GEN_88 GEN_88 79.17 87.5 45.83 37.5 62.5 87.5 100 100 70.83 62.5 0 50 75 100 100 83.33 70.83 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 75 87.5 43.75 6.25 43.75 68.75 100 87.5 50 75 0 87.5 81.25 100 100 87.5 75 87.5 93.75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 0 6.67 33.33 40 80 6.67 100 40 66.67 66.67 0 100 73.33 100 100 93.33 73.33 93.33 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 42.11 36.84 68.42 89.47 36.84 31.58 100 15.79 94.74 78.95 0 10.53 84.21 100 100 94.74 84.21 89.47 78.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M16 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 93.33 86.67 46.67 60 53.33 86.67 100 100 86.67 66.67 0 6.67 80 100 100 66.67 86.67 86.67 73.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_3
GEN_89 GEN_89 42.11 36.84 68.42 89.47 36.84 31.58 100 15.79 94.74 78.95 0 10.53 84.21 100 100 94.74 84.21 89.47 78.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 61.54 96.15 30.77 42.31 34.62 61.54 100 92.31 76.92 88.46 0 30.77 96.15 100 100 76.92 92.31 84.62 84.62 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 15 15 55 50 85 20 100 40 65 80 0 75 80 100 100 95 80 90 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 94.74 31.58 57.89 73.68 42.11 52.63 100 42.11 100 52.63 0 26.32 68.42 100 100 89.47 63.16 73.68 73.68 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_90 GEN_90 61.54 96.15 30.77 42.31 34.62 61.54 100 92.31 76.92 88.46 0 30.77 96.15 100 100 76.92 92.31 84.62 84.62 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 60 0 0 40 0 20 100 0 100 40 0 40 40 100 100 100 60 60 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.252450904
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 75 100 25 58.33 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 100 100 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 0 100 30 70 0 20 100 60 60 100 0 20 100 100 100 90 100 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M24 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 36.36 9.09 36.36 54.55 90.91 27.27 100 36.36 90.91 81.82 0 27.27 72.73 100 100 90.91 54.55 81.82 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M12 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M20 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M26 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M31 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M32 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M33 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M54 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 88.89 88.89 77.78 44.44 55.56 33.33 100 100 88.89 77.78 0 66.67 88.89 100 100 66.67 55.56 88.89 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M11 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M18 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M29 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M39 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M56 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M62 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 83.33 66.67 0 0 0 83.33 100 100 50 66.67 0 33.33 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M4 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M28 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M34 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M37 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M38 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M40 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M45 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M46 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M55 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 41.67 8.33 75 75 100 58.33 100 83.33 58.33 83.33 0 91.67 91.67 100 100 100 75 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_6
GEN_91 GEN_91 75 100 25 58.33 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 100 100 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 90.48 76.19 23.81 9.52 52.38 47.62 100 95.24 90.48 76.19 0 66.67 85.71 100 100 52.38 76.19 95.24 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 52 68 36 96 40 48 100 60 88 92 0 12 88 100 100 96 76 88 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 26.32 5.26 52.63 42.11 100 63.16 100 89.47 63.16 84.21 0 84.21 94.74 100 100 89.47 78.95 73.68 84.21 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_92 GEN_92 52 68 36 96 40 48 100 60 88 92 0 12 88 100 100 96 76 88 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 41.18 0 52.94 41.18 100 52.94 100 88.24 64.71 82.35 0 88.24 94.12 100 100 88.24 70.59 76.47 82.35 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 86.67 13.33 26.67 93.33 46.67 33.33 100 66.67 100 93.33 0 6.67 80 100 100 100 40 100 73.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 68.75 87.5 43.75 18.75 62.5 56.25 100 100 100 93.75 0 87.5 100 100 100 50 87.5 93.75 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M16 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M28 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 47.06 94.12 11.76 64.71 41.18 64.71 100 88.24 88.24 94.12 0 5.88 100 100 100 82.35 100 64.71 82.35 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_3
GEN_93 GEN_93 47.06 94.12 11.76 64.71 41.18 64.71 100 88.24 88.24 94.12 0 5.88 100 100 100 82.35 100 64.71 82.35 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 37.5 6.25 68.75 75 87.5 62.5 100 93.75 81.25 87.5 0 87.5 93.75 100 100 68.75 81.25 68.75 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 76.92 50 11.54 88.46 50 61.54 100 100 96.15 96.15 0 3.85 100 100 100 92.31 65.38 88.46 76.92 100 100 92.31 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 60.87 91.3 39.13 8.7 52.17 30.43 100 100 91.3 95.65 0 78.26 100 100 100 47.83 91.3 82.61 73.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_2
GEN_94 GEN_94 76.92 50 11.54 88.46 50 61.54 100 100 96.15 96.15 0 3.85 100 100 100 92.31 65.38 88.46 76.92 100 100 92.31 100 100 100 6.512744702
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 25 0 75 91.67 100 58.33 100 91.67 83.33 91.67 0 41.67 91.67 100 100 83.33 75 100 100 100 100 91.67 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 75 50 12.5 0 62.5 25 100 100 100 100 0 62.5 100 100 100 37.5 87.5 100 12.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 78.57 7.14 0 100 35.71 35.71 100 100 100 100 0 28.57 100 100 100 78.57 57.14 100 42.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 33.33 50 50 16.67 100 83.33 100 100 83.33 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 66.67 16.67 100 100 100 83.33 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M7 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M11 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M26 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M29 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M32 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M37 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M47 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 80 100 60 10 30 20 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 30 100 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M12 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M34 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M44 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M54 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M58 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M60 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M61 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 28.57 100 71.43 42.86 0 28.57 100 100 71.43 85.71 0 28.57 100 100 100 85.71 42.86 71.43 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M8 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M9 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M15 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M27 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M39 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M46 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 100 87.5 12.5 62.5 62.5 75 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 100 100 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_6
GEN_95 GEN_95 78.57 7.14 0 100 35.71 35.71 100 100 100 100 0 28.57 100 100 100 78.57 57.14 100 42.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 56 0 16 80 68 28 100 100 100 100 0 44 100 100 100 84 60 100 72 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 68.42 84.21 26.32 63.16 57.89 78.95 100 100 100 100 0 15.79 100 100 100 94.74 84.21 68.42 94.74 100 100 89.47 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 66.67 85.71 66.67 9.52 38.1 4.76 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 47.62 90.48 80.95 80.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_2
GEN_96 GEN_96 56 0 16 80 68 28 100 100 100 100 0 44 100 100 100 84 60 100 72 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 68.75 25 18.75 68.75 87.5 18.75 100 100 100 100 0 81.25 100 100 100 87.5 50 100 43.75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 70.37 100 70.37 14.81 33.33 18.52 100 100 100 100 0 59.26 100 100 100 62.96 88.89 77.78 96.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.763234883
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 68.18 31.82 27.27 90.91 40.91 50 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 63.64 86.36 86.36 90.91 100 100 86.36 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_2
GEN_97 GEN_97 70.37 100 70.37 14.81 33.33 18.52 100 100 100 100 0 59.26 100 100 100 62.96 88.89 77.78 96.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.763234883
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 82.61 26.09 8.7 82.61 52.17 17.39 100 100 100 100 0 56.52 100 100 100 78.26 69.57 100 43.48 100 100 91.3 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 17.65 41.18 35.29 64.71 64.71 82.35 100 100 100 100 0 17.65 100 100 100 64.71 82.35 88.24 100 100 100 82.35 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 80 96 80 20 24 8 100 100 100 100 0 48 100 100 100 64 88 60 96 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_2
GEN_98 GEN_98 80 96 80 20 24 8 100 100 100 100 0 48 100 100 100 64 88 60 96 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 64.29 100 85.71 28.57 0 7.14 100 100 100 100 0 57.14 100 100 100 57.14 85.71 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 58.82 29.41 23.53 88.24 100 41.18 100 100 100 100 0 47.06 100 100 100 94.12 52.94 88.24 76.47 100 100 88.24 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 69.23 76.92 53.85 23.08 100 38.46 100 100 100 100 0 46.15 100 100 100 38.46 100 92.31 84.62 100 100 84.62 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 61.9 23.81 9.52 90.48 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 71.43 90.48 80.95 66.67 100 100 90.48 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_3
GEN_99 GEN_99 61.9 23.81 9.52 90.48 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 71.43 90.48 80.95 66.67 100 100 90.48 100 100 100 5.260293798
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 25 16.67 33.33 83.33 25 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 16.67 100 100 100 83.33 75 100 33.33 100 100 83.33 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 92.31 30.77 7.69 84.62 30.77 7.69 100 100 100 100 0 15.38 100 100 100 76.92 100 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M18 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 66.67 100 55.56 11.11 66.67 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 22.22 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 50 33.33 0 33.33 100 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 83.33 16.67 100 16.67 100 100 33.33 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M29 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M33 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M38 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M51 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M64 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 37.5 100 87.5 37.5 0 0 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 62.5 87.5 25 100 100 100 87.5 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M4 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M21 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M55 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M57 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M63 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 77.78 22.22 44.44 100 44.44 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 44.44 100 100 100 55.56 77.78 22.22 100 100 100 66.67 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M23 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M34 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M39 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M43 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M44 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M60 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 75 50 37.5 25 87.5 37.5 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 75 100 100 62.5 100 100 87.5 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_6
GEN_100 GEN_100 92.31 30.77 7.69 84.62 30.77 7.69 100 100 100 100 0 15.38 100 100 100 76.92 100 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 42.86 42.86 92.86 0 35.71 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 85.71 100 78.57 100 100 100 92.86 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 10 30 20 70 90 70 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 80 60 90 70 100 100 60 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 71.43 85.71 85.71 28.57 100 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 71.43 100 100 100 42.86 85.71 100 85.71 100 100 71.43 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 18.18 27.27 18.18 72.73 0 54.55 100 100 100 100 0 9.09 100 100 100 81.82 90.91 90.91 9.09 100 100 81.82 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M12 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M22 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M40 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M44 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M64 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 71.43 85.71 100 14.29 0 0 100 100 100 100 0 71.43 100 100 100 28.57 100 71.43 100 100 100 85.71 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M4 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M6 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M13 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M39 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M50 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M62 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 85.71 71.43 0 57.14 100 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 57.14 100 100 100 28.57 71.43 100 42.86 100 100 42.86 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M17 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M35 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M37 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M42 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M43 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M51 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M53 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M63 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 88.89 11.11 33.33 66.67 100 11.11 100 100 100 100 0 44.44 100 100 100 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_6
GEN_101 GEN_101 100 42.86 42.86 92.86 0 35.71 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 85.71 100 78.57 100 100 100 92.86 100 100 100 3.506862532
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 88.89 44.44 88.89 77.78 55.56 0 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 66.67 100 88.89 88.89 100 100 11.11 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 28.57 57.14 0 85.71 28.57 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 85.71 85.71 71.43 42.86 100 100 57.14 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 60 50 80 60 60 90 100 100 100 100 0 30 100 100 100 60 100 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M25 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 0 25 12.5 62.5 62.5 100 100 100 100 100 0 75 100 100 100 87.5 50 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M23 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M29 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M41 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M58 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M61 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 62.5 75 75 25 25 0 100 100 100 100 0 62.5 100 100 100 0 100 62.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M5 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M7 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M10 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M56 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 100 33.33 0 66.67 83.33 0 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 33.33 83.33 100 16.67 100 100 16.67 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M18 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M26 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M27 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M32 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M40 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M42 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M43 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M48 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M49 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M50 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M51 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M55 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M57 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M59 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M64 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 94.12 29.41 11.76 88.24 35.29 17.65 100 100 100 100 0 23.53 100 100 100 88.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_6
GEN_102 GEN_102 94.12 29.41 11.76 88.24 35.29 17.65 100 100 100 100 0 23.53 100 100 100 88.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 85.19 33.33 33.33 77.78 3.7 22.22 100 100 100 100 0 25.93 100 100 100 51.85 100 77.78 74.07 100 100 88.89 100 100 100 6.763234883
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 79.17 45.83 54.17 54.17 87.5 0 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 83.33 83.33 95.83 83.33 100 100 29.17 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 7.14 50 21.43 57.14 64.29 85.71 100 100 100 100 0 57.14 100 100 100 64.29 64.29 92.86 50 100 100 78.57 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
GEN_103 GEN_103 85.19 33.33 33.33 77.78 3.7 22.22 100 100 100 100 0 25.93 100 100 100 51.85 100 77.78 74.07 100 100 88.89 100 100 100 6.763234883
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 88.24 29.41 52.94 35.29 100 0 100 100 100 100 0 35.29 100 100 100 76.47 88.24 88.24 76.47 100 100 17.65 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 37.5 56.25 25 43.75 0 25 100 100 100 100 0 56.25 100 100 100 18.75 93.75 87.5 37.5 100 100 75 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 85 60 20 100 15 35 100 100 100 100 0 15 100 100 100 85 100 85 90 100 100 65 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M29 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 25 16.67 33.33 58.33 100 41.67 100 100 100 100 0 58.33 100 100 100 66.67 66.67 100 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_3
GEN_104 GEN_104 85 60 20 100 15 35 100 100 100 100 0 15 100 100 100 85 100 85 90 100 100 65 100 100 100 5.009803617
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 81.82 45.45 18.18 100 31.82 45.45 100 100 100 100 0 22.73 100 100 100 77.27 95.45 95.45 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 73.68 52.63 57.89 68.42 78.95 5.26 100 100 100 100 0 36.84 100 100 100 100 94.74 84.21 94.74 100 100 5.26 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 53.33 40 26.67 26.67 53.33 0 100 100 100 100 0 60 100 100 100 13.33 100 86.67 73.33 100 100 40 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M26 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 22.22 22.22 22.22 66.67 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 55.56 100 100 100 44.44 55.56 100 22.22 100 100 88.89 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_3
GEN_105 GEN_105 81.82 45.45 18.18 100 31.82 45.45 100 100 100 100 0 22.73 100 100 100 77.27 95.45 95.45 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 75 37.5 12.5 62.5 25 12.5 100 100 100 100 0 75 100 100 100 12.5 100 100 50 100 100 62.5 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 75 16.67 91.67 33.33 91.67 8.33 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 100 45.45 18.18 100 0 36.36 100 100 100 100 0 9.09 100 100 100 90.91 100 90.91 81.82 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 70 50 10 100 70 0 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 90 100 100 90 100 100 20 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M13 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M18 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M21 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M36 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M37 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M45 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 27.27 45.45 45.45 9.09 54.55 0 100 100 100 100 0 63.64 100 100 100 0 100 81.82 90.91 100 100 27.27 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M22 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M39 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M43 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M53 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M59 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M61 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 0 33.33 0 83.33 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 66.67 33.33 100 16.67 100 100 83.33 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M14 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M25 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M32 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M35 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M49 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 28.57 71.43 42.86 100 71.43 71.43 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 85.71 42.86 100 100 100 28.57 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_6
GEN_106 GEN_106 75 16.67 91.67 33.33 91.67 8.33 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 21.43 42.86 21.43 21.43 64.29 7.14 100 100 100 100 0 42.86 100 100 100 0 100 85.71 85.71 100 100 14.29 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 50 0 83.33 50 88.89 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 16.67 100 100 100 100 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 11.11 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 64.71 70.59 17.65 100 41.18 41.18 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 94.12 100 58.82 82.35 100 100 35.29 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 75 56.25 12.5 68.75 25 6.25 100 100 100 100 0 87.5 100 100 100 68.75 81.25 100 75 100 100 37.5 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_3
GEN_107 GEN_107 50 0 83.33 50 88.89 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 16.67 100 100 100 100 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 11.11 100 100 100 4.508823255
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 75 25 16.67 75 41.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 41.67 100 100 100 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 72.73 72.73 0 81.82 36.36 45.45 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 63.64 100 63.64 63.64 100 100 54.55 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 57.14 0 92.86 42.86 100 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 42.86 100 100 100 100 71.43 78.57 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M16 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 41.67 16.67 0 41.67 100 25 100 100 100 100 0 8.33 100 100 100 25 100 91.67 75 100 100 16.67 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M11 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M24 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M30 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M42 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M62 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 37.5 75 75 37.5 0 25 100 100 100 100 0 75 100 100 100 75 75 100 100 100 100 12.5 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M7 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M26 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M38 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M40 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M59 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M61 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M64 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 62.5 87.5 0 75 0 12.5 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 75 87.5 75 75 100 100 37.5 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_5
GEN_108 GEN_108 57.14 0 92.86 42.86 100 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 42.86 100 100 100 100 71.43 78.57 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 80.95 80.95 14.29 85.71 42.86 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 42.86 100 100 100 95.24 95.24 76.19 80.95 100 100 9.52 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 35 30 15 50 45 5 100 100 100 100 0 45 100 100 100 5 100 95 65 100 100 15 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 58.33 4.17 66.67 50 91.67 8.33 100 100 100 100 0 29.17 100 100 100 95.83 70.83 87.5 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_2
GEN_109 GEN_109 58.33 4.17 66.67 50 91.67 8.33 100 100 100 100 0 29.17 100 100 100 95.83 70.83 87.5 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 95.45 27.27 50 36.36 95.45 27.27 100 100 100 100 0 40.91 100 100 100 100 77.27 90.91 95.45 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 0 25 58.33 45.83 66.67 12.5 100 100 100 100 0 20.83 100 100 100 50 95.83 95.83 79.17 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 78.95 47.37 10.53 89.47 15.79 5.26 100 100 100 100 0 73.68 100 100 100 73.68 78.95 78.95 78.95 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_110 GEN_110 0 25 58.33 45.83 66.67 12.5 100 100 100 100 0 20.83 100 100 100 50 95.83 95.83 79.17 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 40 50 50 80 0 10 100 100 100 100 0 10 100 100 100 60 100 100 80 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 75 6.25 12.5 75 81.25 0 100 100 100 100 0 56.25 100 100 100 100 100 100 93.75 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M3 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 75 0 62.5 37.5 75 0 100 100 100 100 0 75 100 100 100 100 12.5 50 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M9 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 66.67 77.78 11.11 100 11.11 11.11 100 100 100 100 0 88.89 100 100 100 66.67 77.78 66.67 88.89 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M8 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M20 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M41 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M45 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M48 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M53 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M54 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M59 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 20 40 20 30 100 10 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 20 100 100 60 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M13 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M19 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M24 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M25 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M27 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M33 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M49 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M51 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M58 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M64 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 83.33 50 58.33 16.67 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 100 91.67 100 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_5
GEN_111 GEN_111 75 6.25 12.5 75 81.25 0 100 100 100 100 0 56.25 100 100 100 100 100 100 93.75 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 66.67 33.33 13.33 100 66.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 93.33 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 83.33 8.33 41.67 16.67 75 8.33 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 83.33 83.33 100 75 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 10 50 10 40 100 20 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 50 90 100 50 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M28 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 85.71 57.14 42.86 85.71 28.57 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 71.43 85.71 71.43 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M7 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M15 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M19 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M20 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M22 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M39 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M41 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M47 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M57 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M60 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M63 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 93.33 33.33 53.33 13.33 93.33 46.67 100 100 100 100 0 6.67 100 100 100 80 100 100 93.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M8 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M14 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M29 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M36 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M42 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 0 66.67 33.33 100 16.67 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 83.33 50 66.67 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_5
GEN_112 GEN_112 66.67 33.33 13.33 100 66.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 93.33 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 0 46.15 7.69 38.46 100 7.69 100 100 100 100 0 7.69 100 100 100 61.54 100 100 69.23 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 100 17.39 30.43 65.22 60.87 4.35 100 100 100 100 0 78.26 100 100 100 86.96 95.65 95.65 86.96 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 94.44 50 44.44 22.22 94.44 61.11 100 100 100 100 0 22.22 100 100 100 88.89 94.44 94.44 88.89 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 9.09 54.55 27.27 90.91 27.27 9.09 100 100 100 100 0 54.55 100 100 100 90.91 72.73 81.82 90.91 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_3
GEN_113 GEN_113 100 17.39 30.43 65.22 60.87 4.35 100 100 100 100 0 78.26 100 100 100 86.96 95.65 95.65 86.96 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.761274159
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 95 25 10 15 85 30 100 100 100 100 0 15 100 100 100 95 100 100 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 0 57.14 14.29 14.29 85.71 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 28.57 100 100 57.14 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 0 50 16.67 100 16.67 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 100 50 66.67 66.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 100 14.29 42.86 57.14 100 85.71 100 100 100 100 0 28.57 100 100 100 57.14 57.14 85.71 71.43 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M6 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M14 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M17 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M19 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M20 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M22 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M31 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M40 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M45 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M51 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M61 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M62 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 92.86 28.57 57.14 78.57 42.86 0 100 100 100 100 0 85.71 100 100 100 92.86 100 100 92.86 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M8 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M21 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M25 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M30 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M33 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M36 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M37 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M52 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M53 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M60 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 0 72.73 0 63.64 81.82 0 100 100 100 100 0 54.55 100 100 100 90.91 90.91 81.82 90.91 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_5
GEN_114 GEN_114 95 25 10 15 85 30 100 100 100 100 0 15 100 100 100 95 100 100 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 66.67 6.67 6.67 53.33 80 20 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 80 93.33 100 80 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 73.33 53.33 33.33 0 86.67 13.33 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 86.67 93.33 80 86.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 81.82 72.73 18.18 0 90.91 63.64 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 63.64 100 81.82 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 58.82 41.18 35.29 100 52.94 11.76 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 94.12 94.12 94.12 76.47 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M7 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M9 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M34 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M57 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 57.14 28.57 42.86 100 14.29 0 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 42.86 71.43 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_4
GEN_115 GEN_115 58.82 41.18 35.29 100 52.94 11.76 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 94.12 94.12 94.12 76.47 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M15 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 75 0 12.5 100 87.5 87.5 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 62.5 87.5 87.5 75 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 33.33 66.67 11.11 0 100 0 100 100 100 100 0 55.56 100 100 100 66.67 77.78 88.89 77.78 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 86.67 20 0 53.33 86.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M13 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 70 0 50 100 30 0 100 100 100 100 0 60 100 100 100 100 90 100 80 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M21 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M34 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M49 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M51 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M63 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 57.14 71.43 57.14 28.57 71.43 0 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 85.71 100 85.71 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M9 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M27 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M28 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M42 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M43 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M46 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M47 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M54 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M55 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M57 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 100 72.73 0 9.09 90.91 81.82 100 100 100 100 0 9.09 100 100 100 90.91 90.91 54.55 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M6 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M12 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M31 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M45 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 60 100 80 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 0 60 100 100 100 100 80 100 80 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.252450904
Cluster_6
GEN_116 GEN_116 86.67 20 0 53.33 86.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 50 10 30 60 100 40 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 80 90 80 60 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 55.56 0 33.33 100 11.11 11.11 100 100 100 100 0 55.56 100 100 100 77.78 88.89 88.89 77.78 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 88.24 88.24 5.88 0 94.12 58.82 100 100 100 100 0 23.53 100 100 100 88.24 94.12 76.47 94.12 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M9 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 83.33 16.67 27.78 88.89 94.44 11.11 100 100 100 100 0 27.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M5 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M19 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M36 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M37 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M53 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M60 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M61 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 81.82 72.73 45.45 54.55 9.09 0 100 100 100 100 0 36.36 100 100 100 100 72.73 90.91 90.91 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_4
GEN_117 GEN_117 83.33 16.67 27.78 88.89 94.44 11.11 100 100 100 100 0 27.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 55 10 0 85 60 20 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 85 95 90 75 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 100 72 4 4 80 44 100 100 100 100 0 24 100 100 100 96 80 76 96 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 75 45 90 80 60 20 100 100 100 100 0 70 100 100 100 100 85 95 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_2
GEN_118 GEN_118 100 72 4 4 80 44 100 100 100 100 0 24 100 100 100 96 80 76 96 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 76.92 0 34.62 96.15 69.23 26.92 100 100 100 100 0 61.54 100 100 100 96.15 96.15 80.77 88.46 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 87.5 66.67 0 8.33 83.33 41.67 100 100 100 100 0 4.17 100 100 100 95.83 95.83 75 95.83 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 80 86.67 53.33 33.33 40 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 93.33 100 100 100 100 60 93.33 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
GEN_119 GEN_119 76.92 0 34.62 96.15 69.23 26.92 100 100 100 100 0 61.54 100 100 100 96.15 96.15 80.77 88.46 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.512744702
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 90 5 10 95 65 100 100 100 100 0 15 100 100 100 95 90 75 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 79.31 0 37.93 96.55 75.86 31.03 100 100 100 100 0 62.07 100 100 100 96.55 100 72.41 86.21 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.264215244
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 62.5 62.5 43.75 12.5 18.75 25 100 100 100 100 0 75 100 100 100 93.75 68.75 81.25 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_2
GEN_120 GEN_120 79.31 0 37.93 96.55 75.86 31.03 100 100 100 100 0 62.07 100 100 100 96.55 100 72.41 86.21 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.264215244
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M6 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 88.89 0 55.56 100 22.22 0 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 88.89 88.89 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 62.5 0 12.5 50 100 75 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 62.5 87.5 25 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 93.33 80 6.67 6.67 86.67 60 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 85.71 0 21.43 100 100 21.43 100 100 100 100 0 64.29 100 100 100 92.86 92.86 85.71 71.43 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M5 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M9 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M14 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M21 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M47 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M61 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 87.5 100 12.5 0 87.5 87.5 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 87.5 50 37.5 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M41 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M45 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M46 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M48 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M49 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M56 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 14.29 57.14 57.14 28.57 0 0 100 100 100 100 0 42.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M26 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M28 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M32 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M40 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 75 100 75 25 0 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 75 25 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.001960723
Cluster_6
GEN_121 GEN_121 93.33 80 6.67 6.67 86.67 60 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 81.82 9.09 0 90.91 72.73 100 100 100 100 0 27.27 100 100 100 86.36 90.91 77.27 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 66.67 6.67 53.33 86.67 20 6.67 100 100 100 100 0 40 100 100 100 100 93.33 93.33 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 64.29 85.71 57.14 14.29 28.57 71.43 100 100 100 100 0 92.86 100 100 100 92.86 71.43 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 78.57 0 0 71.43 100 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 71.43 100 100 100 78.57 85.71 64.29 64.29 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_3
GEN_122 GEN_122 100 81.82 9.09 0 90.91 72.73 100 100 100 100 0 27.27 100 100 100 86.36 90.91 77.27 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 66.67 0 41.67 75 33.33 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 83.33 100 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 77.78 83.33 44.44 16.67 50 88.89 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 94.44 77.78 88.89 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 57.14 0 14.29 85.71 71.43 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 92.86 85.71 71.43 71.43 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M7 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M19 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M35 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M64 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 95.24 71.43 4.76 4.76 85.71 61.9 100 100 100 100 0 4.76 100 100 100 85.71 95.24 85.71 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_3
GEN_123 GEN_123 95.24 71.43 4.76 4.76 85.71 61.9 100 100 100 100 0 4.76 100 100 100 85.71 95.24 85.71 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.260293798
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 89.74 71.79 28.21 5.13 66.67 76.92 100 100 100 100 0 48.72 100 100 100 94.87 89.74 84.62 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 9.769117053
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 57.69 7.69 15.38 73.08 65.38 15.38 100 100 100 100 0 61.54 100 100 100 92.31 84.62 92.31 69.23 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_1
GEN_124 GEN_124 89.74 71.79 28.21 5.13 66.67 76.92 100 100 100 100 0 48.72 100 100 100 94.87 89.74 84.62 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 9.769117053
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M6 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 63.64 0 27.27 54.55 27.27 9.09 100 100 100 100 0 36.36 100 100 100 100 63.64 90.91 81.82 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 90.91 68.18 13.64 9.09 77.27 54.55 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 95.45 90.91 90.91 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 57.14 7.14 21.43 71.43 85.71 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 85.71 100 85.71 50 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M16 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M30 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 88.89 83.33 44.44 11.11 66.67 88.89 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 88.89 88.89 83.33 94.44 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_3
GEN_125 GEN_125 90.91 68.18 13.64 9.09 77.27 54.55 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 95.45 90.91 90.91 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 64.71 5.88 11.76 100 35.29 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 88.24 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 44.44 33.33 55.56 33.33 88.89 55.56 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 88.89 77.78 55.56 88.89 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 71.43 28.57 28.57 42.86 85.71 0 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M17 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 84.62 100 46.15 0 69.23 100 100 100 100 100 0 84.62 100 100 100 92.31 92.31 69.23 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M6 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M18 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M33 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M46 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 100 0 16.67 66.67 33.33 0 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 66.67 50 100 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M25 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M30 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M35 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M52 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M56 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 50 0 16.67 83.33 83.33 0 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 83.33 100 0 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M5 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M21 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M28 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M40 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M41 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M43 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M58 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 57.14 100 14.29 14.29 0 71.43 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 85.71 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_6
GEN_126 GEN_126 100 64.71 5.88 11.76 100 35.29 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 88.24 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 11.11 33.33 11.11 88.89 88.89 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 55.56 88.89 88.89 100 100 0 88.89 100 100 2.077384134
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 71.43 0 42.86 71.43 100 0 100 100 100 100 0 71.43 100 100 100 100 71.43 100 57.14 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.061762485 1.235498926 0.076307484
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 92.31 100 61.54 7.69 53.85 92.31 100 100 100 100 0 76.92 100 100 92.31 84.62 92.31 84.62 100 100 100 0 100 92.31 100 2.90516216
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M22 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.059480464 1.240450647 0.07378258
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 25 100 0 25 37.5 75 100 100 87.5 100 0 25 100 100 100 87.5 50 62.5 100 100 100 12.5 100 87.5 100 1.827213846
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M11 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M17 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M24 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M30 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M36 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M39 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M40 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M64 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.061719215 1.190272546 0.073462687
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 100 18.18 63.64 0 36.36 27.27 100 100 100 100 0 90.91 100 100 90.91 90.91 81.82 90.91 81.82 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.578364496
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M5 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M10 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M13 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M16 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M19 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M20 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M21 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M27 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M28 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M35 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M37 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M38 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M45 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M46 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M53 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 100 76.47 11.76 23.53 94.12 35.29 100 100 100 100 0 5.88 100 100 100 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_5
GEN_127 GEN_127 100 76.47 11.76 23.53 94.12 35.29 100 100 100 100 0 5.88 100 100 100 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 64.29 85.71 7.14 57.14 64.29 100 100 100 100 0 92.86 100 100 100 85.71 92.86 85.71 92.86 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 25 25 0 91.67 83.33 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 41.67 100 100 100 100 50 83.33 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M5 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 22.22 100 0 22.22 44.44 44.44 100 100 100 100 0 11.11 100 100 100 100 33.33 77.78 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M11 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M15 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M53 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 100 85 35 0 95 55 100 100 100 100 0 10 100 100 100 95 95 100 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M13 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M23 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M30 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M31 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M37 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M54 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M64 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 70 0 20 40 90 20 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 90 90 100 60 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_4
GEN_128 GEN_128 100 85 35 0 95 55 100 100 100 100 0 10 100 100 100 95 95 100 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 61.54 69.23 15.38 46.15 53.85 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 92.31 92.31 84.62 92.31 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M8 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 44.44 11.11 0 66.67 77.78 22.22 100 100 100 100 0 11.11 100 100 100 88.89 33.33 88.89 77.78 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 27.27 36.36 9.09 63.64 81.82 27.27 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 90.91 54.55 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M28 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 100 61.54 0 0 100 61.54 100 100 100 100 0 23.08 100 100 100 100 84.62 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M13 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M18 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M21 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M30 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M32 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M37 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M44 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M45 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M48 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M55 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M62 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M63 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 91.67 91.67 83.33 0 75 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 66.67 91.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M19 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M24 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M25 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M42 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M47 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M51 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 28.57 100 0 14.29 42.86 57.14 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 14.29 57.14 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_5
GEN_129 GEN_129 100 61.54 69.23 15.38 46.15 53.85 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 92.31 92.31 84.62 92.31 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 96.67 83.33 56.67 3.33 73.33 53.33 100 100 100 100 0 30 100 100 100 86.67 93.33 96.67 96.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.514705425
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 55 40 5 40 80 75 100 100 100 100 0 40 100 100 100 100 25 75 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 33.33 26.67 20 60 53.33 0 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 86.67 93.33 86.67 53.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
GEN_130 GEN_130 96.67 83.33 56.67 3.33 73.33 53.33 100 100 100 100 0 30 100 100 100 86.67 93.33 96.67 96.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.514705425
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 100 88.89 11.11 77.78 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 38.89 100 100 100 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 90 40 10 0 100 20 100 100 100 100 0 20 100 100 100 100 80 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M41 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 23.08 100 7.69 30.77 23.08 69.23 100 100 100 100 0 23.08 100 100 100 84.62 61.54 92.31 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M9 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M28 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M49 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 0 8.33 25 58.33 66.67 25 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 100 75 91.67 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M6 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M16 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M39 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M58 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 100 0 0 50 83.33 0 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 66.67 66.67 83.33 50 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M5 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M8 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M11 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M55 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 100 16.67 100 0 83.33 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 83.33 66.67 50 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_5
GEN_131 GEN_131 100 100 88.89 11.11 77.78 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 38.89 100 100 100 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 66.67 100 54.17 12.5 66.67 41.67 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 95.83 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 63.64 9.09 18.18 45.45 81.82 45.45 100 100 100 100 0 90.91 100 100 100 90.91 72.73 81.82 81.82 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 60 0 33.33 20 100 6.67 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 86.67 60 86.67 86.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M41 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M62 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 86.67 93.33 66.67 33.33 66.67 73.33 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 93.33 80 100 93.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_3
GEN_132 GEN_132 66.67 100 54.17 12.5 66.67 41.67 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 95.83 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 33.33 73.33 0 60 53.33 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 100 53.33 93.33 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 100 81.25 87.5 18.75 81.25 93.75 100 100 100 100 0 56.25 100 100 100 100 87.5 93.75 93.75 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M5 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 64.29 0 7.14 28.57 100 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 28.57 100 100 100 85.71 57.14 92.86 78.57 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M7 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M21 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M47 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M54 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M61 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 80 80 75 0 85 0 100 100 100 100 0 5 100 100 100 90 75 95 90 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_3
GEN_133 GEN_133 80 80 75 0 85 0 100 100 100 100 0 5 100 100 100 90 75 95 90 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M16 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 40 20 10 30 100 30 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 30 90 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M4 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 90 60 0 40 60 40 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 70 100 100 60 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M12 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 100 84.62 92.31 15.38 92.31 84.62 100 100 100 100 0 69.23 100 100 100 100 76.92 100 84.62 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 90 90 0 10 90 20 100 100 100 100 0 10 100 100 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M10 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M14 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M15 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M31 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M33 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M35 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M40 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M43 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M45 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M56 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M58 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M59 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 69.23 53.85 100 7.69 92.31 7.69 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 84.62 61.54 92.31 92.31 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M11 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M13 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M48 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M52 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M61 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M62 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M64 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 11.11 33.33 0 55.56 66.67 55.56 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 77.78 88.89 100 77.78 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_5
GEN_134 GEN_134 100 84.62 92.31 15.38 92.31 84.62 100 100 100 100 0 69.23 100 100 100 100 76.92 100 84.62 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 63.64 54.55 100 0 90.91 0 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 81.82 45.45 90.91 81.82 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M15 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 11.11 55.56 0 33.33 88.89 100 100 100 100 100 0 22.22 100 100 100 66.67 66.67 100 55.56 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M12 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 87.5 12.5 25 62.5 87.5 12.5 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 37.5 75 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M6 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M9 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M31 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M43 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M56 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M60 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 87.5 50 12.5 0 87.5 62.5 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 87.5 75 100 62.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M8 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M22 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M42 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M53 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 33.33 66.67 0 100 16.67 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M17 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M19 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M37 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M40 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M47 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M55 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M59 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M61 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 81.82 72.73 0 9.09 100 18.18 100 100 100 100 0 9.09 100 100 100 81.82 100 100 90.91 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M5 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M13 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M20 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M30 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M36 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M44 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M45 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M54 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M62 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M64 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 100 75 100 8.33 91.67 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 91.67 83.33 100 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_6
GEN_135 GEN_135 100 75 100 8.33 91.67 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 91.67 83.33 100 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M13 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 62.5 25 12.5 100 62.5 12.5 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 62.5 75 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 87.5 75 25 6.25 100 18.75 100 100 100 100 0 6.25 100 100 100 93.75 75 100 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 80 70 0 10 60 70 100 100 100 100 0 70 100 100 100 80 80 100 90 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M23 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M24 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M25 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M33 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M36 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M40 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M48 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M55 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 83.33 50 100 0 91.67 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 58.33 100 100 100 75 83.33 91.67 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M4 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M10 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M11 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M12 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M17 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M53 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M63 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 55.56 77.78 88.89 0 66.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 0 88.89 66.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.254411628
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M20 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M26 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M29 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M31 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M37 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M39 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M44 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M50 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M57 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 20 20 0 50 90 60 100 100 100 100 0 40 100 100 100 80 100 100 30 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_5
GEN_136 GEN_136 87.5 75 25 6.25 100 18.75 100 100 100 100 0 6.25 100 100 100 93.75 75 100 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 92.31 7.69 7.69 92.31 15.38 100 100 100 100 0 7.69 100 100 100 92.31 76.92 100 92.31 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M25 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 100 10 80 0 100 50 100 100 100 100 0 70 100 100 100 90 30 90 90 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.504901808
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 42.86 100 0 28.57 28.57 100 100 100 100 100 0 42.86 100 100 100 28.57 100 100 71.43 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M4 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M8 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M10 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M14 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M42 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 42.86 71.43 100 0 42.86 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 100 42.86 100 57.14 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M16 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M18 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M21 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M24 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M34 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 16.67 33.33 0 33.33 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 16.67 100 100 100 50 100 100 16.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.502941085
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M17 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M29 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M31 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M38 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M44 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M45 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M49 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M56 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M57 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M58 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M59 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M61 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 92.86 0 0 57.14 85.71 0 100 100 100 100 0 35.71 100 100 100 100 64.29 78.57 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M20 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M30 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M43 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M50 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M52 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M53 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M54 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 62.5 100 87.5 25 87.5 100 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 100 100 87.5 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_6
GEN_137 GEN_137 92.86 0 0 57.14 85.71 0 100 100 100 100 0 35.71 100 100 100 100 64.29 78.57 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M27 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 34.78 4.35 47.83 52.17 21.74 100 100 100 100 0 8.7 100 100 100 100 47.83 86.96 86.96 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 79.17 41.67 91.67 0 95.83 54.17 100 100 100 100 0 54.17 100 100 100 95.83 58.33 95.83 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 55.56 66.67 5.56 11.11 77.78 77.78 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 33.33 100 100 50 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_2
GEN_138 GEN_138 79.17 41.67 91.67 0 95.83 54.17 100 100 100 100 0 54.17 100 100 100 95.83 58.33 95.83 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 72.73 54.55 90.91 0 90.91 72.73 100 100 100 100 0 90.91 100 100 100 81.82 90.91 90.91 72.73 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M45 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 100 25 0 33.33 66.67 25 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 0 91.67 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M5 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 80 80 0 60 20 80 100 100 100 100 0 40 100 100 100 20 100 80 60 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.252450904
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M20 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M26 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M34 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M37 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M39 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M50 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 84.62 15.38 61.54 15.38 100 23.08 100 100 100 100 0 76.92 100 100 100 100 38.46 100 61.54 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M27 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M28 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M29 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M36 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M42 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M53 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 100 87.5 25 0 87.5 87.5 100 100 100 100 0 12.5 100 100 100 100 87.5 87.5 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M10 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M14 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M41 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M43 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M48 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M64 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 50 50 25 12.5 87.5 87.5 100 100 100 100 0 50 100 100 100 0 100 100 50 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M11 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M15 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M24 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M32 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M40 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M44 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M56 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 87.5 62.5 12.5 62.5 12.5 50 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_6
GEN_139 GEN_139 84.62 15.38 61.54 15.38 100 23.08 100 100 100 100 0 76.92 100 100 100 100 38.46 100 61.54 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M24 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M28 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 69.57 34.78 73.91 0 100 73.91 100 100 100 100 0 69.57 100 100 100 52.17 95.65 100 69.57 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.761274159
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 88.89 66.67 16.67 44.44 27.78 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 16.67 100 100 100 77.78 100 88.89 77.78 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M17 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M47 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 95.83 29.17 20.83 16.67 91.67 37.5 100 100 100 100 0 41.67 100 100 100 100 12.5 95.83 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_2
GEN_140 GEN_140 95.83 29.17 20.83 16.67 91.67 37.5 100 100 100 100 0 41.67 100 100 100 100 12.5 95.83 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M20 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M39 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M60 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 92.86 39.29 78.57 0 89.29 50 100 100 100 100 0 82.14 100 100 100 64.29 89.29 100 89.29 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.013725063
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M17 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M38 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 90.48 28.57 14.29 28.57 80.95 28.57 100 100 100 100 0 19.05 100 100 100 100 9.52 100 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 87.5 56.25 6.25 37.5 43.75 93.75 100 100 100 100 0 18.75 100 100 100 62.5 100 62.5 75 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_2
GEN_141 GEN_141 92.86 39.29 78.57 0 89.29 50 100 100 100 100 0 82.14 100 100 100 64.29 89.29 100 89.29 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.013725063
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M23 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M59 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 88.24 58.82 0 47.06 41.18 70.59 100 100 100 100 0 23.53 100 100 100 70.59 100 82.35 76.47 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M19 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M22 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M40 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M44 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M52 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 90.91 31.82 36.36 22.73 81.82 18.18 100 100 100 100 0 18.18 100 100 100 100 13.64 90.91 90.91 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M18 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M36 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M45 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M58 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 88.46 42.31 73.08 3.85 84.62 53.85 100 100 100 100 0 84.62 100 100 100 53.85 96.15 96.15 80.77 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.512744702
Cluster_2
GEN_142 GEN_142 88.46 42.31 73.08 3.85 84.62 53.85 100 100 100 100 0 84.62 100 100 100 53.85 96.15 96.15 80.77 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.512744702
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M8 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M48 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 89.47 52.63 0 52.63 42.11 57.89 100 100 100 100 0 26.32 100 100 100 68.42 100 78.95 78.95 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M9 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M18 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M30 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M46 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M57 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M62 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 91.67 54.17 70.83 4.17 87.5 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 91.67 100 100 100 62.5 95.83 95.83 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M15 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M42 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 90.91 27.27 45.45 22.73 86.36 27.27 100 100 100 100 0 27.27 100 100 100 100 13.64 86.36 90.91 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
Cluster_2
GEN_143 GEN_143 91.67 54.17 70.83 4.17 87.5 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 91.67 100 100 100 62.5 95.83 95.83 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M16 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M29 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M32 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M61 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 90 30 0 75 25 70 100 100 100 100 0 40 100 100 100 80 90 85 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M10 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M50 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M51 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M63 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 76.19 23.81 66.67 14.29 76.19 4.76 100 100 100 100 0 52.38 100 100 100 100 33.33 90.48 95.24 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M11 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M40 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M43 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M53 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M55 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 100 75 54.17 0 83.33 45.83 100 100 100 100 0 70.83 100 100 100 50 100 87.5 79.17 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
Cluster_2
GEN_144 GEN_144 100 75 54.17 0 83.33 45.83 100 100 100 100 0 70.83 100 100 100 50 100 87.5 79.17 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M4 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M6 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M19 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M50 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M51 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M55 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M56 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M58 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 88 64 64 0 92 32 100 100 100 100 0 68 100 100 100 56 100 92 88 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.262254521
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M12 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M24 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M27 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M29 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M33 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M34 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M48 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M59 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M64 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 95.24 42.86 0 66.67 33.33 76.19 100 100 100 100 0 52.38 100 100 100 80.95 80.95 76.19 95.24 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.260293798
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M8 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M20 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M22 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M31 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M32 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M35 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M38 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M44 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M49 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M52 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M61 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 68.42 15.79 63.16 26.32 57.89 0 100 100 100 100 0 31.58 100 100 100 100 21.05 89.47 94.74 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_145 GEN_145 88 64 64 0 92 32 100 100 100 100 0 68 100 100 100 56 100 92 88 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.262254521
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M7 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M12 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M13 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M17 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M26 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M44 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M45 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M46 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M52 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M57 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 84.21 21.05 52.63 26.32 63.16 21.05 100 100 100 100 0 31.58 100 100 100 100 5.26 89.47 94.74 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M11 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M16 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M21 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M28 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M37 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M42 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M43 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M47 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M54 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 77.78 59.26 66.67 0 74.07 25.93 100 100 100 100 0 74.07 100 100 100 62.96 100 92.59 85.19 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.763234883
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M6 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M10 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M14 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M23 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M25 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M27 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M30 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M51 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M62 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M63 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M64 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 89.47 52.63 5.26 84.21 36.84 63.16 100 100 100 100 0 68.42 100 100 100 84.21 100 73.68 94.74 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.759313436
Cluster_2
GEN_146 GEN_146 77.78 59.26 66.67 0 74.07 25.93 100 100 100 100 0 74.07 100 100 100 62.96 100 92.59 85.19 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.763234883
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M9 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M15 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M18 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M21 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M22 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M33 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M41 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M49 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M53 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 100 90.91 18.18 63.64 45.45 63.64 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 45.45 100 72.73 63.64 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.755391989
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M7 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M13 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M14 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M26 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M31 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M35 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M36 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M56 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M58 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 91.67 0 33.33 8.33 58.33 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M16 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M28 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M34 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M39 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M54 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M60 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 14.29 14.29 85.71 42.86 57.14 0 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 28.57 100 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M6 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M32 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M46 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M57 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M59 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 75 75 25 62.5 37.5 87.5 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 62.5 100 75 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_3
Cluster_4 M19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M25 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M30 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M37 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M40 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M45 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M50 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M51 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M52 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M61 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 M62 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_4 Percentage_4 100 50 33.33 25 91.67 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
Cluster_4
Cluster_5 M1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M12 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M23 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M24 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M43 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M44 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M55 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 M64 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_5 Percentage_5 62.5 62.5 100 50 25 0 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 62.5 100 87.5 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 2.003921447
Cluster_5
Cluster_6 M2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M10 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M11 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M17 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M42 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M47 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 M48 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_6 Percentage_6 71.43 71.43 42.86 14.29 71.43 42.86 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 28.57 57.14 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 1.753431266
Cluster_6
GEN_147 GEN_147 91.67 0 33.33 8.33 58.33 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
Cluster_0 M9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M10 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M11 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M14 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M25 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M30 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M31 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M34 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M35 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M36 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M38 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M40 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M42 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M43 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M47 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M54 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M62 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 M64 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_0 Percentage_0 88.89 66.67 11.11 83.33 27.78 38.89 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 72.22 94.44 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
Cluster_0
Cluster_1 M0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M8 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M15 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M20 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M23 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M32 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M39 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M41 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M49 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M53 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M55 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M60 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 M61 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_1 Percentage_1 42.86 14.29 100 7.14 57.14 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 64.29 100 100 100 85.71 57.14 92.86 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
Cluster_1
Cluster_2 M4 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M5 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M7 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M13 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M19 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M21 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M24 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M26 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M29 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M33 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M37 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M46 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M48 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M50 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M56 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M57 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 M59 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_2 Percentage_2 94.12 11.76 0 17.65 58.82 41.18 100 100 100 100 0 52.94 100 100 100 100 23.53 94.12 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
Cluster_2
Cluster_3 M1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M12 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M16 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M17 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M18 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M22 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M27 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M28 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M44 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M45 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M51 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M52 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M58 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 M63 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.06430701 3.895223564 0.250490181
Cluster_3 Percentage_3 68.75 93.75 75 18.75 68.75 37.5 100 100 100 100 0 68.75 100 100 100 56.25 100 100 75 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
Cluster_3























ptsh ptsi crr manx many manz lamb mgla mglb mglc galp glf glk zwf pgl rpe sgce tkta tktb tala ppc ppsa gnd rpib eno Biomass Product Fitness
GEN_1 63.64 36.36 54.55 81.82 72.73 27.27 63.64 72.73 18.18 36.36 72.73 36.36 36.36 45.45 36.36 72.73 54.55 90.91 0 27.27 45.45 100 18.18 81.82 45.45 0.223886217
GEN_2 54.17 58.33 33.33 79.17 50 62.5 45.83 83.33 45.83 83.33 41.67 54.17 70.83 50 33.33 75 66.67 95.83 33.33 58.33 29.17 75 66.67 25 58.33 0.192487518
GEN_3 62.5 25 33.33 79.17 79.17 62.5 79.17 75 54.17 54.17 62.5 54.17 29.17 45.83 29.17 79.17 58.33 70.83 16.67 45.83 16.67 79.17 29.17 45.83 37.5 0.274267126
GEN_4 40 40 20 70 90 50 80 80 60 70 30 60 40 60 20 70 60 100 0 40 10 90 30 50 80 0.248601584
GEN_5 38.1 23.81 28.57 76.19 71.43 52.38 100 85.71 76.19 80.95 57.14 80.95 42.86 38.1 33.33 80.95 42.86 90.48 33.33 47.62 4.76 66.67 47.62 71.43 47.62 0.500845704
GEN_6 38.46 76.92 69.23 53.85 53.85 100 100 76.92 46.15 53.85 38.46 61.54 61.54 84.62 61.54 100 38.46 92.31 23.08 53.85 30.77 69.23 53.85 38.46 76.92 0.520614819
GEN_7 7.69 69.23 84.62 76.92 53.85 84.62 100 46.15 53.85 76.92 30.77 84.62 69.23 53.85 76.92 84.62 30.77 100 61.54 92.31 53.85 61.54 53.85 15.38 84.62 0.619308638
GEN_8 58.82 41.18 47.06 100 76.47 29.41 100 64.71 17.65 70.59 88.24 41.18 47.06 5.88 23.53 70.59 52.94 100 41.18 76.47 41.18 70.59 35.29 70.59 100 1.046571719
GEN_9 63.64 36.36 54.55 90.91 59.09 31.82 100 72.73 27.27 45.45 90.91 40.91 54.55 4.55 13.64 63.64 54.55 90.91 40.91 77.27 36.36 77.27 36.36 77.27 100 1.445908623
GEN_10 78.26 30.43 43.48 91.3 65.22 60.87 100 65.22 8.7 82.61 69.57 73.91 26.09 34.78 60.87 60.87 43.48 100 21.74 60.87 65.22 65.22 60.87 100 95.65 1.640951232
GEN_11 21.74 60.87 8.7 86.96 56.52 8.7 100 69.57 34.78 60.87 65.22 73.91 43.48 8.7 34.78 82.61 39.13 78.26 56.52 91.3 43.48 82.61 30.43 91.3 100 1.689388954
GEN_12 30.77 7.69 15.38 92.31 53.85 0 100 92.31 46.15 53.85 69.23 69.23 23.08 0 23.08 84.62 76.92 92.31 53.85 100 46.15 76.92 15.38 100 100 0.973209804
GEN_13 36.36 72.73 81.82 72.73 72.73 90.91 100 81.82 9.09 81.82 54.55 72.73 90.91 81.82 90.91 90.91 45.45 90.91 45.45 100 72.73 100 100 54.55 100 1.35650111
GEN_14 36.84 68.42 73.68 73.68 68.42 94.74 100 84.21 21.05 78.95 52.63 73.68 78.95 68.42 100 84.21 52.63 84.21 52.63 94.74 73.68 84.21 89.47 52.63 100 1.953500345
GEN_15 15.38 69.23 84.62 38.46 53.85 84.62 100 76.92 15.38 84.62 61.54 53.85 84.62 92.31 92.31 100 23.08 76.92 38.46 100 76.92 100 100 53.85 100 1.864363581
GEN_16 28.57 35.71 64.29 71.43 42.86 85.71 100 50 7.14 78.57 71.43 71.43 64.29 78.57 71.43 100 28.57 92.86 35.71 100 78.57 100 85.71 71.43 100 1.757093082
GEN_17 28.57 35.71 71.43 85.71 64.29 78.57 100 50 7.14 64.29 85.71 100 71.43 71.43 78.57 92.86 42.86 64.29 85.71 100 92.86 100 92.86 92.86 100 2.09958546
GEN_18 19.05 47.62 76.19 71.43 52.38 80.95 100 19.05 9.52 57.14 76.19 85.71 57.14 85.71 90.48 100 33.33 85.71 71.43 100 66.67 100 100 71.43 100 3.329160776
GEN_19 5 55 75 65 60 85 100 10 10 70 65 90 65 95 100 100 40 85 80 100 75 100 100 70 100 3.778141047
GEN_20 27.27 63.64 86.36 63.64 63.64 90.91 100 9.09 4.55 72.73 77.27 81.82 54.55 100 100 100 45.45 95.45 63.64 100 77.27 100 86.36 68.18 100 3.754598503
GEN_21 37.5 62.5 93.75 62.5 81.25 93.75 100 18.75 0 68.75 87.5 87.5 56.25 93.75 100 100 25 87.5 62.5 100 87.5 100 81.25 81.25 100 2.765623338
GEN_22 31.82 36.36 77.27 68.18 31.82 90.91 100 9.09 13.64 63.64 77.27 86.36 50 100 100 86.36 68.18 72.73 81.82 100 81.82 100 95.45 63.64 100 3.929871606
GEN_23 22.73 45.45 68.18 59.09 50 90.91 100 0 0 50 81.82 81.82 54.55 100 100 100 54.55 100 81.82 100 77.27 100 100 72.73 100 4.439716295
GEN_24 6.67 40 73.33 53.33 43.33 83.33 100 3.33 13.33 50 76.67 93.33 43.33 100 100 76.67 70 96.67 80 100 73.33 100 100 56.67 100 5.241216424
GEN_25 28.57 85.71 71.43 85.71 71.43 80.95 100 0 33.33 90.48 80.95 76.19 42.86 100 100 95.24 33.33 80.95 71.43 100 85.71 100 100 80.95 100 4.541388847
GEN_26 0 45.45 90.91 81.82 63.64 90.91 100 0 0 63.64 100 90.91 36.36 100 100 100 45.45 90.91 81.82 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.731377517
GEN_27 24 76 76 64 60 76 100 0 36 84 72 72 24 100 100 100 16 80 68 100 100 100 100 96 100 6.053053455
GEN_28 11.54 11.54 50 76.92 11.54 84.62 100 15.38 15.38 26.92 96.15 92.31 50 100 100 61.54 88.46 84.62 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.458166356
GEN_29 0 23.08 76.92 76.92 69.23 69.23 100 0 0 0 100 76.92 61.54 100 100 100 23.08 92.31 76.92 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.227991611
GEN_30 59.09 27.27 59.09 90.91 31.82 86.36 100 59.09 45.45 45.45 40.91 77.27 4.55 100 100 72.73 95.45 86.36 95.45 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.491135774
GEN_31 16.67 25 41.67 100 0 83.33 100 50 33.33 25 58.33 83.33 16.67 100 100 50 91.67 91.67 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 2.990600233
GEN_32 21.74 13.04 56.52 65.22 43.48 73.91 100 52.17 8.7 60.87 8.7 39.13 8.7 100 100 95.65 78.26 95.65 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.756907892
GEN_33 26.67 20 66.67 60 46.67 73.33 100 66.67 20 93.33 0 40 6.67 100 100 100 86.67 100 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
GEN_34 33.33 62.5 70.83 83.33 58.33 100 100 4.17 45.83 8.33 0 58.33 12.5 100 100 100 70.83 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_35 0 69.23 46.15 61.54 23.08 100 100 84.62 46.15 23.08 0 84.62 23.08 100 100 61.54 84.62 92.31 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
GEN_36 20 50 90 95 95 90 100 20 5 40 0 80 50 100 100 90 45 95 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
GEN_37 20 20 40 92 36 44 100 76 16 68 0 92 0 100 100 80 92 96 92 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_38 58.33 50 62.5 70.83 16.67 83.33 100 8.33 58.33 20.83 0 62.5 0 100 100 95.83 87.5 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_39 45.83 62.5 62.5 83.33 29.17 95.83 100 20.83 83.33 25 0 83.33 8.33 100 100 91.67 83.33 100 87.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_40 15.38 84.62 38.46 76.92 38.46 61.54 100 69.23 46.15 61.54 0 100 7.69 100 100 76.92 76.92 84.62 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
GEN_41 80 53.33 80 93.33 20 100 100 6.67 80 0 0 93.33 20 100 100 100 73.33 93.33 86.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
GEN_42 4.17 4.17 45.83 87.5 41.67 87.5 100 8.33 29.17 50 0 87.5 12.5 100 100 91.67 62.5 95.83 79.17 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_43 14.29 21.43 64.29 92.86 50 100 100 35.71 57.14 71.43 0 100 0 100 100 100 92.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
GEN_44 13.04 26.09 39.13 91.3 52.17 73.91 100 60.87 78.26 100 0 91.3 8.7 100 100 95.65 86.96 82.61 95.65 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_45 48 52 60 92 36 100 100 16 100 32 0 72 16 100 100 92 80 88 76 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_46 25 50 25 90 35 100 100 10 85 45 0 80 20 100 100 90 70 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
GEN_47 80 20 100 68 44 76 100 36 16 32 0 88 20 100 100 100 72 96 72 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_48 5.88 41.18 70.59 76.47 47.06 64.71 100 76.47 94.12 100 0 70.59 11.76 100 100 88.24 70.59 52.94 94.12 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_49 91.3 26.09 95.65 56.52 34.78 73.91 100 39.13 8.7 13.04 0 91.3 26.09 100 100 100 86.96 95.65 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_50 89.66 41.38 89.66 55.17 34.48 79.31 100 31.03 31.03 10.34 0 86.21 31.03 100 100 96.55 86.21 96.55 79.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 7.264215244
GEN_51 82.86 45.71 82.86 51.43 34.29 80 100 28.57 28.57 11.43 0 85.71 28.57 100 100 94.29 82.86 94.29 77.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 8.767156329
GEN_52 0 39.13 47.83 73.91 39.13 82.61 100 56.52 78.26 100 0 60.87 17.39 100 100 86.96 73.91 65.22 91.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_53 53.85 46.15 80.77 53.85 46.15 69.23 100 38.46 3.85 15.38 0 96.15 30.77 100 100 96.15 100 84.62 73.08 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
GEN_54 10.53 63.16 47.37 84.21 0 68.42 100 36.84 68.42 89.47 0 36.84 10.53 100 100 84.21 68.42 89.47 73.68 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
GEN_55 76 44 96 56 52 92 100 20 24 20 0 68 16 100 100 92 88 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_56 89.47 36.84 100 36.84 42.11 94.74 100 26.32 26.32 26.32 0 63.16 26.32 100 100 89.47 89.47 94.74 78.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
GEN_57 16.67 95.83 66.67 100 12.5 70.83 100 29.17 45.83 54.17 0 50 16.67 100 100 70.83 95.83 87.5 70.83 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_58 37.5 75 100 54.17 41.67 87.5 100 29.17 12.5 37.5 0 54.17 37.5 100 100 79.17 91.67 95.83 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_59 91.3 56.52 78.26 69.57 30.43 47.83 100 56.52 73.91 0 0 91.3 17.39 100 100 95.65 65.22 91.3 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_60 71.43 66.67 80.95 19.05 38.1 85.71 100 38.1 28.57 23.81 0 85.71 38.1 100 100 61.9 100 100 90.48 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.260293798
GEN_61 58.82 70.59 88.24 11.76 29.41 88.24 100 35.29 11.76 35.29 0 76.47 58.82 100 100 58.82 100 94.12 88.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_62 77.78 77.78 33.33 83.33 33.33 72.22 100 66.67 83.33 27.78 0 94.44 33.33 100 100 94.44 72.22 77.78 77.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
GEN_63 47.37 78.95 78.95 10.53 42.11 94.74 100 47.37 10.53 47.37 0 31.58 57.89 100 100 68.42 94.74 89.47 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
GEN_64 16.67 22.22 44.44 88.89 83.33 55.56 100 16.67 72.22 22.22 0 88.89 5.56 100 100 88.89 33.33 94.44 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.508823255
GEN_65 25 12.5 25 62.5 87.5 50 100 12.5 68.75 12.5 0 81.25 25 100 100 93.75 25 100 93.75 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.007842893
GEN_66 53.33 86.67 80 0 46.67 100 100 73.33 0 26.67 0 53.33 60 100 100 60 86.67 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.757352713
GEN_67 58.33 91.67 66.67 16.67 83.33 100 100 50 0 16.67 0 50 58.33 100 100 83.33 100 58.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
GEN_68 8 48 60 56 52 28 100 36 56 4 0 88 8 100 100 92 56 92 84 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_69 47.83 60.87 82.61 69.57 21.74 86.96 100 60.87 34.78 56.52 0 47.83 86.96 100 100 73.91 73.91 82.61 95.65 100 100 95.65 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_70 20.83 87.5 33.33 79.17 8.33 66.67 100 20.83 54.17 29.17 0 58.33 8.33 100 100 66.67 91.67 79.17 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_71 26.92 84.62 26.92 84.62 11.54 57.69 100 19.23 61.54 30.77 0 53.85 3.85 100 100 65.38 88.46 80.77 73.08 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
GEN_72 15.38 61.54 30.77 76.92 46.15 46.15 100 7.69 53.85 26.92 0 73.08 3.85 100 100 84.62 84.62 69.23 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
GEN_73 95 45 85 90 25 80 100 80 60 15 0 40 75 100 100 70 90 100 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.009803617
GEN_74 4 32 64 52 80 40 100 48 40 16 0 88 12 100 100 96 72 76 84 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_75 4.17 54.17 25 66.67 66.67 50 100 16.67 58.33 20.83 0 87.5 4.17 100 100 87.5 87.5 79.17 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_76 58.33 62.5 50 83.33 41.67 75 100 100 83.33 37.5 0 25 50 100 100 79.17 87.5 87.5 62.5 100 100 95.83 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_77 21.74 60.87 39.13 43.48 73.91 34.78 100 21.74 73.91 34.78 0 100 17.39 100 100 95.65 73.91 78.26 86.96 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_78 26.09 60.87 21.74 39.13 56.52 47.83 100 21.74 69.57 21.74 0 95.65 13.04 100 100 91.3 69.57 91.3 82.61 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_79 60 72 72 68 48 88 100 92 60 60 0 24 84 100 100 92 80 68 92 100 100 96 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_80 61.9 71.43 66.67 95.24 28.57 90.48 100 85.71 76.19 66.67 0 28.57 85.71 100 100 95.24 85.71 80.95 80.95 100 100 95.24 100 100 100 5.260293798
GEN_81 54.17 75 70.83 91.67 33.33 75 100 79.17 83.33 58.33 0 20.83 91.67 100 100 95.83 75 79.17 83.33 100 100 95.83 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_82 36 56 32 8 76 48 100 56 76 44 0 100 44 100 100 92 76 64 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_83 47.06 70.59 70.59 29.41 64.71 58.82 100 70.59 82.35 82.35 0 94.12 94.12 100 100 100 76.47 47.06 100 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_84 83.33 75 91.67 66.67 54.17 70.83 100 79.17 75 33.33 0 41.67 87.5 100 100 83.33 62.5 75 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_85 37.5 70.83 70.83 75 87.5 66.67 100 87.5 66.67 83.33 0 54.17 79.17 100 100 95.83 62.5 62.5 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_86 0 83.33 0 75 83.33 83.33 100 50 66.67 50 0 66.67 75 100 100 91.67 66.67 58.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
GEN_87 34.78 39.13 39.13 65.22 100 60.87 100 82.61 47.83 91.3 0 65.22 82.61 100 100 95.65 69.57 82.61 78.26 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_88 79.17 87.5 45.83 37.5 62.5 87.5 100 100 70.83 62.5 0 50 75 100 100 83.33 70.83 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_89 42.11 36.84 68.42 89.47 36.84 31.58 100 15.79 94.74 78.95 0 10.53 84.21 100 100 94.74 84.21 89.47 78.95 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.759313436
GEN_90 61.54 96.15 30.77 42.31 34.62 61.54 100 92.31 76.92 88.46 0 30.77 96.15 100 100 76.92 92.31 84.62 84.62 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.512744702
GEN_91 75 100 25 58.33 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 100 0 25 100 100 100 100 100 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.00588217
GEN_92 52 68 36 96 40 48 100 60 88 92 0 12 88 100 100 96 76 88 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_93 47.06 94.12 11.76 64.71 41.18 64.71 100 88.24 88.24 94.12 0 5.88 100 100 100 82.35 100 64.71 82.35 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_94 76.92 50 11.54 88.46 50 61.54 100 100 96.15 96.15 0 3.85 100 100 100 92.31 65.38 88.46 76.92 100 100 92.31 100 100 100 6.512744702
GEN_95 78.57 7.14 0 100 35.71 35.71 100 100 100 100 0 28.57 100 100 100 78.57 57.14 100 42.86 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.506862532
GEN_96 56 0 16 80 68 28 100 100 100 100 0 44 100 100 100 84 60 100 72 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_97 70.37 100 70.37 14.81 33.33 18.52 100 100 100 100 0 59.26 100 100 100 62.96 88.89 77.78 96.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.763234883
GEN_98 80 96 80 20 24 8 100 100 100 100 0 48 100 100 100 64 88 60 96 100 100 100 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_99 61.9 23.81 9.52 90.48 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 71.43 90.48 80.95 66.67 100 100 90.48 100 100 100 5.260293798
GEN_100 92.31 30.77 7.69 84.62 30.77 7.69 100 100 100 100 0 15.38 100 100 100 76.92 100 92.31 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 3.256372351
GEN_101 100 42.86 42.86 92.86 0 35.71 100 100 100 100 0 14.29 100 100 100 85.71 100 78.57 100 100 100 92.86 100 100 100 3.506862532
GEN_102 94.12 29.41 11.76 88.24 35.29 17.65 100 100 100 100 0 23.53 100 100 100 88.24 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_103 85.19 33.33 33.33 77.78 3.7 22.22 100 100 100 100 0 25.93 100 100 100 51.85 100 77.78 74.07 100 100 88.89 100 100 100 6.763234883
GEN_104 85 60 20 100 15 35 100 100 100 100 0 15 100 100 100 85 100 85 90 100 100 65 100 100 100 5.009803617
GEN_105 81.82 45.45 18.18 100 31.82 45.45 100 100 100 100 0 22.73 100 100 100 77.27 95.45 95.45 90.91 100 100 100 100 100 100 5.510783978
GEN_106 75 16.67 91.67 33.33 91.67 8.33 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 83.33 91.67 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
GEN_107 50 0 83.33 50 88.89 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 16.67 100 100 100 100 83.33 83.33 100 100 100 11.11 100 100 100 4.508823255
GEN_108 57.14 0 92.86 42.86 100 14.29 100 100 100 100 0 42.86 100 100 100 100 71.43 78.57 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
GEN_109 58.33 4.17 66.67 50 91.67 8.33 100 100 100 100 0 29.17 100 100 100 95.83 70.83 87.5 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_110 0 25 58.33 45.83 66.67 12.5 100 100 100 100 0 20.83 100 100 100 50 95.83 95.83 79.17 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_111 75 6.25 12.5 75 81.25 0 100 100 100 100 0 56.25 100 100 100 100 100 100 93.75 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
GEN_112 66.67 33.33 13.33 100 66.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 93.33 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
GEN_113 100 17.39 30.43 65.22 60.87 4.35 100 100 100 100 0 78.26 100 100 100 86.96 95.65 95.65 86.96 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.761274159
GEN_114 95 25 10 15 85 30 100 100 100 100 0 15 100 100 100 95 100 100 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
GEN_115 58.82 41.18 35.29 100 52.94 11.76 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 94.12 94.12 94.12 76.47 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_116 86.67 20 0 53.33 86.67 0 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
GEN_117 83.33 16.67 27.78 88.89 94.44 11.11 100 100 100 100 0 27.78 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
GEN_118 100 72 4 4 80 44 100 100 100 100 0 24 100 100 100 96 80 76 96 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_119 76.92 0 34.62 96.15 69.23 26.92 100 100 100 100 0 61.54 100 100 100 96.15 96.15 80.77 88.46 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.512744702
GEN_120 79.31 0 37.93 96.55 75.86 31.03 100 100 100 100 0 62.07 100 100 100 96.55 100 72.41 86.21 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.264215244
GEN_121 93.33 80 6.67 6.67 86.67 60 100 100 100 100 0 26.67 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.757352713
GEN_122 100 81.82 9.09 0 90.91 72.73 100 100 100 100 0 27.27 100 100 100 86.36 90.91 77.27 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
GEN_123 95.24 71.43 4.76 4.76 85.71 61.9 100 100 100 100 0 4.76 100 100 100 85.71 95.24 85.71 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.260293798
GEN_124 89.74 71.79 28.21 5.13 66.67 76.92 100 100 100 100 0 48.72 100 100 100 94.87 89.74 84.62 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 9.769117053
GEN_125 90.91 68.18 13.64 9.09 77.27 54.55 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 95.45 90.91 90.91 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.510783978
GEN_126 100 64.71 5.88 11.76 100 35.29 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 88.24 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_127 100 76.47 11.76 23.53 94.12 35.29 100 100 100 100 0 5.88 100 100 100 100 100 94.12 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.258333074
GEN_128 100 85 35 0 95 55 100 100 100 100 0 10 100 100 100 95 95 100 95 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
GEN_129 100 61.54 69.23 15.38 46.15 53.85 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 92.31 92.31 84.62 92.31 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
GEN_130 96.67 83.33 56.67 3.33 73.33 53.33 100 100 100 100 0 30 100 100 100 86.67 93.33 96.67 96.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.514705425
GEN_131 100 100 88.89 11.11 77.78 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 38.89 100 100 100 100 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255
GEN_132 66.67 100 54.17 12.5 66.67 41.67 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 100 100 95.83 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_133 80 80 75 0 85 0 100 100 100 100 0 5 100 100 100 90 75 95 90 100 100 0 100 100 100 5.009803617
GEN_134 100 84.62 92.31 15.38 92.31 84.62 100 100 100 100 0 69.23 100 100 100 100 76.92 100 84.62 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
GEN_135 100 75 100 8.33 91.67 66.67 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 91.67 83.33 100 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
GEN_136 87.5 75 25 6.25 100 18.75 100 100 100 100 0 6.25 100 100 100 93.75 75 100 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.007842893
GEN_137 92.86 0 0 57.14 85.71 0 100 100 100 100 0 35.71 100 100 100 100 64.29 78.57 85.71 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.506862532
GEN_138 79.17 41.67 91.67 0 95.83 54.17 100 100 100 100 0 54.17 100 100 100 95.83 58.33 95.83 83.33 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_139 84.62 15.38 61.54 15.38 100 23.08 100 100 100 100 0 76.92 100 100 100 100 38.46 100 61.54 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.256372351
GEN_140 95.83 29.17 20.83 16.67 91.67 37.5 100 100 100 100 0 41.67 100 100 100 100 12.5 95.83 91.67 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_141 92.86 39.29 78.57 0 89.29 50 100 100 100 100 0 82.14 100 100 100 64.29 89.29 100 89.29 100 100 0 100 100 100 7.013725063
GEN_142 88.46 42.31 73.08 3.85 84.62 53.85 100 100 100 100 0 84.62 100 100 100 53.85 96.15 96.15 80.77 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.512744702
GEN_143 91.67 54.17 70.83 4.17 87.5 33.33 100 100 100 100 0 91.67 100 100 100 62.5 95.83 95.83 87.5 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_144 100 75 54.17 0 83.33 45.83 100 100 100 100 0 70.83 100 100 100 50 100 87.5 79.17 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.01176434
GEN_145 88 64 64 0 92 32 100 100 100 100 0 68 100 100 100 56 100 92 88 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.262254521
GEN_146 77.78 59.26 66.67 0 74.07 25.93 100 100 100 100 0 74.07 100 100 100 62.96 100 92.59 85.19 100 100 0 100 100 100 6.763234883
GEN_147 91.67 0 33.33 8.33 58.33 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 33.33 100 100 100 100 16.67 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 3.00588217
GEN_148 88.89 66.67 11.11 83.33 27.78 38.89 100 100 100 100 0 66.67 100 100 100 100 100 72.22 94.44 100 100 0 100 100 100 4.508823255










1. G  A   
Ge e c_A .  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
 ​Ge e c_A .M de  ​  ​M de  
 ​ a d  ​  ​ a d , , e 
 ​  
 ​ c e ​a  ​ c e 
 ​ e a  
 ​da e e ​  ​da e e 
 ​c  
 
c a  ​Ge e cA ​: 
 
   ​# C ea e a Ge e ic A g i hi  bjec  
   ​de  ​__ __​(​ e ​): 
       ​# egi  I i ia i e 
       # P a i  f de  
       ​ e ​. a  = [] 
       ​# Si e f ge e i  
       ​ e ​. b  = ​0 
       ​# Si e f e ia _ge e i  
       ​ e ​. b  = ​0 
       ​# Si e f P a i  
       ​ e ​. e = ​0 
       ​# N be  f Ge e a i    
       ​ e ​. e e = ​0 
       ​# Ra e f M a i  
       ​ e ​. a e = ​0 
       ​# Ra e f c e  
       ​ e ​.c a e = ​0 
       ​# P i g a iab e  
       ​ e ​.  = [] 
       ​# Be  ge e a i  ch e  
       ​ e ​.be _c e  = [] 
       ​# Be  ge e a i  Fi e  
       ​ e ​.be _ e  = [] 
       ​# A e age fi e  i  
       ​ e ​.a e a e_ e  = [] 
       ​# Ge e a i  ch e  
       ​ e ​. c e  = [] 
       ​# Ge e a i  f e  
       ​ e ​. e  = [] 
       ​# Pic e L ca i  
       ​ e ​. _ ca  = ​"" 
       ​# e d egi  
       ​  ​(​"Ge e c A  Ob ec  c ea ed"​) 
 
   ​# C ea e Ch e f  a i g 
   ​de  ​Ge e cA ​(​ e ​, , , b, , c , b): 
 
       ​ e ​. b  = b 
       ​ e ​. b  = b 
       ​ e ​. e =  
       ​ e ​. a e =  
       ​ e ​.c a e = c  
       ​ e ​. e e =  
 
   ​# Se  he ca i  f Pic e ( a i ) fi e 
   ​de  ​ e P c eL ca ​(​ e ​, ): 
       ​ e ​. _ ca  =  
 
   ​# ========== F c i  ================ 
 
   # egi  GA 
   #R  Ge e ic A g i hi  i h a a e e  e . 
   ​de  ​R GA​(​ e ​, c e, e ): 
 
       ​#L ad f  ca  a i  
       ​ ca _  = ​Fa e 
       ​# egi  I i ia i e a i  ia (Ne   Fi e) 
       ​  ​ ca _ : 
           ​ e ​. a  = c e. ad(​ e ​(​ e ​. _ ca  + ​"I a _P a /I a _P. " ​, 
" b"​)) 
       ​e e​: 
           c e.d (​ e ​.I P (c e), ​ e ​(​ e ​. _ ca  + 
"I a _P a /I a _P. "​, ​' b'​)) 
       ​#e d egi  
 
       ​  ​(​"1 _S a "​) 
       ​ e ​.S a () 
       be e _ de  = c .c (​ e ​. a [​0​]) 
       ​  ​(​"​\ ​S a  L ​\ ​"​) 
 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​1​, ​ e ​. e e + ​1​): 
           ​  ​(​"Ge e a : % " ​% ) 
           ​  ​(​"C e "​) 
           ​ e ​.C e () 
           ​  ​(​"M a "​) 
           ​ e ​.M a 2() 
           ​  ​(​"S a "​) 
           ​ e ​.S a () 
           ​  ​(​"Ge e a  C e e"​) 
 
           ​# E i e P e e a i  
           ​  ​ e ​. a [​0​]. e e eF e () >= be e _ de . e e eF e (): 
               be e _ de  = c .c (​ e ​. a [​0​]) 
 
           b  = be e _ de . e e eF e () 
           c  = be e _ de .Ge C e() 
           a  = ​ e ​.C eA e a e(​Fa e​) 
            = be e _ de . e F e T e() 
 
           ​ e ​.be _ e .a e d(b ) 
           ​ e ​.be _c e .a e d(c ) 
           ​ e ​.a e a e_ e .a e d(a ) 
 
           ​ e ​.S eP a C e(​ e ​. a ) 
           ​ e ​.S eP a F e (​ e ​. a ) 
 
           ​# egi  PICKLE (DUMP) 
           ​ _d c  =  
           ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​(​ e ​. a )): 
               _d c [​"M "​. a ( )] = ​ e ​. a [ ] 
 
           c e.d ( _d c , ​ e ​(​ e ​. _ ca  + ​"/ c e_ a _" ​+ ​ ​( ) + 
". "​,​' b'​)) 
           ​# e d egi  
 
           ​ e ​.Re ( , b , a , , e ) 
           ​  ​(​"========================​\ ​"​) 
 
       ​  ​(​"​\ ​"​) 
 
       ​# egi  O  
       ​ e ​. .a e d(be e _ de ) 
       ​ e ​. .a e d(​ e ​.be _ e ) 
       ​ e ​. .a e d(​ e ​.a e a e_ e ) 
       ​ e ​. .a e d(​ e ​.be _c e ) 
       ​ e ​. .a e d(​ e ​. c e ) 
       ​ e ​. .a e d(​ e ​. e ) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       ​ e  ​ e ​.  
 
   ​de  ​R GA c​(​ e ​, c, e ): 
       ​ e ​.I P () 
        = ​0 
       ​ e ​M de ().Ge FC() < c: 
           ​  ​(​"C e "​) 
           ​ e ​.C e () 
           ​  ​(​"M a "​) 
           ​ e ​.M a () 
           ​  ​(​"S a "​) 
           ​ e ​.S a (​Fa e​) 
            += ​1 
           ​ e ​.Re ( , e ) 
           ​  ​(​"========================"​) 
 
       ​  ​(​"​\ ​"​) 
       ​ e  ​ e ​. a [​0​] 
 
   ​# Di a  a  f each ge e a i  if ' e ' i  e 
   ​de  ​Re ​(​ e ​, , be _ e , a e a e_ e , e _ e, e ): 
       ​  ​ e : 
           ​ ​(​"Ge e a : % ​\ ​A e a e F e : % ​\ ​Be  F e  % : % ​\ ​F e  Ca  C e : 
% " ​% ( , a e a e_ e , e _ e, be _ e , (M de .Ge FC() - ))) 
 
   ​#e d egi  
 
   # egi  P a i  
   ​de  ​S eP a C e​(​ e ​, a ): 
       e _c e  = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a : 
           e _c e .a e d( .Ge C e()) 
       ​ e ​. c e .a e d( e _c e ) 
 
   ​de  ​S eP a F e ​(​ e ​, a ): 
       e _  = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a : 
           e _ .a e d( .Ge Reac F e ()) 
       ​ e ​. e .a e d( e _ ) 
 
   ​# C ea e a e  a d  a i  
   ​de  ​I P ​(​ e ​, c e): 
       ​ e ​. a  = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. e): 
            = M de () 
           . e M d(​ d​( )) 
           ​  ​c e: 
               .A a C e(c e) 
               ​  ​ e ​. b  > ​0​: 
                   . e P e a C e() 
           ​e e​: 
               .Ra d C e(​ e ​. b ) 
               ​  ​ e ​. b  > ​0​: 
                   . e P e a C e() 
 
           ​ e ​. a .a e d( ) 
       ​ e  ​ e ​. a  
 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  C e  
 
   # egi  C e  i  
   ​de  ​O eP C O e ​(​ e ​, 1 d, 2 d): 
       1 = ​ e ​. a [ 1 d].Ge C e() 
       2 = ​ e ​. a [ 2 d].Ge C e() 
       c1 = [] 
       c2 = [] 
        = a d (​1​, ​ e ​. b  - ​1​) 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. b ): 
           ​  ​  < : 
               c1.a e d( 1[ ]) 
               c2.a e d( 2[ ]) 
           ​e e​: 
               c1.a e d( 2[ ]) 
               c2.a e d( 1[ ]) 
 
        = M de () 
       .A a C e(c1) 
       ​ e ​. a .a e d( ) 
        = M de () 
       .A a C e(c2) 
       ​ e ​. a .a e d( ) 
 
   ​de  ​U C O e ​(​ e ​, 1 d, 2 d): 
       1 = [] 
       2 = [] 
       c1 = [] 
       c2 = [] 
        = M de () 
        = M de () 
 
       . e M d(​ d​( )) 
       . e M d(​ d​( )) 
 
       1.a e d(​ e ​. a [ 1 d].Ge C e()) 
       1.a e d(​ e ​. a [ 1 d].Ge PC e()) 
 
       2.a e d(​ e ​. a [ 2 d].Ge C e()) 
       2.a e d(​ e ​. a [ 2 d].Ge PC e()) 
 
       ​# ​TODO: a e e i   c ec . 
       ​# egi  c e  ch e 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. b ): 
           ​  ​ a d (​1​, ​100​) < ​50 ​: 
               c1.a e d( 1[​0​][ ]) 
               c2.a e d( 2[​0​][ ]) 
           ​e e​: 
               c1.a e d( 2[​0​][ ]) 
               c2.a e d( 1[​0​][ ]) 
 
       .A a C e(c1) 
       .A a C e(c2) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       ​  ​ e ​. b  > ​0​: 
           ​# ​TODO: a e e i   c ec . 
           ​# egi  c e  ch e 
           ​c1 = [] 
           c2 = [] 
           ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. b ): 
               ​  ​ a d (​1​, ​100​) < ​50​: 
                   c1.a e d( 1[​1​][ ]) 
                   c2.a e d( 2[​1​][ ]) 
               ​e e​: 
                   c1.a e d( 2[​1​][ ]) 
                   c2.a e d( 1[​1​][ ]) 
 
           .PA a C e(c1) 
           .PA a C e(c2) 
           ​# e d egi  
 
       ​ e ​. a .a e d( ) 
       ​ e ​. a .a e d( ) 
 
   ​de  ​U C O e 2​(​ e ​, 1 d, 2 d): 
        = [] 
       1 = ​ e ​. a [ 1 d].Ge C e() 
       2 = ​ e ​. a [ 2 d].Ge C e() 
       c1 = [] 
       c2 = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. b ): 
           ​  ​ a d (​1​, ​100​) < ​50 ​: 
               c1.a e d( 1[ ]) 
               c2.a e d( 2[ ]) 
           ​e e​: 
               c1.a e d( 2[ ]) 
               c2.a e d( 1[ ]) 
 
       .a e d(c1) 
       .a e d(c2) 
       ​ e  ​  
 
   ​de  ​ e ec O e​(​ e ​): 
       a  = ​ ​([ . e e eF e () ​  ​  ​  ​ e ​. a ]) 
       c  = (​0​, a ) 
       c e  = ​0 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​(​ e ​. a )): 
           c e  += ​ e ​. a [ ]. e e eF e () 
           ​  ​c e  > c : 
               ​ e  ​  
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  C e  f c i  
   ​de  ​C e ​(​ e ​): 
       ​# ​TODO: R e e i e e a i  TEST 
       ​''' 
       i  = [] 
       f  i i  a ge(0, e f. i e/2): 
           i .a e d( e f. e ec O e()) 
       ''' 
 
       # egi  Decide h  ge   b eed 
       ​  = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. e): 
           ​  ​ (​0.0​, ​1.0​) < ​ e ​.c a e: 
               .a e d( ) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  Pai   a d  a e  
       ​ e ​ e ​( ) > ​1​: 
           a = -​1 
           ​b = -​2 
           ​ e ​a >= b: 
               a = a d (​0​, ​ e ​( ) - ​1​) 
               b = a d (​0​, ​ e ​( ) - ​1​) 
           ​# e f.O eP i C O e ( i [a], i [b]) 
           ​ e ​.U C O e ( [a], [b]) 
           ​de  ​ [b] 
           ​de  ​ [a] 
       ​# e d egi  
 
   ​de  ​C e 2​(​ e ​): 
       ​# Decide h  ge   b eed 
       #​TODO: IMPORTANT!!!! 
       ​#R e e i  e ec  he a e  ha  i  a e  he a i g . The a e  i  he 
a i g  i  he  
       # g  h gh e ec i  i g he c e  a e. N  a  a e  i  he  i  a e. 
       ​c d e  = [] 
       a _ e  = ​ ​([c.Ge F e () ​  ​c ​  ​ e ​. a ]) 
       ​  ​( a _ e ) 
 
       ​ e ​ e ​(c d e ) <= (​ a ​(​ e ​. e) * ​0.5​): 
           a e  = [] 
           ​  ​ a _ e  > ​0.0​: 
               ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​2​): 
                   e ec _  = (​0.0​, ​1.0​) 
                   _ c e = ​0.0 
                   ​# ​TODO: R e e a  he e 
                   ​# i  "R e e" 
                   ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. e): 
                       ​# ​TODO: c e _ e ec i _ babi i  (c ) 
                       ​c  = ​ a ​(​ e ​. a [ ].Ge F e ())/ a _ e  
                       ​  ​ e ec _  > _ c e ​a d ​ e ec _  < ( _ c e + 
c ): 
                           a e .a e d( ) 
                           ​b ea  
                           ​# i  " cce " 
                       ​ _ c e += c  
 
               ​# e f.O eP i C O e ( a e [a], a e [b]) 
               ​  = ​ e ​.U C O e 2( a e [​0​], a e [​1​]) 
               ​  ​c ​  ​ : 
                   c d e .a e d(c) 
           ​e e​: 
               ​# i  "Ra d " 
               ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. e): 
                   ​  ​ (​0.0​, ​1.0​) < ​ e ​.c a e: 
                       a e .a e d( ) 
                       ​  ​ e ​( a e ) >= ​2​: 
                           ​b ea  
 
               ​# e f.O eP i C O e ( a e [a], a e [b]) 
               ​  = ​ e ​.U C O e 2( a e [​0​], a e [​1​]) 
               ​  ​c ​  ​ : 
                   c d e .a e d(c) 
 
       ​  ​(​ e ​(c d e )) 
       ​  ​(​"I e  c d e   a ."​) 
       ​  ​c ​  ​c d e : 
            = M de () 
           .A a C e(c) 
           ​# i  "chi d e  fi e  % " % .Ge Fi e () 
           ​ e ​. a .a e d( ) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # e d egi  
 
   # egi  M a i  
   # M a i  
   ​de  ​M a ​(​ e ​): 
       ​# Migh  be bigge  ha  i e d e  c e . 
       # i  "P a i : % " % e ( e f. a i ) 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​(​ e ​. a )): 
           c = ​ e ​. a [ ] 
           ​# i  "(% ) % " % ( , c) 
           ​c e = c.C C e() 
           ​# i  ch e 
           ​c a ed = ​Fa e 
            ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. b ): 
               ​  ​ (​0.0​, ​1.0​) < ​ e ​. a e: 
                    = c e[ ] 
                    = (  + ​1​) % ​2 
                   ​c e[ ] =  
                   c a ed = ​T e 
 
           ​# i  "% \ " % ch e 
           ​  ​c a ed: 
                = M de () 
               .A a C e(c e) 
               ​#if .Ge Fi e () > c.Ge Fi e (): 
                   #de  e f. a i [ ] 
               ​ e ​. a .a e d( ) 
 
   ​# M a i 2 
   ​de  ​M a 2​(​ e ​): 
       ​# Migh  be bigge  ha  - i e d e  c e . 
       ​  ​(​"P a : % " ​% ​ e ​(​ e ​. a )) 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​(​ e ​. a )): 
 
           ​# 50/50 cha ce f a i g he c e  ch e  addi g a e  ge e 
           ​  ​ (​0.0​, ​1.0​) < ​0.5​: 
               ​b4 ​= ​ e ​. a [ ] 
 
               ​# egi  Si g e M a i  f Ch e 
               ​c e = ​ e ​. a [ ].Ge C e() ​#C Ch e()b4 
               ​c a ed = ​Fa e 
                ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​. b ): 
                   ​  ​ (​0.0​, ​1.0​) < ​ e ​. a e: 
                        = c e[ ] 
                        = (  + ​1​) % ​2 
                       ​c e[ ] =  
                       c a ed = ​T e 
                       ​# b ea  #U e b ea   i i  he a i  c e  j  a i g e ge e 
                       # ​TODO: Migh  be ab e  i i  a i  cha ge  a fi ed a . 
 
               ​  ​c a ed: 
                   ​ e ​. a [ ].A a C e(c e) 
 
           ​e  ​ (​0.0​, ​1.0​) < ​0.5​: 
               c e = ​ e ​. a [ ].Ge PC e() 
               ​  ​ c e: 
                   ​# egi  Si g e M a i  f PCh e 
                   ​ e  = ​Fa e 
                    ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​(​ e ​. a [ ]. c e)): 
                       ​# if ch e[i] i   ' ': 
                       ​  ​ ( ​0.0​, ​1.0​) < ​ e ​. a e: 
                            = c e[ ] 
                            = (  + ​1​) % ​2 
                           ​ c e[ ] =  
                           e  = ​T e 
 
                        ​ e : 
                           ​ e ​. a [ ].PA a C e( c e) 
                           ​#b ea  #U e b ea   i i  he a i  c e  j  a i g e ge e 
 
                   # e d egi  
 
   # e d egi  
 
   # egi  S i a  
   ​de  ​S a ​(​ e ​): 
 
       ​  ​(​"S a : Ne  a  c e : % " ​% ​ e ​(​ e ​. a )) 
 
       ​# egi  S  M de  ia Fi e . 
       ​ d_ _ b ec  =  
       d_ _ e  = [] 
 
       a T e = da e e. () 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ e ​. a : 
           d_ _ b ec [ . e M d()] =  
           d_ _ e .a e d([ . e M d(), .Ge F e ()]) 
 
       ​ e ​= da e e. () - a T e 
       # e d egi  
 
       # egi  Fi e  S ed Hie a ch  
       ​ d_ _ e . (​ e ​= e a . e e e (​1​), ​ e e e​=​T e​) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  Re a e 
       ​ e ​. a  = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ d_ _ e : 
           ​ e ​. a .a e d( d_ _ b ec [ [​0​]]) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  O  he S g S i e 
       ​ e ​ e ​(​ e ​. a ) > ​ e ​. e: 
           ​de  ​ e ​. a [​ e ​(​ e ​. a ) - ​1​] 
       ​# e d egi  
 
   # e d egi  
 
   # egi  Fi e  
 
   # C e he a e age fi e  
   ​de  ​C eA e a e​(​ e ​, e ): 
       a  = ​0.0 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ e ​. a : 
           ​# f = . e ie eFi e Da a()['Bi a '] 
           ​  = . e e eF e Da a()[​'P d c '​] * . e e eF e Da a()[ ​'B a '​] 
           ​  ​ e : 
               ​  ​ : 
                   ​ ​( ) 
           a  +=  
       a  /= ​ e ​(​ e ​. a ) 
       ​ e  ​a  
 




























2.  G  A   
R _ a.  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
 ​Ge e c_A .M de  ​  ​M de  
 ​Ge e c_A .Ge e cA  ​  ​Ge e cA  
 
 ​Ge e c_A .R GA_ c  ​  ​ e Reac , de L cTab e, e L cTab eDa a, 
e M de Pa a e e ,\ 
   e P e a Ge eL , e P e a Reac Da a, e S S aceReac , e LTD_c  
 ​Da aba e_GPR.MDGC a  ​  ​ e e a eL cTab e 
 ​da e e ​  ​da e e 
 ​ a b ​  ​ ab ​a  ​  
 ​ c e 
 
ca _  = ​T e 
# egi  L ca  L gic_Tab e ( ic e) 
ab e_ a e = ​'LOGIC_TABLE' 
a  = ​'/U e /be e a / _ ace/MODELDB/DB/' 
c e_ ab e_add e  = a  + ​'O / c e _ e /' ​+ ab e_ a e + ​'. ' 
 
 ​ ca _ : 
   c_ ab e = c e. ad(​ e ​( c e_ ab e_add e , ​" b"​)) 
   ​  ​(​"L c_Tab e aded  c e."​) 
e e​: 
   ​# egi  Ge  L gic Tab e Da a ia DB  CSV (DATABASE ACCESS) 
   ​ ​: 
       ​# egi  Via DB 
       ​da a = e L cTab eDa a() 
       ​# e d egi  
 
   ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​e : 
       ​ ​(e ) 
       ​  ​(​'Acce  da a a CSV...'​) 
       ​# egi  Via CSV 
       ​  = ​"/U e /MODEL_ALL_UNIQUE_REACTIONS_GRR.c " 
       ​  = ​"/U e /MODEL_ALL_UNIQUE_GENES.c " 
       ​da a = e LTD_c ( , ) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
   # e d egi  
 
   ​ c_ ab e = e e a eL cTab e(da a[​0​], da a[​1​], ​Fa e​, ​Fa e​) 
   c e.d ( c_ ab e, ​ e ​( c e_ ab e_add e , ​' b'​)) 
   ​ ​( ​"L c_Tab e Sa ed a  c e."​) 
 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  INDEX L gic_Tab e 
de ed_da a = de L cTab e( c_ ab e[​' '​], c_ ab e[​' e e '​]) 
M de (). e I de Da a( de ed_da a) 
# e d egi  
 
de  = ​'PTS' 
de _ a e = ​' JO1366' 
# egi  MODEL & a i  
a  = ​'/U e /' 
 
c e_ a _add e  = a  + ​'O /' ​+ de  + ​'/P a _M de /' 
c e_ de _add e  = a  + ​'I /' ​+ de  + ​'/ de /c b a_ de /' ​+ de _ a e + ​'_c b a. ' 
_ de  = c e. ad(​ e ​( c e_ de _add e , ​" b"​)) 
# e d egi  
 
a_  = e M de Pa a e e (​ de ​= de , ​ de _ a e​= de _ a e) 
# egi  GA_INPUT 
e c a e_ a e = -​0.73 
b  = ​ e ​( a_ [​' e e_ '​]) 
d c _da a = ​'P d c '​: a_ [​' a a e e _ '​][​'P d c '​], ​'S b a e_F '​: 
(e c a e_ a e), ​'F e '​: a_ [​' a a e e _ '​][​'F e '​]  
# e d egi  
 
# egi  Ge _S i _S ace f  de  ( i g ge e_ . ) (INPUT) 
 
# ​TODO: C _1 a d C _2 
 = ​Fa e 
# egi  a a  i  ace 
 ​ : 
   a a _  = [] 
e e​: 
   a a _  = e Reac ( a_ [​' e e_ '​], de ed_da a[​0​], de ed_da a[ ​1​], 
de ed_da a[​2​], ​Fa e​)[​' _ eac '​] 
# e d egi  
 
a d_ eac  = [​'ACALD '​, ​'AC 2 '​, ​'ATPM'​, ​'ATPS4 '​, ​'CO2 '​, ​'ETOH 2 ' ​, ​'FRD7' ​, ​'GLC '​, 
'NADH16 '​, ​'O2 '​,​'PYR 2 '​, ​'PFL'​, ​'SUCC 3'​] 
 
# egi  Ge _S i _S ace_Reac i : _ bjec , _id 
 = e S S aceReac ( _ de , a d_ eac , a a _ ) 
# i _ ace = ge S i S ace( _ de ) 
# e d egi  
 
# e d egi  
 
e a _  = ​Fa e 
# egi  FBA TESTS & SET  C a  
 
# egi  FBA Te  - 
d = ​ e ​( _ de . eac ) 
 ​(​"​\ ​Ge e e: "​. a ( b )) 
 ​(​"N   M de  Reac : " ​. a ( d)) 
 ​(​"N  e  Reac  FBA: ​\ ​"​. a ( _ de . e(). b ec e_ a e)) 
# i  "S a : \ ".f a ( _ de . i i e(). a ) 
 
# egi  Sa e F e  
_  =  
 = _ de . e(). e  
a _ eac  = _ de . eac  
a _ e ab e  = _ de . e ab e  
 ​  ​  ​a _ eac : 
   ​ ​: 
       _ [ . d] = [ . d] 
   ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
       ​ ​(​"E ce :    de ."​. a ( )) 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  E a d Ge e S i  S ace i h Ge e a ed P e ia _da a (PRE_CALCULATIONS) 
 ​ e a _ : 
   ​# egi  Ca c a e P e ia _ge e_ i  
   ​c e _ e e_  = ​ ​( a_ [​' e e_ '​]) 
   e a _ e eL  = e P e a Ge eL (c e _ e e_ , de ed_da a[ ​2​], de ed_da a[​0​]) 
 
   M de (). e P e a Ge e ( e a _ e eL ) 
   b  = ​ e ​( e a _ e eL ) 
   ​  ​(​"Ge e e:  (  P e a  Ne  Ge e  added)"​. a ( b , ( b - b ))) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  Ca c a e P e ia _ eac i _ i  
   ​ eac _ _d e e ce = [] 
   e _ e e_  = ​ ​( a_ [ ​' e e_ '​]) 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ e a _ e eL : 
       e _ e e_ .a e d( ) 
 
   ​# _ ace = i _ ace. e () 
   # i de ed_da a: 0 = ge e, 1 = eac i , 2 = i de  
 
   # e _ eac i _ i _a : 0 = e ec ed_ eac i , 1 = i i g_ge e  
   ​ e _ eac _ _a  = e Reac ( 
       e _ e e_ , de ed_da a[​0​], de ed_da a[​1​], de ed_da a[ ​2​], ​Fa e​)[ ​' _ eac '​] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ e _ eac _ _a : 
       ​  ​  ​   ​ [​' _ d'​]: 
           eac _ _d e e ce.a e d( . ()) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # ​TODO: I e  Reac i   M de  
   ​# egi  Ge _ e ia _ eac i  da a f  DB & Se _ e ia _ eac i  i  de _Objec  (DATABASE 
ACCESS) 
   ​ _da a = e P e a Reac Da a( eac _ _d e e ce, _ de , ​ e ​= ​Fa e​) 
   _ de  = _da a[​' de '​].c () 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  U da e S i _S ace_Reac i  
   ​ _  = _da a[​' e a _ eac _ b ec '​] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ _ : 
       [​' _ b ec '​].a e d( ) 
   ​# e d egi  
e e​: 
   b  = ​0 
   ​  ​(​"​\ ​P e a  da a c ed "​) 
# e d egi  
# e d egi  
 
# egi  SET  C a  M de  
M de (). e Ge e ( a_ [​' e e_ '​]) 
M de (). e S S aceReac ( ) 
M de (). e P d c ( d c _da a) 
M de (). e I a dReac ( a d_ eac ) 
 
M de (). e M de ( c e_ de _add e ) 
 ​(​"Pa a e e  e   M de  C a ​\ ​"​) 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  FBA Te  + 
e  = ​ e ​( _ de . eac ) 
d  = e  - d 
 ​ e a _ : 
   ​  ​(​"N   M de  Reac : "​. a (​ e ​( _ de . eac ))) 
   ​  ​(​"+  Ne  Reac  FBA: ​\ ​"​. a (d , _ de . e(). b ec e_ a e)) 
   ​# i  "S a : \ ".f a ( 2_ de . i i e(). a ) 
# e d egi  
 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  Ge e ic A g i h  
e_ be  = de  
a T e = da e e. () 
 ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​1​): 
   M de ().C ea FC() 
 
   ​# egi  O i i a i  I i ia i a i  
 
   ​ e = ​65 
   ​ e e = ​100 
   ​# a e = 12/ bi  
   ​ a e = ​0.04 
   ​c a e = ​0.5 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  P i _I i ia i a i  
   ​  ​(​'P a _ e: ​\ ​Ge e a _ e a : ​\ ​C e_ e : ​\ ​M a _ a e: 
​\ ​C a _ a e: ​\ ​'​. a ( e, e e, b , a e, c a e)) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​a _ e e _  = ​Fa e 
   ​# egi  Ma a  ch e i e i  f  e i e a i  
   ​c e = [] 
   ​  ​a _ e e _ : 
       [c e.a e d(​1​) ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​( b )] 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  I a ce f Ge e ic A g i h  c a  
   ​ a = Ge e cA () 
   a.Ge e cA ( e, e e, b , a e, c a e, b ) 
   a. e P c eL ca ( c e_ a _add e ) 
    = a.R GA(c e, ​T e​) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​ e = da e e. () - a T e 
 
   be _ e  = [​0​].Ge F e () 
   be _c e = [​0​].Ge C e() 
   be _ c e = [​0​].Ge PC e() 
  
   ​  ​(​"F e : % " ​% be _ e ) 
   ​  ​(​"C e: % " ​% be _c e) 
   ​  ​(​"P e a _C e: % " ​% be _ c e) 
 
   ​  ​(​"R e: % " ​% e) 
 
   ​# egi  GRAPH 
   ​ _a  = [] 
   be _ e _ a  = [​1​] 
   a e a e_ e _ a  = [ ​2​] 
    = ​0.0 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, e e): 
        += ​1.0 
       ​ _a .a e d( ) 
 
   ​# egi  P  G a h. 
   ​ . ( _a , be _ e _ a , ​ abe ​=​"Be _F e "​) 
   . ( _a , a e a e_ e _ a , ​' --'​, ​ abe ​=​"A e a e_F e " ​) 
   ​# gi e  a i e 
   ​ . e(​'F e   e Ge e a '​) 
   ​# a e a i  abe  
   ​ . abe (​'Ge e a '​) 
   . abe (​'B a  ( / DW/ )' ​) 
   ​# a e ege d 
   ​ e e d = . e e d(​ c​=​'ce e  '​, ​ ad ​=​T e​) 
   ​# h  
   ​ . () 
   ​# e d egi  
 










3. G  A  F  
  
R _ a_ c .  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
 ​  
 ​c  
 ​ a da  ​a  ​ d 
 ​c b a ​  ​Reac , Me ab e,  
 ​ c e 
 
 
# egi  Ge _F c i  
 
de  ​ e L cTab eDa a​(): 
   ​da a ​= [] 
   ​# SQL C ec i  
   ​c  = .c ec (​ ​=​' ca '​, 
                          ​ e ​=​' '​, 
                          ​ a d​=​''​, 
                          ​db​=​'MODELDB'​, 
                          ​c a e ​=​' 8 b4'​, 
                          ​c c a ​= .c .D c C ) 
 
   ​  ​(​"O e ed da aba e cce "​) 
   c  = c .c () 
   ​# SQL 
   ​c .e ec e(​"SELECT * FROM e e "​) 
   e e  = c . e c a () 
 
   c .e ec e(​" e ec  *  eac  WHERE e e_ eac _ e != ''" ​) 
   eac  = c . e c a () 
   c .c e() 
 
   ​# egi  ge e :c ea  ge e i  e ac ed f  DB 
   ​ e e _  = [] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ e e : 
       ​  ​ [​' e e_ a e'​]: 
           e e _ .a e d( [​' e e_ a e'​]. e ()) 
   e e _ . () 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​  ​(​"L c_Tab e_Da a e e ed."​) 
   da a = [ eac , e e _ ] 
   ​ e  ​da a 
 
de  ​ e LTD_c ​( , ): 
   e_  = [] 
   ​  ​ e ​( , ​ de​=​' '​) ​a  ​ e: 
       c F e = c .D c Reade ( e) 
       ​  ​ e  ​  ​c F e: 
           ​  ​ e [​' '​]: 
               e_ .a e d( ​' eac _ d'​: e [​' eac _b _ d' ​], ​' e e_ eac _ e'​: 
e [​' '​] ) 
 
   e e  = [] 
   ​  ​ e ​( , ​ de​=​' '​) ​a  ​ e: 
       c F e = c .D c Reade ( e) 
       ​  ​ e  ​  ​c F e: 
           e e .a e d( e ) 
 
   ​# egi  ge e :c ea  ge e i  e ac ed f  CSV 
   ​ e_  = [] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ e e : 
       ​  ​ [​' e e_ a e'​]: 
           e_ .a e d( [​' e e_ a e'​]. e ()) 
   e_ . () 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​da a = [ e_ , e_ ] 
   ​ e  ​da a 
 
de  ​ e S S ace​( de ): 
    =  
   ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​( de . eac )): 
        = de . eac [ ]. e e_ eac _ e 
       ​# eac i  = de . eac i [i] 
       ​  ​ : 
           b d  = [] 
           b d .a e d( de . eac [ ]. e _b d) 
           b d .a e d( de . eac [ ]. e _b d) 
           [​ ​( de . eac [ ]. d). ()] = b d  
   ​ e  ​  
 
de  ​ e P e a Ge eL ​(c e e_ , de ed_ , de ed_ ): 
   e e_  = ​ e ​(c e e_ ) 
   e a _ e eL  = [] 
   ​# i  cge e_ i  
   ​ e  = ​T e 
   e ​ e : 
       ca  = de ed_ [c e e_ [​0​]] 
       ​de  ​c e e_ [​0​] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ ca : 
           e _ e eL  = de ed_ [ ] 
           ​  ​  ​  ​ e _ e eL : 
               ​  ​  ​   ​ e e_  ​a d ​  ​   ​ e a _ e eL : 
                   e a _ e eL .a e d(​ ​( )) 
                   c e e_ .a e d(​ ​( )) 
 
       ​   ​c e e_ : 
           e  = ​Fa e 
 
   ​  ​(​"P e a  e e  cce  e e a ed.​\ ​"​) 
   ​ e  ​ e a _ e eL  
 
de  ​ e Reac ​( e _ e e_ , e e , eac , de , e ): 
   e ec ed_ eac  = [] 
   _ e e  = [] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ e _ e e_ : 
       ​ ​: 
           _ e e  = . (​'-'​) 
           ​  ​ e e ​  ​ _ e e : 
                = de [ e e] 
               ​  ​  ​  ​ : 
                   ​# D b e chec   ee if e a e i  he igh  i de  (  ea  eeded) 
                   ​  ​ e e ​  ​ e e [ ]: 
                       ​# A id d ica e eac i  
                       ​  ​ eac [ ] ​   ​ e ec ed_ eac : 
                           a e = ​Fa e 
                            ​  ​  ​ e e [ ]: 
                               ​  ​  ​   ​ e _ e e_ : 
                                   a e = ​Fa e 
                                   b ea  
                               e e ​: 
                                   a e = ​T e 
                            ​ a e: 
                               e ec ed_ eac .a e d( eac [ ]) 
                       ​e e​: 
                           ​  ​ e : 
                               ​  ​(​"D ca e Reac "​) 
                   ​e e​: 
                       ​  ​ e : 
                           ​  ​(​" de  a c "​) 
 
       ​e ce  ​Ke E  ​a  ​e : 
           ​  ​ e : 
               ​  ​(​"%    DB" ​% e ) 
           _ e e .a e d(e . e a e) 
 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​"Reac  Ac ed" ​) 
 
   ​# a _ eac i  = [ e ec ed_ eac i , i i g_ge e ] 
   ​a _ eac  = ​' _ eac '​: e ec ed_ eac , ​' _ e e '​: _ e e  
   ​ e  ​a _ eac  
 
de  ​ e M de Reac B d ​( de , a , e ): 
   _da a =  
   c = ​0 
   ​# SQL C ec i  
   ​c  = .c ec (​ ​=​' ca '​, 
                          ​ e ​=​' '​, 
                          ​ a d​=​''​, 
                          ​db​=​'MODELDB'​, 
                          ​c a e ​=​' 8 b4'​, 
                          ​c c a ​= .c .D c C ) 
 
   ​  ​(​"O e ed da aba e cce "​) 
   c  = c .c () 
 
   ​# SQL 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ de . eac : 
       ​ ​: 
           ​# egi  Reac i  
           ​c .e ec e( 
               ​"SELECT * " 
               "FROM de _ eac  " 
               "WHERE de _ d = % " 
               "AND eac _ d = % "​, (​ ​( a ), ​ ​( . d. ())) 
           ) 
 
           eac 1 = c . e c e() 
           _da a[​'% ' ​% ​ ​( . d. ())] = ​' e _b d'​: ​ a ​( eac 1[​' e _b d'​]), 
' e _b d'​: ​ a ​( eac 1[​' e _b d'​])  
 
       ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ ​: 
           ​# i  i  
           ​  ​ e : 
               ​  ​(​"    DB"​. a ( . d)) 
           c += ​1 
 
   ​  ​(​"  de  eac   a a ab e  DB"​. a (c)) 
   ​ e  ​ _da a 
 
de  ​ e MRB_c ​( de , a , ca b _ ce , c _add e ): 
 
   de _  = [] 
   ​  ​ e ​(c _add e , ​ de​=​' '​) ​a  ​ e: 
       c F e = c .D c Reade ( e) 
       ​  ​ e  ​  ​c F e: 
           de _ .a e d( e ) 
 
   d  = d.Da aF a e. _d c ( de _ ) 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ de . eac : 
       ​  ​ . d ​   ​ca b _ ce : 
           ​ ​: 
                = d [(d [​' eac _b _ d'​] == ​' '​. a ( . d)) & (d [​' de _b _ d' ​] == 
' '​. a ( a ))] 
               . e _b d = ​ a ​( [​' e _b d'​]. a e [​0​]) 
 
           ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
               ​  ​( ) 
 
   ​ e  ​ de  
 
de  ​ e P e a Reac Da a​( _ , c b a_ de _ a , c e_ de _add e , e ): 
 
   ​''' 
   : a a  _ i : 
   : a a  c b a_ de _ a h: 
   : a a  ic e_ de _add e : 
   : a a  e : 
   : e : 
   Thi  f c i  a  i e  e  eac i  i  he de . 
   ''' 
 
   ​ _da a = [] 
   c = ​0 
   ​# SQL C ec i  
   ​c  = .c ec (​ ​=​' ca '​, 
                          ​ e ​=​' '​, 
                          ​ a d​=​''​, 
                          ​db​=​'MODELDB'​, 
                          ​c a e ​=​' 8 b4'​, 
                          ​c c a ​= .c .D c C ) 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​"​\ ​O e ed da aba e cce "​) 
   c  = c .c () 
   de  = c e. ad(​ e ​( c e_ de _add e , ​" b"​)) 
 
   ​# SQL 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ _ : 
       ​ ​: 
           ​# egi  REACTION 
           ​c .e ec e( 
               ​"SELECT d c  . e _b d, . e _b d, . b _c e c e , . eac _ d, 
. eac _ a e, " 
               " . e e_ eac _ e, . b e  " 
               "FROM de _ eac  , eac   " 
               "WHERE . eac _ d = . eac _ d " 
               "AND . eac _ d = % "​, ​ ​( )) 
 
           eac 1 = c . e c e() 
 
           eac  = Reac (​ ​( eac 1[​' eac _ d'​]. ())) 
           eac . a e = ​ ​( eac 1[​' eac _ a e'​]) 
           eac . b e  = ​ ​( eac 1[​' b e '​]) 
           eac . e e_ eac _ e = ​ ​( eac 1[​' e e_ eac _ e' ​]) 
           eac . e _b d = ​ a ​( eac 1[​' e _b d'​]) 
           eac . e _b d = ​ a ​( eac 1[​' e _b d'​]) 
           ​# eac i . bjec i e_c efficie  = 0.0  # hi  i  he defa  
           # e d egi  
       ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
           ​  ​( ) 
           ​  ​(​"N  eac "​) 
 
       ​ ​: 
           ​# egi  METABOLITE 
           ​c .e ec e(​"SELECT . e ab e_ d, .c a e , . e ab e_ a e, . a, 
. c e  " 
           "FROM eac _ e ab e , e ab e  " 
           "WHERE . e ab e_ d = . e ab e_ d " 
           "AND . eac _ d = % "​, ​ ​( )) 
           e ab e = c . e c a () 
 
           ​# egi  C ea e Me ab i e bjec  a d a ach  eac i  
           ​  ​ e  ​  ​ e ab e: 
               ​# i  "Me ab i e % " % ( e ) 
               ​ e _ d = ​"% _% " ​% ( e [​' e ab e_ d'​], e [​'c a e '​]) 
               eac .add_ e ab e ( Me ab e(​ ​( e _ d), ​ a​= ​ ​( e [​' a' ​]), 
a e​=​ ​( e [​' e ab e_ a e'​]), ​c a e ​=​ ​( e [​'c a e '​])): 
a ​( e [​' c e '​]) ) 
           ​# e d egi  
  
           # egi  INSERT NEW REACTION TO MODEL 
           ​ _da a.a e d( eac ) 
           de .add_ eac ( eac ) 
           ​# e d egi  
           ​c += ​1 
 
       ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
           ​  ​( ) 
           ​  ​(​"N  e ab e"​) 
 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​"%  eac  added  M de ." ​% c) 
       ​  ​(​"P e a  eac  da a e e ed."​) 
 
   c .c e() 
 
   e _ de _ a  = c b a_ de _ a  + ​'_c b a_' ​+ ​ ​(c) + ​'_. ' 
   ​ c e.d ( de , ​ e ​( e _ de _ a , ​' b'​)) 
   ​ ​( ​"Ne  de  a ed a  c e."​) 
 
   d = ​' de _ a '​: e _ de _ a ,​' e a _ eac _ b ec '​: _da a  
   ​ e  ​ d 
 
de  ​ e S S aceReac ​( de , a d_ eac , a a _ ): 
    =  
   _  = [] 
   _ d = [] 
   ​   ​ a a _ : 
       ​  ​ eac  ​  ​ de . eac : 
            = eac . e e_ eac _ e 
           ​  ​  ​a d ​ eac . d ​   ​ a d_ eac : 
               _ .a e d( eac ) 
               _ d.a e d( eac . d) 
   ​e e​: 
       ​  ​ eac  ​  ​ de . eac : 
           ​  ​ eac . d. () ​  ​ a a _  ​a d ​ eac . d. () ​   ​ a d_ eac : 
               _ .a e d( eac ) 
               _ d.a e d( eac . d) 
 
   [​' _ b ec '​] = _  
   [​' _ d'​] = _ d 
   ​ e  ​  
 
de  ​ e Ca b _ _P d c S ce​( a a e e _add e ): 
    = [] 
   ​  ​ e ​( a a e e _add e , ​' '​) ​a  ​c e: 
       eade  = c .D c Reade (c e) 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ eade : 
           .a e d( ) 
   ​ e  ​  
 
de  ​ e M de Pa a e e ​( de , de _ a e): 
 
   ​  ​ de  ​  ​'PTS'​: 
 
       ​  ​ de _ a e ​  ​' JO1366'​: 
           e e_ e_ a e = ​' e e_ ' 
           ​e _ e_ a e = ​'EXR_ JO1366' 
           ​ a a e e _ e_ a e = ​'Pa a e e _ JO1366' 
 
       ​e  ​ de _ a e ​  ​' ML1515'​: 
           e e_ e_ a e = ​' e e_ ' 
           ​e _ e_ a e = ​'EXR_ ML1515' 
           ​ a a e e _ e_ a e = ​'Pa a e e _ ML1515' 
 
   ​e  ​ de  ​  ​'CORE'​: 
 
       e e_ e_ a e = ​'ec _c e' 
       ​e _ e_ a e = ​'EXR_ec _c e' 
       ​ a a e e _ e_ a e = ​'Pa a e e _ec _c e' 
 
   ​e  ​ de  ​  ​'WT'​: 
 
       e e_ e_ a e = ​' JO1366' 
       ​e _ e_ a e = ​'EXR_ JO1366' 
       ​ a a e e _ e_ a e = ​'Pa a e e _ JO1366' 
 
   ​# egi  I  add e  
   ​ a  = ​'/U e /' 
   ​# de _add e  = a h + 'I /' + f de  + '/ de /' + de _ a e + '. ' 
   ​ e e_add e  = a  + ​'I /' ​+ de  + ​'/ e e /' ​+ e e_ e_ a e + ​'. ' 
   ​e _add e  = a  + ​'I /' ​+ de  + ​'/ a a e e /' ​+ e _ e_ a e + ​'. ' 
   ​ a a e e _add e  = a  + ​'I /' ​+ de  + ​'/ a a e e /' ​+ a a e e _ e_ a e + ​'.c ' 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​ a_  = e Pa a e e ( e e_add e , e _add e , a a e e _add e , ​T e​) 
   ​ e  ​ a_  
 
de  ​ e Pa a e e ​( e e_add e , e _add e , a a e e _add e , e ): 
 
   e e_  = eadF C F e( e e_add e , ​0​, ​T e​) 
   e _  = eadF C F e(e _add e , ​0​, ​Fa e​) 
 
   ​# egi  Pa a e e _Li  (Bi a , O2, Ca b _S ce) 
   ​ _  = e Ca b _ _P d c S ce( a a e e _add e ) 
 
   ca b _  = [] 
   d c _  = [] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ _ : 
       ​  ​ [​'Ca b _S ce '​]: 
           ca b _ .a e d( [​'Ca b _S ce '​]) 
       ​  ​ [​'P d c '​]: 
           d c _ .a e d( [​'P d c '​]) 
 
   _ [​0​][​'Ca b _S ce '​] = ca b _  
   _ [​0​][​'P d c '​] = d c _  
 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​"​\ ​Pa a e e  L "​) 
       ​  ​(​"B a _Ob ec e: "​. a ( _ [​0​][​'B a '​])) 
       ​  ​(​"O e : "​. a ( _ [​0​][​'O e '​])) 
       ​  ​(​"Ca b _ ce: "​. a (ca b _ )) 
       ​  ​(​"P d c : "​. a ( _ [​0​][​'P d c '​])) 
       ​ ​(​"Ob ec e: "​. a ( _ [​0​][​'Ob ec e'​])) 
       ​  ​(​"F e : ​\ ​"​. a ( _ [​0​][​'F e '​])) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​ e  = ​' e e_ '​: e e_ , ​'e _ '​: e _ , ​' a a e e _ ' ​: _ [ ​0​]  
   ​ e  ​ e  
 
# e d egi  
 
de  ​ e Pa a e e ​(b a , b a _b d , 2_ d, ca b _ ce , e _ eac , de , de _ a e, 
ae b c, 2_ a e, 
                 e c a e_ a e, e ): 
 
   de . e  = ​' ' 
   ​b a _  = de . eac . e _b _ d(b a ) 
   b a _ . b ec e_c e c e  = ​1.0 
 
   ​  ​b a _b d  != ​0​: 
       b a _ . e _b d = b a _b d [​0​] 
       b a _ . e _b d = b a _b d [​1​] 
 
   de . b ec e = b a _  
 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​"​\ ​B a  F c  e ."​) 
 
   ​  ​  ​  ​e _ eac : 
       b = de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( ). ()). e _b d 
       ​  ​ b < ​0.0​: 
           ​  ​ e : 
               ​  ​(​"% " ​% ​ ​( ). ()) 
               ​  ​(​"Be e: % " ​% b) 
           de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( ). ()). e _b d = ​0.0 
           ​  ​ e : 
               ​  ​(​"A e : % " ​% de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( ). ()). e _b d) 
 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​"E e a _Reac  Re e "​) 
 
   ​  ​ca b  ​  ​ca b _ ce : 
       de . eac . e _b _ d(ca b ). e _b d = e c a e_ a e 
       ​  ​ e : 
           ​  ​(​"Ca b _S ce e   % " ​% e c a e_ a e) 
 
   ​  ​ae b c: 
       de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( 2_ d. ())). e _b d = 2_ a e 
       ​  ​ e : 
           ​  ​(​" 2 e   % " ​% 2_ a e) 
   ​e e​: 
       de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( 2_ d. ())). e _b d = ​0.0 
       ​  ​ e : 
           ​  ​(​" 2 e   0.0"​) 
 
   ​# egi  Ge _a d_Se  M de  b d  ia DB (Addi i a  I f ) 
   # b = 0, b = 1 
   ​  ​(​"​\ ​Ge _a d_Se  M de  b d "​) 
   a _b d  = e M de Reac B d ( de , de _ a e, ​Fa e​) 
    = ​0 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ de . eac : 
       ​  ​ . d ​   ​ca b _ ce : 
           ​ ​: 
               . e _b d = a _b d [ . d][​0​] 
           ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
                += ​1 
               ​  ​ e : 
                   ​  ​(​" . " ​. a ( , )) 
 
   ​  ​(​"  eac  e e   de ​\ ​"​. a (​ e ​(a _b d ))) 
   ​# e d egi  
   # Ne  
   ​ e  ​ de  
 
de  ​ca c a eF e ​( _ de , _ ace_ eac , de _ eac _ _ , d c _da a, 
e ): 
 
   ​# egi  Edi  de  ba ed  eac i _ i  gi e  
 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ _ ace_ eac [​' _ d'​]: 
       ​  ​  ​   ​ de _ eac _ _ [​' _ d'​]: 
           ​ ​: 
               _ de . eac . e _b _ d( ). c _ () 
           ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
               ​  ​(​"E  a  " ​. a ( )) 
       ​e e​: 
           ​ ​: 
               _ de . eac . e _b _ d( ). e _b d = -​1000 
           ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
               ​  ​(​"E  a  " ​. a ( )) 
 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  FBA 
 
   ​ d c _ d = ​" e _c" 
   ​# egi  NOTES: Objec i e_Reac i  
   ​''' 
   Ob ec e eac  d ca e  e eac   a e/ e. 
   Beca e e d c _ eac  a  e b ec e '   a   d, 
    d be a a  e ed a  e b ec e_ eac   e e be . 
   ''' 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  I i ia i e 
   ​ d c  = ​0 
   ​  = _ de . e() 
   b a  = . b ec e_ a e 
 
   ​  ​ d c _da a[​'F e '​]. e () == ​'b a '​: 
       d c  = ​1 
   ​e e​: 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ d c _da a[​'P d c '​]: 
 
           d c _  = . e [ ] 
 
           ​# egi  P d c _Reac i _L gic 
 
           ​  ​ d c _  > ​0​: 
 
               ​# egi  d c ( igh ) 
               ​ eac _ d c  = _ de . eac . e _b _ d( ). d c  
               ​  ​ d ​  ​ eac _ d c : 
                   ​  ​" "​. a ( d) == d c _ d ​a d ​ d c _  > ​0​: 
                       d c  += ​ a ​(​ab ​( d c _ )) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               # egi  b a e( ef ) 
               ​ eac _ b a e = _ de . eac . e _b _ d( ). eac a  
               ​  ​ d ​  ​ eac _ b a e: 
                   ​  ​" "​. a ( d) == d c _ d ​a d ​ d c _  < ​0​: 
                       d c  += ​ a ​(​ab ​( d c _ )) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
           # e d egi  
 
   # e d egi  
 
   # e d egi  
 
   # egi  Sa e F e  
   ​ _ e  =  
    = . e  
   a _ eac  = _ de . eac  
   a _ e ab e  = _ de . e ab e  
   ​  ​  ​  ​a _ eac : 
       ​ ​: 
           _ e [ . d] = [ . d] 
       ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
           ​  ​ e : 
               ​  ​(​"E ce :    de ."​. a ( )) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​ e _da a = ​'P d c '​: d c , ​'S b a e'​: d c _da a[ ​'S b a e_F '​], ​'B a '​: 
b a , ​'F e '​: b a  * d c , ​'A _Reac _F '​: _ e , ​'A _Me ab e'​: 
a _ e ab e  
 
   ​# i  ("MET: \ ".f a ( _ de . e ab i e . e _c. a ())) 
   ​ e  ​ e _da a 
 
# egi  O he  F c i  
 
de  ​ eadF C F e​(add e , de , e _ca e): 
    = [] 
   ​  ​ e ​(add e , ​' '​) ​a  ​c e: 
       eade  = c . eade (c e) 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ eade : 
           ​  ​ e _ca e: 
               e = [ de ]. (). e () 
           ​e e​: 
               e = [ de ]. () 
 
           ​  ​'#' ​   ​ e ​a d ​ e ​   ​ : 
               .a e d( e) 
   ​ e  ​  
 
de  ​ de L cTab e​( c ab e, ): 
   eac _  = [] 
   e e_  = [] 
   e e_ de  =  
   d c _da a = [] 
   ​#Ge  Da a 
   ​  ​da a ​  ​ c ab e: 
       eac _ .a e d(da a[​'Reac '​]. ()) 
       e e  = da a. e () 
       e _ e e = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ e e : 
           ​  ​ . () != ​'Reac '​: 
               e _ e e.a e d( . ()) 
       e e_ .a e d( e _ e e) 
 
   ​#I de  Da a 
   ​  ​ e e ​  ​ : 
        = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​( e e_ )): 
           ​  ​ e e ​  ​ e e_ [ ]: 
               .a e d( ) 
       e e_ de [ e e. ()] =  
 
   d c _da a.a e d( e e_ ) 
   d c _da a.a e d( eac _ ) 
   d c _da a.a e d( e e_ de ) 
   ​  ​(​"Tab e I de ed."​) 
   ​ e  ​d c _da a 
 
de  ​ c _ eac _ ​( de , eac _ , d a ): 
   ​  ​(​"​\ ​Reac  "​) 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ eac _ : 
       ​  ​d a : 
           ​  ​( . ()) 
       ​ ​: 
           de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( . ())). e _b d = -​1000 
           ​ de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( . ())). e _b d = ​1000 
       ​e ce  ​Ke E  ​a  ​ e : 
           ​  ​(​"Reac  %    de " ​% e ) 
 
de  ​ c _ eac _ ​( de , eac _ , d a ): 
   ​  ​(​"​\ ​Reac  "​) 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ eac _ : 
       ​  ​d a : 
           ​  ​( . ()) 
       ​ ​: 
           de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( . ())). e _b d = ​0.0 
           ​ de . eac . e _b _ d(​ ​( . ())). e _b d = ​0.0 
       ​e ce  ​Ke E  ​a  ​ e : 
           ​  ​(​"Reac  %    de " ​% e ) 
 













































M de _ a a e e .  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
 ​c b a ​  ​  
 ​ c e 
 ​  
 ​  
 ​Ge e c_A .R GA_ c  ​  ​ e M de Reac B d , e M de Pa a e e , 
e MRB_c  
 
# egi  PURPOSE 
''' 
Ge  SBML de  ead   a  a d SAVE IT. 
''' 
# e d egi  
 
# F de  (WT, PTS, CORE) 
de  = ​'PTS' 
a  = ​'/U e /' 
e  = ​T e 
 
# egi  Se _ de _ a a e e  
 
de _ a e = ​' JO1366' 
# egi  M de  
de _add e  = a  + ​'I /' ​+ de  + ​'/ de /' ​+ de _ a e + ​'. ' 
de  = . ead_ b _ de ( de _add e ) 
 
de . e  = ​' ' 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  GA_INPUT 
 
a_  = e M de Pa a e e (​ de ​= de , ​ de _ a e ​= de _ a e) 
 
# egi  Se _E i e a  a e  (INPUT) 
 
ae b c = ​T e 
2_ a e = -​1000 
e c a e_ a e = -​0.73 
 
# e d egi  
 
b a  = a_ [​' a a e e _ ' ​][​'B a '​] 
# egi  Bi a  
 
# egi  Re ie e bi a  b d  f  c _fi e 
''' 
De a  Se : B a  b d  d be e   0 & 1000 
C ed Se : B a  b d   e e ed  a a e e  c  e. 
''' 
​: 
   b a _b d  = [​ a ​( a_ [​' a a e e _ '​][​'L e _B d '​]), 
a ​( a_ [​' a a e e _ '​][​'U e _B d '​])] 
e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
   b a _b d  = ​0 
   ​  ​(​"B a  B d  e   de a ."​) 
# e d egi  
 
b a _  = de . eac . e _b _ d(b a ) 
b a _ . b ec e_c e c e  = ​1.0 
 
 ​b a _b d  != ​0​: 
   b a _ . e _b d = b a _b d [​0​] 
   b a _ . e _b d = b a _b d [​1​] 
 
 ​ e : 
   ​  ​(​"​\ ​B a  F c  e ." ​) 
# e d egi  
 
b  = a_ [​' a a e e _ '​][​'Ob ec e'​] 
# egi  M de  Objec i e F c i  (VERY IMPORTANT) 
​: 
   de . b ec e = de . eac . e _b _ d( b ) 
   ​ ​( ​'  Reac  e  a  Ob ec e F c .'​. a ( b )) 
e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​e : 
   ​  ​(e ) 
   .e (​1​) 
# e d egi  
 
e _ eac  = a_ [​'e _ ' ​] 
# egi  E e a  Reac i  
 ​  ​  ​e _ eac : 
   b = de . eac . e _b _ d( ). e _b d 
   ​  ​ b < ​0.0​: 
       ​  ​ e : 
           ​  ​(​" "​. a ( )) 
           ​  ​(​"Be e: "​. a ( b)) 
 
       de . eac . e _b _ d( ). e _b d = ​0.0 
 
       ​  ​ e : 
           ​  ​(​"A e : "​. a ( de . eac . e _b _ d( ). e _b d)) 
 
 ​ e : 
   ​  ​(​"E e a _Reac  Re e "​) 
# e d egi  
 
ca b _ ce  = a_ [​' a a e e _ '​][​'Ca b _S ce '​] 
# egi  Ca b  S ce 
 ​ca b  ​  ​ca b _ ce : 
   de . eac . e _b _ d(ca b ). e _b d = e c a e_ a e 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​"Ca b _S ce e   % " ​% e c a e_ a e) 
# e d egi  
 
2_ d = a_ [​' a a e e _ '​][​'O e '​] 
# egi  O ge  
 ​ae b c: 
   de . eac . e _b _ d( 2_ d). e _b d = 2_ a e 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​" 2 e   "​. a ( 2_ a e)) 
e e​: 
   de . eac . e _b _ d( 2_ d). e _b d = ​0.0 
   ​  ​ e : 
       ​  ​(​" 2 e   0.0"​) 
# e d egi  
 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  Ge  & Se  M de  b d  ia DB  CSV 
​: 
 
   ​# egi  Ge  Via DB (Addi i a  I f ) 
   ​a _b d  = e M de Reac B d ( de , de _ a e, ​Fa e​) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  Se  M de  b d  
   ​  = ​0 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ de . eac : 
       ​  ​ . d ​   ​ca b _ ce : 
           ​ ​: 
               . e _b d = a _b d [ . d][​' e _b d'​] 
           ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
                += ​1 
               ​  ​ e : 
                   ​ ​(​" . "​. a ( , )) 
 
   ​ ​( ​"  eac  e e   de ​\ ​"​. a (​ e ​(a _b d ))) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​e : 
   ​ ​(e ) 
   ​  ​(​'Ge  a d Se  b d  a CSV'​) 
 
   ​# egi  Ge  & Se  Via CSV 
   ​ _add e  = ​"/U e /MR_RELATIONSHIP.c " 
   ​ de  = e MRB_c ( de , de _ a e, ca b _ ce , _add e ) 
   ​# e d egi  
# e d egi  
 
 ​( de . e(). b ec e_ a e) 
 ​(​"M de  Pa a e e  e ."​) 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  W i e M de  
e_ de _add e  = a  + ​'I /' ​+ de  + ​'/ de /c b a_ de /' ​+ de _ a e + ​'_c b a. ' 
c e.d ( de , ​ e ​( e_ de _add e , ​' b'​), ​ c ​= c e.HIGHEST_PROTOCOL) 
#j _ de _add e  = a h + 'I /' + f de  + '/ de /c b a_ de /' + de _ a e + '_c b a.j ' 
 
 ​(​"M de  Sa ed a  c e"​) 












































M de _ c .  
 
__a h __ = ​'be ei a ' 
 
i  ​  
i  ​j  
i  ​ a d  
i  ​ ic e ​a  ​ ic e 
f  ​da e i e ​i  ​da e i e 
f  ​T_Va ida i .T_Va ida i _f c i  ​i  ​ch e Ge e  
f  ​Ge e ic_A g i hi .R GA_f c i  ​i  ​ge Reac i , ge S i S aceReac i , 
ca c a eFi e  
 
c a  ​M de ​( ​ bjec ​): 
   ​# C a  I i ia i e: 
   # ====================================== 
   # Weigh  i.e ge e_ i  (a a  f i g ) 
   ​ge e_ i  = [] 
   ​# Pic e M de  Add e  
   ​ ic e_ de _add e  = ​"" 
   ​# Weigh  i.e e ia  ge e_ i  (a a  f i g ) 
   ​ e ia _ge e_ i  = [] 
   ​# Addi i a  eac i  b d  
   ​ e ia _ eac i _b d  =  
 
   ​# O he  
   ​i de _da a = [] 
   i _ ace = [] 
   i _ ace_ eac i  = [] 
 
   fi e _ e = ​'' 
   ​ bjec i e_ eac i  = ​'' 
   ​ d c _da a =  
   c = [] 
   ​# ====================================== 
 
   # Objec  I i ia ie 
   ​def ​__i i __​(​ e f ​): 
       ​# Bi a  e e e a i  f ch e 
       ​ e f ​.ch e = [] 
       ​# Bi a  e e e a i  f e ia  ch e 
       ​ e f ​. ch e = [] 
       ​# Reac i  e ec ed 
       ​ e f ​. eac i _ e ec ed = [] 
       ​# FBA Reac i  F  
       ​ e f ​. f e  =  
       ​# S e he fi e  
       ​ e f ​.fi e  = -​1 
       ​# M de  id ed f  ac i g 
       ​ e f ​. id = ​0 
       ​# The be  f i e  he fi e  f c i  i  e a a ed. 
       ​ e f ​.fc = ​0 
       ​# Da a a ib ed  he fi e . 
       ​ e f ​.fi e _da a =  
 
   ​# egi  F c i : 
 
   # egi  C ea e Ch e  
   ​def ​S i gCh e ​( ​ e f​, i g): 
        = ​T e​; 
       ​ e f ​.ch e = [] 
       ​f  ​  ​i  ​ i g: 
           ​if ​  != ​'0' ​a d ​  != ​'1' ​: 
                = ​Fa e 
           e e​: 
               ​if ​  == ​'0' ​: 
                   ​ e f​.ch e.a e d( ​0​) 
               ​e if ​  == ​'1' ​: 
                   ​ e f​.ch e.a e d( ​1​) 
       ​if  ​ : 
           ​ i  ​( ​ e f​.Ra d Bi a (​ e ​( i g))) 
 
   ​# C  ge e a ed ch e 'ac'  de  a a  ch e 
   ​def ​A a Ch e ​( ​ e f​, ac): 
       ​ e f ​.ch e = [] 
       ​if ​ e ​(ac) > ​ e ​(​ e f ​.ge e_ i ): 
           ​ i  ​( ​"A a  i e a ge  ha  ch e i  M de ." ​) 
           .e i ( ​0​) 
       ​f  ​  ​i  ​ a ge​(​0​, ​ e ​(ac)): 
           ​if ​ac[ ] < ​2​: 
               ​ e f ​.ch e.a e d(ac[ ]) 
           ​e e​: 
               ​ i  ​(​"I a id a iab e i  ch e." ​) 
 
   ​# C  ge e a ed e ia  ch e ' ac'  de  e ia  a a  ch e 
   ​def ​PA a Ch e ​( ​ e f​, ac): 
       ​ e f ​. ch e = [] 
       ​if ​ e ​( ac) > ​ e ​( ​ e f​. e ia _ge e_ i ): 
           ​ i  ​( ​"A a  i e a ge  ha  ch e i  M de ." ​) 
           .e i ( ​0​) 
       ​f  ​  ​i  ​ a ge​(​0​, ​ e ​( ac)): 
           ​if ​ ac[ ] < ​2​: 
               ​ e f ​. ch e.a e d( ac[ ]) 
           ​e e​: 
               ​ i  ​(​"I a id a iab e i  -ch e."​) 
 
   ​def ​Ra d Ch e ​( ​ e f​, ): 
       ​ e f ​.ch e = [] 
       ​ e f ​.Ra d Bi a ( ) 
 
   ​def ​ e P e ia Ch e ​( ​ e f​): 
       ​f  ​  ​i  ​ a ge​(​0​, ​ e ​(​ e f ​. e ia _ge e_ i )): 
           ​ e f​. ch e.a e d( ​0​) 
 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # egi  C a  e h d  
 
   # Re e  fi e  bac   e  
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​C ea FC​(​c ​): 
       ​c ​.fc = ​0 
 
   ​# Ge  he be  f ca   he fi e  f c i . 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​Ge FC ​( ​c ​): 
       ​ e  ​c ​.fc; 
 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​I c e e Fc ​( ​c ​): 
       ​c ​.fc += ​1 
 
   ​# Se  he c e  e  f ge e  
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​ e Ge e i ​( ​c ​, ge e ): 
       ​c ​.ge e_ i  = ge e  
 
   ​# Se  he i de  da a 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​ e I de Da a ​( ​c ​, i de _da a): 
       ​c ​.i de _da a = i de _da a 
 
   ​# Se  he de  
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​ e M de ​(​c ​, a): 
       ​c ​. ic e_ de _add e  = a 
 
   ​# Se  i  ace 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​ e S i S ace​(​c ​, ): 
       ​c ​. i _ ace =  
 
   ​# Se  i  ace eac i  
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​def ​ e S i S aceReac i ​( ​c ​, ): 
       ​c ​. i _ ace_ eac i  =  
 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​# Se  he c e  e  f e ia  ge e  
   ​def ​ e P e ia Ge e i ​( ​c ​, ge e ): 
       ​c ​. e ia _ge e_ i  = ​ i ​( ge e ) 
 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​# Se  Objec i e eac i  (BIOMASS_EC_WT  R_ENO) 
   ​def ​ e Objec i e ​( ​c ​, _ ): 
       ​c ​. bjec i e_ eac i  = _  
 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​# Se  Fi e  e (BIOMASS  BPCY) 
   ​def ​ e Fi e T e​(​c ​, f ): 
       ​c ​.fi e _ e = f  
 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​# Se  P d c  a d F  
   ​def ​ e P d c ​( ​c ​, ): 
       ​c ​. d c _da a =  
 
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​# Se  P d c  a d F  
   ​def ​ e I a idReac i ​( ​c ​, i ): 
       ​c ​.i a id_ eac i  = i  
 
   ​# ​TODO: De e e THIS. Re aced i h i _ ace_ eac i  
   ​@c a e h d 
   ​# Se  he c e  e  f e ia  ge e  
   ​def ​ e P e ia Reac i B d ​( ​c ​, b): 
       ​c ​. e ia _ eac i _b d  = b 
 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   # Ge  ge e i  
   ​def ​ge Ge e i ​( ​ e f​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​.ge e_ i  
 
   ​# ​TODO dee c () e i e  i i a i  a e   g. 
   ​# def e M de ( e f, i _ de ): 
   #     e f. _ de  = c .dee c (i _ de ) 
 
   # Ge  de  id 
   ​def ​ge Mid ​(​ e f ​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​. id 
 
   ​# Se  de  id 
   ​def ​ e Mid ​(​ e f ​, id): 
       ​ e f ​. id = id 
 
   ​# Ge  e ia  ge e i  
   ​def ​ge P e ia Ge e i ​( ​ e f​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​. e ia _ge e_ i  
 
   ​# U da e ge e_ i  
   ​def ​ da eGe e i ​(​ e f ​, ge e): 
       ​ e f ​.ge e_ i .a e d(ge e) 
       ​ e f ​.ch e.a e d(​1​) 
 
   ​# Ge  i  ace eac i  
   ​def ​ge S i S aceReac i ​( ​ e f​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​. i _ ace_ eac i  
 
   ​# Ge  c e  a e f ch e 
   ​def ​Ge Ch e ​(​ e f ​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​.ch e 
 
   ​# Ge  c e  a e f eac i  f e  
   ​def ​Ge Reac i F e ​( ​ e f​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​. f e  
 
   ​# Ge  c e  a e f ch e 
   ​def ​Ge PCh e​(​ e f ​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​. ch e 
 
   ​# C  a d e  ch e e e e a i  
   ​def ​C Ch e​(​ e f ​): 
       ac = [] 
       ​f  ​c ​i  ​ e f ​.ch e: 
           ac.a e d(c) 
       ​ e  ​ac 
 
   ​# C ea e a a d  bi a  ch e 
   ​def ​Ra d Bi a ​( ​ e f​, ): 
       ​f  ​  ​i  ​ a ge​(​0​, ): 
           ​ e f​.ch e.a e d( a d . a di ( ​0​, ​1​)) 
 
   ​# Ge  c e  a e f eac i  f e  
   ​def ​ e ie eFi e ​(​ e f ​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​.fi e  
 
   ​# Ge  c e  a e f eac i  f e  
   ​def ​ e ie eFi e Da a ​( ​ e f​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​.fi e _da a 
 
   ​def ​ge Fi e T e​(​ e f ​): 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​. d c _da a[​'Fi e ' ​] 
 
   ​# C e he Fi e  (Sca e fi e , edi  a e ) 
   ​def ​Ge Fi e ​( ​ e f​): 
 
       e  = ​Fa e 
       ​# egi  M de _I i ia i a i  
       ​ a _ i e = da e i e. () 
       ​# _ de _c  = c .dee c ( e f. _ de ) 
       ​ _ de  = ic e. ad(​ e ​( ​ e f​. ic e_ de _add e , ​" b"​)) 
       i e = da e i e. () - a _ i e 
 
       ​if ​ e : 
           ​ i  ​( ​"Thi  L g: " ​.f a ( i e)) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  REACTION IDENTIFICATION PROTOCOL 
       ​ge e_ _ i  = ch e Ge e (​ e f ​.ch e, ​ e f​.ge e_ i ) 
 
       eac i _ i _  = ge Reac i (ge e_ _ i , ​ e f ​.i de _da a[​0 ​], ​ e f ​.i de _da a[​1​], 
e f ​.i de _da a[​2​], ​Fa e​)[ ​' _ eac i ' ​] 
 
       de _ eac i _ i _  = ge S i S aceReac i ( _ de , ​ e f ​.i a id_ eac i , 
eac i _ i _ ) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       ​ e f ​.fi e _da a = ca c a eFi e ( _ de , ​ e f​. i _ ace_ eac i , 
de _ eac i _ i _ , ​ e f ​. d c _da a, e ) 
 
       ​# egi  O  
       ​ e f ​. f e  = ​ e f ​.fi e _da a[ ​'A _Reac i _F '​] 
 
       ​# SET FITNESS 
       ​ e f ​.fi e  = ​ e f ​.fi e _da a[ ​'Fi e ' ​] 
 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       ​ e  ​ e f ​.fi e  
 
   ​# C e he Fi e  (Sca e fi e ) 
   ​def ​Ge Fi e SP ​( ​ e f​): 
       ​if ​ e f​.fi e  != - ​1 ​: 
           ​ e  ​ e f​.fi e  
 
       ​if ​ e ​(​ e f ​.ge e_ i ) == ​0 ​: 
           ​ i  ​( ​"N  ge e i  f d"​) 
           .e i ( ​1​) 
 
       ​if ​ e ​(​ e f ​.ch e) > ​ e ​(​ e f ​.ge e_ i ): 
           ​ i  ​( ​"Bi a  e  i  %  hi e ge e i  i  % ." ​% ( ​ e ​(​ e f ​.ch e), 
e ​( ​ e f​.ge e_ i ))) 
           ​ e  ​- ​1 
 
       ​ e _ge e i  = [] 
       ​f  ​c ​i  ​ a ge​(​0​, ​ e ​(​ e f ​.ch e)): 
           i = ​ e f ​.ch e[c] 
           gi = ​ e f ​.ge e_ i [c] 
           ​if ​ i == ​1​: 
               e _ge e i .a e d(gi) 
       fi e  = ​'C de i ' 
       ​ e f ​.I c e e Fc() 
       ​ e  ​fi e  
 
   ​# Di a  fi e  a d Ch e 
   ​def ​ i FC​(​ e f ​): 
       ​ i  ​(​"Fi e : % " ​% ​ e f ​.Ge Fi e ()) 
       ​ i  ​(​"Ch e: % " ​% ​ e f​.ch e) 
 










6.  A   
P a _a a e .  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
 ​  
 ​  
 ​ b 
 ​  ​a  ​  
 ​ a da  ​a  ​ d 
 ​ a b.c  ​a  ​c  
 ​ a b.  ​a  ​  
 
 ​ ea  ​  ​ e c  
 ​ ea . a d ​  ​MDS 
 ​ ea .c e  ​  ​KMea  
 ​ c . a a .d a ce ​  ​ acca d, a  
 ​Ge e c_A .R GA_ c  ​  ​ eadF C F e 
 ​ ea . e c  ​  ​ e e_ a e , e e_ c e 
 ​T_Va da .T_Va da _ c  ​  ​ e P c eP a  
 
# egi  PURPOSE 
"Ge e a e a Jacca d Ma   a a   de  a e  b a  c e ." ​\ 
"I  e   e e a e a K- ea  C e ." 
"S e a d  a  e   a c  e a da a a e." 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  NOTE  Ma i  
''' 
JACCARD: T e Jacca d c e c e  ea e  a  be ee  e a e e , a d  de ed a  
e e  
e e ec  d ded b  e e  e   e a e e . 
 
HAMMING: T e d a ce be ee     e a  e   e be    a  c  e 
c e d  
b  a e d e e . I  e  d ,  ea e  e  be   b  e ed  
c a e e  




# e d egi  
 
# egi  INPUT 
a a  = ​'PTS' 
ec e = ​'Ha ' 
e e_ e_ a e = ​' e e_ ' 
 
# U e '-1' f  defa  a e 
ec c_ e  = ​149 
a e_ ab e  = ​Fa e 
c e _ a e = [​2​, ​3​, ​4​, ​5​, ​6​, ​7​] 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  Add e  
de  = ​'/U e /' 
 = de  + ​"O /" ​+ a a  + ​"/P a _M de /OLD/" 
d  = [ e  ​  ​ e  ​  ​ . d ( ) ​  ​ . a . d ( . a . ( , e ))] 
d . () 
# e d egi  
 
 ​d ​  ​d : 
   ​ ​(d) 
   ​# egi  I i ia i e 
   ​ c e_c e  = ​ e ​( b. b1(( de  + ​"O /" ​+ a a  + ​"/P a _M de /OLD/" ​+ d + 
"/"​), ​"*. "​)) 
 
   ​# egi  L ad_Ge e_Da a 
   ​ e e_add e  = de  + ​'I /' ​+ a a  + ​'/ e e /' ​+ e e_ e_ a e + ​'. ' 
   ​ e e_  = eadF C F e( e e_add e , ​0​, ​T e​) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​ a _c e _a  = [] 
 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​  ​ e e a  ​  ​ a e​( ec c_ e , c e_c e ): 
 
       ​# egi  L ad P a i  
       ​ a _ de  = e P c eP a ( de , a a , e e a , d) 
       a  = a _ de [​'P a '​] 
       _ de  = a _ de [​'M de '​] 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  MATRIX 
 
       # egi  Ca c a e Ma i  
       ​da a2 =  
       ​  ​  ​  ​ _ de : 
           d a ce = [] 
           ​  ​  ​  ​ _ de : 
 
               ​  ​ ec e ​  ​'Ha '​: 
                   d a ce.a e d( a ( a [ ].Ge C e(), 
a [ ].Ge C e()) * ​ e ​( a [ ].Ge C e())) 
 
               ​e  ​ ec e ​  ​'Jacca d'​: 
                   d a ce.a e d( acca d( a [ ].Ge C e(), 
a [ ].Ge C e())) 
 
           da a2[ ] = d a ce 
 
       ​# Cha ge  Da a F a e f a  
       ​d  = d.Da aF a e(​ de ​= _ de ) 
       ​  ​  ​  ​ _ de : 
           d [ ] = da a2[ ] 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       ​ e_ _ e = ​Fa e 
       ​# egi  W i e Ma i   fi e 
       ​  ​ e_ _ e: 
           ​  ​ ec e ​  ​'Ha '​: 
               e_ a e = ​'Ha _PTS_' 
 
           ​e  ​ ec e ​  ​'Jacca d'​: 
               e_ a e = ​'J_Ma _PTS_' 
 
           ​add e  = de  + ​'O /' ​+ a a  + ​'/C e a /' ​+ ec e + ​'/' ​+ e_ a e + 
​( e e a ) + ​'.c ' 
 
           ​d . _c (add e , ​ e ​=​'​\ ​'​) 
 
           ​ ​( e_ a e + ​ ​( e e a )) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # e d egi  
 
       ​ ca e _  = ​T e 
        ​ ca e _ : 
 
           ​# egi  M: I i ia i e 
           ​be _c_ c e = ​'C e '​: ​0​, ​'S_ c e'​: ​0​  
           M = e c . a e_d a ce (d , ​Y​=​N e​, ​ e c​=​' ec ed' ​) 
           ​# e d egi  
 
           # egi  MDS: M i Di e i a  Sca i g 
           ​e bed = MDS(​ a _ e ​=​200 ​, ​ _c e ​=​2​, ​d a ​=​' ec ed'​, ​ a d _ a e​=​1​) 
           X = e bed. _ a (M[:​65​]) 
           ​# e d egi  
 
           ​  ​c  ​  ​c e _ a e: 
 
               ​# egi  KMea  C e  
               # I i ia i e he c e e  i h _c e  a e a d a a d  ge e a  eed f 10 
(De e e i ic). 
               ​c  = KMea (​ _c e ​=c , ​ ​=​' - ea ++'​, ​ a d _ a e​=​10 ​) 
               c _  = c . _ ed c (X) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               # egi  De e i e K 
               # The i h e e_ c e gi e  he a e age a e f  a  he a e . 
               ​ e e_a  = e e_ c e(X, c _ ) 
               ​  ​be _c_ c e[​'S_ c e'​] < e e_a : 
                   be _c_ c e = ​'C e '​: c , ​'S_ c e'​: e e_a  
 
               ​# e d egi  
 
           ​ a e_ _c e  = [be _c_ c e[​'C e '​]] 
           ​ ​(​"C e : "​, be _c_ c e[​'C e '​], ​"S e e_ c e: " ​, 
be _c_ c e[​'S_ c e'​]) 
 
           ​  ​ _c e  ​  ​ a e_ _c e : 
 
               ​# egi  KMea  C e  
               # I i ia i e he c e e  i h _c e  a e a d a a d  ge e a  
               ​c e e  = KMea ( ​ _c e ​= _c e , ​ ​=​' - ea ++'​, ​ a d _ a e ​= ​10​) 
               c e _ abe  = c e e . _ ed c (X) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               # egi  Si h e e 
               # The i h e e_ c e gi e  he a e age a e f  a  he a e . 
               ​ e e_a  = e e_ c e(X, c e _ abe ) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               # egi  DATA FRAME 
               ​ ​(​"Da a F a e"​) 
 
               ​# egi  DF: C_I i ia i e 
               ​d  =  
               c e _d c  =  
               e_c e  = [] 
               be _c e  =  
               c e _be  = ​0 
 
               ​c abe  = ​ ​(c e e . abe _) 
                = ​ ​(da a2. e ()) 
 
               ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​(c abe )): 
                   ​  ​c abe [ ] ​   ​ e_c e : 
                       e_c e .a e d(c abe [ ]) 
               e_c e . () 
 
               ​  ​  ​  ​ e_c e : 
                   c e _d c [ ] = [] 
 
               ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​(c abe )): 
                   c e _d c [c abe [ ]].a e d( [ ]) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​( e_c e )): 
 
                   ​# egi  C e  DF Tab e  
 
                   # egi  I i ia i e 
                   ​da a = [] 
                   de  = [] 
                   c  = [] 
                   a _ e  = ​0 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  C  
                   ​c  = ​ ​( e e_ ) 
                   c . e (​0​, ​'C e _ '​. a ( e_c e [ ])) 
                   c .a e d(​'B a '​) 
                   c .a e d(​'P d c '​) 
                   c .a e d(​'F e '​) 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   ​  ​  ​  ​c e _d c [ e_c e [ ]]: 
 
                       ​# egi  C e  R  
                       ​b a _c_  = a [ ].Ge C e() 
                       b a _c_ . e (​0​, ) 
 
                        = a [ ]. e e eF e Da a() 
 
                       b a _c_ .a e d(​ ​( [​'B a '​])) 
                       b a _c_ .a e d(​ ​( [​'P d c '​])) 
                       b a _c_ .a e d(​ ​( [​'F e '​])) 
 
                       a _ e  += [​'F e '​] 
 
                       da a.a e d(b a _c_ ) 
                       de .a e d( ) 
                       ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  Pe ce age I i  
                   ​da a.a e d([​'Pe ce a e_ '​. a ( e_c e [ ])]) 
                   de .a e d(​'Pe ce a e_ '​. a ( e_c e [ ])) 
                   da a.a e d([]) 
                   de .a e d(​'' ​) 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  C ea e Tab e 
                   ​d [​'C e _ ' ​. a ( e_c e [ ])] = d.Da aF a e \ 
                       (​da a​=da a, ​c ​=c , ​ de ​= de , ​d e​= ​ b ec ​) 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  Pe ce age R  
                   #c e  = df['C e _ '.f a ( )] 
                   ​  ​  ​  ​ e e_ : 
                       ​# ​TODO: S a  f  he e. Se ec  be  c e  e  ge e a i   be ed 
d i g PTS_ALL 
 
                       ​# egi  Ca c a e Pe ce age 
                       ​c  = d [​'C e _ '​. a ( e_c e [ ])]. c[:, ]. () 
                       e  = ​ a ​(c .c (​1​)) 
                       e  = ​ a ​(c .c (​0​)) 
                        = e  + e  
                       e ce  = ​ d​((( e  / ) * ​100​), ​2​) 
 
d [​'C e _ '​. a ( e_c e [ ])].a [​'Pe ce a e_ '​. a ( e
_c e [ ]), ] = e ce  
 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  C e  T a  Fi e  
 
d [​'C e _ '​. a ( e_c e [ ])].a [​'Pe ce a e_ '​. a ( e_
c e [ ]), ​'F e '​] = a _ e  
 
                   ​  ​ a _ e  > c e _be : 
                       c e _be  = a _ e  
                       be _c e  = ​'Na e'​: ​'C e _ '​. a ( e_c e [ ]), 
                                       ​'Pe ce a e'​:​'Pe ce a e_ '​. a ( e_c e [ ]), 
                                       ​'F e ' ​: c e _be  
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # e d egi  
 
               # egi  Ge e a i  DF Tab e  
 
               # egi  C  
               ​c 2 = [] 
               c 2 = ​ ​( e e_ ) 
               ​#c 2.i e (0, 'Ge e a i ') 
               ​c 2.a e d(​'B a '​) 
               c 2.a e d(​'P d c '​) 
               c 2.a e d(​'F e '​) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               # egi  C ea e Tab e 
               ​d [​'GEN_ '​. a (​ ​( e e a ))] = d.Da aF a e(​da a​=[], ​c ​=c 2, 
de ​=[​'GEN_ '​. a (​ ​( e e a ))], ​d e​=​ b ec ​) 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               # egi  Be  C e  R  
               ​ ​: 
                   ​  ​  ​  ​ e e_ : 
 
d [​'GEN_ '​. a (​ ​( e e a ))].a [​'GEN_ ' ​. a (​ ​( e e a )), 
] = d [​ ​(be _c e [​'Na e'​])].a [​ ​(be _c e [​'Pe ce a e'​]), ] 
 
 
d [​'GEN_ '​. a (​ ​( e e a ))].a [​'GEN_ ' ​. a (​ ​( e e a )), 
'F e '​] = be _c e [​'F e '​] 
 
 
                   a _c e _a .a e d(d [​'GEN_ '​. a (​ ​( e e a ))]) 
 
                   ​ ​(​'GEN_ '​. a (​ ​( e e a ))) 
 
               ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
                   ​ ​( ) 
 
               ​# e d egi  
 
               # e d egi  
 
               # P i   CSV 
               ​  ​ a e_ ab e : 
 
                   ​# egi  I i ia i e 
                   ​c _add e  = de  + ​'O /' ​+ a a  + ​'/Da a_F a e/'​\ 
                                 + d + ​'/' ​+ d + ​'_' ​+ ​ ​( e e a ) + ​'.c ' 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  S ac  he Da aF a e    f each he  
                   ​ e ca S ac  = d.c ca (d , ​ ​=​' e '​, ​a ​= ​0​) 
                   e ca S ac . _c (c _add e , ​ de ​=​T e​, ​ eade ​=​T e​) 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
               # e d egi  
 
               ​  ​ e e a  == ec c_ e : 
 
                   ​# egi  PLOT: a 1 a d a 2 
                   ​ ​(​'P  C e '​) 
 
                   ​# egi  Fig e 
                   # C ea e a b  i h 1  a d 2 c  
                   ​ , (a 1, a 2) = . b (​1​, ​2​) 
                   . e _ e_ c e (​18​, ​7​) 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  LEFT: a 1 
                   # The 1  b  i  he i h e e  
                   ​a 1. e _ ([- ​0.1​, ​1​]) 
 
                   ​# The ( _c e +1)*10 i  f  i e i g b a  ace be ee  i h e e 
                   #  f i di id a  c e ,  de a ca e he  c ea . 
                   ​a 1. e _ ([​0​, ​ e ​(X) + ( _c e  + ​1​) * ​10​]) 
 
                   ​# The e ica  i e f  a e age i h e e c e f a  he a e  
                   ​a 1.a e(​ ​= e e_a , ​c ​=​" ed"​, ​ e e​= ​"--" ​) 
 
                   a 1. e _ c ([])  ​# C ea  he a i  abe  / ic  
                   ​a 1. e _ c ([-​0.1​, ​0​, ​0.2​, ​0.4​, ​0.6​, ​0.8​, ​1​]) 
 
                   ​# C e he i h e e c e  f  each a e 
                   ​ a e_ e e_ a e  = e e_ a e (X, c e _ abe ) 
 
                   _ e  = ​10 
                   ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​( _c e ): 
                       ​# Agg ega e he i h e e c e  f  a e  be gi g  
                       # c e  i, a d  he  
                       ​ _c e _ e e_ a e  = \ 
                           a e_ e e_ a e [c e _ abe  == ] 
 
                       _c e _ e e_ a e . () 
 
                       e_c e _  = _c e _ e e_ a e . a e[​0 ​] 
                       _ e  = _ e  + e_c e _  
 
                       c  = c . _ ec a (​ a ​( ) / _c e ) 
                       a 1. _be ee ( .a a e( _ e , _ e ), 
                                         ​0​, _c e _ e e_ a e , 
                                         ​ acec ​=c , ​ed ec ​=c , ​a a​=​0.7​) 
 
                       ​# Labe  he i h e e  i h hei  c e  be  a  he idd e 
                       ​a 1. e (-​0.05​, _ e  + ​0.5 ​* e_c e _ , ​ ​( )) 
 
                       ​# C e he e  _ e  f  e   
                       ​ _ e  = _ e  + ​10  ​# 10 f  he 0 a e  
 
                   ​a 1. e _ e(​"T e e e   e a  c e ." ​) 
                   a 1. e _ abe ( ​"T e e e c e c e  a e "​) 
                   a 1. e _ abe ( ​"C e  abe "​) 
                   ​# e d egi  
 
                   # egi  RIGHT: a 2 
                   # 2 d P  h i g he ac a  c e  f ed 
                   ​c  = c . _ ec a (c e _ abe .a e(​ a ​) / _c e ) 
                   a 2. ca e (X[:, ​0​], X[:, ​1​], ​ a e ​=​'.'​, ​ ​=​55​, ​ ​=​0 ​, ​a a​= ​0.7​, 
                               ​c​=c , ​ed ec ​=​' '​) 
 
                   ​# Labe i g he c e  
                   ​ce e  = c e e .c e _ce e _ 
                   ​# D a  hi e ci c e  a  c e  ce e  
                   ​a 2. ca e (ce e [:, ​0​], ce e [:, ​1​], ​ a e ​=​' ' ​, 
                               ​c​=​" e"​, ​a a​=​1​, ​ ​=​75​, ​ed ec ​=​' ' ​) 
 
                   ​  ​ , c ​  ​e e a e​(ce e ): 
                       a 2. ca e (c[​0​], c[​1​], ​ a e ​=​'$%d$' ​% , ​a a ​=​1​, 
                                   ​ ​=​25​, ​ed ec ​=​' ' ​) 
 
                   a 2. e _ e(​"T e a a   e c e ed da a." ​) 
                   a 2. e _ abe ( ​"Fea e ace  e 1  ea e"​) 
                   a 2. e _ abe ( ​"Fea e ace  e 2 d ea e"​) 
                   . e((​"S e e a a   KMea  c e  = %d" ​% 
_c e ),​ e​=​12​, ​ e ​=​'b d'​) 
                   ​# e d egi  
                   # e d egi  
 
           # C e _P  
           ​  ​ e e a  == ec c_ e : 
               . () 
               .e (​0​) 
   ​# Da a_F a e 
   ​  ​ a e_ ab e : 
       ​# egi  A  Ge e a i  
       ​c _add e 2 = de  + ​'O /' ​+ a a  + ​'/Da a_F a e/' ​+ d + ​'/' ​+ d + ​'_ALL.c ' 
 
       ​ e ca S ac  = d.c ca ( a _c e _a , ​ ​=​' e '​, ​a ​= ​0​) 
       e ca S ac . _c (c _add e 2, ​ de ​=​T e​, ​ eade ​=​T e​) 
       ​ ​(c _add e 2) 











7.  A  F   
P a _a a e _ c .  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
 ​  
 ​ a  ​  ​  
 ​ c e ​a  ​ c e 
 ​ a b.  ​a  ​  
 ​Da aba e_GPR.MDGC a  ​  ​ e e a eL cTab e 
 ​Ge e c_A .R GA_ c  ​  ​ de L cTab e, e L cTab eDa a 
 
 
# egi  PURPOSE 
''' 
H d  a ed c  a  be   T_Va da  
''' 
# e d egi  
 
de  ​ _ ​( ): 
    = ​ ​( . (​'M'​)) 
   ​ e  ​  
 
de  ​ e P c eP a ​( de , a a , e e a , _ a e): 
   a  = c e. ad(​ e ​( de  + ​'O /' ​+ a a  + ​"/P a _M de /OLD/" ​+ _ a e 
+ ​"/ c e_ a _" ​+ ​ ​( e e a ) + ​". "​, ​" b"​)) 
 
   de  = a . e () 
   _ de  = ​ ed​( de , ​ e ​= _ ) 
 
   _  = ​'P a '​: a , ​'M de '​: _ de   
   ​ e  ​ _  
 
de  ​ e _I de edLT​(): 
 
   ​# egi  Ge  L gic Tab e f  DB (DATABASE ACCESS) 
   ​da a = e L cTab eDa a() 
   c_ ab e = e e a eL cTab e(da a[​0​], da a[​1​], ​Fa e​) 
 
   ​# egi  ge e :c ea  ge e i  e ac ed f  DB 
   ​db_ e e_  = da a[​1​] 
   e e  = [] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​db_ e e_ : 
       ​  ​ [​' e e_ a e'​]: 
           e e .a e d( [​' e e_ a e'​]. e ()) 
   e e . () 
   ​# e d egi  
   # e d egi  
 
   # egi  INDEX L gic_Tab e 
   ​ de ed_da a = de L cTab e( c_ ab e, e e ) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​ e  ​ de ed_da a 
 
de  ​c e Ge e ​(b a , e e ): 
 
   ​# egi  E  Chec i g 
   ​  ​ e ​(b a ) ​   ​ e ​( e e ): 
       ​  ​(​"C e a d Ge e  d '  a e de ca  de "​) 
       .e (​1​) 
   ​e   ​ e e : 
       ​  ​(​"N  e e  d" ​) 
       .e (​1​) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​c_ e e  = [] 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ​ e ​( e e )): 
       ​  ​b a [ ] ​  ​1​: 
           e e  = e e [ ]. ( ​'-'​) 
           ​  ​  ​  ​ e e : 
               c_ e e .a e d( ) 
 
   ​ e  ​c_ e e  
 
de  ​c a eS de ​( de , _da a, _ be , a e , e, c ): 
 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​ e ​( _ be )): 
       ​ ​: 
           ​# egi  Da a (INPUT) 
           ​  = [] 
           ​  ​  ​  ​ _da a[ _ be [ ]][​1​:​26​]: 
               .a e d(​ a ​( )) 
 
           a e  =  
           a e  += a e [:​1​] 
           ​# e d egi  
 
           # egi  P  
           # P  da a 
           ​ de . (a e , a e , ​ e d ​=​2​, ​ e e​= e[ ], ​ abe ​= ​'Ge e a  
'​. a (​ ​( _ be [ ]))) 
           ​# Fi  a ea 
           ​ de . (a e , a e , ​'b'​, ​a a​=​0.1​, ​ acec ​=c [ ]) 
           ​# e d egi  
       ​e ce  ​E ce  ​a  ​ : 
           ​ ​( ) 
 
   ​# Add ege d 
   ​ . e e d(​ c​=​' e  '​, ​bb _ _a c ​=(​0.1​, ​0.1​)) 
   . () 
 
de  ​ a eA S de ​( de , _da a, a e , ca e e , a e_add e ): 
 
   ​  ​da a ​  ​ _da a: 
 
       ​# egi  P  da a 
       # C i a i  
       ​ de . e _ e a_ e (  / ​2​) 
       de . e _ e a_d ec (- ​1​) 
 
       ​# egi  D a  abe  
       ​ . d(​a a​=​0.3​) 
       . c (a e [:-​1​], ca e e , ​c ​=​'b ac '​, ​ e​=​8​) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  D a  abe  
       ​ de . e _ abe _ ( ​90​) 
       . c ([​10​, ​20​, ​30​, ​40​, ​50​, ​60​, ​70​, ​80​, ​90 ​], [​"10"​, ​"20"​, ​"30" ​, ​"40" ​, ​"50" ​, ​"60"​, ​"70"​, 
"80"​, ​"90"​], 
                  ​c ​=​"b ac "​, ​ e​=​6​) 
       . (​0​, ​100​) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  Da a (INPUT) 
       ​  = [] 
       ​  ​  ​  ​da a[​1​:​26​]: 
           .a e d(​ a ​( )) 
 
       a e  =  
       a e  += a e [:​1​] 
       ​# e d egi  
       # e d egi  
 
       ​ de . (a e , a e , ​ e d ​=​2​, ​ e e​=​' d'​, ​ abe ​=da a[​0 ​]) 
       ​# Fi  a ea 
       ​ de . (a e , a e , ​'b'​, ​a a​=​0.1​, ​ acec ​=​'b'​) 
       ​# Add ege d 
       ​ . e e d(​ c​=​' e  ' ​, ​bb _ _a c ​=( ​0.1​, ​0.1​)) 
       . a e ( a e_add e  + ​'_ . '​. a (da a[​0​])) 
       .c a() 








8. G   G   
S a _ a .  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
 ​  
 ​ b 
 ​ ab ​a  ​  
 ​c  
 ​T_Va da .T_Va da _ c  ​  ​ e P c eP a  
 
 
# egi  PURPOSE 
''' 
D a  S a  e     "P a _M de " F de . 
''' 
# e d egi  
 
a a  = ​'PTS' 
# egi  INITIALISE 
de  = ​"/U e /" 
c  = [ ​'Red'​, ​'G ee '​, ​'B e'​, ​'Ma e a'​] 
 = de  + ​"O /" ​+ a a  + ​"/P a _M de /OLD/" 
d  = [ e  ​  ​ e  ​  ​ . d ( ) ​  ​ . a . d ( . a . ( , e ))] 
d . () 
# e d egi  
 
 ​d ​  ​d : 
   be _ e  = [] 
   a e a e_ e  = [] 
 
   ​ ​(d) 
   c e_c e  = ​ e ​( b. b1(( de  + ​"O /" ​+ a a  + 
                                    ​"/P a _M de /OLD/" ​+ d + ​"/" ​), ​"*. " ​)) 
 
   ​# egi  Ge e a i  L  
   ​ _  = ​T e 
    ​ e e a  ​  ​ a e​(​1​, c e_c e ): 
 
       ​ ​(​'Ge e a : '​. a (​ ​( e e a ))) 
       ​# egi  L ad Ge e a i  
       ​a  = ​0.0 
       ​ a _ de  = e P c eP a ( de , a a , e e a , d) 
       a  = a _ de [​'P a '​] 
       de  = a _ de [ ​'M de '​] 
 
       ​  ​ _ : 
           be e _ de  = c .c ( a [ de [​0​]]) 
           _  = ​Fa e 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       # egi  C e A e age a d Be  Fi e  
       ​  ​  ​  ​ de : 
            = a [ ]. e e eF e () 
 
           ​  ​  > be e _ de . e e eF e (): 
               be e _ de  = c .c ( a [ ]) 
 
           a  +=  
       a  /= ​ e ​( de ) 
       ​# e d egi  
 
       ​a e a e_ e .a e d(a ) 
       be _ e .a e d(be e _ de . e e eF e ()) 
   ​# e d egi  
 
   ​ ​( ​'Ge e a  G a '​) 
   ​# egi  GRAPH 
   ​ _a  = [] 
   be _ e _ a  = be _ e  
   a e a e_ e _ a  = a e a e_ e  
    = ​0.0 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​(​0​, ( c e_c e  - ​1​)): 
        += ​1.0 
       ​ _a .a e d( ) 
 
   ​# . ( _a i , be _fi e _ a i , ' --', abe =d, c =c [0]) 
   ​ . ( _a , a e a e_ e _ a , ​' --'​, ​ abe ​=d, ​c ​=c [​0 ​]) 
   ​de  ​c [​0​] 
   ​# e d egi  
 
​(​'D a  G a '​) 
# egi  P  G a h. 
# gi e  a i e 
. e( ​'F e   e Ge e a '​) 
# a e a i  abe  
. abe (​'Ge e a '​) 
. abe (​'B a  ( / DW/ )'​) 
# a e ege d 
e e d = . e e d(​ c​=​'ce e  '​, ​ ad ​=​T e​) 
# h  
. () 











9. D   C  
 
  
Rada _c a .  
 
__a __ = ​'be e a ' 
 
# Lib a ie  
 ​c  
 ​ a  ​  ​  
 ​ a b.  ​a  ​  
 ​T_Va da .T_Va da _ c  ​  ​c a eS de , a eA S de  
 
a a  = ​'PTS' 
 = ​'PTS_C5_P65_G150' 
c  = [​'b' ​, ​' '​] 
e e a  = [​148​, ​10​] 
e = [​' d'​, ​'da ed'​] 
 
# egi  INITIALISE 
de  = ​'/U e /' 
c _add e  = de  + ​'O /' ​+ a a  + ​'/Da a_F a e/' ​+  + ​'/' ​+  + ​'_ALL.c ' 
_add e  = de  + ​'O /' ​+ a a  + ​'/Da a_F a e/' ​+  + ​'/' ​+  
# e d egi  
 
# egi  Re ie e Ca eg ie  (ge e _ i ) 
e _  = [] 
 ​ e ​(c _add e , ​' '​) ​a  ​c e: 
   eade  = c . eade (c e) 
   ​  ​  ​  ​ eade : 
       e _ .a e d( ) 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  D a  X_ abe  
# A i  Va iab e  
ca e e  = e _ . (​0​)[​1​:​26​] 
e _c = ​ e ​(ca e e ) 
 
# A i  A g e 
a e  = [  / ​ a ​( e _c) * ​2 ​*  ​  ​  ​  ​ a e​( e _c)] 
a e  += a e [:​1​] 
 
a  = . b (​111​, ​ a ​=​T e​) 
# If  a  he fi  a i   be  : 
a . e _ e a_ e (  / ​2​) 
a . e _ e a_d ec (-​1​) 
 
. d( ​a a​=​0.3​) 
. c (a e [:-​1​], ca e e , ​c ​=​'b ac '​, ​ e​=​8​) 
# e d egi  
 
# egi  D a  abe  
a . e _ abe _ (​90​) 
. c ([​10​,​20​,​30​,​40​,​50​,​60​,​70​,​80​,​90​], [​"10"​,​"20"​,​"30"​,​"40"​,​"50"​,​"60"​, ​"70" ​,​"80"​, ​"90"​], 
c ​=​"b ac "​, ​ e​=​6​) 
. ( ​0​,​100​) 
# e d egi  
 
a eA S de (​ de ​=a , ​ _da a​= e _ , ​a e ​=a e , ​ca e e ​=ca e e , 
a e_add e ​= _add e ) 
#c a eS ide ( ide =a , g i _da a=ge _ i , g i _ be =ge e a i , a g e =a g e , i e= i e, 
c =c ) 
​(​'DONE'​) 
 
  
